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THE DYNAMICS OF BLACK AND WHITE VIOLENCE

VI

by James P. Corner, M.D.

When black and white violence again struck urban

America in the early 1960's, social scientists and

government leaders looked around hurriedly for a quick

solution. The obvious cause, to many, was the low so-

cial and economic conditions of black Americans. In

spite of multiple efforts to improve this situation,

violence mounted to a frightening peak in 1967. While

inter-racial violence decreased sharply in 1968, the

polarization of the races pointed up in the Report of

the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders is

continuing to take place . Thus the possibility of future

and even more malignant violence, such as guerilla

tactics, remains a possibility, if not a probability.

If the social and economic conditions of a group

are the primary determinants of group violence andK

potential violence, civil disorder on the part of blacks

rf

is a paradox. While the relative economic position

Y w

remains low, social and economic gains directly experi-

enced by black Americans from 1960 through 1968 have

been more rapid and substantial than ever before in
2

American history. The number of non-whites, 92% black,

at the poverty level as defined by the Social Security

Administration has declined from 10.9 million in 1964l



to 8.3 million in 1967. The unemployment rate for blacks

has has declined from 12.4% of the labor force in 1961 to

6.8% for the first six months of 1968. A 31% drop in

under-employment was recorded between 1966 and 1967,

compared with a 17% decline for whites.

w "L
pi

In 1960 there were only 3 million blacks in the

better job categories while 46 million whites held such

jobs . Between 1960 and 1967 there was a 47% increase in

~I

operatives (the better jobs) compared to a 16% increase

by whites . There was an 80% increase in the number of

black professional and technical workers between 1960 K

and 1967, compared with a 30% increase among whites .

There was a 77% increase in the number of black clerical

workers as compared to a 23% increase for whites; a 49%

increase in craftsmen and foremen in the non-white

category, compared with 13% of whites. There was a

corresponding decline in private household workers, 17%

for non-whites compared with 23% among whites; a 7%

decline was registered among black non-farm laborers,

compared with a 2% decline among whites. Because so few

blacks held relatively good occupational positions prior

to 1960, these changes are not as dramatic as they

appear, yet represent substantial improvement.

177; 71
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During the summer of 1967, it became clear that the

socio-economnic explanation for black and white violence< 
K

3
was inadequate . Observations made after the disorders

following the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther Kingt4

suggest the same . A Wall Street Journal report read:

Arrest records suggest that the adults who

looted were for the most part Negroes with com-

paratively good education who held jobs and had
not been arrested before. Few expressed a

cons cious des ire to revenge Dr . King 's slay ing .. .

In many cities, the violence apparently originated

with Negroes in their early teens, or even all the

way down to kindergarten age--those who had the

least reason to revere, or even know of, Dr. King,

and those who scorned the moderate civil rights

approach Dr. King espoused.

A black militant in Baltimore responded to the

question of what sparked the riots with this comment,

"You did, Whitey. You did it by treating us like animals.

his low pay, tired of being kicked about . King was just

an excuse." The National Advisory Commission of Civil

Disorders, while stating the problem differently, agreed

that white racism was the basic cause of black 
and white

violence. Both explanations--racism and poverty--view

intergroup violence as a simple reaction to an unhappy

set of circumstances.

A third explanation of black and white violence 
is

of even more limited value. Some social scientists have

x.,. 
.



contended that persons with impulse control difficulties

as a consequence of black family disintegration have been
5 ,

heavily involved in precipitating urban violence. Recent

studies have both challenged the notion of black family

disintegration and shown that such persons are just as

likely to be non-participants as they are to be partici-
6

pants. The complexity of intergroup violence is further

revealed in some of the incongruous events which occurred

during several 1967 disturbances . A group of black

youngsters in Washington, D. C. escorted their white

teacher out of the danger area but hurried back to throw

rocks at the passing cars of "white honkies." In

Detroit, blacks and whites sat together in a friendly

atmosphere and bid on the plunder recovered in distur-

bances which occurred only a few months before.

Obviously there is no simple explanation. Racism,

poverty and personal control problems are not enough to

explain the complexities and incongruities of current

black-white conflict--although all three factors are

involved. A more useful approach is to recognize inter-

group violence as primarily a product of specific social

system malfunctioning. It is a natural and predictable

phenomenon--although largely preventable--related to the

ti:.r.. T , , 1""P J .. ^.* .vm 4^^ SM^'. .r :.nxfim ;_Zf°'



nature of man and his basic human tasks. It occurs and

recurs when an individual or group is' denied the oppor-

tunity to meet their basic and man-made needs.

The human animal is born with drives and needs

j k

which conflict with those of other human beings. Some

form of social organization which will regulate the[

manner in which these drives are expressed and needs

are met have always been necessary. In all societies,

parents, caretakers and socializers of one kind or

another are charged with the responsibility of meeting

the child's basic needs and helping the young convert

drive energy into "tools" which will help them cope with

j 
j

the demands of an adult society . Libidnal energy becomes

"the stuff" of exploration, learning and work. Without

satisfactory transformation, these energies may result V
in a variety of troublesome forms of personal behavior,

including self-destructive action and unwarranted con-

flict and violence against people and property. When

the young and adequately developed and socialized and

are able to cope as adults, they enjoy a sense of

adequacy and security. Being able to cope and as a

result receiving the respect and acceptance of significant

peers is the primary way an individual meets basic and

man-made needs. When a sufficient number of members of a
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society feel relatively adequate and secure, a high

level of peace and stability can exist in families and

the society without force and repression of individuals

or groups. j

It is the task of the leaders of a society to

establish social policy which facilitates optimal

individual development and adequate socialization of

the young. Failure to do so constitutes social violence,

resulting in damage to individuals, groups and the

society which is far more harmful and lasting than overt

physical violence. In a representative society where

groups must organize and participate in the political

and administrative system in order to obtain opportuni-

ties which will facilitate the optimal development of

their members, the obstructive and unjust exercise of

power--physical or social--by another group constitutes

a crippling form of violence. The victimized group,

when healthy, struggles against the unjust and oppressive

situation. This struggle in the face of resistance

frequently results in overt physical violence. In

addition, when the leaders of a society sanction social

exploitation of a group, they concommitantly encourage

physical violence toward that group. Thus the historical

American situation of slavery or legal social violence
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toward blacks; white physical violence and relatively

little black retaliation; finally a legan and non-

violent struggle now punctuated with black violence is
10, 11

an understandable sequence.

There is an aspect of the pattern--black restraint--

which, on the surface, is difficult to explain. Given

the level of social violence toward blacks, the logical

question now should not be "Why black violence?" but

"Why has black initiated and retaliatory violence been

so little and so late?" The record of provocation

certainly is extreme.
During slavery, whippings and other abusive acts

were frequent . Because of the economic value of the 3

I

slave, it was usually only after abortive slave revolts

or unpardonablele? offences that the killing of slaves

took place. Freedmen, North and South, who found them-

selves in economic competition with whites frequently

fared less well. After slavery when the 4I million blacks

in the South came into direct economic competition with

the 5: 1/2 million poor whites and were no longer of value

to the white planters, the severity of violence toward

blacks increased. Beatings, torture and murder in order

to disenfranchise blacks, decrease economic competition

and maintain a caste system for economic and psychological
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advantage became the pattern of the day. It has been

estimated that between 1865 and 1955 over 5,000 blacks
12

were lynched by white mobs. Official United States

Census Bureau statistics show that over 3,000 were
13

lynched between 1882 and 1935. Legal lynchings,

"kangaroo court" action and unreported murders are not

included in these totals. Black schools and homes were

frequently burned in the early post-slavery period.

Between 1865 and 1940, over 500 blacks were killed in

race riots and massacres. Many more were injured and

abused. Relatively few whites were killed in these

disturbances. Finally, the burning and bombing of black

property and the murder and intimidation of blacks and

their white supporters involved in civil rights activ-

ities since the early 1950's is well-known.

Despite this abusive and oppressive pattern, black

reaction was generally not violence but non-violence.

Aptheker and other historians have pointed out that

there were slave uprisings and rumors of uprisings but

they certainly did not approximate the frequency or

severity of black slave uprisings in South America.

Even after slavery there was generally an under response

to the level of oppression. Historians and revolution-

aries have often puzzled over and despaired about this

. _ . , _.__ . .. -.. _ .-.--.. .. ,..-. .,.<«..., . . w-.uM.yw cs-.na gpigyr a axa'S 'v 2a r,
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situation.

Certainly the overwhelming power of the dominant

group is a factor. But it is not enough to explain the

phenomenon. Often slaves and freedmen greatly out-

numbered their masters and sometimes did attack and

kill them, but not very often. Subsequent events have

demonstrated that inherent docility and passivity and

the other explanations for extreme black restraint were

inaccurate. This is evidenced by the remarkable change

in black reaction to white control efforts in a short

period of time. Only fifteen years ago a black family

stood fearful and powerless as whites, without legal

authority, dragged their black youngster from his home

and murdered him. Today the arrest of a black man by a

white policeman in a black neighborhood carries with it

the risk of touching off a violent disturbance. Obvi-

ously there are important psycho-social forces at play

in black and white violence which go beyond simple

unhappiness and reaction to racism or poverty. These

forces can best be delineated through a review of the

critical aspects of black and white reaction over time.

Slavery the initial contact of most blacks and

whites in America, set the stage for continuing conflict.
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Many students of slavery have been preoccupied with the

question of whether it was largely a harsh and cruel or

pleasant and humane system. This is an interesting but

relatively unrewarding focus. The most important consid-

eration here is the effect of the system on the social

and psychological development of individual blacks and
r

whites and on the functioning of the respective groups

in the society at large. The effects of the system were

enormous indeed and still "haunt" us over 100 years since

the demise of the "peculiar institution."

The issue of who was to blame, the black chiefs or

middle men in Africa or slavers, is likewise not impor-

tant here. The point which is critical to this

discussion is that established social systems were

interrupted and new and traumatic ones were imposed on

the victims. Socialization, which was meaningful and

enabled individuals to meet basic needs and prepare to

cope as adults in the African society, was no longer

useful nor possible. The socialization which was necessary
gi

to cope as a slave was traumatic and harmful to the

psychological and social development of blacks--an extreme

form of social violence .

In West Africa, blacks were socialized in a way to
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metthe needs of individuals and the respective
~4

societies. Children were provided with nuturance and

physical care in a family or kinship system which

oriented them to their immediate world of kin, the

community, society and to their own feelings. .

Cultural and sub-cultural goals and values were

transmitted to the children and inter-personal skills,

modes of feeling, thinking and working were developed.

Contact with parents, elders, chiefs, warriors,

medicine men, traders, etc.--one of which they were

destined to become--gave the children a sense of direc-

tion, purpose and meaning.

Ritual and ceremony deepened the meaning of

individual existence and gave testimony to the importance

of societal functions. The circumcision and naming

ceremonies of the Dogon tribe were very important exer-

cises with life long significance to the individual.

Indeed it is only through the naming ceremony that a

member of that tribe became a part of the society. In

the Ibo, Zulu, Dogon and other tribes of West Africa,

children were brought into the adult cultural milieu

through age group organizations. Every function in the

society brought these groups together and a sense of

belonging and participation resulted. The transferenceE
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from age group to age group was marked by meaningful

ceremony.

Specific expectations and responsibilities were

laid down and had to be met before a young person could

receive additional responsibilities and privileges. The

individual received approval and acceptance from impor-

tant people in his society through the accomplishment

of societal tasks and developed a sense of adequacy and

self-respect for his achievement. The universal outcome

of adequate socialization which permits. one to cope as

an adult is a sense of security. This is not to say

that there were no injustices, insecurity or uncertainty

within the African system. But in general the operation

of the tribes and tribal nations fostered the development

of a sense of security and a positive self and group

concept. Slavery changed this situation.

The objective of socialization in slavery was not to

develop the individual to a point that he or she might

perform as a fully adequate, competent, full participant

in adult society. The socialization and management of

slaves was designed to maintain the master's power and

control over them and to increase his benefits. Even

humane treatment had its "master's twist." An ex-slave

from Louisiana said, "Marse always say being mean to the

1* f
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young-uns make them mean when they grows up and nobody
15

gwine to buy a mean nigger.

Y The slaves were powerless for two major reasons.

Their legal status was that of chattel without rights

in court and without the protection of any institution.

The master was all-powerful and had the right to control

every aspect of slave life from birth to death, from sex

to settling disputes. is power was enhanced by addi-

tional factors. Black slaves in a predominantly white

controlled land were readily identifiable. The slaves

were not of a single tribal origin with a long group

history and a resultant cohesive bond. They were far

from home and generally unwanted except for economic

exploitation. They were not able to maintain the

organizational elements of their respective previous

cultures--kinship ties, family organization, religion,
16

government, courts, etc. Thus they were not able to

run away en masse; to turn in on their own culture for

psychological support or to effectively organize to

attack their oppressors .

Economic and social policies were not determined by

the slaves. The provision of food, clothing and shelter

for a family was not the task of the black male. Often a
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family structure or kinship structure did not exist at

all. Protecting the family and tribe from assault was

not the role of a black warrior, groomed from childhood

for the task and honored by his feats by ritual and

ceremony. The naming ceremony meant nothing any more.

Males were often referred to by the master they worked

for and the woman they had a sexual liaison with.. .Mr.

Barber's boy or Sophie's man. The master provided for

basic human needs and regulated basic human functions.

For everything the slaves were forced to look to the

master.

Obviously the slave master functioned as "father",

ruler and God. Indeed slaves were often taught to

"obey thy master as thy God." Even when the slave

resisted, he was relating to a master for it was not

resistance in the name of a people or a tribe or a

tribal nation. It was one to one, slave to master. The

condition of total power and complete powerlessness, 
with

the master providing and regulating basic needs--thus

providing all the security a black slave could know--

resulted in an intense emotional bond or tie between 
the

black slave and the white master. Because slave holdings

in this country averaged five to fifteen persons, this
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bond was much more intense than in South American

countries where the slave holdings were much larger and

a greater degree of black self-identity and culture were

maintained.

After the first generation, children were born into

the system and prepared from birth for a life of subser-

vience. Nuturance and physical care came from an adult

but not in the interest of a family, kinship group or

tribe but in the interest of a master. (This is probably

the reason that so many adults cared so little for

children--a point which confounded slave owners and

observers.) Children were not destined to become elders,

chiefs, warriors, traders, etc. Their future was that of

a despised slave. Ritual and ceremony did not give

testimony to the importance of their own lives and that

of their people. The master, or parents doing his

bidding, set expectations. Approval and acceptance from

fellow slaves was based on the degree to which the child

achieved goals acceptable to the master.

Children were taught what they could and could not

do in relation to whites. They were taught to obey and

respect whites. The Bible and the whip reinforced their

parent's teaching. Frequent references in the literature
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of slavery indicate that black children were taught to

knuckle under to the little white tyrant of the same age,

one in training to become the master and the other tor

become the slave. There could be no black group goals

for children to inculcate. Blacks did not exist as a

group with goals of their own. They were given organiza-

tion, goals and direction by the master. They existed for

his benefit and by his permission.

Some ran away to the Indians, to Canada and to freedom

in the North. But most could not. Most had to adjust to

the circumstances, for man does not exist in groups with-

out some form of social organization. Some led a passive-

aggressive existence in relationship to whites--working as

little as they could without being punished, sabotaging

property and generally provoking the master . Some used

religion to establish a relationship and existence in

which they had an importance and purpose beyond the master

and their lowly slave position. Some established a life

;

style which was a carbon copy of the master. Some adjust-

ments were extremely harmful to individual development

and others were less so. All, however, had to identify

and relate to the master or the white power group. This

led to an identification with the aggressor or oppressor--

an adaptive mechanism of generally adverse consequences
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to blacks.

It is understandable under the condition of power-

lessness, dependency and rejection inherent in the nature

of American slavery that wisdom and adequacy became

associated with the master. Eventually these attributes

were extended to all white persons. All whites had the

right to abuse and exploit blacks without fear of serious

censure or consequences. Blackness was associated with

inadequacy and subservience and the notion was trans-

mitted to black and white children during their earliest

developmental years. The message was driven home well.

Benjamin Botkin's collection of slave narratives shows

many instances of slave guilt for not working hard or

disobeying the master. This suggests that the values of

the master were internalized by the slaves. Slave

narratives also indicate very clearly that they were

rendered dependent on the powerful master and many

developed feelings and attitudes toward him parallel to

the parent-child relationship. The large number of slaves

who could not or would not leave the plantation after

slavery indicates the degree of psychological dependency

which was developed.

Identification with the master was of serious

psychological consequence to the slaves. Attitudes about

blacks held by whites became the feelings or attitudes
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blacks held for themselves and each other as a group.

Hatred of self; anger toward the self; presumption of

black incompetence; etc. are a legacy of slavery rein-

forced by residual and later social practices--segrega-

tion and exclusion. Independent black achievement was

almost non-existant during slavery. Success was being

like whites, being with whites, or being white. Often

the black ideal or goal was to be white or to become

white. Students of behavior have repeatedly documented

the adverse psychological effect of these "impossible
19, 20, 21

strivings.

Given the circumstances, dependency and identifica-

tion with the master is an understandable outcome. But

such a relationship is always an ambivalent one. Man in

such situations enjoys the security of dependency but

rebels against the price, external control. He despises

the person of power but attempts to be a part of him. The

goals and ideals of the powerful can easily become those

of the powerless. In such a relationship, anger or

action against the powerful and protective person or group

is a blow against part of the self of the dependent and

powerless person or group. It is not surprising then

that many blacks would have some difficulty expressing

anger toward whites during slavery and for a long period
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thereafter. The psychological tie of powerless blacks

to powerful whites was as important a deterent of black

retaliation as the probable physical consequences .

Had blacks become an acceptable part of the total

society after slavery, the significance of racial

differences would have been greatly changed. Race

would not have remained as a symbol or a sign of goodness

and badness, success or failure. Blacks would not have

been denied employment, education, ownership and

entreprenurial opportunities. The masses could have

received a basic sense of adequacy by simply providing

for their families and receiving recognition as desirable

parents and citizens. The talented could have moved to

positions of leadership and registered high level achieve-

ment. Without the atmosphere of white rejection of blacks

at every level, the latter could have identified with

achievers, leaders, goals and values which were American

rather than black or white. Black children would have

aspired to a wide range of goals rather than those open

to blacks. But blacks were not accepted into the total

society and the consequential psychological outcome was

different.

After slavery, blacks were immediately closed out of

the economic, political, educational mainstream of American
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22
life . The program of Federal Reconstruction failed to

provide blacks with a solid economic base and was, asa

consequence, gradually eroded as an adjustment tool.

None of the organizational aspects of the African culture

remained to provide a basis for group stability and

direction. Only remnarits of previous African life styles

and behavioral residuals remained, greatly modified by

the American experience and of little value in promoting

adjustment in the post-slavery period. As a result of

these factors, blacks remained economically, socially and

psychologically dependent on whites who retained almost

complete economic and social control. Over 50% of the

black population remained in a condition of serfdom until

the early part of the 20th Century . While some were able

to directly express anger and advocate rejection of and

attacks on the perceived oppressor--as some did in slavery--

most were not able to do so. Not only had their training

been effective but to express hostility toward whites ori

which many were dependent was to risk the loss of a major

source of a sense of security.

The circumstances reflected an unhealthy state of

affairs. As a group, blacks were unable to obtain oppor-

tunities which would facilitate the optimal development of

large numbers of their members. Public education was long

delayed and often inadequate . They were employed at the
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lowest level of the job market. They were rapidly

closed out of business and government. Yet because many

had been trained to accept white control, their lack of

education and skills, the level of antagonism toward

blacks and their dependency tie to whites with power,

many blacks--although woefully oppressed--were unable to

struggle against the unjust exercise of power they

experienced. This combination of circumstances did not

exist for any other excluded group in America.

Although powerless after slavery with still little

sense of community other than being a despised, rejected

part of a larger community, blacks were forced to turn in

on themselves anyway. Segregation, which rapidly developed

as a social policy after slavery, made this necessary.

With the end of the control and exploitation of blacks by

their masters, legislation, judicial and extra-legal

control (intimidation, violence, economic reprisals) was

established. Control and authority had now been extended

to all whites, most more economically vulnerable and in

need of psychological scapegoat than the more wealthy
23

slave-owning class. Whites outside the planter class were

more likely to act in an unjust and violent fashion toward

blacks. Black parents had to prepare their children to

live in such a setting. Aggressive styles had to be
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crushed least they lead to conflicts with whites. Such

socialization led to the destruction and/or diminution

of the capacity for exploration, learning, and work in

many blacks.

A strict social etiquette developed which symbolized
24

white privilege and black subservience. Children learned

the rules of the game through subtle and overt ways. In

the 1930's when a black youngster in Texas was beaten by

white adult males for entering a bus before a white

woman, his father did not protect or console him but

angrily counseled, "You ought to know better than to get

on the bus before the white folks."

The implication of segregation, as it was practiced,

was clear: blacks are inferior and incapable of participa-

tion in the total society. This rejection occurred to a

people generally trying desperately to belong. Denied the

tools and opportunity for personal achievement and the

resultant sense of adequacy and security achievement

brings, belonging to a group which met these needs was

most important. Blacks made various adaptations to meet

adequacy and security needs in a society in which they

were now "free" but still rejected and abused.
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Blacks who had used religion as an adaptive

mechanism during slavery now embraced it more firmly.
25

The church became a substitute society. "Walking and

talking with Jesus" was more than a metaphor. It was

an important method of being a valued person. In many

black communities, a sense of relatedness born of the

need for mutual support necessary to survive in a

threatening society began to develop. Sharing and

mutual aid became a style of life for many. Many

informal and formal Afro-American mutual support

organizations developed after slavery, reflecting the

great need. Other blacks became paid employees of their

former masters and maintained a carbon copy style of

life and identified strongly with whites. Some wandered

disorganized and hopeless for several years after slavery.

Some were without social organization, goals and direction

and were largely pleasure oriented, responding to their

inadequately controlled sexual and aggressive drives in

a way which led them into conflict with the larger society.

Such behavior was not viewed as a failure of the society

to establish social policy which promoted adequate social

and psychological development but was seen as "the way

the niggers are.'" Similar behavior among whites was not

viewed as "white behavior."
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Because blacks did not respond to oppression with

violent retaliation did not mean that they did not

experience anger. It was generally turned against the
26

self or others like the self. Passive, self-destructive

modes of behavior are, in part, a product of the reaction

to self-hate and low self-esteem. The excessive use of

drugs and alcohol are but a few examples. Violent

behavior against other blacks--often a displacement of

anger towards whites--is a familiar pattern. The assault

on "a friend" over a dime or a bottle of wine is an

indication of the low self-esteem. The disproportionately

high violent crime rate of blacks is, in part, a manifesta-

tion of displaced anger. A black student at an Ivy

League school angrily contested a black professor after

it was obvious that the student was in error. He readily

accepts similar comments from whites. Low aspiration

level and high family conflict rates among some blacks is

often a by-product (or partially so) of anger against the

self. Because many blacks have very little power to

effect change, overwhelming obstacles and hopeless

surrender produce high social and psychological depression

rates. Only occasionally and only recently has rage and

anger been turned against whites.
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The circumstances of black and white interaction has
27

also had an impact on the white psyche. Until recent

years, many whites have felt justified in their abuse

and exploitation of blacks . Leaders of the society--a

United States Congressman as late as the early 1900's--

threatened greater violence toward blacks if favorable

legislation for them was passed. During Reconstruction

many white leaders urged the white masses to attack

blacks and often joined in the fun. It is small wonder

that a cavalier attitude (indeed a collective super-ego

defect) developed with regard to white abuse of black.

It was wrong to murder unless it was a nigger out of his

place--his place being determined by whites.F

Inherent superiority was taught and is still taught

to white youngsters through denial and by ignoring the

accomplishments of blacks in the face of overwhelming

obstacles. Institutional denial--exclusion of blacks

from textbooks, communications media, and white institu-

tions--facilitated individual denial. White youngsters

were taught white superiority and black inferiority

through direct and inadvertent means . A white youngster

of marginal intelligence had learned from his father that

he should be nice to blacks otherwise they would not want

I. -

to work for him when he grew up--an assumption of ar
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superior status in spite of the fact that the youngster

was less prepared to be a high level achiever than many

Blacks. A golf caddy who wanted to work for two black

physicians without taking his turn asked them to tell

the pro in charge that they worked for his father. A

white suburban child looked at a black youngster in town

and said, "Look Mommy, a baby maid!" White people act

consciously and unconsciously on these feelings in

relationship to blacks. These attitudes and conditions

are clearly changing under the pressure of new social

forces but many undesirable conditions still exist.

Such attitudes and reactions are, in part, a basis for

continued black and white conflict.

In spite of the many psychological and social forces

which inhibited normal black reaction to oppression, the

basis for such a reaction has been gradually developing
ii

for a long time. It began when slavery was ended and

the policy of racial segregation forced white leaders

to prepare or permit some blacks to prepare themselves

to take care of their own. This "crack" in the pattern

of forced dependency was the beginning of the development

ofa positive black group identity and eventually a normal

action to oppression. Many blacks, as preachers,

teachers, physicians and other professional service people,
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began to develop skills which gave them a sense of

adequacy and the capacity to cope. In the South in

particular, successful business communities developed.

Black youngsters were able to identify with people like

themselves in positions of leadership and respect.

Obviously the level of respect was limited by the

implications of a segregated system but nonetheless it

was of value in enhancing black self-esteem. More among

the black masses were better able to earn enough money

to take care of their families and as a result were able

to develop a sense of personal adequacy. Involvement

in two world wars and achievement in entertainment,

athletics and other areas and the exposure facilitated

by mass migration began to change the black American's

feelings toward the self. A positive sense of self
28

began to replace the previous negative self concept.

Today's young adult blacks and teen-agers grew up

observing the heroics of Jackie Robinson and Jimmie Brown.

They watch Sidney Poitier and listen to Aretha Franklin.

They observe better trained blacks achieve and move to

positions of high responsibility. They test themselves

against white youngsters on the gridiron, in the military

IF

iI

service and occasionally in the classroom and often find
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they can perform just as well. When this is not the

case, it is often clear that limited opportunity and

not a lack of ability is the probable cause. The black

nurse's aide and practical nurse often realize that with

the same educational development and training, they

could hold the nurse's job, more often held by whites.

For good reasons, blacks began to raise critical

questions. Why is the white American entitled to special

opportunity and privilege? Why have we been denied

political, economic and educational opportunity? Why

should we despise blackness, indeed, hate aspects of

ourselves? Having rejected notions of inferiority, there

is no good answer. In spite of this, blacks continue to

experience excessive white resistence to pressure for

justice and opportunity .H

Many of the young black leaders of today were part

of the sit-in movement of a decade ago. Many attended

racially integrated schools while being harrassed,

intimidated and attacked by white hoodlums while

"responsible authorities" turned their heads. Many

watched Bull Connor bring out the dogs to interfere with

the peaceful protest of unjust laws and practices . Many

looked in vain for action by the legislative, judiciary
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and executive branches of government to remove obstacles

to first class citizenship. Most troublesome, they

watched white public officials, clearly violating the

law, be elected to offices of high trust and responsibil-

ity because they stood for the unjust exercise of power

against blacks.

The reaction to resistance could now be different.

Blacks are no longer largely employed in Southern

agriculture and consequently vulnerable to economic

reprisal for any self-interest activities--political,

economic or social. Black adequacy and competence is

now built on more than white approval and assurance of

acceptance as a child of God with a reward in heaven.

A significant number of black parents no longer teach

their children to accept white authority, right or wrong.

Many whites, now economically more secure and better

educated, no longer need or approve of the scapegoating

of blacks. The tie that bound--black social, economic

and psychological dependence on an almost totally

rejecting white community--has now been broken.

With the breaking of the dependency bond came

expected responses. A greater number of blacks could

experience anger and rage in response to denial and

injustice. In addition blacks could now seek an identity
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free of the implications of the aggressor and/or

oppressor (the white power structure which denied

opportunity to blacks on the basis of a rationaliza-

tion--inferiority). An intense search for a positive

black identity followed.

The breaking of the dependency bond, acceptance of

blackness and a sense of outrage is an energizing and

potentially explosive set of psychological developments.

The potency is increased by the fact of a continued high

level of resistance. The black American experiences

intense and ambivalent feelings as a result and is

confronted with numerous questions 
and conflicts. Should

he attempt to become a part of the mainstream 
of his

society--now changing but once so abusive and rejecting--

or is he obliged to retaliate and/or 
reject it? Indeed,

does manhood require retaliation 
and rejection? Can he

trust a white America which has 
never before demonstrated

itself trustworthy with regard 
to recognizing and

protecting the human rights of black Americans? These

developments and circumstances 
have created the tension

and potential for black violence, 
retaliatory and black

initiated.

The ambivalence and uncertainty 
is reflected in the

wide range of black community responses. 
The shooting of
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a black man in connection with a jay-walking traffic

violation in Washington, D. C. recently prompted a

violent, retaliatory black community mood, necessitating

a massive police confrontation. In St . Louis, black

churchmen made angry demands for an apology when a white

cashier referred to the group of men as "boys." Any

expression of white superiority or excessive control

evokes a strong reaction from many blacks. Obviously

new ground rules for black and white interaction are

being established and blacks are sensitive to violations.

A black student was ordered off the lawn at his

predominantly white college campus by a white policeman.

To be a man--a black man--he had to hit the policeman,

a symbol of oppression. But it was a "minor incident"

and to avoid difficulty he had to hold back. In fury,

rage and confusion he smashed his arm through a plate

glass window a few minutes later. Such feeling occasionally

results in a loss of control after "trigger incidents"

(reflecting white superiority and black helplessness)

with attendent burning of property. With a breakdown in

personal control, blacks, employed and unemployed, loot

and plunder the "symbolic enemy." Such reactions on the

part of oppressed groups have been reported throughout

human history.
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In the one to one black and white relationship where

mutual respect exists, interaction is less difficult,

perhaps better than ever before. It is the battle

against the symbolic enemy which permits black youngsters

to escort their white teacher to safety and stone the

cars of passing white strangers a few minutes later.

Black reactions are manifest in other ways. A

distinguished banker in New York has said that "I am a

black man first and an American second." The new black

bank president in Chicago identified himself in reverse

order. Both accept the values and styles of the total

society but want to change the society to meet the needs

of more among the black masses. On the other extreme

are blacks so angry and alienated that they advocate

the establishment of a separate state. One group has

already emigrated to Africa. Two black Olympic athletes

raised their fists in a symbolic black power salute and

another waved an American flag. Black militants and

intellectuals ponder the question of whether entrance

into the American mainstream is possible or desirable,

whether constructive modification of the American system

is a realistic aim or whether revolution is necessary,

possible or suicidal.
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Some black college students are so "hung-up" on

these issues that they are unable to concentrate on

course work which is irrelevant by comparison. The

feelings have filtered down to youngsters, as young as

three or four years of age. Just as young members of

the Klan are taught that it is permissable to abuse

blacks, some young blacks are being taught that it is

periissable to abuse whites. The level of awakening

and concern is now so pervasive and reaches such a

young age group that one can only anticipate growing

pressure for justice--the fair exercise of power. This

level of uncertainty, ambivalence, anger and confusion

and resistence cannot persist for long without a drift

toward a more malignant reaction--guerilla warfare and Fl

vigilante type responses.

There is no easy answer to the problem of black and

white conflict and violence. The energy released by

black awakening and the development of a positive group

concept is profound. If channeled, it can be a powerful

force for black community development, pride and forceful

but non-violent (or minimally violent) pressure for

constructive change within the present social system.

F But before it can be channeled, it must be clear to

blacks that support of the present system and participation

_--- _.I,
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in it is in the ineetof justice for the black masses.

To support a social system which continues to formulate

social policy which does not permit adequate development

of individual blacks as well as the community and permits

blatent disregard for the rights of blacks is to support

the conditions which promote intolerable rage and anger.

The nation is in a race against time. Constructive

attitude and economic changes have been made. In many

places, members of the white power structure have shown

an unprecedented interest in facilitating black entrance

into the mainstream of American life. The interaction I I

is establishing new and more healthy ground rules for

black and white relations. But often the complex factors

related to emergence from a dependent, despised position

to full participation in the society are not well under-

stood--nor are the many subtle forms of resistence and

racism.

Only when blacks are competent performers in much

more significant numbers with access to every area and

level of human endeavor within the society will the

impression of white power, superiority and independence[

and black powerlessness, inferiority and dependence be

destroyed. One alternative now is to attempt to achieve I

I;I
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the loss of the organizational elements of the original black cul-ture through subjugation are generally available from the slaver andmaster and not the slaves....save a limited number of narratives. Yetbehavior under certain conditions is somewhat predictable and under-standable even in retrospect. Combining historical, sociological andpsychological data can give us a greater depth and breadth of under-standing of current behavior than documentable historical evidencealone. After all, to say that what cannot be completely documenteddid not happen is to limit progress in understanding critical prob-lems.
I have combined my backgrounds in social science, public health, child,adult and social psychiatry as well as a vast amount of work in dis-organized and low income black community areas to develop the thesispresented in this paper.
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primitive to reactionary to modern forms of collective

violence, it also displays a marvelous array of regres-

sions, mixtures, and hesitations. Surely the country's

erratic industrialization, uncertain, fluctuating unifi-

cation, and exceptional military involvement in politics

lie behind its idfferentiation from the rest of Western

Europe in this respect. Spain, as Gerald Brenan says,

is the land of the patria chica. Every village,
every town is the centre of an intense social and
political.life. As in classical times, a man's
allegiance iis first of all to his native place, or
to his family or social group in it, and only
secondly to his country and government. In what
one may call its normal condition Spain is a col-
lection of small, mutually hostile or indifferent
republics held together in a loose federation....
Instead of a slow building up of forces such as
one sees in other European nations, there has been
an alternation between the petty quarrels of tribal
life and great upsurges of energy that come, econom-
ically speaking, from nowhere.

Thus Spain becomes the exception that tests the

rule. For the rule says the shift from predominantly

reactionary to predominantly modern forms of collective

violence accompanies the more or less durable victory of

the national state and the national economy over the

particularisms of the past. In Spain, that victory was

not durable, and the forms of violence wavered.

The precise timing and extent of the shift from

reactionary to modern forms of collective violence in

these countries remains to be established. For France,

it is fairly clear that. the shift was barely started by
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documented in detail for the United States in other contributions

to this volume.-

The correlations between the measures of legitimacy and

past levels of strife are shown in table 12. Among nations general-

ly, and among most groups of nations, the legitimacy of the politi-

cal system has the predicted inhibitory effect on magnitudes of

violence, and historical levels of strife tend to facilitate future

strife. However they are not as important, for all nations, as

are differences in levels pf. deprivation, as a comparison with

table 11 indicates. Comparison' of groups of nations suggests why:

there are striking differences among them in the efficacy of le-

~iti macy in reducing strife, and in the facilitating effects of

past strife- on future events.

Legitimacy most strongly inhibits civil strife in the de-

7elopinlg nations; in the democratic; and the personalist nations;

an the non-Communist Western nations; and in Latin, Islamic, and

Asian nations. It has relatively weak effects in the most- and

least-developed nations; the nations- governed by modernizing

elites; and in African and Communist nations. In centrist (authori-

tarian) regimes it tends to inhibit conspiracy but has no effect on

turmoil. . Historical levels of strife very strongly facilitate

subsequent strife in the most developed, democratic, and Western

European nations. Their effects are inconsequential or negative

in the developing, personalist, and Easterri European nations.

Many -special interpretations could be made" of these results.

Only some general ones are suggested, here. Legitimacy presumably

has little inhibiting effect on strife in the new, least developed



The Cash Nexus of Southern Violence

A tendency toward violence has been one of the character traits
1

most frequently attributed to Southerners. In various guises,

the image of the violent South confronts the Historian at every

turn: dueling gentlemen and masters whipping slaves, flatboatmen

indulging in a rough-and-tumble-fight, lynching mobs, country

folk at a bear baiting or a gander pulling, romantic adventurers

on Caribbean filibusters, brutal police, panic-stricken communities

harshly suppressing real and imagined slave revolts, robed night-

riders engaged in systematic terrorism, unknown assasins, church

burners, and other less physical expressions of a South whose
2

mode of action is frequently extreme. The image is so pervasive

that it compels the attention of anyone interested in understanding

the South. Before the existing interpretations of southern vio-

lence can be reviewed, however, Historians need to identify more

carefully than they so far have just what is special about

southern violence.

H. C. Brearley was among the first to assemble the quantitative

data to support the description of the South as "that part of the
3

United States lying below the Smith and Wesson line." He pointed

out, for example, that during the five years from 1920 to 192' the

rate of homicide per 100,000 population for the southern states

was a little more than two and a half times greater than for the
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/remainder of the United States. Using data from the Uniform

Crime Reoorts concerning the 1930's, Stuart Lottier confirmed

and elaborated Brearley's findings in 1938. He found for this

period also that homicide was concentrated in the southeastern

states. Of the eleven ex-Confederate states, Louisiana showed

the lowest homicide rate, but it was 74% greater than the national

average, and no non-southern state had a higher rate. Interestingly,

while murder and assault were oriented to the southeastern states,
_- 4robbery rates were highest in the central and western states.

These findings were replicated in 1954 using data on crime for the
5

years 1946 through 1952. The pattern of high rates of serious

crimes against persons and relatively lower rates of crimes against

property for the South is consequently quite stable.

At the time that Brearley was setting forth the evidence for

southern leadership in physical aggression against people, another

statistical study primarily of American suicide rates revealed

that the South was the area whose people had the least propensity
6

to destroy themselves. Austin Porterfield in 1949, using mortality

tables from Vital Statistics, brought the murder and the suicide

indices together and showed that there was a general inverse rela-

tionship between the two rates among the states and that southern
7states ranked highest in homicide and lowest in suicide. In 1940,

the'national average rate of suicide per .100,000 population was

14.4 and of homicide was 6.2, but the old and cosmopolitan city

of New Orleans had a suicide rate of 11.1 and a homicide rate of

15.5. Even though some southern cities exceed some non-southern

cities in suicide rates, the New Orleans pattern of more homicides
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remainder of the United States. Using data from the Uniform

Crime Reoorts concerning the 1930's, Stuart Lottier confirmed

and elaborated Brearley's findings in 1938. He found for this

period also that homicide was concentrated in the southeastern

states. Of the eleven ex-Confederate states, Louisiana showed

the lowest homicide rate, but it was 74% greater than the national

average, and no non-southern state had a higher rate. Interestingly,

while murder and assault were oriented to .the southeastern states,

robbery rates were highest in the central and western states.-

These findings were replicated in 1954 using data on crime for the
5

years 1946 through 1952. The pattern of high rates of serious

crimes against persons and relatively lower rates of crimes against

property for the South is consequently quite stable.

At the time that Brearley was setting forth the evidence for

southern leadership in physical aggression against people, another

statistical study primarily of American suicide rates revealed

that the South was the area whose people had the least propensity
6

to destroy themselves. Austin Porterfield in 1949, using mortality

tables from Vital Statis tics, brought the murder and the suicide

indices together and showed that there was a general inverse rela-

tionship between the two rates among the states and that southern

states ranked highest in homicide and lowest in suicide. In 1940,

the'national average rate of suicide per 100,000 population uas

14.4 and -of homicide was 6.2, but- the old and cosmopolitan city

of New Orleans had a suicide rate of 11.1 and a homicide rate of

15.5. Even though some southern cities exceed some non-southern

cities in suicide rates, the New Orleans pattern of more homicides

iri
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7 than suicides is typical of the South but not of the nation.

Porterfield comments that "suicide in every non-Southern city

exceeds homicide by ratios ranging from /L19 to 18..60, while sui-

cide rates exceed homicide rates in only 8 of the 43 Southern and8

Southwestern cities, 5 of these being in the southwest."

Violence in the South has three dimensions. Relative to the

North, there are high rates of homicide and assault, moderate

rates of crimes against property, and low rates of suicide. The

relationship between homicide and suicide rates in a given group

is best expressed by a suicide-murder ratio (SMR=100(Suicides/

Suicides+Homnicides)). The closer the SMR approaches to 100, the

greater is the proportion of the total number of homicides and

suicides accounted for by suicide. The European pattern, shared

by white Northerners but not by Negroes or white Southerners, is

for suicides to far outnumber homicides so that the SM4R is in

excess of 80. The ratios in Table 1, displayed graphically in

Figure 1, measure the difference between Southerners and other

Americans with regard to violence. Because the statistics for

"the United States" include the statistics for the southern states,

the differences between southern anr1. non-southern suicide-murder

ratios are understated. Even so, the differences are significant.

In the North and the South, but more so in the South, Negroes

commit murder much more often than they commit suicide. Among

white Americans, Southerners show a relatively greater preference

\than do non-Southerners for murder rather than suicide.

L~I
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TABLE 1

SUI1.i D URDER RATIOS FOR FOUR CATEGORIES OF ANEFICANS, 1915-1964

United States
White SMR

77.-
69.3
70.9
75.0
76.2
83.3
80.3
82. 4
88.3
82.0
81.1

Southern
White SMR

62.9 x'

53.5:'
61.1#
59.9
68.5
66. t~
69.873.1
74. 4
73.2

United States
Negro SMR

23.7
11.2
09.2
11.9.
11-.4
09.6
11.1
12. 1
15.6
17.0
16.7

Southern
Negro SMR

05.6/'

05.0#
06.0f
06.3
06.5
06.8
09 .3
09.7
12.2
11.1

uSuicide-Murder .Ratio a=100 (Suicid e/Suicides + Iomicides) .

As the ratio approaches 100, it registers the increasirg prefer-

ence for suicide rather than murder among the remembers of a given

group. The ratios were computecd from figures taken fro1t: Forrest

E. Linder and Robert D. Grove, V

UnitedStates, 1900--1940 (Wahington, 19 43), and U.S. , Deprtment

of }Hcalth Education, and Welfaro, Vital Statistics of the United

States, for the appropriate year.

#In 1915, only Virginia was represented in the SMR for' southern

whites and Negroes. In 2920, all of the ex-Confederate states

were included in the figures except Alaba~;a, Arkansas, Georgia,

and Texas, Arkansas, Georgia, and Texas were still not reporting

in 1925, but by 1930 only Texas was excluded. From 1935 on, all

southern states are included.
FF

V

Year

1915
1920
1925
1930
1935
1940
19 5
1950
1955
.960

1964
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nigh murder and low suicide rates constitute a distinctly

southern pattern of violence, one that must rank with the caste

system and ahead of mint juleps in importance as a key to the

meaning of being southern. Why this should be so is a question

that has puzzled investigators for a long time, and their answers

have been various. When one loyal Southerner was asked by a

probing Yankee why the murder rate in the South was so high, he

replied that he reckoned there were just more folks in the South

that needed killing.

Few theories surpass this one in purity, though there are a

few more sophisticated ones. Some commentators have suggested that

the habit of carrying guns in the South, a remnant of the frontier

tradition and a reflection of the chip-on-the-shoulder pride that

most Historians have noted as a southern trait, made murder a much

more frequent outcome of arguments among Southerners than among

Northerners. The fact that the assault rate is also extremely

high in the South indicates that Southerners react with physical

hostility even without guns.

Another possible explanation is that southern white society

contains a larger proportion of lower status occupations so that

the same factors that cause lower status groups in the North to

become more violent than the rest of society have a proportionately

greater effect on the South. The difference in rates would then be

accounted for by the numerical bulge in the high risk group, and

only the stratification of society would be peculiarly southern.

Unfortunately for tbis theory, southern cities, in which whites

show the distinctive pattern of southern violence, actually have
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greater percentages of the white population in higher status jobs
Ii 9

than do northern cities. It is not the class structure that causes

the southern skew in the statistics.

TABLE 2

HOMICIDE AND SUICIDE RATES BY RACE AND BY SIZE OF
GROUP, UNITED STATES, 1940

POPULATION

U.S. Cities Cities Cities Rural
100,000 10 to 2,500-
and Up 100,000 10,000

Suicide
(All Ages, Both Sexes)

All Races 14.4 16.8 15.6 15.1 12.0
White 15.5 17.8 16.4 16.0 13.3
Non-Whi te 4.6. 7.2 5.8 4.5 3.0

Homicide
(All Ages, Both Sexes)

All Races 6.2 7.1 5.7 7.3 5.7
White 3.1 3.2 2.5 3.7 3.3
Non-White 33.3 43.3 43.0 51.9. 23.1

SOURCE: Forrest E. Linder and Robert D. Grove, Vital St'atistics
Rates in the United States 1900-190 (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1943), Table 24, pp. 534-553.

In the same way, the agricultural nature of southern life

might account for the pattern of southern violence. The fact that

the peculiar -configuration exists in southern cities as well as

in the countryside could possibly be accounted for by the large

migration into the city of people who learned their ways of living

and dying ~n the country. Table 2 shows that both homicide and

suicide rates are lower for rural districts than for urban areas in

the United States. This results in an SMR for the white population
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of rural districts considered by themselves of 80.1, as compared

with an SIR of 83,7 for the white population of the nation as a

whole. The SMR of 68.8 in 1940 for southern whites, both urban

and rural, is significantly lower than the national ratios and

indicates that southern whites were much more. given to acting out

their aggressions than the white population of either the cities

or the countryside in the rest of the nation.

Another way of testing the notion that the rurality of the South.

may be the root of its strange configuration of violence is sum-

marized in Table 3, a comparison of the SMR's of the eleven ex-Con-

federate states with those of the eleven most rural non-southern

states. The non-southern states, mostly western, are closer in

time to frontier days and are currently much more subject to in-

stability caused by in-migration than are the southern states, but

otherwise the two sets of states are similar enough for purposes

of comparison. The percentage. of population living in the urban

areas of the southern states ranged from. 13.4% to 36.7% with the

mean falling at 26.1%, while in the eleven non-southern states the

degree of urbanization ranged from 13.6% to 36.7% with the mean at

31.2%. In order-not to distort the comparison more than necessary,

Nevada, with an extraordinary suicide rate of 41.3 per 100,000

population, is omitted from the comparison. At the same time,

Virginia and Florida, with very non-southern SNR's, are retained

in the southern sample. The results still show a significant

difference between the suicide-murder ratio of the southern states

and that of the most rural non-southern states. The strange bent

of southern violence can not be accounted for by the rural nature .

of southern society.

p__.



T&ABLE~ 3

I I"u SUICIDE AND HONICIDE RATES AND SU CIDE--MURD4R RATIOS POR
SOUTHERN STATES AND ELEVEN MOST RURAL

NO0NSOUTHERN STATES, 19} 0

Population Group Suicide-Mulder Ratio

Southern Non-White 6.7
National on-Thite 12.2
Southern White 68.8
1oS1 southern, White Rural (11 states) 79.0
Natiionacl White Rural 80..
National White 83.7

.. .. . . . . ;°thl tee 
-W. . . . . + thi te

Sui. Homi, Rural Non- Sui Homi
Southern cide cide Southern cide Cid~e
States Rate Rate States Rate Rate

Alabama 11.7 6.9 Arizona 15.2 7,5Arkansa3 8.0 5.1 Idaho 17.7 3,3
P1lorida 19.8 7.5 Iowa 15.2 1.3
Geor:ia 12.1 5:.6 Kansas 130r .

Loui;ian 12.4 5.5 Montana 21.1 4.8
iss wui ipi. 10.1 5.7 Nebraska 16.8 .7
North Carolina 10.1 4 4.0 New 'exico 14.2 5.7
South Carolina 9.7 5.0. North Dakota 9 .7 1.4

10..0 7.1 South Da.kota 10.5 1.8
13.6 5.3 Vermont 16.7 .8

Virginia 18.4} 5.0 Wyoming .. 23.5 4.5

Averages 12,4} 5.6 Averages 15.8 4.2

SOURCE: Forrest E. Linder and Rdbert D. Grove, Vital Statistics

Rato inthe United Sates O1-901940 (Washington: Government

PrintIng Dffice, 194'3), Table 20. All rates per 100,000 popu-

lation.

K
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Poverty is also a logical factor to suspect as the underlying

cause of the South's pattern of violence. Howard Odum computed

that the Southeast in 1930 had 20.9% of the nation's population
10

but only 11.9% of the nation's wealth. Whether or not the region

was poor before it was violent is an undetermined matter. - Even

more to the point, poverty alone can not explain high homicide rates.

The decline of homicides during business depressions in the United

States underlines this argument, as does the fact that crime rates

among second generation immigrants are much higher than among first
11

generation immigrants despite the fact of increased material welfare.

One study has found no significant correlation between crime rates

and the proportion of the population on relief by county in

Minnesota, whereas there was a strong correlation between crime

rates and the degree of urbanization.- Like the rural poor in
12

Minnesota, the Japanese of Seatle were poor but honest and non-violent.

By far the most popular explication of the culture of violence

in the South was fashioned by Wilbur J. Cash in his book, The Mind

of the South. Cash located the motive force of violence in the
13

frontier experience and in the presence of the Negro. -despite its

poetic appeal, there is considerable difficulty with the notion

that the presence of large numbers of Negroes accounts for the great

propensity of whites for violence. In the first place, as Table 1

indicates, southern whites considered by themselves vary from the

national pattern in the same direction as Negroes, though to a

much lesser extent. In addition, Pcrterfield points out that for

the twelve southern states with the heaviest Negro population, the
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coefficient of correlation between serious crimes and the per-

centage of Negroes in the population is -.44. There is actually

a tendency for states to rank lower in serious crimes as the per-
14

centage of Negroes in the population increases.

More importantly, it is impossible to support the idea that whites

are made more violent because of their unrestrained dominance over
15

Negroes. There is, in fact, very little, inter-racial homicide,

and there is no reason to question John Dollard's hypothesis that

Negroes murder and assault each other with such appaling frequency

because of their daily frustrations in dealing with white men.

Because aggressions against whites would call forth extreme negative

sanctions, frustrated Negroes displace their aggressive feelings
16

to other Negroes. If this is the case, it is difficult to see how

high rates of violence among the dominant white group could also be

attributed to the white-Negro relationship, especially when the-

presence of Negroes in the North is not accompanied by a propor-

tionate rate of violence among the whites. It is also interesting

that whites in South Africa who also experienced frontier conditions

and a subordinate non-white population have a homicide-suicide ratio

almost identical to the ratio for the American North but quire
17..

different from that of the southern whites.

Cash's attempt to explain southern violence by reference to the

frontier, an experience common.to all sections of America, inplies

that a certain pattern of violence is characteristic of each stage

of economic growth and that the South's peculiar pattern of violence

arises from the fact that it has simply not outgrown its frontier
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/ stage while the rest of the country has. This is a partially

supportable view. Though the data are extremely questionable,

there is a significant positive correlation between- the SMR. and

almost every measure of modernization for the fifty-six world polities
18

for which information is readily available. That Southerners over

the past half century have been growing more similar to non-southern

Americans in their tastes in violence as the gap between the nation

and the South in economic development has slowly narrowed also argues

that there may be nothing idiosyncratic about violence in the ex-

Confederate states. There may be no increment of violence in the

South that is not "explained" by the lag of the region's economic

development.

To test this possibility, a method is needed for measuring the

relationship between violence and key indices of economic devel-

opment. It may well be that such factors as wealth, urbanization,

education, and age taken together might account for the South's

particularity in rates of violence. Multiple regression analysis

offers a technique for determining the power of several independent

variables operating in an additive fashion to explain the varia-

tion in a dependent variable. In .this case, the dependent variables

that require "explaining" are the suicide rate, the homicide rate,

the.sum of the suicide rate and.homicide rate, and the suicide-

murder ratio. Even though these rates are taken from the mo;t

reliable source, Vital Statistics for the United States, there may

well be large errors between the published rates and the true rates.

Some violent deaths are never recorded, and many are improperly

. classified, but there is no reason to suspect that there has been
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a long-term, systematic bias in the collection and recording of

the statistics for the southern states. For the purposes of the

crude comparison between South and non-South, the Vital Statistics

data are acceptable.

Six independent variables measuring four factors that are widely

assumed to be related to violence are included in the analysis.

Except where indicated below, their values are taken from the

United States Census for 1940. Urbanization is stated as the per-

centage of the population living within towns of 2,500 or more;

education is measured by the median number of school years com-

pleted by persons twenty-five years old and older; "income" is the

state's per capita personal income in dollars for 1940 without

differentiating between races; unemployment is expressed as the

percentage of the working force out of work; "wealth" is the state's

per capita income in dollars in 1950 by race; and age is the median

age of the population. "Region" is a dummy variable included in

the analysis in order to see if any of the unexplained residue of

the dependent variable is associated with the fact of its occurring

either inside of or outside of the South. All of the ex-Confederate

states were assigned the value of one, while all non-southern

states were recorded as zero. The results of the analysis are

summarized in- Tables 4 and 5.

In Table 4, the most interesting disclosure concerns the homicide

rate. Fifty-two per cent of the variation from state to state in

the homicide rate of the white population is associated with varia-

tions in the six independent variables taken together. That this

is statistically significant is indicated by the F Value of 6.1.
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iu1tip1e Regression Analysis:
With Several Social Indices

Dependent Variable United States White

independentVariables

Urbanization
Education
Income
Unemployment
Wealth
Age
Region: South = 1

R2

F Value
Degrees of Freedom

Dependent VariableF

Inter-
Correlation

0.72
14.40
11.T 1.

0.25
0.62
0.56
0.22
0.53
0055

-0.31

TABLE 4

Measures of Violence of White Population

Rate by States, 1940

T of
Weights

-50-34

3.85

4.63
2.96

Partial
Correlation

-0064

0052
0.14
0.33
0.35
0.59
0.42

K:,;
LV

A

United States White Homicide Rate by States, 1940

Urbanization
Education
Income
Unemployment
Wealth
Age
Region

F Value
Degrees of Freedom

LI

-0.45
-0.17
-0042
-0.13.
--0.42
-0.58
0.54.

-1.55
0'-59
1.46
1.74n,, 'r6

-1.057
3. 61

0.52
6.10

-0.24

0.09
o23
0.26

-0.12
0.24
0.49
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TAB

Dependent Variable United S
Rate by States9 h

Independent Variables

Urbanization
Education
Income
Unemployment
Wealth
Age
Region

F Value
Degrees of Freedom

057

Dependent Variable = United S
S e s 1940

Urbanization
Education
Income
Unemployment
Wealth
Age
Region

F Value
I)cg re:s of Freedom

.72
15.42
4T

F t

3LE 4, conto

states White Homicide Rate Plus Suicide

Inter- T of Partial _
Correlation Weights Correlation

0.07 -4.64 --0.59
0052 3.14 0.44
0.36 1.26 0.20
0.15 2.35 0.35

-0.34 1.46 Oe22
-0.30 2.87 0.41
-0-09 3.66 0.50

states White Homicide-Suicide Ratio by

0.53 -0.14 -0.02
0.40 0.73 0.11
0.63 -1.58 -0.24
0.25 -1-.18 -0.18
0.62 1.94 0.29
0.76 3.55 0.49

-0.68 -3.91 -0.53
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e Regression Analysis: Measures of Violence of Non-White
uoation With Several Social Indices

Dependent Variable United States Non-White Suicide Rate by Sty

Independent Variables

Urbanization
Education
Income
Unemployment
Wealth
Age
Region: South21

R2

F Value
Degrees off Freedom

Inter- T of
Correlation Weights

0.30
2049

o~o8
0,30

0.13
-0.34

-0.82
1.61
1.68

-0.57,
-0000
-0026

0.50

Partial
Correlation

-0.13
0.25
o.26

-000
-0.04
oo8

Dependent Variable = United States Non-White Horicide Rate by S

Trbanizat ion
Education
Income
Unemployment
Wealth
Age
Legion

R2

F Value
egrees~ of Freedom

-0.07
-0.19
-O11

-0O.17

-0.09
0.04
0.28

1.14
1.39

-0.25
2'5
2.53

-0,28
-0.25
0.18
0O21

-0.04
o.40
0,37

.25
1.90
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In this analysis, F Values in excess of 5 indicate that there is

-~ only a slight possibility that the relationship would have been

produced by a random ordering of~ the data. The coefficient of

partial correlation indicates jthe degree of association between

the unexplained portion of .the variation in the dependent variable

and each of the independent variables considered individually.

When the T Value exceeds approximately 2.5 in this analysis, the

coefficient of partial correlation is statistically significant. F

After all of the independent variables have been considered col-

lectively and individually, the dummy variable of "region" explains

25% (r=.5o) of the previously unexplained 4~8% of the variation in

the homicide rate. This means that the white homicide rate ishigher in the South than can be accounted for by the lower indices

of urbanization, education, wealth, and age. Similarly, in the

\United States, there is a significant portion of the variation from

state to state in the suicide-murder ratio that is unexplained by

variations in the indices of development but that .is.explained

by Southernness.

A glance at Table 5 reveals that for Negroes, either the data

are grossly skewed or there is little relationship between violence

Ki

and the selected indices of ~social welfare. There is the barest

hint that, controlling for the selected -factors, there is some

explanatory value in sectionalism, a conclusion that also has

independent verification. iThomas F. Pettigrew and an associate

'found that the major correlate of the rate of Negro homicide in

the North was the proportion of Negroes in a given area who had

been born and raised in the South and that this was in addition to
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the effect of migration itself. It had long been known that

homicide was much less frequent among northern than among southern

Negroes, but this finding reinforces the conclusion- with regard to

whites that violence in the South is a style of life that is handed

down from father to son along with the old hunting rifle and the
19

family Bible.

Though Cash did not pause to ask whether or not violence in the

South was totally explained by its level of economic growth, he

sensed that his task was to explain why the South did not outgrow

its frontier pattern of violence as other sections did. He argued

that the cult of honor and then defeat in the Civil War helped

perpetuate the romantic, individualistic, "hell-of-a-fellow" as

a valued personality type and therefore helped maintain the .

Southerners tendency toward direct, personal, and violent action.

There may be some validity in this view, but the mechanism con-

necting defeat and violent personality types has yet to be spelled

out. It is certainly not possible to maintain that the South's

defeat in the Civil War, however traumatic, was the equivalent of

the sort of cultural conflict that leads to the loss of self-

esteem, disrupts the processes of .socialization, and initiates the

cycle of self-crippling behavior within the subordinate group that
20

indicates the presence of anomie.

- The concept of anomie, developed by Emil Durkheim in his study,

Suicide, in 1898, is frequently mentioned as an explanation of both

homicide and suicide. Anomie has meant slightly different but not

contradictory things to different investigators. It is -most

generally understood to be a social condition in which there is a
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deterioration of belief in the existing set of rules of behavior,

or in which accepted rules are mutually contradictory, or when

prescribed goals are not accessible through legitimate means, or

when cognition and socialization have been obstructed by personality
21

traits that cluster about low ego strength. In its manifestation

in the individual, in the form of anomy, it is a feeling of norm-

lessness and estrangement from other people. An anomic person feels

lost, drifting without clearly defined rules and expectations,

isolated, powerless, and frustrated. In this state, there is a ~

strong strain toward deviant behavior in various forms. The problem

is that both homicide and suicide are thought to be related to it,

and the theory does not predict what sorts of people or what groups

will favor one form of behavior rather than another.

To look at southern violence as the. product of anomie in any

case would involve a great parodox. The most popular explanation

of the high rates of American violence as compared to Europe places

the blame on the rapid urbanization, secularization, and industrial-

ization of the United States and on the social characteristics

associated with this remarkable growth: geographic and status

mobility, an emphasis upon contractual relationships and upon social

norms rather than upon personal relationships, competitive striving,

and- a cultural pluralism that involves a high level of dissonance
22

among the values that everyone tries to put into practice. The

South has traditionally served as tie counterpoint to the American

way of life for the .et reason tha: it seemed to differ from the
23 .

North in these very aspects. Southerners have a greater -sense of

history than Northerners, a greater attachment to place, and more
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deferential social customs. By alli reports, Southerners place

more emphasis on personal relations and on ascribed statuses than
do Northerners. Not only do Southerners prize political and social

cohesion, but by most measures the South is much more homogeneous
24

than the non-South.. Yet, though the. South.differs from the North

on s many of the factors that supposedly contribute to anomie and

thus to violence, the South is the nation's most violent region.

There is one body of theory that would seem to predict higher

rates of violence precisely because of the South's homogeneity.

Reformulating the observations of Georg Simmel and Bronislaw

Malinowski, Lewis Coser writes that "we may say that a conflict

is more passionate and more radical when it arises out of close

relationships." "The closer the relationship," so the reasoning

goes, "the greater the affective investment, the greater also the

tendency to suppress rather than express hostile feelings . .

In such cases feelings of hostility tend to accumulate and hence

intensify.' Such a theory fits the empirical observation that

individuals who express hostility retain fewer and less violent
95

feelings of antagonism towards the source of their irritation.

But Coser himself states that, though conflicts within close rela-

tionships are likely to be intense when the occur, "this does not

necessarily point to the liklihood of more frequent conflict in

closer relationships than in less close ones." There are situations

in which accumulated hostilities do not eventuate in conflict
26

behavior and may even: serve to solidify the relationship.

The frustration-aggression hypothesis involves similar perplex-
27

ities. For example, one of the alternative ways of adapting to
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frustration is to turn the frustration inward upon the self. In
28

extreme cases this can result in suicide. A psychoanalis.t has-

concluded after an extensive study that a major por-tion of Sweden's

very high suicide rate is caused by the frustrations arising from
29

a highly competitive, success-oriented society. .The general rise

in suicide rates in the United States during economic downturns argues

that the same mechanism is at work among some segments of the popu-

lation. Consequently, nothing in the frustration-aggression hypo-

thesis predicts the direction the aggression will take.

II

There are currently three theories that attempt to explain the

relationship between homicide and suicide as reactions to frustra-

tion. One theory, fashioned by Martin Gold, attempts to relate

differences in child rearing practices to preferences for hostility

or guilt as an accommodation to frustration. Specifically, Gold

shows that there is a positive correlation between the incidence

of physical punishment commonly used in the child rearing practices

of certain groups and the rate of homicide for that group. The

conclusion is that physical disciplining of children leads to aggres-
30

sion against others rather than against the self. To confound

the theory, restrictive child-rear.ing practices in Europe evidently

do not lead to the physical violence that such practices among the

lower classes in America are supposed to- produce. There is also

considerable doubt that there .is a significant class differential
31

in the degree of physical punishment used to discipline children.

William and Joan McCord found in their study of juveniles that

there was no strong relationship between disciplining methods and

criminality except when a child is rejected by his parents or when

29*
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his parents provide him with a deviant role model. Harsh discipline
32

does less damage than neglect. That there is some causal rela-

tionship between the socialization of aggression and a group's SMR

is reasonable enough to suppose that it will provide a fruitful

line of research. Indeed, some very interesting work is already
33

being done for areas outside the South. Before it can be a

useful ingredient of an explanation of southern violence, Anthro-

pologists and Historians need to know much more about regional

differences in child-rearing techniques.

The second explanation of the generally inverse relationship

between homicide and suicide rates has been developed by Andrew
34

F. Henry and James F. Short, Jr. Basing their hypothesis upon

the assumption that both homicide and suicide are the result of

frustration-aggression, and building upon Porterfield's initial

suggestion that the strength of the relational system might have

something to do with an individual's choice of either homicide or
35

suicide, Henry and Short adduce data on the relationship of

homicide and suicide rates to the business cycle and to certain

statistically distinct groups. They reason that overt aggression

against others "varies directly with the strength of external

restraint over the behavior of the adult -- external restraint

which is a function of strength. of the relational system and
36

position in the status hierarchy."

martinn C-old has pointed out,- however, that, contrary to t'e

assumption of Henry and Short, upper status people are likely to

be more restrained by the expectations of others than are lover

status people. Even more damaging is Gold's demonstration thiat
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the Henry and Short thesis does not correctly predict the greater
37preference of. women for suicide rather than homicide, nor does

it correctly predict the U.functional relation of suicide rates

to social status.

A third theory is that social conflict in an introverted culture

results in high rates of suicide while an extroverted society vents
38

its frustrations outwardly. The facts do not consistently fit

this hypothesis. The SMR's of the Scandanavian countries are all

close to 95, while that of Greece is 69 and Italy's is 80. But

Spain's SMR is also 95 and Portugal's is 90. Considering the

probable effects of differences in measures of economic activity

and social welfare, it would be difficult to argue that meaninglful

differences in the SMR's for the "introverted" Scandanavian countries

and the"extroverted" Mediterranean nations exist. This is to be

regretted because such a relationship could have made good use of

W. J. Cash's contention that the southern personality is romantic,

outgoing, unrestrained, and hedonistic.

Though the social sciences offer no clearly authenticated

hypothesis that predicts the relationship in different populations

between the homicide and suicide rates, future efforts to under-
39stand the .leaning of violence in the South are not precluded.

Historians have not normally been deterred from interpretation by

the lack o:' exhaustively tested behavioral laws, nor should they be.
Though such speculation must be tentative and is full of hazard,

there is much to be gained by the effort. In the search for a

valid explanation of southern violence, the most promis ing approach :

will probably be one that seeks. todentify and trace a southern

world view that le it imates extrapunitive rather than intrapunitive
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behavior to a greater extent than is true outside the South. When

the values that make up this world view and the process by which it

was created and by which it is transmitted are located, the history

of the South will undoubtedly prove to have played a major role.

The un-American experiences of guilt, defeat, and poverty will be
4omajor constituents of the relevant version of that history,

but perhaps they will not loom so large as the sense of grievance

that is at the heart of the southern identity.

The South was created by the need to protect a peculiar insti-

tution from extra-legal threats, and consequently the southern

identity from the first was linked to a defense against change.

Since then, every significant change in the life of the South

has been initiated by forces originating outside the region.

Change has come to mean outsiders; outsiders have come to mean

change; and both change and outsiders are synonymous with danger.

Being southern, then, inevitably involves a feeling of persecution.

The southern identity is seldom more conscious than when it is

being challenged from a non-southern source. Though Southerners

have many other identities, they are never fulfilling a more purely

southern role than when defending .their region against attack from.

outside forces: abolitionists, the Union Army, carpetbaggers,

industrialization, the federal government, civil rights agitators,

feminism, socialism, and a host of the other isms of modernity.

From such an historical experience has come a world view that

supports aggressive violence as. a relatively legitimate defeisive

instrument in personal relations. From the southern past ar tses

the counterpoint between profuse hosAitality and intense~ hosi ility
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NOTES

1 For example,see Charles 0. Lerche, Jr., The Uncertain South:

Its Changing Patterns of Politics in Foreign Policv (Chicago 1964),

48-49. Representative comments can be found in: John Richard Alden,

The South in thelevolution, 176'1789 (Baton Rouge 1957), 34-35,

and 41; Clement Eaton, A History of the Old South(2nd ed., New
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February 11, 1969

Dear Colonel Tazewell

The work of the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence is divided
into seven specialized task forces, each made up
of leading scholars. One of these is concentrat-
ing on the field of history.

I am therefore referring your letter of
February 7 and the attachment to the History Task
Force.

With every good wish, I am,

Sincerely,

Lt. Colonel Calvert Walke Tazewell
President
Virginia History Federation
P. 0. Box 1244
Norfolk, Virginia 23501

bcc Mr. James Campbell
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Virginia

The Phoenix and the
Rising Sun

LT. COL. C. W. TAZEWELL
United States Air Force, Retired

President

bistorp
Jfbetration

An Association of Virginia's Historical Societies and
History-oriented Organizations

February 7, 1969
P. O. Box 1244

Norfolk, Va. 23501
Telephone: 623-6398

Dr. Milton Eisenhower, Chairan
National Commission on the Causes

and Prevention of Violence
4545 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Marylai.

Dear Dr. Eisenhoner:

I am sure that you will be interested in the enclosed presentations

that have been made to a recent public hearing of the Virginia-State
Crime Commission. As you will note, one concerns the greater emphasis

on history and the humanit ies in the prevention of crime and juvenile

delinquency. The other, a personal recommendation, concerns the use of

Citizens Band radio in countering criminal activity

I urge you t o init iat-e act ion le ading towards rese ar ch to determine

further the applicability of the concept that a greater emphasis on history

and the humanities will prevent crime and juvenile delinquency. Also,

perhaps you can encourage further the use of Citizens Band radio in

countering criminal activity.

We will be glad to assist in any way we can regarding the matter of

crime, and history and the humanities.

Very sincerely yours,

Calvert - ceTazewell
Presi n

CWT/law
Enclosures

FOR COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION BETWEEN HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES OF THE

COMMONWEA LTH
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HISTORY AND TIE iJMA ITIES IN CRIME PREVENTION
-4(Presented to the Virginia State Crime Commission

by C. W. Tazewell, President, Virginia History
Federation, January 29, 1969)

I would like to present to the Commission recommendations
regarding the relationship of history and the humanities to crime and delinquency.
Your first question will be "That is the relationship of history sd the humanities
to crime and delinquency?"

To quote a respected associate of mine, "Virginia.has a sophisticated social
history that predates the formal history of the nation by two hundred years. The
larger part of this history represents the culture and traditions upon which our
national society has been structured. It has been neglected in our modern schools
in favor of the technical society." Millions are being collected and spent to
improve our he alth, our educ at ional system, and to he lp the poor, sick, and lame.
The many worthwhile charitable efforts are being handsomely supported, yet little
or nothing is provided directly to'historical organizations dedicated to preserving
our traditional way of life. Very, very little is provided for this purpose com-
pared to the public's generous answer to other important needs of the community.
The arts and sciences have received much attention and considerable funds in recent
years.. Unfortunately history and the humanities are usually a void in planning,
funding and progressive action. This is notwithstanding the fact that the'human-
ities are closer to the problems of today, the problems of today's citizens, of
our urban areas, and our rural areas and growing metropolitan areas. Steps are
needed now to serve the coming age of leisure and the new and varied needs of a
changed society and culture.

In this time of rapid sociological, educational, and scientific changes,'
special efforts are needed to preserve our traditional way of life. We need to
maintain some of our ties with the past and this won't "just happen." It must be
planned and done deliberately. As mentioned, Americans are most generous to
charity and fully recognize the importance of "quality education." But how much
do we spend on preserving our heritage? Comparatively little, too little.

A frequently repeated point is that there is now a"loss of respect for law
and order" particularly among young people. I am aware of the importance of
education in assisting in this regard, but a greater emphasis on history and the
humanities in and out of the school will do much to build the needed respect.

Tradition, patriotism, and history are essential to maintaining our culture
and in the establishment of moral values and ideals. Young people should have
examples from Virginia's history to' follow, "good guys" to idealize and copy. But
how many boys and girls, and adults, know enough about Virginia's leaders of
recent aid distant past to do so?

It is certain that a greater knowledge of such persons and their lives will
be an incentive to counteract the present lack of respect for the past and for law
and order. This may be an important answer to our present crime rate. For "more
history can mean less crime." An appreciation of a tradition and patriotism needs
to be taught. Modern methods and new teaching techniques should be used to inform
young people of their heritage. We urgently need ties with the past in the Space
Age.

We hear so much about the generation gap and note the restlessness of youth
and their lack of acceptance of values and traditions of the past. Yet we have
not done our part in bringing these values and our heritage, history, aid tradition
to our young people. A major problem is our failure in this respect. In Fortune
magazine, January, 1969, an alarming article is provided. It is pointed out that
there is a widespread rejection by youth of middle-class styles. And, Fortune
states that forty per cent of college educated people between eighteen and twenty-j
four break sharply in their; beliefs with their peers and older society.

Our columnists are bringing this situation to our attention with ,a unfortu-

nate lack of results. Max lerner has stated that "heroes exist only as great
literature exists,--if there is an historic memory and a chance to build legends
on it, to measure oneself against the past and therefore to look forward to' judge-
ment and vindication by-the court. But if all our yesterdays have been expunged
ad if there is 'no tomorrow, how can we measure a man--and how can a man measure'
himself--by instant whnims of today?" He also states that "Must we say then that,

*with the p ast-unuse able and t he future-disposaable, .Amer ioans ar e t rying to get
along only with the present? Thore is some core of truth in this. Not onlyaido
the young form a "Now Generation"' but for all the generations the only stadard
of values seems to be a " Tod ay Ethos " unlimited in sp ace, but one-dimens ional in
time ." And Russel11 Kirk st ate s that " any he althy politic al- community is a gre at
continuity joining the gener ations which' have preceeded us in time with the

generation-that is living now, and with the generations which will follow us.
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Sbe autifuJ- buildings are1material symbols and reminders of that commun..

ity. They remind tn thatwe are not the flies of the summer, and that we are heiras ' " #,

i. e e wae have dutiestowards those yet -unborn.

of an ancient patrimony, an that wy

au of cime. The crimonolo'gists, vcf Ae ,

Your Commission will duly consider the ses orimeniT owever, Iscan

an d sociologists can better do that than the h t hi gss ho do. History'

dohouldth do. History 5° ~ , can~Q

offer a specific recommendation as to one of the things that weshold. d. History

and the humanities are either under-empor simply

Virginia is in the dark ages regarding the management and development of its
historical resources. Ohrs assch as for the preservation, restorations t P

sylvania, have progressive and adequate program forche esevatoriesof our 40 0

and development of their historical material and resources.scases have not been

leaders of the past in our communities of Virgnia i m ases cannot beebrought

adequately researched, written, and published so they certainly canot be brought

to the at tent ion of our chi ldren . T^s0e;dw t , r a a e o , V r i i i or

tthatetooforcide.Thus the chi ldren in our schols and thdut

of the Commonealth are not properly concerned wit d or aware of, Vir ina hories

and tradition. The result is that this has contributed to the increase in

use of drugs, and other anti-soci al activity.

Our citizens and especially our young people cannot cherish our past and

emulate our leaders unless the full history of Virginia, including the detailed
history of each locality, is completely reseacrchend,gittle and failure to

lack of identity and response to the past i u oorngetadfiuet

provide the stories of the people who have made the contributions and who have

been the Je aders of our counties, towns, and cities.

Virginia has a wonderful Museum of pine Arts aid an extensive statewide arts

system, but Virginia has no museum of history and no history museum ssm a vital
relation t o the needs and problems of the day, a hist ory museum stems auxury.

and essential requirement. By coparison our art system is a "necessary luxury.

As one major and important step toward a solution to many problems of the day

(and as an aid to the prevention of crime) Ian submitting for your onsiderion

a proposal for a new statewide educational system. This plan calls for a major

state center for the humanities and three regional centers as ellas estalistemfort
of a new state department of humanities. Such a new public educational syem for

students, residents, and visitors of all ages is urgently required to prepare the

Comrmonwealth for the twentyfirst century. Te VrginiaaHistoryFederation, and

the Vir ginia Conference of the Humanities and other organiz ations are studying

this proposal. It has been presented to the Virginia 
Museum of Science Commission

for consideration in relation to the projected Virginia Museum ofSceean

possible inclusion of history therein.

The suggested humanities system would include community and neighborhood

centers for continuing education, recreation and participation by gross ouland

individuals. This humanities system w euld not plicate or competepbutwo d

enhance and expand services absolutely essential and vital for the progress and

success of the Commonwealth of Vir ginia.

Note that Virginia has received $405,100 to prepare a comprehensive state

crime plan and also a grant of X24,080 has been received to be used to find new

ways to reduce and prevent crime. I hope that these plans and investigations vill

look into the possibility of history and the humanities being park of the answer

to our problems.

I would like to say again that additional emphasis on history and the human

itiea is essential for the surival of our culture. Our citizens need to identify

with the past, present, and future. This knowledge of the past will improve and

enfich the uality of our lives. The hour is late and Virginia is being out

distanced by her problem. Yet, at stake is the survival of our whr of life.
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0 Rising Sun An Association of Virginia's Historical Societies and Norfolk, Va. 23501History-oriented Organizations Telephone: 623-6398
LT. COL. C. W. TAZEWELL

United States Air Force, Retired
President MS RElEA

For Immediate Release
rNEW STATEWIDE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM FOR THIJMANITIES RECOLE12DEDj

A proposal for a new statewide educational system has been presented to the Virginia
Museum of Science Commission at its hearing in Richmond on Tues., Nov. 12. C. W. Taze-
well, President of the Virginia History Federation, presented on his on behalf a pro-
posal for a new state department of the humanities.

The "Tazewell Plan" calls for a major state center for the humanities and three
regional centers with each to be a cooper ative graduate center. Tazewell stated that
"A new public educational system for students, residents and visitors of all ages is
urgently required to prepare the Commonwealth for the twenty-first century."

In his plan Tazewell defined the humanities to include language, linguistics,
literature, history, jurisprudence, philosophy, archeology, and the study and applica-
tion of the humanities to the human environment. The plan states that "the arts and
sciences have received much attention and considerable funds in recent ye ars. The
humanities are generally a 'void' in planning, funds and progressive action. Yet,

the humanities are closer to the problems of today - the problems of today's citizens,

of our urban areas, and of our rural areas and growing metropolitan areas."

The Virginia History Feder ation ard other or ganiz ations are studying the proposal

for the humanities center system. Speaking for the Virginia History Federation

Tazewell emphasized the need for a statewide history museum system with sufficient

decentralization to serve the entire Commonwealth.

Nov. 12, 1968

FOR COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION BETWEEN HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES OF THE
COMMONWEALTH

I,



A NfIEW SVEWIDE EDUCR IONAL SYSTEM:

CENTERS FOR THE HUMNITIES

Pfesentod by C. W. Tazesell to the

Virginia Museum of Scienca Comission, 11/12/68

ProposaI A new public oducational system for students, residentsand visitors of all ages is urgently required to prepare the Common-
foralt maorVirgiiae rhoo twn-fas century. This proposal callsfor a major State center for the humanities and three regional centersfor the humanities with each of thefour to be a cooperative graduatecent er.:

in finition: For the purpose of this proposal the term "humanities"includes aguage, linguistics, literature, history, jurisprudence, philo-sophy, archeology, study of the history, criticism, theory, and practice
of the arts, those aspects of the social sciences which have humanisticcontent and employ humanistic methods, and the study and application ohumanities to the human environment.

Need There is need for an entirely new statewide public education-al system with sufficient decentralization to reach all of its citizens:It should answer the requirements and problems of today, those of thetwenty-first century, and of the space age of the future.

The arts and sciences have received much attention and considerablefunds in r recent ye ars . The humanit ie s are gener ally a "vo id"1 in p lan-ning, funding, and progressive action. Yet, the humanities are closerto the problems of today - the problems of today's citizens, of oururban areas, and our rural areas and growing metropolitan areas. Stepsare needed now to serve the coming age of leisure, and the new andvaried needs of a changed society and culture.

Sociological and scientific changes are occurring increasingly
rapidly. Services and facilities for the community must be adaptedto new requirements and circumstances. Activities based on thehumanities as developed through this program can answer the problemsof the "generation gap," which is likely to become greater unlesspositive action is taken.

Along with the popular ion explosion, we are faced with an informa-tion explosion through greater knowledge and specialization. Continuingeducate ion and information with participation is required through thelife of the individual to permit him a useful and worthwhile life.
The many problems of today and tomorrow need definite and early
answers.

The Plan: A new State Department for the Humanities should be
created. It would be established to serve the needs of the Common-
wealth of Virginia, its people, and its institutions throughout the
state. It would work with and supplement the State Department of

I~I



Education and its school systems, and with the state's colleges anduniversities, including private schools and institutions. It wouldbasically do what is not being done now or what is not being doneade quate ly.

Existing organizations and'facilities throughout the statewould be used as part of the system (such as local historicalsocieties, history museums), as ell as organizations involved incommunicacions, creative writing, folklore, libraries, etc. To alarge extent the local historical societies and history museumswould be basic building blocks for this system. The regional centersfor the humanities would work through and with them to expand theiractivities on a local level. Initially a statewide history museumsystem would be created, developed, and expanded to cover the entirerange of the humanities, and thus would soon become much more than astatewide system of museums,

The new State Department for the Humanities would be in manyrespects similar to the Department of Archives and History in the Stateof North Carolina and comparable state historical commissions andorganizations in other states. The system would function in partsimilar to the well established and important annual Culture Teek inNorth Carolina except that it would function on a permanent basisthrough the year using facilities and services of the four Centers forthe Humanities and the cooperating local organizations in eachcommunity and local area of the state.

w Facilities would be provided for meetings of many local groupswith a place for their materials and books. These would includespecialized historical and collectors groups interested in old bellsstem railroads, antique cars, archeology, old bottles, etc. Manysuch local collectors and hobby groups have no adequate facilitiesor meeting places. Facilities would bePrvddfroahity
activities and repositcries wudb provided for oral historyfortmeetins wold riries eforrecorded magnetic tapes. Facilitiesfor meetings would include slide and movie projectors, audio visualservices, and new video tape techniques. Tie-ins will be made withexisting and new computer information services and planning would beundertaken for computerized facility in each regional center.

iaew and importantactivities such as repositories and personnelto care for business and government archives would be establishedin the regional centers. This would implement a program similar tothe North Carolina Public Records Program, which is an urgent andvital need in the Commonwe alth of Virginia.

Qualified and trained personnel for the archival and otherspecialized activities of the regional centers would be provided,and they would in tLrn serve historical societies, history museumsand other organizations in the entire regional area covered by theircenter. This would carry out the major recornmendat ionl of theVirginia Cultural Development Study Commission for increasedprofessional interpretation of Virginia's hotorical resources.
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Total Involvement The basic concept for tho entire plan will be

Tota Inolvmen: Te bsic oncpd rtiipaionby the

the total involvement of the community and participation by the

associated historical and humanities organizations 
s evryaspectof

community life. The regional centers aorthe humanities (and the

local societies and organizations asso rated sthe vith) woudpand

pate with, serve and providesfac11aes for CiC, ,co, ctors,

professional organizations as well' as literaryzhobby,

poetry, veterans, patriotice and other organizations.

pAn inclusive cooperative graduate center

Co lle go Gr aduate Centers ns of the Higher Educ ation Facilit ie s Act

(e stablishe d under the provis ions f einlcn r.E ach of the'f our

of 1963) would be developed for eacherehgmaitiesnt would function as par

"cooperative graduate centers for the hnita would ancate

of the curriculum and facilities of the neadat pristuend atei

colleges and universities. Classes and grute u t t

would take place in the regional center for the sum alized ar ves,

ed institutions in each community would use theotp rovidad at theS

research and reference sources and other facilities proving 
t the

regional centers for the humanities. Old documents c records for the

localarea history, business arh areandthes pualabeavailabsfo use

cities, touns, and counties ofth arawudllb avibefous

by citizens and visitors interested in research 
as wel as for

graduate and under gr aduate students ato of all

ConinungEduaion 
eFalteto the h n ties= wuld berpromsded.

ages of citizens in subjects rdocumentary materials and othevouldsrve

The archives, manuscripts, and benaratberials and uiverres

and reference sources that should be available for tollegeaublcwudser

the dual purpose of being readily availa

researchers.
of the humanities in the

Public Schooul pportant feature of the regional centers

public~~schools would be an impor ae oa ranizations. hvre

p .o andtheiras soc if the Commnonwuealth ais
for the humanitie s and their associated local organztos onlThe s

teaching of localhistory in the coiunit edge of the personal ies

from very little to nonexistent. , the o it atr

d every n local history and the story of the community are

and events in oo tzn r ide and di gnitye

essential for giving citizens p o aday.

weakness of our educational system of today.ctionin

New resources and techniques are recj ired for insfor each area

local history. This would include suitable workso for teach ers

othe state, new curriculum materials, and wrksplesiortahers. a

o i st" taching methods must take these

mat,"etc. The local historical societies and history meums cano

play a significant patithsne aprahsotetahng 
f

history.

Crim: I isnotnecessary to elaborate on the serious5.
5 5 of

crie lem as owellas the unrest and delincuehcy of yo
e ote t e pledge no ties with the past, ye eal calls for

ne often they akrom least and the present. This proposand applecir

need guidance from theusp gving them an unders-taoding a sour ce

keeping young people busy, gi adt io an r o lnga

tion of our institutionsandtraditonsiod f or pvwiin scoo

of information and education for 
t
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Summary: The State of Virginia has a statewide art system.
This is a "necessary luxury." However, the humanities are more 4
closely related to the problems of the day. The humanities canAd
limit the changes made by neu generations through the influence of
literature, poetry, history, tradition, and jurisprudence. \

The Virginia Cultural Development Study Commission has reviewed
these matters and in its report has recommendedcthat, "The various
museums in the state should be encouraged and supported," has
recommended "Improved professional interpretation of Virginia's
historical resources," and that the Study Commission's recommenda-
tions should "Receive the earliest possible consideration."

Vo need a statewide humanities system for survival of our
culture and way of life. The humanities centers will serve youth,
senior citizens, and others by entertaining, informing, and occupying
their time. The proposal envisages the four regional humanities
centers, one each in the north, west, east, and center of the State.One of the four humanities riters would als"'be the state center.
The centers would be clearing houses for organizations involved in
the humanities as well as civic, service, veterans, and patriotic
organizations. The humanities system would include community and
neighborhood centers for the continuing education, recreation, and
participation by groups and individuals. The humanities systemwould not duplicate or compete, but would enhance and expand
services absolutely essential and vital for the progress and success
of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Our citizens need to identifywith the past, present, and future; knowledge of the past will
improve and enrich the quality of our life.
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HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS CAN FIGHT CRIME & Help Preserve Our Traditional Way of Life----
If adequate support and funds are provided.

Loss of values

Blind to past and future
By Max Lerner

You may have seen a quote the
other day by a Chicago broker
named Robert A. Podesto on the
feverish activity on the Stock Ex-
change. "My customers seem to
be acting like there's no tomor-
row," he said.

If this is true, it represents a
basic change in the American
national character. Americans
have always lben future-minded:
saving for the future, planning
for it, oriented toward it, dream-
ing of it. The usual complaints of
foreign critics have been that
America is all future and no
past, with no such sense of sa-
cred, tradition-laden history as
the Europeans have.

As if to belie them, the Ameri-
cans built a past out of their
heroes and legends, their historic
memories, their experience in
wars abroad and civil war at
home, their encounters with new
and strange ideas, their wres-
tling with the n a t i o n a I con-
science. The American sense of
the past, along with the sense of
place, seemed on the point of be-
coming as much a reality as it
was in the countries that Ameri-
cans came from.

But new and tragic splits have
developed in the inner city, on
the campus, between the genera-
tions. If you try to bring the ex-

perience of the past to bear on
the urgencies of today, you are
brusquely dismissed as a con-
servative or-perhaps worse-as
a liberal. The conviction seems
to be that there is no yesterday,
and now we must add the specu-
lator-mentality which feels there
is no tomorrow.

Must we say then that, with
past-unusable and future-dispos-
able, Americans are trying to get
along only with a present? There
is some core of truth in this. Not
only do the young form a "now
generation," but for all the gen-
erations the only standard of
value seems ,to be a Today
Ethos, unlimited in space, but
one-dimensional in time.

Bitterly selective

I suppose one term to apply to
it would be instantism. There are
people who want instant victory
over the enemy, instant justice,
instant vindication of ancient
wrongs, instant power. Few of
them recognize any yesterdays;
at best they recognize only selec-
tive yesterdays which fit into
their instant urgencies.

The black power leaders, for
example, remember o n 1 y the
humiliation of their people in
the past. Their yesterday is a bit-
terly selective one, and so

their tomorrow-like their today
-is crowded with violence.

The instantism of our t i m e
deals ruthlessly with our leaders.
We use up everything and every-
one immediately, including our
political leaders-use them for
quick buildups and just as quick
collapses, use them for sport or
for targets and throw them away
when we are through. The lack
of an heroic sense always goes
with the lack of a tragic sense.

The cult of John F. Kennedy
would seem to belie this, yet note
that the American obsession with
him today is with how many
shots were f i r e d and how he
died, not with what great things
he did when he was alive. To ex-
amine President Kennedy alive
would be to embrace a past and
confront a future, which America
is unready to do.

Heroes exist only as great lit-
erature exists-if there is an his-
toric memory and a chance to
build legends on it, to measure
oneself against the past and,
therefore, to look forward to
judgment and vindication by the
court. But if all our yesterdays
have been expunged and if there
is no tomorrow, how can we
measure a man-and how can a
man measure himself-by in-
stant whims of today?

Russell Kirk

Old buildings
In Michigan, a crew of barba-

rous innovators wish to demolish
the Capitol, in Lansing, and to
erect a new Capitol building, pre-
sumably of glass and shining
metal-as featureless, hideous
and monotonous as the most un-
inspired new office building in
Manhattan. There are such van-
dals in every state.

Quite r i g h t I y, the Michigan
Historical Society has protested
formally against this proposal.
The classical-Renaissance Michi-
gan Capitol, with its high dome,
is really a handsome building,
without and within; also it is the
last large example of its kind in
M i c h i g a n. It is structurally
sound, and such repairs as it
may require would be far less
costly than a new edifice.

So why is it that a cry has
arisen that the historic old
building must go? Why, in part
because fat contracts naturally
would result from erecting a
vast new Capitol; and in part
from the silly notion that any-
thing "modern" must be better
than anything venerable.

A few years ago, the Detroit
municipal authorities demol-
ished the historic City Hall, sup-
planting it with one of those
blank b e h e m o t h s which the
mass-state smiles upon.

It would be interesting to dem-
onstrate how, over the years,
v i o l e n c e and crime have in-
creased in Detroit, in proportion
as the old monuments have been
demolished. For most people-
even those with no architectural
taste and with little education-
need to have visible roots in
their community; or historic an-
chors, if you will.

Any healthy political communi-
ty is a great continuity, joining
the generations w h i c h have
preceded us in time with the
generation that is living now,
and with the generations which
will follow us. Hstoric and beau-
tiful buildings are material
symbols and reminders of that
community. They remind men
that we are not the flies of a
summer, and that we are heirs -
to an ancient patrimony, and .
that we have duties toward
those yet unborn.
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Crime

and consid
commission
tect himse
other ewer,

NE PRLV]NTION THROUGH CITIZENS COIVUNICATIONS

Station at Virginia State Crime Commission Hearing

by C. W. Tazewell

on our streets has been a frequent subject of concern
eration by civic groups, governmental agencies, and byis, such as yours. How can the individual citizen pro-lf and get assistance in case of criminal activity orgencies?
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It is not practical for every citizen to be armed to theteeth or for every automobile to be a fortress, but every auto-mobile can have two-way communications. When people are outalone, or even groups out in the evening, and in particular whenwomen are traveling alone at night, communications are vital, andmay mean the difference between life and death. Even a stalledengine or a flat tire in the evening could result in a criminalattack or injury. Yet, the means are readily available toprovide every individual and every unescorted woman traveling atnight with immediate communications for assistant e.

The Citizens' Radio Service as authorized by the FederalCommunications Commission permits each individual to have a two-way radio sys tem in his car or even a walkie-talkie on his or herperson, Procedures and arrangements are already established sothat people with these sets in their cars, etc., can communicatewith monitoring stations that are established twenty-four hoursa day for assistance of any kind. This assistance can even befor the highway traveler to obtain information on routes, high-ways, and lodging, but the most important part is the immediatesource of assi stance in any real or potential emergency.

Certainly no woman should be allowed to drive alone atnight without a citizen's two-way radio. The Citizen's Bandradio gives the solitary automobile driver a lifeline to anentire world of assis tance. The advantages and use of theCitizen's Band radio have been recognized by many nationalgroups and national figures. The Automobile ManufacturersAssociation strongly supports these purposes and the nationalElectronic Industries Association, also. George Romney, formerGovernor of Michigan and the new Secretary of Housing and UrbanDevelopment has given unqualified approval to a plan for esta-blishing such a nation-wide citizens communications network foraiding motorists in distress. Romney stated, "Government oughtto stimulate citizen action for private needs rather than rushto establish costly systems to do the same thing," in encouraginguse of the Citizens Band ss tem.

One looks forward to the day when the two-way Citizen'sBand radio will be as commonplace in the automobile as the carradio is now. monitoring sets are now installed in policeagencies, road service stations, hospital emergency rooms,motels, and in other pi ces manned by many volunteer citizenteams. It has been estimated that there are a hundred thousandCitizen's Band sets in Virginia and, as an example, perhapstwenty-two thousand in the Tidewater area. The sets can be usedfor regular personal and business messages as well as for urgentemergency calls.

I highly recommend that the Virginia State Crime Commissionmake a study of the potential of this communications service forprevention of crime. I suggest that the Commission contact theVirginia State Citizen's Band Association, and obtain theirassistance on such a study.

Immediatedcommunications may be a matter of life and deathto the woman driving at night on our streets. The means forsuch communications are readily and economically availabletoday. We should fight crime using Space Age methods.
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MORGAN STATE COLLEGE CX
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21212

January 6, 1969

Mr. Ted Gurr
Mr. Hugh Graham
Co-Directors, Task Force VII
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence
726 Jackson Place, N. W1.
Washington, D. C. 20506

Dear Sirs:

Here are my comments on the preliminary version of the task force
report:

1. Deletion of caper -- On the Origins and Resolution of English
Working-Class Protest. .L think that this chapter, although well organized
and written, could be deleted because (a) it relates only vaguely to the
American experience and (b) its relevance is subsumed, if indeed not essential .y
covered, in Ted Gurr's chapter, A Comparative Study of Civil Strife.

2. Vau judgmnts authors. Should something be .done about value
judgments made by authors? For example, on page 33 Brown states that Stryon's
Nat Turner has been "critically esteemed." But it has also been critically
disesteemned (and some readers might wonder why a professional historian like
Brown would even use as an authority a writer of fiction, even historical
fiction). Going further, let us note the closing statement by Meier and
Rudwick (pp. 637-38): "The advocacy and use of violence as a deliberate
program for solving the problems of racial discrimination remains thus far, at
least, in the realm of fantasy; and there it is likely to remain." A value
judgment like this might get one into trouble. Please take note particularly
how it conflicts with another value judgment made by Comner on page 644:
"Thus the possibility of Suture and more malignant violence, such as guerrilla
tactics, remains a possibility, if not a probability." And in. contradiction
to Meier and Rudwrick, please note the conclusion reached by Janowitz on page
1322 in speaking of emerging Negro para-military groups, that "their potential
for disruption should not be underemphasized." Thus while it would be gratuitous
for the co-directors to disavow any value judgments or conclusions by the
contributors, a statement should be made to the effect that the co-directors
are aware of the challengeable and even contradictory opinions of the contributors.

3. Statements needing suo ort or explanation. The following statement in
Meier and Rudwick needs support, or it will remain mere assertion (p. 628):
"Perhaps psychological factors contributed to the terrified inactivity of some
Negroes. Despite the wish to meet fire with Lire, over the years they had become
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so demoralized by white supremacy and race discrimination that effective armed
defense could exist only in the realm of psychological fantasy." On page b30
Meier and Rudwick make the statement that the black masses have raised their
expectations markedly, but these authors do not tell us why, and they should.

4. Significant omissions. The article by Comer, which deals with among
other things, "the chronic psychological trauma of slavery, " never once
mentions the name of Stanley Elkins, whose SLAVERY: A PROBLEM IN AMERICAN
INSTITUTUIONAL AND INTELLECTUAL LIFE has opened up a whole new line of inquiry
and investigation into the slave personality, And it is to be noted that

while Comer delves into the powerlessness and dependency of the slave, he fails
to indicate that during the Civil War more that over 100,000 of those former
slaves became Union soldiers, their conduct in this capacity not squaring with
their "psychological dependency" upon their former masters.

5. Differences in format. The co-directors are fully aware that these
articles vary in format from the unfootnoted essay to the more formally
attired pieces with theircitations, charts, tables, and diagrams.

I erely yours,

B njaxnin; Quarles
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January 9, 1969

Mrs. Susan G. Lipsitch
National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention af Violence

y26 Jackson Place, N4W.
Washington, D.O. 20506

Dear Susan:

This is a thank-you note Tar your excellent work in
managing the final preparation a? our draft Task
Force report. We could not have met our deadline
when we did, or as well, had you not been able to
assume the onerous and almost impossible tasks of
completing the editozdial revisions and of over-
seeing the typing, proofreading, and assembly o
the report. 

I

It was a pleasure to work with you, and I wish you :
the best of tuck in your next posi tion. I know that
I speak for Hugh Graham as well in extending cur
appreciation for a job done very well and efficient~
ly.

You are welcome to use this letter as a recommenda~
tian if youi wish. I'm sorry I did not have the
opportunity to say goodbye to you personally.

Cordially,

rr

Ai

Ted Gurr
Co-Director, T Foroe on
Historical and Comparative
Perspectives on Violence

in America
Assistant Professor of Polities,
Princeton University

ooct Msr Lloyd Cutler

man~inth f al reara~o ofourdr1t as



January 9, 1969

sMrs. Carol Volt
Task Force on Historical and Comparative
Perspectives on Violence in AmerIca

National Commission on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence

726 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Carol

This is a thank-you note, in recognition of your eons.
trib'tions to the work of our Task Force. We could
not have completed it when we did, or as well, without
your cheerful anid competent attention to every conceiv-
able problem, from typing to defending our desks and
typwriters to handling a flood of administrative de-
tails.

It was a great pleasure to work with you, and I wish
you the best of luck with your new position at the
National Science Foundation. I know that I speak for
dugh Graham as well in extending our fond appreciation
for a job well done.

Cordi ally,

ec; Mr. Lloyd Cutler

Ted Gurr
Co-Director, Comparative and
History Task Force

Assistant Professor of Politts
Princeton University
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Chapter 13

INDIVIDUAL VIOLENCE AND THE SOUTHERN TRADITION

by Sheldon Hackney

Editor' s Introduction:

Although historical analysis of national trends in violent

crime has been retarded by a lack of data, and the contemporary

calculus of crime is rendered problematical 
by the uses to which

the relative abundance of data is put, the studies of Lane and

Graham suggest that while rising crime is not 
an inevitable con-

comitant of urbanization, rapid urbanization 
may be accompanied

by alarmingly spiraling rates of crime, depending 
upon the form

k

that urbanization takes. Whereas latter-nineteenth century urbani-

zation was accompanied by a vast industrial expansion which 
provided

a channel for upward socioeconomic mobility, contemporary urbani-

zation has crowded young males, often Negro migrants from the rural

South, into deteriorating inner cities from whence an increasingly

automating industry is fleeing.

Since violent crime, while not inevitably a by-product 
of

urbanization, is clearly accelerated by 
the ghettoization of the

". - -- .- - _ -- - _



nation' s inner cities, logic would suggest that rates of criminal

assaults would be highest in the more rapidly urbanizing North

and West than in the more rural South. Such a prediction wouIld

be reinforced by a corollary to the frontier hypothesis- -that

rates of personal assault should decline as the frontier's environ-

ment gives way to a more settled and ordered civiliation. Yet the

data reveals a contrary pattern: of all regions in America, the

traditional Southeast manifests by far the highest incidence of-

personal assault. Professor Hackney seeks to explain this paradox-

by bringing both sociological and historical analysis to bear on

the persistence of violence in the South.

Sheldon Hackney is Associate Professor of History at Princeton
University. This essay is a revised version of his article, ''Southern
Violence," which will be published in Febr-uary, 1969, in the American.
Historical Review. It is reprinted here by permission of the American
Historical Review.--
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Violence has always been a facet of human experience and a

problem for human society. For those. interested in determining the

causes of violence, and perhaps constructing cures, nothing could be

more important than the fact that different societies and different

eras produce widely varying rates of violence, Unfortunately for

the investigator, even moderately reliable data are available, only

for the recent past and only for relatively modernized countries.

This limits the possibility of cross-national comparisons. For

this reason, regional variations within modernized nations become

an extremely important source for the comparative analysis of the

ecology of violence. The most fruitful area within the United States

for such a study is the South, a region with a pattern of violence

that stands in striking contrast to that of the nation at large and

about which there is a well-developed scholarly literature.

A tendency toward violence has been one of the character

*traits most frequently attributed to Southerners.1 In various guises,

the image of the violent South confronts the historian at every

turn: dueling gentlemen and masters whipping slaves, flatboatmen

indulging in a rough-and-tumble-fight, lynching mobs, country folk

at a bear baiting or a gander pulling, romantic adventurers on Car-

ibbean filibusters, brutal police, panic-stricken communities harshly

suppressing real and imagined slave revolts, robed night-riders en-

Ki

gaged in systematic terrorism, unknown assassins, church burners,

- and other less physical expressions of a South whose mode of action

2is frequently extreme. The image is so pervasive that it compels

the attention of anyone interested in understanding the South.

- . .-- - - - __________________ ________________1
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H. C. Brearley was among the first to assemble the quantita-

tive data to support the description of the South as "that part of

the United States lying below the Smith and Wesson line."3 He

pointed out, for example, that during the five years from 1920

to 1924 the rate of homicide per 100,000 population for the southern

states was a little more than two and a half times greater than for

the remainder of the United States. Using.data from the Uniform

Crime Reports concerning the 1930's, Stuart Lottier confirmed and

elaborated Brearley's findings in 1938. He found for this period

also that homicide was concentrated in the southeastern states. Of

the 11 ex-Confederate states, Louisiana showed the lowest homicide

rate, but it was 74 percent greater than the national average, and

no non-Southern state had a higher rate. Interestingly, while mur-

der and assault were oriented to the southeastern states, robbery

4rates were highest in the central and western states. These find-

ings were replicated in 1954 using data on crime for the years 1946

through 1952.5 The pattern of high rates of serious crimes against

persons and relatively lower rates of crimes against property for

the South is consequently quite stable.

At the time that Brearley was setting forth the evidence for

southern leadership in physical aggression against people, another

statistical study primarily of American suicide rate's revealed that

the South was the area whose people had the least propensity to

destroy themselves.6 Austin Porterfield in 1949, using mortalit-y

tables from Vital Statistics, brought the murder and the suicide
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indices together and showed that there was a general inverse rela-

tionship between the two. rates among the states and that southern

states ranked highest in homicide and lowest in suicide.? In 1940,

the national average rate of suicide per 100,000 population was 
14.4

and of homicide was 6.2, but the old and cosmopolitan city of New

Orleans had a suicide rate of 11.1 and a homicide rate of 15.5.

Even though some Southern cities exceed some non-Southern cities

in suicide rates, the New Orleans pattern of more homicides .than

suicides is typical of the South but not of the nation. Porterfield

comments that "suicide in every non-Southern city exceeds homicide

by ratios ranging from 1.19 to 18.60, while suicide rates exceed

homicide rates in only 8 of the 43 Southern and Southwestern cities,

5 of those being in the Southwest."
8

Violence in the South has three dimensions. Relative to the

North, there are high rates of homicide and assault, moderate rates

of crime against property, and low rates of suicide. The relation-

ship between homicide and suicide rates in a given group is best ex-

pressed. by a suicide-homicide ratio (SHR = 100 (SuicideslSuicides +

Homicides).). The closer the SHR approaches 100, the greater is the

proportion of the total number of homicides and suicides accounted

for by suicide. The European patternshared by white Northerners

but not by Negroes or white Southerners, is for suicides to far out-

number homicides so that the SHR is in excess. of 80. The ratios in

Table 1, displayed graphically in Figure 1, measure the difference

between Southerners and other Americans- with regard to violence.
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TABLE 1

*1 [ SUICIDE-HOMICIDE RATIOS FOR FOUR CATEGORIES OF AMERICANS,

1 915-1964'

United States Southern United States SouthernYear White SHR White SHR Negro SHR Negro SHR

1915 77.4 62.9 ~ 23.7 11.1920 69.3 43.4 ~ 11.2 05.6#
1925 70.9 53.5 ~ 09.2 05.1930 75.0 61.1 11.9 06.0#
1935 76.2 59.9 11.4 06.3

-1940 83.3 68.5 09.6 ~ 06.5
1945 80.3 66.4 11.1 06.8
1950 82.4 69.8 12.4 09.31955 88.3 73.1 15.6 09.7
1960 82.0 74.4 17.0 12.2

1964 81.1 73.2 16.7 11.1

Suicide--Homicide Ratio = 100 (Suicides/Suicides + Homi-

cides). As the ratio approaches 100, it registers the increasing

preference for suicide rather than murder aogthe mbesof a

given group. The ratios were computed from figures taken from: K
Forrest E. Linder and Robert D. Grove, Vital Statistics Rates in

the United States, 1900-1940 (Washington, 1943), and U.S., De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Vital Statistics of

the United States, for the appropriate year..

#In 1915, only Virginia was represented in the SER for -

Southern whites and Negroes. In 1920, all of the ex-Confederate

states were included in the figures except A1.abama, Arkansas,
Georgia, and Texas.~- Arkansas, Georgia, and Texas were still not '
reporting in 1925, but by 1930 only Texas was excluded. From 1935

on, all Southern states are included. -



Because the statistics for "the United States" include the statis-

tics for the Southern states the differences between Southern and

non-Southern suicide-murder ratios are understated. Even so, the
differences are significant, In the North and the South, but more

so in the South, Negroes commit murder much more often than they
commit suicide, Among white Americans, Southerners show a relatively

greater preference than do non-Southerners for murder rather than

suicide,

High murder and low suicide rates constitute a distinctly

Southern pattern of violence, one that must rank with the caste

system and ahead of mint juleps in importance as a key to the mean-

ing of being Southern. Why this should be so is a question that

has puzzled investigators for a long time, and their answers have

been various. When one loyal Southerner was asked by a probing

Yankee why the murder rate in the South was so high, he replied

that he reckoned there were just more folks in the South that needed

killing.

Few apologies surpass this one in purity, but there is a

more popular one that tries to explain the high homicide rates in

the Southern states by the extremely high rates of violence among

Negroes who constitute a large part of the population. As Table

1 indicates, however, Southern whites considered by themselves vary
from the national norm in the same direction as Negroes, though to
a much lesser extent. In addition; Porter.field points out that for

the twelve Southern states with the heaviest Negro population, the
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coefficient of correlation between serious crimes and the percent-

age of Negroes in the.population is - .44. There is actually a ten-
dency for states to rank lower in serious crimes or the percentage

of Negroes in the population increases.9

A more sophisticated theory is that Southern white society
contains a larger proportion of lower status occupations so that

the same factors that cause lower status groups in the North to be-
come more violent than the rest of societyhave a Proportionately

greater effect on the South. The difference in rates would then

be accounted for. by the numerical bulge in the high risk group,
and only the stratification of society would be peculiarly Southern.

Unfortunately for this theory, Southern cities, in which whites

show the distinctive pattern of Southern violence, actually have
greater percentages of the white population in higher status jobs
than do Northern cities.1 0 It is not the class structure that

causes the Southern skew in the statistics.
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TABLE 2

HOMICIDE AND SUICIDE RATES BY RA3CE AND BY SIZE OF "POPULATION

GROUP, UNITED STATES, 1940

Cities Cities Citiesh

U.S.. 100,000 10 to 2,500- Rural

and Up 100,000 10,000

Sui.ie 
--

(All ages, both sexes)

All races 14.4 16.8 ,15.6 15.1 12.0

White 15.5 17.8 16.4 16.0 13.3
Nonwhite 4.6 7.2 -5.8 4.5 30 A

Homicide -.

(All ages, both sexes)

All races 6.2 7.1 5.7 7.3 5.7

White 3.1 3.2 .2.5 3.7 3.3

Nonwhite 33.3 43.3 43.0 51.9 -23.1

Source: Forrest E. Linder and Robert D Grove, Vital Statistics
Rates in the United States, 1900-1940 (Washington:

Government Printing Office, 1943). Table 24, pp-53-4-553A

i- i
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In the same way, the agricultural nature of Southern life

might account for the pattern of Southern violence. The fact that

the peculiar configuration exists in Southern cities as well as in

the countryside could possibly be accounted for by the large migra-

tion into the city of people who learned their ways of living and

dying in the country. Table 2 shows that both homicide and suicide

rates are lower for rural districts than for urban areas in the

United States. This results in an SHR for the white population of

rural districts considered by themselves of 80.1, as compared with

an SHR of 83.7 for the white population of the nation as a whole.

The SHR of 68.8 in 1940 for Southern whites, both urban and rural,

is significantly lower than the national ratios and indicates that

Southern whites were much more given to acting out their aggressions

than the.white population of either the cities or the countryside

in the rest of the nation.

Another way of testing the notion that the rurality of the

South may be the root of its strange configuration of violence is

summarized in Table 3, a comparison of the SHR's of the 11 ex-

Confederate states with those of the 11 most rural non-Southern

states. The non-Southern states, mostly Western, are closer in

time to frontier days and are currently much more subject to in-

stability caused by immigration than are the Southern states, but

otherwise the two sets of states are similar enough for purposes

of comparison. The percentage of population living in the urban

areas of the Southern states ranged from 13.4 percent to 36.7
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TABLE 3

SUICIDE AND HOMICIDE RATES AND SUICIDE-HOMICIDE RATIOS FOR

SOUTHERN STATES AND ELEVEN MOST RURAL NON-SOUTHERN STATES, 1940

Suicide-
Population Group Homicide

Ratio

Southern nonwhite 6.7
National nonwhite 12.2

Southern white 68.8

Non-Southern, white rural (11 states) 79.0

National white rural - 80.1

National white 83.7

White White

Sui- Homi- Rural Sui- Homi-

Southern cide cide Southern cide cide

States Rate Rate States Rate Rate

Alabama 11.7 6.9 Arizona 15.2 7.5

Arkansas 8.0 5.1 Idaho 17.7 3.3

Florida 19.8 7.5 Iowa 15.2 1.3

Georgia 12.1 5.6 Kansas 13.0 1.1

Louisiana 12.4 5.5 Montana 21.1 4.8

Mississippi 10.1 5.7 Nebraska 16.8 .7

North Carolina 10.4 4.0 New Mexico 14.2 5.7

South Carolina 9.7 5.0 North Dakota 9.7 1.4

Tennessee 10.0 7.1 South Dakota 10.5 1.8

Texas 13.6 5.3 Vermont 16.7 .8

Virginia 18.4 5.0 Wyoming 23.5* - 4.5

Averages 12.4 5.6 Averages 15.8 4.2

Source: Forrest E. Linder and Robert D. Grove, Vital Statistics

Rates in the United States, 1900-1940 (Washington: Gov-

ernment Printing Office, 1943), Table 20. All rates per

100,000 population.
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Poverty is also a logical factor to suspect as the under-

lying cause of the South's pattern of violence. Howard Odum corn

puted that the Southeast in 1930 had 20.9 percent of the nation's

population but only 11.9 percent of the nation's wealth.1 Whether

or not the region was poor before it was violent is an undetermined

matter. Even more to the point, poverty alone cannot explain .high

homicide rates. The decline of homicides during business depres-

sions in the United States underlines this argument, as does the

Yk

fact that crime rates among second generation immigrants are much

higher than among first generation immigrants despite the fact of

12increased material welfare. One study has found no significant

correlation between crime rates and the proportion of the popula-

tion on relief by county in Minnesota, whereas there was a strong

correlation between crime rates and the degree of urbanization.

Like the rural poor in Minnesota, the Japanese of Seattle were

poor but honest and nonviolent.1 3

Nevertheless, though the data are extremely questionable,

iV

there is a significant positive correlation between the SR for

the 56 world polities for which information is readily available

quantfied 14
and almost every measure of modernization~ that can bequatf

It is difficult to determine whether it is underdevelopment or the

process of change that accounts for this, for scholars have noted

that the process of modernization generates conflict and violence

15
of various sorts. For developing as well as for industrialized

nations, education is the most powerful predictor of a country's



SHR, but indices of industrial and urban activity, along with re-

flections of the society s general welfare, are also significantly

correlated with the SHR. This is true for the 56 world polities

considered together as well as for the European nations considered

as a group and for the non-European countries taken together. That

Southerners over the past half century have been growing more simi-

lar to non--Southern Americans in their tastes in violence as the

gap between the nation and the South in economic development has

slowly narrowed also argues that there may be no increment of vio-

lence in the South that is not "explained" by the relative slowness j

of the region's development.

Multiple regression analysis offers a technique for testing

the possibility that variations in the key indices of moderniza-

tion operating in an additive fashion might account- for the South's

particularity in rates of violence. Six independent variables K
measuring the four factors of wealth, education, urbanization, and

age are included in this analysis. Except where indicated below,

their values are taken from the United States Census for 1940.

Urbanization is stated as the percentage of the population living

within towns of 2,500 or more; education is measured by the median

number of school years completed by persons 25 years old and older;

"income" is the state's per capita personal income in dollars for

1940; unemployment is expressed as the percentage of the working

force out of work; "wealth" is the state's per. capita income in

dollars in 1950; and age is the median age of the population.



The values of each variable except "income" are recorded by race.

"South" is a dummy variable included in the analysis in order to

see if any of the unexplained residue of the dependent variable

is associated with the fact of its occurring either inside of or

outside of the South. All of the ex-Confederate states were as-

signed the value of one, while all non-Southern states were re-

corded as zero. The dependent variables that require "explaining"

are the suicide rate, the homicide rate, the sum of the suicide

rate and homicide rate, and the suicide-homicide ratio. Even

though these rates are taken from the most reliable source, Vital

Statistics for the United States, there may well be large errors

between the published rates and the true rates. Some violent

deaths aie never recorded, and many are improperly classified,

but there is no reason to suspect that there has .been a long-term,

systematic bias in the collection and recording of the statistics

for the Southern states. For the purposes of the crude comparison

between South and non-South, the Vital Statistics are acceptable.

. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 4.

The coefficient of correlation between each of the independent

variables and the dependent variable is found in the column la-

beled "simple." The percentage of the variation in the dependent

variable that is associated with, and thus "explained" by, the

variation in the independent variable is found by squaring the

coefficient of correlation. For example, education is the best

single, predictor of the white suicide rate. The simple coeffi-

cient of correlation of .62 between education and suicide in
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TABLE 4

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

VIOLENCE, DEVELOPMENT, AND SECTIONALISM 
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1940

R2 Urbanization

Variation Sim- Par-
Education
Sim- Par-

by State Expiained pie

IncomePar-
Unemploy-

mentSim- Par-

tial pie tial pie

SWealthar-Sim- Par-

tial pie

Sim-APar- Sim-o Par-

White suicide
rate

White homicide
rate

White homicide
suicide rate

-72* .25 -.64* .62

-. 45* -. 24 -. 17

.57.

White suicide
homicide ratio

Nonwhite
suicide rate

Nonwhite
homicide rate

.30

.25

.07 -59*

.53

.52

- .02

.08 -.13 .30

.07 -.28 -.19

.52 .56'

.09 -.42

.44*

.11

.25

.36

.63"

.14 -.22

.23 -. 13 .26 -. 42

.20 .15 .35 -. 34

-.24

.47* .26

-. 25 -. 11

.25 -.18

.15 -.09 ".34

.18 -.17 .21 -.09

-.12 -.58* .24

.41*.22 -.30

.29 .76*

-.00 .13 -.04

.59 -. 31 .42

-. 09

.54*' .49"

.49* -. 68* - .53*

-. 04 .04 .40* .28 *.37*

Nonwhite homi-
cide-suicide
rate -22 -.02 -.30 -.03 -.12 .13 .27 -.08 .15 .09 -.04 .10

Nonwhite sui-
cide-homicide

77 32
rate.3.

.36 .31 .43* .18 .30 - .11 .36 -. 10 .12 -.40 -.36 -.09

* The chances that a random ordering 
of the -data would produce a relationship 

this strong are less than one in one

hundred.

Dependent
Variable

.35 .09 .37

tialtial pletial ple

t;al pe
n .1 . ror r la

.33 .53" .35 .55

.50"'

.40*

-. 34 .08

i

i

i
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Table 4 indicates that approximately 30 percent of the variation in

the white suicide rate among the 48 states in 1940 is associated

with variations in the educational level of the populations. The

fact that the correlation is positive means that the suicide rate

tends to rise from one state to the next as the educational level:

rises. Conversely, the negative coefficients of correlation be-

tween each of the independent variables, except region, and the

white homicide rate indicates that the homicide rate tends to decline

as the indices of development rise. -

The effect on the dependent variable of all of the independ-

ent variables considered together is measured by the coefficient

of multiple correlation, R. Thus 72 percent of the white suicide

rate and 52 percent of the white homicide rate are explained by

the 7 independent variables operating in an additive fashion. The

coefficient of partial correlation expresses the relationship of

each independent variable with the unexplained portion of the

dependent variable after the independent variables acting collec- V

tively have done all the explaining possible. The coefficient of

partial correlation for the dunmy variable, South, is the most

important yield of the multiple regression analysis.

Even though the 7 independent variables acting together !f

explain 72 percent of the variation of the white SHR among the - K
48 states in 1940, 28 percent (r = -. 53) of the remaining portion

of the variation of the white SHR is associated with the South.

This means that the white SHR is lower in the South than -can be -
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accounted for by the lower indices 
of urbanization, education,

wealth, and age. Similarly, there is a significant portion 
of

the variation from state to 
state in the white homicide 

rate,

and in the white suicide 
rate, that is unexplained 

by variations

in measures of development but that is explained by Southernness.

If the deviation of the 
South from the national 

norms for

violence cannot be attributed 
to backwardness, or at least not

to the static measures of 
underdevelopment, there are 

other pos-

sible explanations that should 
be considered. The concept of

anomie, developed by Emil Durkheim 
in his study, Suicie, in

189-8, is frequently mentioned as an explanation of both homicide

and suicide. Anomie has meant slightly 
different but not contra-

dictory things to different 
investigators. It is most generally

understood to be a social 
condition in which there 

is a deteriora-

tion of belief in the existing 
set of rules of behavior, or in

which accepted rules are mutually 
contradictory, or when pre-

scribed goals are not accessible 
through legitimate means, 

or

when cognition and socialization 
have been obstructed by person-

ality traits that cluster about 
low ego strength.

16  In its mani-r

gestation in the individual, in the form of anomy, it is a feel-

ing of normlessness and estrangement from other 
people. An

anomic person feels lost, drifting 
without clearly defined 

rules

and expectations, isolated, powerless, and frustrated. In this

state, there is a strong strain 
toward deviant behavior in var-

ious forms. The problem -is that both 
homicide and suicide are
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thought to be related to it, and the theory does not predict what

sorts of people or what groups will favor one form of behavior

rather than another.

To look at Southern violence as the product of anomie in any

case would involve a great paradox. The most popular explanation

of the high rates of American violence as compared to Europe places

the blame on the rapid urbanization, secularization, and industrial-

ization of the United States and on the social characteristics 
as-

sociated with this remarkable growth: geographic and status mobil-

ity, an emphasis upon contractual relationships and upon social

norms rather than upon personal relationships, competitive striving,

and a cultural pluralism that involves a high 
level of dissonance

among the values that everyone tries to put into practice. 7 The

South has traditionally served as the counterpoint to the American

way of life for the reason that it seemed to differ from the North

in these very aspects.
1 8  Southerners have a greater sense of his-

tory than Northerners, a greater attachment to place, and more

deferential social customs. By all reports, Southerners place

more emphasis on personal relations and on ascribed 
statuses than

do Northerners. Not only do Southerners prize political and social

cohesion, but by most measures the South is much 
more homogeneous

than the non-South. 1 9  Yet, though the South differs from the .North K
on so many of the factors that supposedly contribute-to anomie 

and.

thus to violence, the South is the nation's most 
violent region.

There is one body ,of theory that would seem 
to predict

higher rates of violence precisely because of 
the South's homogeneity.

.. , i
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Reformulating the observations of Georg Simmel and Bronislaw

Malinowski, Lewis Coser writes that "we may say that a conflict is

more passionate and more radical when it arises out of close rela-

tionships." "The closer the relationship," so the reasoning goes,

"the greater the effective investment, the greater also the ten-

dency to suppress rather than express hostile. feelings. . . In

such cases feelings of hostility tend to accumulate and hence in-

tensify." Such a theory fits the empirical observation that indiv-

iduals who express hostility retain fewer and less violent feelings

20
of antagonism towards the source of their irritation. But Coser

himself states that, though conflicts within close relationships

are likely to be intense when they occur, "this does not necessarily

point to the likelihood of more frequent conflict in closer rela-

tionships than in less close ones." There are situations in which

accumulated hostilities do not eventuate in conflict behavior and

may even serve to solidify the relationship.
2 1

The frustration-aggression hypothesis involves similar per-

plexities.2 2  For example, one of the alternative ways of adapting

to frustration is to turn the frustration inward upon the self. In

extreme cases. this can result in suicide.2 3 A psychoanalyst has

concluded after an extensive study that a major portion of Sweden's

very high suicide rate is caused by the frustrations arising from

a highly competitive, success-oriented society.24 The general rise

in suicide rates- in the United States during economic downturns

argues that the same mechanism is at work among some segments of
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the population. Consequently, nothing in the frustration-aggression

hypothesis predicts the direction the aggression will take.

There are currently two theories that attempt to explain

the generally inverse relationship between homicide and suicide

as reactions to frustration. The first, developed by Andrew F.

Henry and James F. Short, Jr.,2 5 is based on the assumption that

both homicide and suicide are the result of frustration-aggression

and builds upon Porterfield's initial suggestion that the strength

of the relational system might have something to do with an indi-

26
vidual's choice of either homicide or suicide. Henry and Short

adduce data on the relationship of homicide and suicide rates to

the business cycle and to certain statistically distinct groups.

They reason that overt aggression against others "varies directly

with the strength of external restraint over the behavior of the

adult--external restraint which is a function of strength of the

relational system and position in the status hierarchy."27

Martin Gold has pointed out, however, that contrary to the

assumption of Henry and Short, upper status people are likely to

be more restrained by the expectations of others than are lower

status people. Even more damaging is Gold s demonstration that

the Henry and Short hypothesis does not correctly predict the

greater preference of women for suicide rather than homicide,28

nor does it correctly predict the fact that suicide rates are

lower among the middle classes than at either extreme of the so-

cial scale. - -
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The second theory, fashioned by Martin Gold, attempts to

relate differences in child rearing practices to preferences for

hostility or guilt as an accommodation to frustration. Specifi-

cally, Gold shows that there is a positive correlation between the

incidence of physical punishment commonly used in the child rear-

ing practices of certain groups and the rate of homicide for that

group. His conclusion is that physical disciplining of children

leads to aggression against others rather than against the self.2 7

To confound the theory, restrictive child-rearing practices -in

Europe evidently do not lead to the physical violence that such

practices among the lower classes in America are supposed to pro-

duce. There is also considerable doubt that there is a signifi-

cant class differential in the degree of physical punishment used

to discipline children.30 William and Joan McCord found in their'

study of juveniles that there was no strong relationship between

disciplining methods and criminality except when a child is re-

jected by his parents or when his parents provide him with a de-

viant role model. Harsh discipline does less damage than neglect.3 1

That there is some causal relationship between the socialization of

aggression and a group's SHR is reasonable enough to suppose that

it will provide a fruitful line of research, but before it can be

a useful ingredient of an explanation of-Southern violence, anthro-

pologists and historians need to know much more about regional dif-

ferences in child-rearing techniques.

Whether or not the cause can be located in child-rearing

practices, several bodies of evidence point to the conclusion that
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Southern violence is a cultural pattern that exists separate from

current influences. For instance, several commentators have sug-

gested that the habit of carrying guns in the South made murder a

much more frequent outcome of altercations among Southerners than

among Northerners. This argument is buttressed by a 1968 survey,

reported in Table 5, which showed that 52 percent of Southern white

families owned guns, as opposed to only 27 percent of the white

families in the non-South. It may be, however, that this differ-

ential in gun ownership is the result of a violent turn of mind

rather than the cause of violence. This is the implication of the

fact that when the House of Representatives in 1968 passed a weak

gun control bill to restrict the mail-order sale of rifles, shot-

guns, and ammunition by the overwhelming vote of 304-118, representa-

tives of the 11 ex-Confederate states nonetheless voted 73-19 against 4

the bill.3 2 It should be noted too that some Southern states have

relatively strict firearms laws without dramatically affecting

their homicide rates.33 Furthermore, the assault rate is extremely

high in the South, indicating that Southerners react with physical

hostility even without guns.

A glance at Table 4 reveals that for Negroes either the data

are grossly skewed or there is little relationship between violence
and the selected indices of social welfare. -There is the .barest

hint that, controlling for the selected factors, there is some ex-

planatory value in sectionalism, a conclusion that has independent

verification. Thomas F. Pettigrew and an associate found that the
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major correlate of the rate ofT

proportion of Negroes in a gives

in the South and that this was

tion itself. It had long been]

frequent among northern than am

ing suggests that violence in t

banded down from father to son

the family Bible.3 4

The great contribution t

made by Wilbur J. Cash in his b

cisely this, that Southern viol

can be explained only historica

etic and impressionistic render

frontier as naturally as it gro

an integral part of the romanti

sonality created by the absence

characteristic of a frontier.

tence on the private settlement

the radical individualism of th

ences at work. The plantation,

on the Southern frontier, reinf

that had been initiated by the

so, Cash argues, for two reason

the plantation exercised unrest

the second place, whites were g

/ 
i

Negro homicide in the North was the

hH.

n area who had been born and raised

in addition to the effect of migra-

know~n that homicide was much less

ong southern Negroes, but this find-

he South is a style of life that is

along with the old .hunting rifle and

o the discussion of Southern violence

ook, The Mind of the South, was pre-

ence is part of a style of life that

11y.3 According to Cash's own po-

ing, violence grew up on the Southern

ws up on any frontier. Violence was

c, hedonistic, hell-of-a-fellow per-

of external restraint that is

The cult of honor, with its insis--

of disputes, was one form taken by

e South, but there were other influ-

the most highly organized institution

forced the tendency toward violence

absence of organization. This was

.s. In the first place, whites on-

rained dominance over blacks. In

generally raised by blacks and_
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consequently were deeply influenced by the romantic 
and hedonistic

Negro personality. Cash does not explicitly say what forces pro-

duced this Negro personality, but the implication is that 
Negro

personality is fixed by the laws of genetics. But if the more

likely position is taken that.Negro and white 
personalities are

shaped by environment and experience, then 
the reader is left with

yet another Cashian paradox: violence in the white personality

stems at the same time from the effect of being 
unrestrained and

from imitating the Negro personality which was formed 
out of a-

situation of dependency and subordination.

It may be that the mediating variable that 
brings together

thevarou inossece nCash's explanation of how violence

came to be established in the late ante-bellumr period as part of

the Southern personality is teasneo a. Ntdsraia

tion nor individualism, not dominance nor 
submission, not lack of

restraint- -none of these forces played as 
important a role as the

abseceo intiuton of law enforcement in forcing Southerners

to resort to the private settlement of disputes. 
Gash makes this

expliit i hi ramn f Reconstruction, the second frontier.

During Reconstruction, accordig o Cah>otenwie

resored t indvi-aad collective violence because the courts

were dominated by Carpetbaggers and Scalawags. 
Though this is*

loicliti no-onitent with Cash's earlier argument that

thegroth f lw hd ben.nhibited on the ante-bellum frontier

- r

conequntywredeelyinf-deedby their owc ndutie.ons-i

by the desire of Southerners to provi eti ownt jutie.

likely position is taken that______ Negro- and- white-**personalities_____are
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Apparently the direction of causation in the relationship between

law and violence changes in accordance with the needs of Cash's

interpretation.

Just as the first and second Southern frontiers simultan-

eously promoted social solidarity and individualism, the third

Southern frontier, Progress, changed the South in the direction of

the American norm of Babbittry while at the same time acconmnodating

continuity in the basic traits of the Southern mind. A further par-

adox is involved in the impact of Progress on the pattern of violence.

Because violence originally arose from individualism, Cash says, the

growth of towns should have brought a decrease in rates of violence.

This decrease did not materialize because progress also brought

poverty and poverty destroys individualism. Cash in effect argues that

individualism produced violence in the ante-bellumwperiod and the loss

of individualism produced violence in the twentieth century.

Though Cash failed to produce a coherent theory of Southern

violence, he did focus on two factors that are obvious possibilities H

as the chief motive forces of Southern violence: the frontier ex-

perience and the presence of the Negro. The American frontier did

spawn violence, but it seems improbable that the frontier 
could

have much to do with the fact that in the twentieth century South-

ern states on the eastern seaboard have much higher rates of vio-

lence than the nation at large. There is also considerable diffi- -

culty with the notion that the presence of large numbers of Negroes

accounts for the great propensity of white for violence. There is,
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in fact, very little inter-racial homicide,3 6 and there is no reason

to question John Dollard's hypothesis that Negroes murder and as-

sault each other with such appalling frequency because of their

daily frustrations in dealing with white men. Because aggressions

against whites would call forth extreme negative sanctions, frus-

trated Negroes displace their aggressive feelings to other Negroes.3 7

If this is the case, it is difficult to see how high rates of violence

among the dominant white group would also be attributed to the white-

Negro relationship, especially when the presence of Negroes in the

North is not accompanied by a proportionate rate of violence among

the whites. It is also interesting that whites in South Africa who

also experienced frontier ~conditions and a subordinate non-white

population have a homicide-suicide ratio almost identical to the

ratio for the American North but quite different from that of the

Southern whites.

Subserviance, rather than dominance, may be the condition

that underlies a pattern of low SHR's. Franz Fanon, in his ex-

tremely popular book, The Wretched of the Earth, suggests that the

oppressed status of a colonial people produced a pattern of ag-

gressiveness directed against fellow colonials and a need to

achieve manhood through violence. That task of revolutionaries is

to mobilize the aggressive drives, provide them a sustaining ideol-

ogy, and direct them against the oppressors-38 The South's defeat

in the Civil War and its position as an economic dependency of the

industrial Northeast qualifies it for consideration as a violent
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colonial region. In addition to the difficulty of separating the

affects of subserviency from the effects of sheer underdevelop-

ment, the problem with this line of reasoning is that the heroic

myths created about the Lost Cause and the relatively early return

of home rule after the Civil War may have mitigated the trauma of

defeat and social dislocation. It would be difficult to maintain

that the Southts historical experience as a region is the equiva-

lent of the sort of cultural conflict that leads to the loss of

self esteem, disrupts the processes of socialization, and initi-

ates the cycle of self-crippling behavior within the subordinate

39group. -. Furthermore, American Indians have responded to their ex-

perience of defeat and repression with higher rates of suicide and

other intrapunitive behavior rather than with aggression against

others. Similarly, while industrialization was transforming and

disrupting its established folk culture; Harlan County, Kentucky

had the highest homicide rates in the country, but a study of com-

munity growth in New England finds suicide and depressive disorders

highly correlated with the disruptive impact of geographic mobility.4 0

Though the social sciences offer no clearly authenticated

hypothesis that predicts. the relationship in different populations

between homicide and suicide rates, there are some potentially il--

luminating investigations currently in progress. Assuming that de-

pressed mental patients are people who have turned anger inward

through the mechanism of introjection and guilt when under chronic

stress, while paranoid patients are those who'have turned anger
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outward through the mechanism of denial and projection, one study

has found an interesting association between the pattern of intra

farmily communication and the direction taken by mental pathology

when it occurred. Depressed patients in this study came from fam-

ilies in which the children were forced to try by themselves to at-

tain the desired forms of behavior through positive, "ought" chan-

nels. Children in the families of paranoid patients were forced

into acceptable modes of behavior by negative "ought not" proce-

dures. "In families of depressed. patients the child comes to view

his environment as non-threatening to him physically. It is some-

thing to be manipulated by him in order to bring about the desired

effects that will win approval. There is directionality here, and

it is from the child toward his environment. On the other hand, in

families of paranoid patients the child comes to view his environ-

ment as having potentially harmful properties that he cannot con-

trol and that must be avoided in some way. Here the directionality

is from- the environment toward the child." 2

The hypothesis is that a manipulative attitude toward the en-

vironment will be associated with intrapunitive .behavior and that a

passive attitude toward the environment, with the absence of the

internalization of a feeling of responsibility *for the self, will

be correlated with a greater use of projection in ego-defense.

There are firm indications that cultural patterning as well

as child rearing techniques will affect the perception of the en-

vironment and the orientation of the personality on the



paranoia-depression continuum. In Burma, a hierarchical and age-

graded society, the social and physical environment is typically

perceived as potentially harmful, and Burma has one of the highest

homicide rates in the world. 4 3 There is also the possibility of a

connection between the high rates of violence among Afro-Americans

and the recent diagnosis that the Negro psyche has been rendered

paranoic by the hostile American environment.44

Testing the hypothesis that a paranoidal perception of the

environment is the root cause of the pattern of violence in the

white South is a problem for future scholarship. The most imme-

diately useful technique would be an opinion survey of attitudes

toward violence, perceptions of the environment, feelings of per-

sonal efficacy, and other measures of alienation. There may be re-

gional differentials in these categories as well as class, age, and

sexual differentials. A rigorous comparison of rates of violence

in perhaps a Kentucky County and an Ohio County at comparable stages

of settlement is also a promising approach. The records of the

county court, the reports of the state attorney general, and news-

paper surveys might produce useful data on individual as well as

collective violence. Some effort must be made to determine when the

South became violent. The timing may reveal much about the relation-

ship of slavery to violence. The possible effects of Scotch-Irish

immigration, population density, temperature, and religious funda-

mentalism should be investigated with quantitative methods. Even

though the SHR's of Australia and Canada fit the European mold,
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I some insight may derive from pursuing such comparative cases in a

detailed manner. There is much that can be done.

Meanwhile, in the search for a valid explanation of Southern

violence the most fruitful avenue will probably be one that seeks to

identify and trace the development of a Southern work view that de-

fines the social, political, and physical environment as hostile and

casts the white Southerner in the role of .the passive victim of malev-

olent forces, When scholars locate the values that make up this

world view and the process by which it was created and is transmitted,

the history of the South will undoubtedly prove to have played. a ma-

jor role, The un-American experiences of guilt, defeat, and poverty

will be major constituents of the relevant version of that history,4 5

but perhaps they will not loom so large as the sense of grievance

that is at the heart of the Southern identity.

The South was created by the need to protect a peculiar insti-

tution from threats originating outside the region. Consequently,

the Southern identity has been linked from the first to a siege

mentality. Though Southerners have many other identities, they are

likely to be most conscious of being Southerners when they are de-

fending their region against attack from-outside forces: abolitionists,

the Union Army, carpetbaggers, Wall Street and Pittsburgh, civil

rights agitators, the federal government, feminism, socialism,

trade unionism, Darwinism, communism, atheism, daylight saving

time, and other by-products of modernity. This has made for an ex-

treme sensitivity to criticism from outsiders and a tendency to
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A

excuse local faults as the products of forces beyond human control

or beyond local control. If the South was poor, it was because the

Yankees stole all the family silver and devastated the region in

other ways after the Civil War. If industrialization seemed in-

ordinately slow in the South, it was because of a conspiracy of-

Northern capitalists to maintain the South as an economic colony.

Added to this experience with perceived threats has been the fact

that almost every significant change in the life of the South has

been initiated by external powers. This is even true of industriali-

zation. Though there was a fervent native movement to sponsor in-

dustrializat ion, absentee ownership has been characteristic. Fur-

thermore, the real qualitative change in the Southern pattern of low

value-added industry came as a result of World War II and the activ-

ities of the federal government .

I

Being Southern, then, inevitably involves a feeling of per-

secution at times and a sense of being a passive, insignificant ob-

ject of alien or impersonal forces. Such a historical experience

has fostered a world view that supports the denial of responsibility

and locates threats to the region outside the region and threats to

the person outside the self. From the Southern past arises the symn-

biosis of profuse hospitality and intense hostility toward strangers

and the paradox that the Southern heritage is at the same time one of

grace and violence.
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I have .your letter of November 1 to my co-director, Professor
Graham, asking whether it may be possible to include an his-
torical paper' in our report that analyzes evolving circumstances
that have resulted in low levels of violence in some Western
democratic nations and relatively high rates in the United
States.. .
Let me say that my own paper, and a paper by Michael Hudson,
provide some good comparative information on the historical

* and contemporary characteristics of nations that lead to col-
lective protest and violence. Descriptively, I have been able
to demonstrate with data for 1114 nations that the United States

7had a slightly greater relative level of such activities in
1963-1968 than~ did any other nation of the Western Community

* in the early and mid 1960's, but much less strife than some
20 other countries. What is most striking to me, though, is
that while levels of strife are high in the U.S., its character-
istics closely resemble those of strife in other nations of the
Western Community. The anti-government demonstration and riot,
violent clashes of political or ethnic groups , and student protests
are pervasive forms of conflict in modern democracies. Non-Western
nations have them in good measure too, but they also are much
more likely to have serious conspiratorial and revolutionary

movementst. Strife also is likely to occur within or on the periph-
ery of the normal political process in Western nations, rather
than being organized by clandestine revolutionary movements or
cells of* plotters embedded inf the political and military hierarchy. 9iI
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The human costs of strife also are comparable: in 1963-1968,

deaths from civil strife in the United States were at the rate

of 1.1 per million;population, compared with 2.4 per million

among all European nations, 76.0 per million in Latin nations,

and between 200 and 500 per million in other groups of nations.

Such comparisons do not minimize the significance of strife in

America, but they suggest it is not extraordinary. To assess

the relative importance of its causes, I measured a number of

supposed causal conditions of strife for the 114 nations and

related them to differences in magnitudes and types of strife.

Included were measures of the extent and intensity of various

kinds of discontent, of the legitimacy of the political system,

of historical levels of strife, of institutional strength, and

of coercion. The data clearly show that the most immediate,

potent causes of turmoil are persisting discontents of the

kinds associated with discrimination; low legitimacy of the

political system; and high historical levels of strife. The

extent of persisting discontent, for example, correlates very

closely with differences in levels of strife among the English-

speaking and Nordic nations and is not minimized by institutional

differences. Generally, the United States has two of the three

characteristics associated with widespread turmoil in other

nations: considerable popular discontents and a tumultuous

history. Moreover, the Vietnam War has evidently undermined

the legitimacy of the political system in the eyes of many who

oppose the war. On the other hand the United States has the

characteristics that in other nations minimize intense revolu-

tionary conspiracies and internal wars: institutional strength,

the loyalty of its military and police establishments, and the

lack of large extremist organizations or external support for

them. We must look to immediate historical and social circum-

stances to explain why strife has been so extensive at this

particular point in American history. The general historical

and contemporary comparisons show that it is very much to be

expected.

All of these points will be developed and documented in much

more detail in our task force report. We will devote a consid-

erable portion of our conclusion to dealing with the question

you raise. Needless to say, we would welcome any further com-

ments or questions you might have, and will attempt to consider

them both in the written documents and in our forthcoming meetings

Sincerely yours,

Ted Gurr
Co-director, History and

Comparative Task Force
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THE DYNAMICS OF BLACK AND WHITE VIOLENCE

By

James P. Corner

ABSTRACT

Contemporary racial violence is a paradox. Economic

and educational gains made by black Americans siNce 1960 have

been remarkable. The number of non-whites, 92% black, at the.

poverty level (defined by the Social Security Administration)

has declined from 10.9 million in 196~4 to 8.3 million in 1967.

The unemployment rate for blacks has declined from 12.4t% of

the labor force in 1961 to 6.8% for the first six months of

1968. A 31% drop in non-white underemployment was recorded

between 1966 and 1967, compared with a 17% decline for whites.

In 1960 there were only 3 million blacks in the better 
j ob

categories while 4{6 million whites held such jobs. Between

1960 and 1967 there was a 47% increase in the number of blacks

in white collar jobs, craftsmen and operatives (the better

jobs), compared to a 16% increase. by whites. There was an

80% increase in the number of black professionals and 
technical

workers between 1960 and 1967, compared with 30% increase

among whites. There was a 77% increase in the number of black

clerical workers as compared with a 23% increase for whites.

There was a corresponding decline' in private household workers,

17% for non-whites compared with 23% among whites . In 1960

the median years of school completed for non-whites was 10 .8

and 12.3 for whites. In 1968 the median for non-whites was

12.2 and 12.6 for whites.-

- Narked positive attitudinal changes have been made by

whites as reflected by the 1968 CBS Nationwide Survey and by

the treatment of minority groups in the mass media. 
Black

pride and consciousness efforts reflect the development 
of a

positive group concept . But black violence and white back~

lash are walking harnd in hand with "Julia, " they high-rating

TV show starring a black actress and the unprecedented move-

ment of black men to heretofore restricted areas. The con-

comitant occurrence of improved inter-racial relations and

violence cannot be explained on t~he basis of anyt objective and

measurable criteria such as the number and quality of ,jobs,

level of employment or income. Important, longstanding inter-

actional factors as well as new social conditions are the prob

able determinants of black and white violence.

II
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Certainly the resistance of some whites to economic
advancement of blacks and the fear of a loss of social and
psychological advantage cannot be discounted as a basis for
continued inter-racial conflict. These concerns are of course
complicated by the fact that many whites have very little
information about the nature and basis of the black disadvantage.
But the central and constant dynamic at play here has been the
movement of blacks from a position of powerlessness relative
to whites to a position of increased power against the resis-
tance and support of members of the white group.

Powerlessness, enforced by the controlling group, con-
stitutes a level of violence which does psychic and social
damage to the development of the less powerful group and its
members. Individual development is often impaired and a dis-
proportionate number of people live under conditions which
promote inadequate control of aggression. Finally, oppressive
conditions forced the powerless black community to adapt avoid-
ance and denial mechanisms which resulted in ignoring or turning
anger against the self in self-destructive acts, or projecting
or displacing it onto group members and acting aggressively
against them rather than toward members of the oppressive group.
Social conditions of the past few years have permitted these
feelings to be turned outwards and directed toward the per-
ceived oppressor. Much of the violence has not been planned but
has been triggered by events which represent a threat to "black
manhood."

To date, the white backlash has rarely taken the form of
overt violence. It has been tempered by a generally concilia-
tory atmosphere fostered by public officials, social scientists
and citizens as a response, in part, to guilt as well as a gen-
uine desire to establish social justice.

The concept of "white collar violence!' on the part of the
power elite of the country will be challenged. However, it can
be demonstrated that the failure of the society to enable fam-
ilies and groups to meet their developmental needs is responsi-
ble for the emergence of a disproportionate number of people
with a violent life style among any traumatized group. This
concept, as well as the basis for long black passivity and now
increased anger and conflict, can be best understood in a re-
view of the black and white relationship over time.

Slavery was in fact a form of chronic psychological trauma
in which large numbers of blacks were infantilized, many abused,
rejected and rendered dependent. This occurred in the absence
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of defensive mechanisms usually available to oppressed groups--

intact culture, adaptive values, family or other stabilizing

institutions, etc. Adaptations which were made were often

self-destructive or demeaning--identification with the master

or the development of a life style of exclusion--anti-social,
self-destructive, pleasure-oriented. The church served as a

less traumatic adaptive institution as well as a secular sub-

culture with features of religiosity but a more creative and

free interactional. system, yet with stability. In the con-

stant fight against segregation, abuse and denial, a somewhat

more cohesive black community with a positive identity not

based on a relationship with whites emerged. Younger people

less dependent upon the adaptive mechanisms of older generations

became the "cutting edge" of the Black Revolution. This broke

the "tie that binds" and launched black Americans on a search

for a positive identity and a reasonable level of economic

security and participation in the society. This was accompanied

by certain ambivalences and anger which set the stage for sep-

aratist movements and trigger violence in a group with a dis-

proportionate number of traumatized people with a violent life

style.

II
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THE FRONTIER TRADITION: AN INVITATION TO VIOLENCE

By

Joe B. Frantz

ABSTRACT

Despite its proclamations of loving peace, the United
States has an enormous and continuing tradition of violence
in the dramatic story of its spread across three thousand
miles of frontier. One reason is that a dynamic society.,
questing and avaricious, was confronted with a native so-
ciety, the Indian, which was static and frequently antag-
onistic. With the riches of a continent to be plumbed and
the hunger for land deep in his appetite, the new Ameriban
tended to push out of the way anyone and anything that threat-
ened to deter its march westward. The bloody encounters that
ensued were justified, not as violence, but as progress and
as "taming the frontier."

This substitution of social organization and private
enhancement for human, albeit aboriginal, life as the line
of settlement moved across the continent became a pattern
that lasted for more than 250 years, which is long enough
to develop a habit. Even, in those supposedly serene days
between the close of the Civil War and the entry into World
War I, the immigrant American fought the native Indian on
some front or other almost constantly. A mere listing of
Indian encounters between 1862 and 1890 would consume hundreds
of pages of type, and the cost in lives and money would, in
the aggregate, amount to a reasonably major war. This is in
a time of peace.

Quite apart from the subduing of the aborigine (and un-
like the Spaniard, we annihilated rather than assimilated
the Indian), the frontier was a place where settlement moved
ahead of social and political organization. The result was
an extreme, maybe necessary, individualism which stressed
summary, personal justice. Stealing a horse was worse thanshooting a man because a horse was a means of life whereas
a man was soon forgotten. Hanging judges and vigilantes
dotted thre western frontier various times at various places,
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ti aisr justice in the name of aw and order unti real
1aan ore.. could catch up. _ a land without either co-ut
or estal1 led judicial respect, a mana me his own law, en-

force by whateverr weapons were available and effective.

iEvery frontier community had its violence, usually based
on greed. .!ining claims, water holes, railroad rights, farms
and fnces--al l fueled the contest, no matter how legitimate.
Here theEaro brothers maintaining the la and order against
the Clantons at the O.K. Corral, or were they cold-blooded
killers in a basic sheepman-caleman j4eud over grazing rights?
Was Jesse James a displaced Civil War guerilla hero with a
Robin Hood complex, or was he rapecursor of the city gangs
of a ialf-century later'? Either way, he and others like him
were heroized despite the fact that they plundered and mur-
dered. Violence was almost a national sport; the more vio-
lent the player, the greater his esteem. Sam' Huff the line-
backer and Sam Bass the train robber are part of the same
blood line, insofar as hero-worship is concerned.

Racial arrogance undoubtedly played a role in justifying
violence. "The only good Indian is a dead Indian." Judge
Roy Bean absolved a murder because he could find no statute
that said it was against the law to kill a Chinaman. To
Miexicans, most Anglos were gringos, and therefore disposable.
And so on. Violence against another race or nationality was
no violence at all, but simple justice.

Perhaps, without getting unduly Turnerian, the United
States turned inward in its violence when it no longer had
external foes to work over--no Indians, no horse thieves, no
claim jumpers, no Comancheros, no fence-cutters. At the same
time it must be recognized that the Western frontier was con-
tradictorily cosmopolitan, and that men were accepted on merit.
Here the Irish and the Oriental met (and sometimes collided),
and here the Mexican and the Italian and the Anglo lived and
farmed and peddled side-by-side, and here the Jew wa.s invariably
the first merchant, both economically and chronologically. And
each was accepted if he could do the job and if he understood
the rules of local living and could be reconciled and disci-
plined to living with them.
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THE ORIGINS *AND RESOLUTION OF ENGLISH WORKING-CLASS PROTEST

By

B. C. Roberts

TENTATIVE OUTLINE

The role of mob violence as a significant political
force in Britain may be traced back to the peasant revolts
of the fourteenth century. During the long period of Tudor
rule strong centralized government, a paternalist social
system, and the constant threat from invasion from over--
seas discouraged mass demonstrations of popular feeling.

II

The great -religious and political conflicts of the
seventeenth century, which were followed by the breakdown
of the Tudor pattern of legal regulation and its replace-
ment by a laissez-faire market economy and less regulated
social system, brought an upsurge of public discontents.
These first manifested themselves in sporadic and random
mob violence which was encouraged by weak government.
Later the town mobs were deliberately manipulated by
protestants against catholics, by anglicans against dis-

77

senters, by the rising bourgeoisie against the country
gentry, by radical parliamentarians against the King
and the aristocracy.

The French Revolution and the war with France brought
! an upsurge of patriotism and a return to strong government .

Any manifestation of Jacobinism was severely suppressed,
including the trade protection societies which had been
established by skilled artisans. Although trade unions
were treated as criminal conspiracies, this did not pre-
vent a massive outbreak of machine wrecking by unemployed
workers. The danger of working class revolt was averted
by rapid economic growth, the ending of prohibitions on
the right to form a union and the reform of Parliament .
Chartism and threats of revolution were quashed by firm
government, economic advance and social amelioration. Social
protest was institutionalized through the trade unions, co-
operative societies and other self-help activities, and the
readiness of the skilled workers to accept the economic,.social, arnd political principles adopted by the rapidly

1

expanding and prosperous middle class strata of the greatest

j
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CONCLUSION

I. The Commonality of Collective Violence

Future historians may marbtel at the ostensible "redis-

covery" of violence that has both fCascinated and bemused con-

temporary observers. That the recent resurgence of collective

non-military violence in western society is widely regarded

as anomalous probably reflects both a cultural and contem-

porary bias. We have tended to assume, perhaps unconsciously,

that such violence was an uncivilized practice of barbarians

which the civilized and affluent West has largely outgrown.

Our historians have themselves been quilty of contributing

to this popular illusion; while they have retained their

fascination for military exploits, they have tended either to

ignore the persistence of domestic turmoil except when it

reached revolutionary proportions or to minimize its signifi-

cance by viewing it from the perspective of established auth-

ority. When viewed from the top down, violence was under-

standably regarded as abnormal and undesirable.

On the contrary, Tilly concludes, "collective violence

is normal".

Historically, collective violence has flowed regularly

out of the central political processes of western coun-
tries. (vlen seeking to seize, hold, or realign the levers

of power have continually engaged in collective violence

as part of their struggles. The oppressed have struck

in the name of justice, the privileged in the name of

order, those in between in the name of fear>

In Tilly's analysis, collective violence in the European

experience was fundamentally transformed but not foredoomed, b
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the process of industrilization and urbanization. The old

"primitive" forms of violence in feudal Europe - such as

local feuds and religious persecutions - were characterized

by small scale, local scope, communal group participation,

and inexplicit and unpolitical objectives . The subsequent

evolution of the nation state prompted such "reactionary"'

disterbances as food riots, l~uddite destruction, tax revolts,

and anti-conscription rebellion. Although industrialization

and urbanization muted such disorders by disrup-ting their

cohesive communal base, the metropolitan society these forces

forged gave rise to "modern" forms of protest - such as

demonstrations and strikes - which involved relatively large

and specialized associations with relatively well-defined and

"forward-looking" objectives and explicitly organized for

political or economic action.

Tilly's model suggests that modern collective protest,

owing to its broader associational base, is more likely to

occur on a large scale. But modern protest is less likely to

become violent because the associational form gives the group

a surer control over its own actions, and thus permits shows-

of force without damage or bloodshed. Moreover, the historic

shift from communal to associational bases for collective

protect brought into being a number of modern alternative non-

violent medianisms for the regulation of conflicts: the strike,

the demonstration, the parliament , and the political campaign.

Collective violence, then, historically, belongs to political

life, and changes in its form tell us that something important
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is happening to the political system itself.

What is happening to the political system in contemporary

America? Preliminary to such an inquiry is the historical

task of surveying the patterns of group violence that have

accompanied the development of the United States.

Brown has traced an over view of American collective

violence, and his organizational categories of "defensive"

and "progressive" violence in some ways parrellel Tilly's

analytical distinctions between reactionary disturbances,

which center on rights once enjoyed but now threatened, and

modern disturbances, which center on rights not yet enjoyed

but now within reach. But the American historical experience

has been so brief relative to that of Europe that in America

the historical dimension has been considerably constricted.

The vitality of the American vigilante tradition, and its

adaptability as a viable instrument to serve modern social

anxieties, suggest that the role of collective violence in

American life must be analyzed in relation to the historical

experiences which contributed to her cultural uniqueness.

I ,
k,
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II. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN VIOLENCE IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Our current eruption of violence must appear paradoxical

to a generation of Americans who witnessed the successful emer-

gence from depression to unparalleled affluence of a nation

they regarded as the world's moral leader in defense of free-

dom. Only a decade ago America's hastirians were celebrating

the emergence of a unique society, sustained by a burgeoning

prosperity and solidly grounded on a broad political consensus

We were told -- and the implications were reassuring -- that

our uniqueness was derived from at least half a dozen histor-

ical sources which, mutually reinforcing one another, had join-

ed to propel us-toward a manifestly benevolent destiny. We

were a nation of immigrants, culturally enriched by the var-

iety of mankind. Sons of the frontier, our national

character had grown to reflect the democratic individualism

and pragmatic ingenuity that had conquered the wilderness.

Our new nation was born in anti-colonial revolution and in its

crucible was forged a democratic republic of unparalleled

vitality and longevity. Lacking a feudal past, our political

spectrum was so truncated about the consensual liberal center

that, unlike Europe, radicalism of the left or right had found

no sizeable constituency. Finally, we had both created and

Exemplary of the "consensus school" of American historians

are Daniel Boorstin, The Genius of American Politics (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1953), David Potter, People of

Plenty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 195)4, and Louis
Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1955). These historians did not deny that the

(Cont'd on page 2)K
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survived the great transformation from 
agrarian frontier to

industrial metropolis , to become the richest nation of all

time.

It was a justly proud legacy, one which 
seemed to make

sense in the relatively tranquil 1950's. But with the 1960's

came shock and frustratiOn. It was a decade against itself:

the students of affluence were marching 
in the streets; middle

class matrons were besieging the Pentagon; and Negro Americans

were responding to victories in civil rights and to their col-

II

lectively unprecedented prosperity with a paradoxical 
venting

of outrage.

Historical analysis of our national experience and

character would suggestt.hat the seeds of our contemporary dis-

content were to a large extent deeply embeded in those 
same

ostensibly benevolent forces which had contributed to our uni-

queness. First, we are a nation of immigrants in which the

' I

original dominant immigrant group, the so-called Anglo-Saxons,

effectively pre-empt-ed the crucial levers 
of economic and

political power in government , commer 
ce and the profess ions .

This elite group has tenaciously resisted 
the upward strivings

of successive "ethnic" immigrant waves. The resultant compe-

titive hierarchy of immigrants has always 
been highly conducive

to violence, but this violence has taken different 
forms. The

Footnote 1 cont'd from page 1

Amria past was replete with violence. Rather, they emphasized

that Amrica lacked the feudal past that had led to acute class

anmsty in Europe, that virtually all Americans 
shared the

libralideology of Locke and J~efferson,a~nd that Americans were

highly pragmatic and did not take any ideology seriously enough

to be fundamentally divided. by it .
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Anglo-AmeriCans have used their access to the levels of power

to maintain their dominance, using legal force surrounded by

an aura of legitimacy for such ends as economic exploitation and

the restriction of immigration by a national origins quota

system which clearly branded later immigrants as culturally

Ki

undesirable. But the system was also conducive to violence

among the latter groups themselves when, for instance,. Irish-

Americans rioted against Afro-American "scabs"
1 . Given Amer-

ica' s unprecedented ethnic pluralism, simply .being born

American conferred no automatic arid equal citizenship in the

eyes of the larger society. In the face of such reservations,

ethnic minorities had constantly to affirm their Americanism

through a kind of partiotic ritualism which intensified the

ethnic competition for status. As a fragment culture based

on bourge~.is-liberal values , as Harty has observed, yet one

populated by an unprecedented variety of immigrant stocks,

Americat s tightened consensus on what properly constituted

"Americanism"? prompted status rivalries among the ethnic

minorities which, when combined with *economic rivalries, in-

vited severe and abiding conflict.

II I

Most distinctive among the immigrant minorities was the

N\egro. The eternal exception in American history, Afro-AmericansL

were among the first to arrive and the last to emerge. To them,

America meant slavery, and manuyisson meant elevation to the

caste of black pariah. Coier has seen in the psychological

legacy of slavery and caste a psychically crippling Negro se

hatred which is largely immune to mere economic advance. The
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VI

contemporary Negro awareness of this tenacious legacy of

racial shame is abundantly reflected in the radical rhetoric

of Black Power and Black-is-Beautiful, and goes far toward

resolving the paradox of black rebellion against -a backdrop

of general -albiet uneven - economic improvement . Neier and

Rodwick have charted the transformation of racial violence

from white pogrom to black aggression; while emphasizing

that the tranformat ion has led to violent black assault less

against white persons than against "white property, they cau-

tion that his tory' is an imperfect quide to the future.

The second formative historical experiencewas America' s

uniquely prolonged encounter with the frontier. While the

frontier experience indubitably strengthened the mettle of

4ht, American character, it witnessed the bitwtal and brutaliz-

ing ousting of the Indians and the forceful incorporation of

Mexican and other original inhabitants, as Frantz has so

graphically portrayed. Further, it concomitantly created

an environment in which, owing to the paucity of law enforce-

ment agencies, a tradition of vigilante "justice"f was legiti-

mized. The longevity of the Ku Klux Klan and the vitality

both of contemporary urban rioting and of the stiffening re-

sistence to it owe much to this tradition. As Brown has ob-

served, vigilantism has persisted as a socially maleable

instrument long after the disappearance of the frontier environ-

ment that gave it birth.V

Similarly, the revolutionary doctrine that our Declara-

tion of Independence proudly proclaims stands. as a tempting
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model of legitimate violence to be emulated by contemporary

groups, such as Negroes and students who confront a system

of both public and private government that seems contemptuous

of their consent. Entranced by the resurgence of revolution

in the underdeveloped world and of international university

unrest, radical students and blacks naturally seize uponK

our historically sacrosanct. doctrine of the inherent right of

revolution and self-determination to justify their rebellion.

That their analogies are fatefully -problematical, in no way

dilutes the majesty of our own proud Declaration.

The forth historic legacy, our consensual political

philosophy of Lickean-Jeffersonian liberalism, was premised

upon a pervasive fear of governmental power and has reinforced

the tendency to define freedom negatively as freedom from.

As a consequence, conservatives have been able paradoxically

to invoke the doctrines of Jefferson in resistance to legisla-

tive reforms, and the Sumnerian imperative that "stateways

cannot change folkways" has historically enjoyed a wide and

not altogether unjustified allegiance in the public eye (witness

the debacle of the first Reconstruction, and the dilemma of

our contemporary second attempt), Its implicit corollary has

been that forceful and, if necessary, violent local resistance

to unpopular federal stateways is a legitimate response; both

Calhoun and Wallace could confidently repair to a strict con-

struction of the same document invoked by Lincoln and the '

Warren Court .

A fifth source both of our modern society and our current
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plight is our industrial revolution and the great internal

migration from the countryside to the city. Yet the process

occurred with such astonishing rapidity that it produced

widespread socia-economic dislocation in an environment in

which the internal controls of the American social structure

were loose and the external controls were weak. Urban his-L

torian Richard Wade has observed that:

The cities inherited no system of police control
adequate to the numbers or to the rapid increase
of the urban centers. The modern police force i$
the creation of the twentieth century; the estab-
lishment of 'genuinely professional systems is
historically a very recent thing. Throughout the
18th and 19th century, the force was small, untrain-
ed, poorly paid, and part of the political system.
In case of any sizeable disorder, it was hopeless-
ly inadequate; and rioters sometimes routed the
constabulary in the first confrontation.

Organized labor's protracted and bloody battles for recog-

nation and power occurred during these years of minimal con-

trol and maximal social upheaval. The violence of workers?

confrontations with their employers, Taft and Ross observed,

was partly the result of a lack of consensus on the legiti-

macy of workers' protests, partly the result of the lacts of

means of social control. Workers used force to press their

grievances, employers organized violent resistence, and re-

peatedly state or federal troops had to be summoned to restore

order.

The final distinc-tive characteristic -- in many ways

perhaps our most distinctive -- has been our unmatched pros-

perity; we have been, in the words of David Potter, most

characteristically a "people of plenty". Ranked celestially

isA
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with life and liberty in the sacrosanct Lockean trilogy,

property has generated a quest and prompted a devotion

in the American character that has matched our devotion

to equality and, in a fundamental sense, has transformed

it into an insistence upon equality of opportunity. In

an acquisitive society of individuals with unequal talents

ii,

and groups with unequal advantages, this has resulted in

an unequal distribution of abundance . Few motives driving

men into protest and violence can liiatch the power of demands

for "economic justice"?. Since maldistribution of property

is a relative phenomenon, no incremental increase in our

abundance -- no national quantum leap that might catapult

the average annual income of poor Americans a thousand fold

over that of poor Asians -- can possibly stay the persistent

cries, once aroused, of the poor for economic justice or

quell the protest of the ghetto.

Our historical evolution has given our national char-

acter a dual nature: we strive, paradoxically, for both

liberty and equality, which can be and often in practice

are quite contradi-tory goals. This is not to suggest that

American society is a fatal contradiction. For all the con-

flict inherent in a simultaneous quest for liberty and equality,

American history is replete with dramatic instances of the

successful adjustment ofttthe systems" to the demands of

disparate protesting groups. But while an historical apprai-

sal of these genuine achievements should give pause to con-

temporary Cassandras who bemoan in self-flagellation how very

Iii
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III. COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PROTEST AND VIOLENCE

Our third question raide6. in the Introduction is the

comparative status of demonstrative group protest and col-

lective violeneae in the United States vis-a-vis other

nations. In absolute terms, acts of collective protest and

violence in the United States over the past 20 years have

been extraordinarily numerous . In numbers of political

assassinations, demonstrations, riots, and politically-rele-

vant armed group ,attacks the United States since 19 418 is

1i

among the half-dozen most strife-ridden nations in the world.~

When such events are evaluated in terms of their relative

severity, however, the rank of the United States is somewhat

lower. The feierabends and Nesvold have used ranking scales

to weight absolute numbers of e-vents for the period 19)48 to

1965, in which peaceful demonstrations are rated as having

the least serious impact, civil wars the most serious impact

on political systems. In one such comparison the United States

ranks 1L4th among 8~4 nations that have been independent since

19)48.

The most detailed comparitive information is provided by

Gurr's study of the characteristics of civil strife in 11)4

nations and colonies in the 1960's, from which it is evident

that in recent years the United States has experienced strife

of greater intensity and greater duration than all but a few

1 These absolute comparisons are from a paper by Michael

Hudson which will be included in the final version of thisK

report .
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other Western democracies. The information on "civil strife"

includes all reported acts of collective violence involving

100 or more people; organized private attacks on political

targets, whatever the number of participants; and anti-gov-

ernent demonstrations involving 100 or more people. Three

general kinds of civil strife are distinguished. Turmoil is

relatively spontaneous, partially organized or unorganized

strife with substantial popular participation ana. limited

objectives. Conspiracy is intensively organized strife

with limited participation but with terroristic or revolu-

tionary objectives. Internal war is intensively organized

strife with widespread participation, almost always accompan-

ied by extensive and intensive violence and directed at the

overthrow of political regimes.

About 11 of every thousand Americans took part in civil

strife, almost all of it turmoil, between 1963 and 1968, com-

pared with an average of seven per thousand in 17 other

Western democracies. Six of these 17 had higher rates of par-

ticipation than the United States, including Belgium, France,

and Italy. About 9,500 reported casualties resulted from

American strife, most of them the result of police action.

This is a rate of 48 per million population, compared with an

average of 12 per million in other Western nations. Strife

was also of longer duration in the United States than in all

but a handful of countries in the world. In total magnitude

of strife, taking all three factors into account, the Unitedk

States ranks first among the 17 Western democracies.
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Despite its frequency civil strife in the United States

has taken much less disruptive forms than in many non-Wes-

tern countries . More than a million citizens participated in

370 reported civil rights demonstrations and marches in the

five-year period, almost all of them peacefully organized

and conducted. Of 170 reported anti-war demonstrations , which

involved a total of about 700,000 people, the participants

initiated violence in about 20. The most extensive violence

occurred in the 239 recorded hostile outbreaks by Negroes,

which resulted in more than 8,000 casualties and 191 de-aths .

Yet the nation has experienced no internal wars since the

Civil War and almost none of the chronic revolutionary con-

spiracy and terrorism that plague dozens of other nations. The

most consequential conspiratorial violence has been the occur-

- I

rence of some 200 acts of white terrorism against Negroes

and civil rights workers, which have caused some 20 deaths.

Although about 220 Americans died in violent civil strife

in the 1963-1968 period, the rate of 1.1 per million popula-

tion is infinitesimal compared with the average of all nations

of 238 deaths per million, and less than the European average

of 2.4 per million. These differences reflect the comparative

evidence that from a world-wide perspective Americans, with

few exceptions, have not organized for violence. Most demon-

strators and rioters are protesting, not rebelling. If there

were many serious revolutionaries in the United States, or

C effective revolutionary organizations, levels of violence
would be much higher than they have been.
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These comparison should provide little co-nfort, however

when the tumult of the United States is contrasted with the

relative domestic tranquility of developed democratic nations

like Sazden, Great Writain, and Australia, or with the com-

parable current tranquility of nations as diverse as Yugoslavia,

KI

Turkey, Jamaica, or Malaysia. In total magnitude of strife,

the United States ranks 214th among the 1114 larger nations and

colonies of the world. In magnitude of turmoil alone it ranks

sixth.

Though greater in Magnitude, civil strife in the United

States is about the same in kind as strife in other Western

nations. The anti-government demonstration and riot, violent

claskes of political or ethnic groups, and student protests

are pervasive forms of conflict in modern democracies. Some

such public protest has occurred in every Western nation in

the past decade. People in non-Western countries also resort

II

to these limited forms of public protest, but they are much

more likely to organize serious con~iratorial and revolution-

ary movements .

Strife in the United States and other European countries

is quite likely to mobilize members of both the working class

and the middle classes but rarely members of the political

establishment such as military officers, civil servants, and

disaffected political leaders. Strife also is likely to occur

within or on the periphery of the normal political process in

Western nations, rather than being organized by clandestine

clases f plitcal r ehni grups andstuentproest -I

are ervsiv foms o coflit i moern emoraces.Som
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IV. SOME_ RECONDITIOSOFVIOLENCE

One general approach to the explanation of the nature
and extent of collective violence, supported by considerable
evidence in this report, begins with the assumption that
meri's frustration over some of the material and social cir-
cumstances of their lives i.s a necessary precondition of
group protest and collective violence. The more intense
and widespread frustration-induced discontent is among a
people, the more intense and widespread collective violence
is likely to be. 'Several general attitudinal and social
conditions determine the extent and form of consequent
violence.- People are most strongly disposed to act violen-

I.

tly on their discontent if they believe that violence is
justifiable and likely success; they are likely to take
violent Political action to the extent that they regard
their government as illegitimate and responsible for their
frustrations. The extent, intensity, and organization of
civil strife is finally determined by characteristics of the
social system) the degree and consistency of social control,
and the extent to which institutions afford peaceful alter-
natives to violent protest. 1

iFusration" ointerpretations of hthe impetus to collective
and, in somewhat different guises, by Coieraed and rsvairsGude considers some ef.fects pf legiti my and foretanrs.
social control generally. Gurrs antayi include moi-
tional, attitudinal, and institutional vaiables otva
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revolutionary movements or cells of plotters within the

political and military heirarchy. And if some. overt strife

is an inevitable accompaniment of organized social existence

as all comparative evidence suggests it is, it seems prefer-

able that it take the form of open political protest, even

violent protest , rather than concerted, intensively violent

attempts to seize political power.

One obvious characteristic of civil strife in the United

States in recent years is the extent to which it is an out-

growth of ethnic tensions . Much of the civil protest and

collective violence in the United States has been directly

related to the nation's racial problems. Comparative studies

show evidence of parallel though not identical situations in

other developed, European, and democratic nations. The un-

satisfied demands of regional, ethnic, and linguistic groups

for greater rights and socioeconomic benefits are more common

sources of civil strife in Western nations than in almost any

other group of countries. These problems have persisted long

after the resolution of fundamental questions about the nature

of the state, the terms of political power, and who should hold

it , and economic development . It seems ironic that nations

which have been missionaries of technology and political organ-

ization to the rest of the world have not provided satisfac-

tory conditions of life for all the groups within their midst.

I.I
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If discontent arising from frustration is a root cause

of violence within the political community, what kinds of

conditions give rise to a widespread sense of frustration?

All societies generate some frustration because organized

social life by its very nature frustrates all human beings

by inhibiting some of their natural impulses. Socialized

inhibitions and outlets for such frustrations are provided

by every society, though their relative effectiveness is

certainly an underlying factor in national differences in

rates of aggressive crimes. As the most fundamental, eco-

logical level, Carstairs demonstrates that overcrowding of

human populations appears to lead to aggressiveness. On the

other hand, Tilly demonstrates that high rates of immigration

to French cities in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

was, if anything, associated with civil peace rather than

rising disorder. Lane also finds that increasing urbaniza-

tion in nineteenth-century Massachusetts was accompanied by

a decline in violent crime rates . Probably most important

for collective violence is the widespread frustration of

socially-derived expectations about the goods and conditions

of life to which men believe they are entitled. These expec-

tations relate not only to material well-being but to more

intangible conditions such as security,- status., freedom to

manage one's own affairs, and satisfying relationships with

other people.
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Social change is more likely than states to generate

such collective frustration. The FeierabendS and Nesvold's

quantitative studies suggest, for example, that nations

which undergo the most rapid socioeconomic change also 
are

likely to experience the highest levels of collective vio-

lence. Large-scale socioeconomic change is ordinarily ac-

companied by changes in peoples' values, by institutional

dislocations that affect people on top as much as people

"on the way up," and even by the temporary breakdown of

some social institutions . Rapid social change is thus

likely to add to the discontents of many groups at the same

time that it improves the conditions of some. In addition

it may lead to the partial breakdown of systems of normative

control and to the collapse of old institutions through which

some groups were once able to satisfy their expectations.

Under these conditions the motivational and institutional

protential for collective violence is high.

A number of specific patterns of social change are

directly related to collective violence. One is a pattern

of rising expectations on the part of some groups in situa-

tions in which the lack of opportunity or the resistance of

other groups precludes the attainment of those expectatiOns.

American society is especially vulnerable to the frustration*

of disappointed expectations , -for we have proclaimed our-

selves the harbinger of a New Jerusalem and invited 
millions

of destitute immigrants to our shores to partake of its ful-

fillment. "Progressive" demands by such groups that have felt

t
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themselves unjustifiably excluded from a fair share of the

social, economic, and political privileges of the majority

have repeatedly provided motivation and justifications

group conflict in our past , as they have -in the history of

Western Europe. Demands of workers for economic recognition

i~t

and political participation were pervasive and chronic
sources of violent conflict in the United States and Europe.

The aspirations of the Irish, Italians, Slays, add--far most

consequent4+--. Negroes have also provided repea ted occasion

for violence in America. The contemporary demands of both

students and black Americans for greater participation in the

making of decisions that shape their lives also have many

parallels in our past . The nation was established through a

revolutionary war inspired by just such considerations. A

number of local rebellions, like Dorr's Rebellion in Rhode

Island, in 18)42, were similarly motivated.

Defensive resistance to undersirable change seems more

common a source of collective violence than "revolutions of

rising expectations", however, or example; most ethnic and

religious violence in American history has been retaliatory

violence by groups farther up the socioeconomic ladder who

felt threatened by the prospect of the new immigrant and the

Negro getting both "too big" and "too close." s Taft and
Ross have demonstrated., most labor violence in American his-

tory was not a deliberate tactic of workingclass organiza-

tion but a reslt of forceful employer resistance to worker

organization and demands. Companies repeatedly resorted to

_________________________________________________________________ _____________________.. . ....... , . ..~. ____________
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coercive and sometimes terroristic activities against union

iI

organizers and to violent strike-breaking tactics. Employer

Iii

violence often provided both model and impetus to counter-

violence by workers, leading in many situations to an esca-

lating spiral of violent conflict to the point of military

intervention or mutual exhaustion.

Vigilantismhas been a recurrent and clearly defensive

response of middle- and working-class Americans to perceived

threats to their status and security. The most widely-known '

manifestations have been the frontier tradition of citizens

enforcement of the law and Klu Klux Klan efforts to maintain

class lines and the moral code by taking their version of the

law into their own hands. Brown has traced the emergence of

such vigilasvte groups as the "Regulators" of pre-Revolutionary

South Carolina, the Bald Knobbers of the Missouri Ozarks in

the late 1880's, and the nation-wide activities of the

White Cap movement of the 1880's and 1890! s, a spontaneous

movement for the moral regulation of the poor whites and

ne'er-do-wells of rural America. There are many other mani-

festations of vigilantism as well; no regions and few histor-

ical eras have been free of it, including the present.

Agraian rotets d uprisings have characterized both

frontier and settled regions of the United States since before

the Revolution. They have reflected both progressive and de-

fensive sentiments, including demands for'land reform, defense

agaire.t more powerful economic interests, and relief from

V onerous political restructions. Some major examples include

Ki
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SasReeloinMassachusetts, 1786-1787; Fries v
Rebellion in eastern Pennsylvania, 1799; some of the

activities of the Grangers, Greenbackers, and Farmers'

Alliance after the Civil War; and the "Green Corn Rebel-

lion" of Oklahoma farmers during World War I.

Antiwar protes in American History also has a pre-

dominat ly def ens ive quality . The nat ion'is ninet eenth-

century wars, especially the Civil War, led often to vio-

lent resistance to military conscription and the economic

impositioris of war. The bloodiest and most destructive

riot in American history remains the New York City Draft

Riot of 1863. The twentieth century has seen the develop- I
ment of a strong, indigenous strain of pacifism in the

United States. The goals of those who have promoted the

cause of peace, during both the first World War and the

Vietnam War, have been defensive in this sense: they

adhere to a set of humanitarian values that are embodied

in the basic social contract of American life, and see

that contract threatened by those who regard force as the

solution to American and foreign problems . As Brooks

and Tanter suggest, the evidence of American history and

comparative studies suggests no exact relationship between

the occurrence of war and domestic protest against it, how-

ever. In the United States it appears to be the pervasive

sense that a particular war and its demands are unjust or

illegitimate that leads to protest and, occasionally, to vio-K

lent resistance.

_____
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Davies identifies a third general pattern of change

that is frequently associated with the outbreak of rebellion

and revolution: the occurrence of a short period of sharp

relative decline in socioeconomic or political conditions

after a prolonged period of improving conditions . A period

of steady progress generates expectations that progress will

continue . If it does not , a pervasive sense of frustration

develops which, if focused on the government, is likely to

lead to widespread political violence. It is not only econ-

omic reversal of this pattern that leads to violence. People

whose dignity, career expectations, or political ambitions

are so frustrated are as likely to rebel as those whose pock-

etbooks are being emptied.

This specific pattern is identified in Daviest studies

of the periods before the outbreak of the French Revolution,

the American-Civil War, and the Nazi Revolution. It may also

be present in data on relative rates of white and Negro socio-

economic progress in the United States during the last sev-

eral decades. From 19)40 to 1952, non-white family income

relative to educational attainment appears to have increased

steadily and substantially in comparison with white income .

In 19)40 the average Negro with a high school education was.

likely to receive 55% of the earnings of a white worker with

comparable .education. This figure increased to 85 percent in

1952 - but then declined to a lOw of 74 percent in 1962. The

median non-white family income in 1967 was still only 58

percent of the median white family income. These data call
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into question simplistic notions to the effect that un-

satisfied expectations of black Americans increased to

the point of violence simply because of "agitation," or

because of unfulfilled promises. Rather it may have been

the experience of real progress, judged by reference to

the black bourgeoisie, which generated expectations that

were then substantially frustrated by subsequent events.

(It also appeared that after a period of relative decline,

the economic mobility of black Americans began to increase.

again in the mid-1960's. This may have contributed to the

apparent decline in hostile outbursts in 1968).

Discontent is only the initial condition of collective

violence, which raises the question of the extent to which

the actualization of violence is determined by norms and in-

stitutional patterns. A cross-national study by Gurr was de

signed to answer this question, by relating differences among

nations in economic and political discontent, normative jus-

tifications for violence, and institutional strength to dif-

ferences in magnitudes and forms of civil strife. The results

are that nearly half the differences among contemporary

nations in magnitudes of strife are accounted for by differ-

ences in the extent and intensity of discontent, even though

measured imprecisely. The normative or attitudinal conditions

are almost as important , however . Nations whose political

systems have low legitimacy are likely to have extensive.

collective violence; nations with high historical levels of

strife -- and, by implication, normative support for strife -
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are likely to have high contemporary magnitudes of strife. :

Institutional patterns also are significant causes: weak,

and especially inconsistent, physical controls; lack of

institutional strength; and material and organizational

support for rebellion all are associated with high levels

of strife, particularly with its most intensive and vio-

lent forms.

The experience of the United States is consistent with

this general pattern. For all our rhetoric, we have never

been a very law-abiding nation, and illegal violence has

sometimes been abundantly rewarded. Hence there have dev-

eloped broad normative sanctions *for the expression or act-

ing out of discontent, somewhat limited inhibitions, and --

owing to Jeffersonian liberalism's legacy of fear of central

public authority --. very circumscribed physical controls.

Public sympathy has often been with the law-breaker -- some-

times with the nigh-rider who punished the transgressor of

I'

community mores, sometimes with the integrationists wiho re-

fused to obey racial segregation laws. Lack of full respect

for law and support for private violence in one's own interest

have both contributed to the justifications for private vio-

lence, justifications that in turn have helped make the

United States historically and at present a tumultuous society

On the other hand, the United States also has oharac-{

eristics that in other countries appear to minimize intense

revolutionary conspiracies and internal wars . Thus far in
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our history our political system has maintained a relative-

4j

ly high degree of legitimacy in the eyes of most of its

citizens. American political and economic institutions are

generally strong . They are not pervasive enough to pro-

vide adequate opportunities for some regional and minority

groups to satisfy their expectations, but sufficiently per-

vasive and egalitarian that the most ambitious and talanted

men -- if not women -- can pursue the "American dream?

with some chance of success. These are conditions that

minimize the prospects of revolutionary movements: a major-

itarian consensus on the legitimacy of government, and pro-

vision of opportunity for men of talent who, if intensely

alienated, might provide revolutionary _cadres. But even in

these circumstances, the lack of governmental legitimacy

and unequal opportunity for minority groups is conducive to

chromic low-level violence.r

Some of the consequences of patterns of legitimacy,

social control, and institutional development for the pro-

cesses of collective violence are examined more fully below.

Li
pAi
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V. SOME PROCESSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLENCE

Does violence suceTeinheritors of the doctrines

of Franitz Fanon and "Che" Guevara assert that if those who

use it are sufficiently dedicated, revolution can always
be accomplished. Many vehement advocates of civil order

and strategies of counterinsurgency hold essentially the

same faith: that sufficient use of public violence will

.deter private violence. This fundamental agreement of

"left"' and "right" on the effectiveness of force for modi-

fying others' behavior is striking . But to what extent is

it supported by theory and by historical evidence?

1

The two most fundamental human responses to the use

of force are to flee or to fight. This assertion rests on

rather good psychological and ethological evidence about

human and animal aggression. Force threatens and angers men

especially if they believe it to be illegitimate or unjust .

Threatened, they will defend themselves if they can, flee

if they cannot . Angered, they have an innate disposition

to retaliate in kind. Thus men who fear assault attempt to

arm themselves, and two-thirds or more of white Americans

think that black looters and arsonists should be shot .

Governments facing violent protest usually regard compro-

mise as evidence of weakness and devote additional resources

to counterforce. Yet .if a government responds to the threat

or use of violence with greater force, its effects in many

circumstances are identical with the effects that dictated

its actions: its opponents will if they can resort to
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greater force.

There are only two inherent limitations on such an

escalating spiral of force and counterforce: the exhaus-

tion of one side's resources for force, or the attainment

by one of the capacity for genocidal victory. There are

societal and psychological limitations as well, but they

require tacit bonds between opponents: one's acceptance

of the ultimate authority of the other, arbitration of the

conflict by neutral authority, recognition of mutual in-

terest that makes bargaining possible, or the perception

that acquiesence to a powerful opponent will have less

harmful consequences than resisting to certain death. In

the absence of such bases for cooperation, regimes and

their opponents are likely to engage in violent conflict

to the limit of their respective abilities. 1

To the extent that this argument is accurate, it suggests

one kind of circumstance in which violence succeeds: that in

which one group so overpowers its opponents that they have

no choice short of death to desist. History records many

instances of successful uses of overpowering force. Not

surprisingly the list of successful governmental uses of

This discussion is drawn from arguments and evidence inTed Gurr, The Genesis of Political Violence: A theoretical
Analysis (in press), Chapter 8. The survey datum is fromHazel Erskine, "The Polls: Demonstrations and Race Riots,
Publi. Opinion Quart erly , XXXI (Wint er 1967-1968 ), pp . 655-
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force against opponents is much longer than the list of

dissident successes against government, because of the

much greater capacities of most governments for force.

Some dissident successes discussed in this volume in--

dlude the French, American, Nazi, and Cuban Revolutions.

Some governmental successes include in Britain, the sup-

pression of the violent phases of the Luddite and

Chartist movements in the nineteenth century; in Venezuela

the Betancourt regime's elimination of revolutionary

terrorism; in the United States the North's- victory in the

Civil War, and the quelling of hundreds of riots and local

rebellions, from the Whiskey Rebellion of 179)4 to the

ghetto riots of the 1960's

governmentall uses of force are likely to~be successful

in quelling specific outbreaks of private violence except

when the balance of force favors its opponents> But the

historical evidence also suggests that governmental vio-

lence often succeeds only in the short run, he government

of Imperial Russia quelled the revolution of 1905, but in

doing so intensified the hostilities of its opponents, who

mounted a successful revolution twelve years -later, after

the government was weakened by a protracted and unsuccessful

war> The North "won" the Civil War, but in its very triumph

created hostilities that contributed to one of the greatest
waves of vigilante violence in our history. The 17,000

C Klansmen of the South today are neither peaceable nor content
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with the outcome of the "War of Northern Aggression."

State or federal troops have been dispatched to quell

violent or near-violent labor conflict in more than 160

recorded instances in American history- they were suce-

Cessful in almost every immediate case yet did not signifi-

cantly deter subseqnent labor violence.

The long-range effectiveness of governmental force in

maintaining civil peace depends on three conditions iden-

tified in contributions to this report : public belief that

govern mental use ,of force is leiiae nitn use

of that force, an eeilaction for the grievances that

give .rise to private violence. The decline of violent

working-class protest in nineteenth century England was

predicted on an almost universal popular acceptance of the

legitimacy of the government, accompanied by the develop-

ment of an effective police system--whose popular acceptance

was enhanced by its minimal reliance on violence -- and by i

gradual reduction of working class grievances . The Cuban

VI

case was quite the opposite: the governmental response to

private violence was terroristic, inconsistent public vio-

lence which alienated most Cubans froi the Batista regime,

with no significant attempts to reduce the grievances, mostly

political, that gave rise to rebellion.

We have argued that private -violence is successful in

those extreme cases in which a government capitulates in

the face of the superiority of its opponents. This is not

the only or necessarily the best measure of "success"

II
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however. A better measure is the extent to which the

grievances that give rise to collective protest and to

private vilneaersle. Even revolutionary vic-

tories do not necessarily lead to complete success in

these terms . LThe American Revolution returned effective
political control to the hands of the colonists, but

also led to an expansion of state and federal authority

Vi

which diminished local autonomy to the point that new

rebellions broke out in many frontier areas over essen-

tially the same kinds of grievances that had caused the

revolution7  Fhe Bolshevik revolution ended Russia?'s

participation in World War I, which was perhaps the

greatest immediate grievance of the Russian people, and

in the long run brought great economic and social benefits;

but the contingent costs of the subsequent civil war, famine

and totalitarian political control were emormousF The

middle-class political discontents that fueled the Cuban

revolutionary movement, far from being remedied, were in-

tensified when the revolutionary leaders used their power

to effect a basic socioeconomic reconstruction of society

that favored the rural and urban working classes

If revolutionary gig.tory is unlikely in the modern

state, and uncertain of resolving the grievances that give

rise to revolutionary movements, are there any circumstances

in which less intensive private violence is successful? We

said above that the legitimacy of governmental force is one

of the determinants of its effectiveness. The same principle
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applies to private violence: it can succeed when it is

publicly regarded as legitimate. The vigilante movements

of the American frontier had widespread public support as

a means for establishing order in the absence of adequate

lawenforcement agencies, and were generally successful.

The Ku Klux Klan of the Reconstruction era similalarly had

the sympathy of most white Southerners and was largely

effective in reestablishing and maintaining the pre-war

social and political status quo. The chronicles of

American labor violence, however, suggest that violence.

was almost always ineffective for the workers involved.

In a very few instances there was popular and state govern-

mental support for the grievances of workers that led to

violent confrontations with employers, and in several of

these cases state authority was used to impose solutions

that favored the workers. In the great majority of in-

stances the public and officials did not accept the legiti-

macy of labor demands, and the more violent was conflict,

the more disastrous were the consequences for the workers

who took part. Union organizations involved in violent

conflict seldom gained recognition, their supporters were

harrassed and often lost their jobs, and tens of thousands

of workers and their families were forcibly deported from

their homes and communities.

The same principle applies, with two qualifications, to

peaceful public protest. If demonstrative protest is regard-

ed as a legitimate way of expressing grievances, and if the
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grievances themselves are regarded as justified, protest

if likely to have positive effects. One of the qualifi-

cations is that if public opinion is neutral on an issue,

demonstrative protest can have favorable effects. This

appears to have been an initial consequence of civil rights

demonstrations in the North. If public opinion is negative

however, .demonstrative protest is likely to exacerbate pop-

ular hostility. During World War I, for example, pacifist

demonstrators were repeatedly attacked, beaten, and in some

cases lynched, with widespread public and sometimes official

approval. Civil rights demonstrations and activities in

the South have attracted similar responses . The second

qualification is that the occurrence of violence in the con-

text of protest activities is highly likely to alienate

groups that are not fundamentally in sympathy with the pro-

testors . We mentioned above the unfavorable consequences of

labor violence for unions and their members, despite the

I;I

fact that violence was as often initiated by employers as

by workers . In the long run federally-enforced recognition

and bargaining procedures were established, but this occurred

only after labor violence has passed its climateric, and

moreover in circumstances in which no union leaders advocated

Vi

violence. In England, comparably, basic political reforms

were implemented not in direct response to Chartist protest,

but long after its violent demonstrative phase had passed.

The evidence supports one basic principle: violence

and force are successful techniques of social control and
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persuasion when they have widespread popular support . If

Vi

they do not , their advocacy and use are ultimately self-

destructive, either as techniques of government or of oppo-

sition. The historical and contemporary evidence of the

United States suggests that popular support tends to sanc-

tion violerice in support of the status quo: the use of

public violence to maintain public order, the use of private

violence to maintain popular conceptions of social order

when government can not or will not f these assertions

are true -- and there is little evidence that contradicts

them -- the use of force or violence to advance the in-

terests of any segmental group will impede and quite possib-

ly preclude reform] The conclusion should not be taken as any

ethnical judgement, despite its apparent correspondence with

the "establishmentarian" viewpoint. It represents a funda-

mental trait of American and probably all mankind's charac-

ter, one which can be ignored by advocates of any political

orientation only at the risk of broken hopes, institutions,

and lives .
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VI SOME ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE

Fi

Political leaders can respond to outbreaks or threats

of private violence in two general ways: (1) systems of

forceful social control can be strengthened, or- (2) efforts

can be made to alleviate conditions leading to discontent.

Primary reliance on force has at best indeterminate out-

comes. If popularly supported, public force will contain*

specific outbreaks of private violence but is unlikely to

prevent their recurrence. At .worst, public force will so

alienate a people that terrorist and revolutionary movements r

Ki

will arise to challenge and ultimately overthrow the regime.

The implication of comparative studies is that governments

must be cautious in the extent to which they rely on force

to maintain order, and consistent in the exercise of the

modicum of force they choose to use. These are policies[

that require both appropriate leadership and well-trained,

highly disciplined, and loyal military and police forces.

The effort to eliminate the conditions which lead to

collective violence may tax the resorces of a society, but

it poses less serious problems than increased resort to

force. The intensity of labor violence in America declined

when employers recognized unions and became willing to ne-

gotiate wage issues and other grievances with workers rather

than retaliate against them--a willingness that was strongly

reinforced by the establishment of federally-regulated pro-

cedures for recognition and mediation. It was not simply

the establishment of procedures but the concerted effort to



implement them, that seems to have meliorated worker -

employer conflict . It is worth emphasizing that in this
case the long-range consequences of conciliatory response

was a decrease not increase in violent conflict. In fact,

violence was chronic so long as union recognition was den-

ied. The outcome suggests the inadequacy of arguments

that concessions necessarily breed greater violence. The

history ofyEnglish working-class poes supports these in-

terpretations. In the nineteenth century, when England

was transformed by an industrial revolution in which a highly

competitive, laissez-faire market economy disrupted tra-

ditional employment patterns and led to sweatshop conditions

for many urban workers, violent public protest became chronic.

The threat of working class revolt was averted by rapidL

economic growth, the ending of prohibitions on union activ-

ity, the development of new working-class self-help organi- V
zations, and reform of Parliament that permitted wider and

more effective participation by the working class . Theft.

lessen- that might be learned from the English experience is

one that includes both the maintenance awl social control

and the granting of concessions and opportunities that make

it possible for the discontented to work toward the allevia-

ti.on of their grievances.

ri

aIntensely discontented men are not will-less pawns in

a soialgame of chess. They also have alternatives, of which
* ~ violence is usually the last, the most desperate, and the

least likely of success. Peaceful protest, conducted

II
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publicly and through conventional political channels, is

a traditional American option. As one of the world's

most pluralistic societies, we have repeatedly albeit

reluctantly accommodated ourselves to discontented groups

using interest and pressure group tactics within the

political process as a means of leverage for change. But

it also is an American characteristic to resist demonstra-

tive demands, however legal and. peaceful, if they seem to

challenge our beliefs and personal-positions. Public pro-

test in the United States is a slow and unwieldy instru-

ment of social change that sometimes inspires more obdurate

resistance than favorable change. 1

Another kind of group response to intense stresses and

discontents is called "defensive adaptation" by Bernard

Siegel,.an anthropologist.

It is essentially an inward-turning, nonviolent res-

ponse characterized by centralization of authority in the

group; attempts to set the group apart by emphasizing

symbols of group identity and minimizing contact with other

groups; and maintenance of the group's cultural integrity.

It is an especially common reaction among ethnic and relig-

ious groups whose members perceive their social environ-

ments to be permanently hostile, depreciating, and powerful.

Such adaptations are apparent, for example, among some Pueblo

Indians, Black Muslims, and Amish, and many minority groups
'
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1 Kenneth E. Boulding makes the same point in a discussion
of the possible consequences of anti-war protest, in "Reflec-
tions on Protest," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, XXI(October 1965), pp. l8-20.
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in other nations. This kind of defensive withdrawal

may lead to Violence when outside groups press too close-
ly in on the defensive group but it * *pcll rs

ponse that minimizes violent conflict .

The defensive group provides some, essentially social
and psychological, satisfactions; it seldom can provide
members with substantial economic benefits or political means
by which it can promot.e their causes vis-a-vis hostile ex-
ternal groups . A third general kind of response is the
development by th~e discontented goup of poiie-scal

integrative means for the stisato'fmebr'fl

needs. This response has characterized most discontented
groups throughout the Western history.- In England, social
protest was institutionalized through the trade unions,
cooperative societies, and other self-help activities. In
continental Europe, the discontent of the urban workers
and petit bourgeoisie led to the -raiato - frtra

societies, unions, and political parties, which provided some
intrinsic satisfactions for their members and which could
channel demands more or less effectively to employers and.
into the political system. In the United States the chronic
local uprisings of the late eighteenth, the nineteenth, and
the early twentieth century -- such as the Shay, Whiskey,
Dorr, and Green Corn Rebellions -- have bee uesddb

organized, conventional political manifestations of local
and regional interests. Labor violence similarly declined

*1f
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in the United States and England once trade unions were

organized and recognized.

The contemporary efforts of black Americans to develop

effective community organizations, and their demands for

greater control of community affairs, seem to be squarely

in this tradition. So are demands of student protestors

for greater participation in university affairs, attempts

of white urban citizens to create new neighborhood organ-

izations, and the impulse of middle-class Americans to

move to the suburbs where they can exercise greater con-

trol over local government .

The initial effects of the organization of functional

and community groups for self-help may be increased and some-

times-violent conflict, especially if the economic and

political establishment attempt to subvert their efforts. If

these new organizations receive public and private coopera-

tion and sufficient resources to carry out their activities ,

the prospects for violence are likely to be reduced. The

social costs of this kind of group response seem much less

than those of public and private violence. The human benefits

appear far greater than those attained through private vio-

lence or defensive withdrawal.
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Kennedy's Death-- Myths & Realities

"What has violence ever accomplished
What has it ever created? No rnartyr's
cause has ever been stilled by his assassin's
bullet.-...Whenever we tear at the fabric
of life which another man has painfully
and clumsily woven for himself and his
children, the whole nation is degraded.
. . . There is another kind of violence,
slower but just as deadly, destructive as
the shot or the bomb in the night. This is
the violence of institutions; indifference arid
inaction and slow decay. This is the vio-
lence that aflicts the poor, that poisons
relations between men because their skin
has different colors. . . . But we can per-
haps remrneber-even if only for a .time---
that those who live with us are our broth-
ers, that they share with us the same short
movenment of life, that they seek--as we do
-nothing but the chance to live out their
lives in purpose and happiness, winning
what satisfaction and fulfillment they can."

Robert F. Keni.edy in Cec-el:md on
April 5, the day following the assas-
sination of hartin Luther King.

These reflections upon the murder of
- Senator Robert F. Kennedy are an effort

to match the reality of regicide with the
necessity for political mobilization. In
times of crisis, Americans react with a
sense of guilt by acclamation, and this
guilt prompts us to respond to political
assassination with moral outrage, not
with action. The answer to terror, how-
ever, is not tears, but-in this case-the
immediate restatement of the principles
of legitimation upon which this nation
is either to survive or to perish.

The myths already'circulated by ma-
jor political figures about the assassina-
tion of Senator Kennedy can be catego-
rized into five types. The significance of
the assassination compels an attempt to
respond to these myths, not in the spirit
of belligerence, but in an attempt to
move us all beyond the state of shock.

FIRST MYTH: /lssassination has be-
come a contagioI's and infections Ameri-
can style.

REALITY: While it is true that major
political figures are periodically subject-
ed to assassination attempts, these at-

JULiY/AUCL T 1%s
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tempts are usually restricted to the top
leadership, and this has been constant
throughout the century. Hardly a Presi-
dent has not had attempts on his life.
More significantly, the murder of Sena-
tor Kennedy is only distantly related to
earlier native efforts. When Sirhan Bi-
shara Sirhan was captured, he said: "I
did it for my country. I love my coin-
try." But this country turned out to be
Jordan, not the United States. In his
mind, apparently, there was a fevered,
imaginary relationship between an ado-
lescent experience of his, and Kennedy's
acceptance of the principle of foreign
aid for Israel. What is involved, there-
fore, is a political pathology more than
a psychopathology. And although' this
prosaic fact may counter the demands
of oracles and pundits for greater social
controls, it shows the need to frame a
response relevant to the role of preva-
lent ideologies of Middle East national-
ism. Although the Jordanian anibassa-
dor rnay sincerely repudiate this assas-
sination, the fact remains that the ideol-
ogy promoting such an attempt remains
intact. The blunt truth is that assassina-
tion is far more common in Middle East
anti-politics than in United States poli-
tics.

SECOND MYTH: The degree of violence
has increased as the propensity to
change has accelerated.

REALITY: The propensity to violence
is, unfortunately, far more constant than
current rhetoric would have it. At least
there is as much evidence that accel-
erated social change directs aggressive
impulses into acceptable frameworks as
there is that "social order" permits a
greater degree of social cohesiveness.
What is new has little to do with mat-
ters relating to "human nature," what-
ever that amorphous beast may turn out
to be. Rather, the novel elements are,
first, the incredibly easy access to weap-
onry of all sorts for all kinds of people;
and the extent to which nonentities can
become part of universal history by an
act of regicide--an act linked to the

Li...J
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publicity provided for an event. Easy
access to weapons plus total network
coverage equals instant history. \Vith
weapons; impulsivities formerly bottled
up or redirected along constructive lines
can be quickly ventilated. Impulse is
even given ideological support: One
wing of the New Politics perceives of
the role of the individual or the con-
spiratorial group in terms of tearing up
established political continuities.

THIRD MYTH: laden and criminal
elements will always be able to avai!
thenselrves of weapons, and therefore
any legislation against gun-toting penal-
izes only the innocent interested in self-
protection.

REALITY: Admittedly, laws against
gun purchases, like laws against dis-
crimination, will not result in the elimi-
nation of crime, any more than civil-
rights legislation does away with racism.
But there is no evidence that gun-toting
is a basic huhaan appetite. More impor-
tant, laws would make purchases more
difficult and registration-tightening
would nake tracking out ownership
easier. Perhaps at the heart of the
problem is not the lobbying of the
National Rifle Association, but the
fears of the police that laws against
free distribution of weapons would
eventually affect police departments-
since the militarization of the police
would also have to be curbed if any
genuine enforcement is to made pos-
sible. In short, legislation on gun regis-
tration is needed to develop the "Lon-
donization" of the police, no less than
the pacification of the civilian popula-
tion.

FOURTH MYTH: Since there is no eei-
dence that there is a conspiracy in most
political assassinations, as in the murder
of Robert Kennedy, individual responsi-
bility should be assigned; and when cap-
tured, the guilty person should be- treat-
ed as demented or deranged.

REALITY: There are several fallacies
in this line of reasoning. A premature
dismissal of possible conspiracies, at
least as a starting point in explaining
political murder, is absurd. Conspiracies
are empirical events. One can have a
conspiracy, in fact, without a theory of
conspiracy to guide the search for the
source of a crime. Further, conspiracies
-when they do take place-are ex-
tremely difficult to detect or uncover.
But again, this is a problem of empirics,
not of assumptions. The idea that an
assassination is an idiosyncratic matter,
while perhaps reassuring to the general
populace, returns the problem of regi-
cide to the field of personal pathology.
In a thoroughly unconvincing way, it
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The urgency of the age demands a
movement, not a monument; confronta-
tion, not conformity. The time for dem-
onstrations of public sorrow passes
quickly-despite the monstrous fact that
within two months our nation has lost
two of its staunchest fighters against
current policies guiding the war in Viet-
nam and the war in the ghettos at

The murder of Robert F. Kennedy is
closely related to those of Martin Lu-
ther King, John F. Kennedy, Medgar
Evers, the three civil-rights workers who
died in Philadelphia, Miss., and the
many anonymous victims of Southern
racists. I believe that all of the rmur-
ders were carried out to impede the
process of social change now going on
in America.

Most of these men became martyrs
in and for the advancement of civil
rights, but the process of social change
to which I refer goes far beyond this
noble cause. It is partly a demand for
more equality, economic, social, racial,
and political by those now unequal, but
also for more democracy ', for greater
participation in the decisions of the
bureaucracies and corporate bodies that
now govern much of our daily life.

Although the people' who presently
demand more equality come mainly
from the ghetto, and those who press
for more democracy are mostly college
students, I am convinced that, in the
future, similar demands will come from
many other groups in American society
-for example, from white-collar arid
blue-collar workers employed by auto-
cratically-run institutions, be these cor-
porations, government offices, newspa-
pers, or churches, and from people of
all classes living under autocratic polit-
ical organizations. Some factory workers
have already struck for "better work-
ing conditions"; some time hence, they
and others will strike for more equality
and democracy--as is already the case
in France.

Robert Kennedy, like most of the
other victims of assassins, was a leader
in this process. Although in some ways
he remained loyal to the traditional poli-
tical Establishment, I believe he saw the
widespread demand for more equality
and democracy--and not just from poor
blacks--and was grappling with how it

JULY/AUGUST 196s

home. It is now time to translate senti-
ments into politics. h\Ven all participate
equally, the loss of a leader such as
Robert F. Kennedy will be seen as the
brutal price that men often pay in the
struggle for a democratic society.

Irving Lottis Horow itz
Senior Editor

could be achieved in an orderly fashion.
It is true, of course, that R.F.K. was
shot by a Jordanian who may have
sought revenge against Israel, and against
Kennedy's pro-Israel stand, but this does
not contradict my thesis, for Israel is,
to many Americans, a symbol of an
oppressed minority that is succeeding
in its striving for equality.

Today we grieve for Robert Kennedy,
but tomorrow we must start to ask why
social change in Ameiica is so often ac-
companied by political violence, and
seemingly more so than in other West-
ern societies. The popular media have
begun to argue that ours is a sick soci-
ety, covered by a climate of violence-
and to prove the point many types of
so-called violence, from student-protest
and ghetto-protest demonstrations to
civil disobedience, civil disorders, mug-
gings, and mass murders, are being
treated as similar. But demonstrations
and civil disobedience are nonviolent,
and the civil disorders--ghetto rebellions
in actuality--have, with some excep-
tions, indulged in violence only against
property and exploitation. Also, it must
not be forgotten that the leaders of
S.N.C.C. have not killed anyone, even
if their rhetoric has counseled political
violence. Indeed, violence against per-
sons has come almost entirely from the
protectors of the status quo, and while
some of the victims in the ghetto. re-
bellions were killed by panicky mem-
bers of the police force and the Nation-
al Guard, others were assassinated by
protectors of law and order who were
angry that the ghetto wanted social
change. Moreover, one cannot compare
the political assassinations with the mass
murders perpetrated by psychotic indi-
viduals such as Speck and Whitman;
these killings were in no way politically
inspired.

I frankly do not know if American
society is sick; we have not yet clevel-

oped social indicators that measure the
health of an entire nation--although we
ought to do so. Still, one cannot indict
200 million people for the political mur-
clers of three or four noted figures, and
it is wrong to describe America as a
sick society now when it was not so
described when lesser-known men died
at the hand of racists and lynchers.

Yet in America there is an excessive
amount of homicide, political and non-
political, arid of nonlethal violence as
well, and considerably more than in
other Western societies. Much of this
violence takes place among the white
and black underclasses, however, and I
doubt whether there is more violence
(or serious mental illness) among af-
fluent Americans than among affluent
Englishmen, Swedes, or Russians. The
causes of the inordinate amount of
American violence, then, are probably
to be found in poverty and segregation,
for today as in the past, in America
and elsewhere, most of society's vio-
lence is exerted on the poor or by the
poor against each other.

This statistical fact does not exon-
erate affluent America, though, for
America remains responsible for the
deprivations that bring on violence
among the poor. \Vhether one is justi-
fied' in calling America sick depends
partly on one's politics. Darwinians
might be pleased that it is usually in-
feriors in the struggle for survival who
are being killed off; political conserva-
tives can use the association between
violence and poverty to insist that the
poor remain undeserving of equality.
I would argue that America is opting
for an unhealthy amount of social in-
equality, which presently hurts mainly
the unequal, but may soon hurt also
those who benefit from our inequality
and lack of effective democracy.

Another explanation for the wave of
political killings is the presence of sick,
demented men in our midst. Undoubt-
edly such men can be found in all so-
cieties, pre-industrial and post-indus-
trial, yet only in America do they seem
to become political assassins. Still, it is
not at all certain that the assassins
were sick. Oswald died before we could
learn his motives; the killers of King
and Robert Kennedy have not yet ex-
plained their ugly deeds. I suspect that
neither they nor the men who killed
Evers or other civil-rights activists were
demented; they were political killers,
hired or self-appointed, who objected
to the process of social change sweep-
ing the country.

Yet these killers were not alone, or
else they might have been unable to
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Why Did Kennedy Die?
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'disposes of fanaticism that is linked t
rei forced nationaist claims or ethni
affiliations. By broadening the interpre
tation of conspiracy, arid by treating
this attempt as having precisely such
collective source, the assassination. o
Senator Kennedy permits renewed clef
forts to obtain a Middle Iast settlement
-just as the assassination of Martin Lu
ther King clearly triggered settlements
of labor disputes in Memphis and led
the way for a more positive Congres-
sional response to the Washington Poor
Peoples' March. There is a pragmatic
advantage in making the fewest possible
assumptions about assassination at-
tempts, but when assumptions are made,
there is little justification and less pay-
off in choosing individual over collective
modalities of explanation.

FIFTH MYTH: The assas.riaat/on at-
temptils on e11In of stature, sicLh as Sen-
ator Kennedy, drastically affect the
corse of history.

REALIT1Y: Let it be said that this myth
is hard to combat or overcome directly.
It is always difficult to assess the im-
portance-of an individual to the future
course of historic events. Such an as-
sessment entails an estimate of the de-
gree to which individuals in politics are
autonomous, or at-least free to maneu-
ver the ship of state as they wish. It is
quite as difficult to judge how new
events might change old leaders, no less
than how old leaders might shape new
events. But there is no need to become
excessively metaphysical in such a dis-
cussion. Attention might simply be
drawn to the fact that the same social
and political problems exist in 1968 that
existed at the time of President John
F. Kennedy's assassination in 1963. The
war in Vietnam remains. Racial violence
is increasing. On the other side, the
thawing of the Cold War between the
United States and the Soviet Union has
continued at roughly the same..pace
under President Johnson. This is not to
deny that changes in substance as well
as style are brought about by an assas-
sination; it is to say that problems of
social structure and historical determina-
tion remain intact. However important
the role of leadership in political or-
ganization may be, the role of total
populations is, after all, far greater
and more pervasive. Politics in America
is still a game of large numbers. No
political assassination can alter that fact
without destroying American democracy.

As there is guilt, so too there is guilt
alleviation. And the basic form this has Itaken under the Johnson administration
has been the commissirm. We get riot
commissions in place of urban renewal-

4

o crimiie commissioners instead of full em-
c ployment; amd now a cofnissio to in

vestigate violencee in American life" ir
g place of full political participation. I
a night be said that the candidacy o

f Robertro. Kennedy was dedicated to the
overthreof Ctihe bureaucratizafion aridt \Vashington-centered nature of. current
administration efforts. By a quirk of
events, his death has led to a net co
mission--to the very- phenomenon Ken-

medy found such an abomnauion. Seriti-

mentality and brutality are first cousins

-- which is hy they appear to coalesce

so well in the present administrative
"style."

The formation of a commission on

violeiceonly takes nore remote a

resolution of the political dilemmas be-

setting the American nation. These
dilemmas have been eloquently spoken
of in the Democra tic primaries. In tiheremarkable showings of both Kennedy
and McCarthy, it is no exaggeration
to say that the vote against the war in
Vietnam and against the mishandling
of the present urban crisis indicate a full
appreciation on the part of tIe elector-
ate of both the nature of and the con-
straints upon violence The formation
of a commission can only have the ef-
fect of.psycchologizing and blunting the
political nature of violence. -

Throughout the California primaries
it was clear that Kennedy's strength
and survival depended upon a large Out

pouring of poor people and their spokes-

men. Black Americans, Mexican-Ameri-

cans, aid the other ethnic and religious

minorities that comprise a large segment

of the California population demon-

strated by teir vote that Kennedy's
tactic was also a principle. An estimated

S0 percent of the -Negro voters and 85

percent of te Mexican-American voters

cast their ballots for Kennedy. Less than
one week later, on Friday, June 7, atSaint Patrick's Cathedral in New York,
these citizens with the same background
-indeed, only the Puerto Ricans dis-
placed the Mexicans with their presence
-also cast their ballots symbolically.

The remarkable gathering of hundreds

of thousands of people through the

night was more than a celebration of

mystical martyrdom. Every man, woman,

and child who placed his or her hand

on the casket was registering a vote, a

vote denied to them by the assassination.

Such a society has a great reservoir

of political health and sophistication.

That it is precisely this sector of society

that must sufer the consequences of

tiis latest political murder is made ter

ribe by t ' e that in this w ayv
the poor ave been effectively disen-

franchised. 'The assassination creates a
situation of political cleocialization at
.the very moment when Kennedy for the

t minorities and McCarthy for the stu-
f dents and other disaffected citizens were

revitalizing the very mainsprings of
political socialization. In this sense the
appointment of a commission on vio-
lence is a fruitless as well as a thank-
less task, since the very act of depoliti-
calization is the source of further vio-
lence. The assassination of Robert Ken-
nedy was-an act of terrorism. To con-
vert it into the basis for a feeling of
collective guilt for increased violence is
to ignore a basic fact of our times not

.only in the United States but throughout
the world. Violence can and often is a
political act, the first mature step
beyond egotistic resolution of social
problems. Terrorism is tle very opposite
and negation of violence, since it frus-
trates and makes impossible the fruits
of these very activities.

In his own way, Kennedy not only

supported but drew sustenance from
the "participatory democracy" advo-
cates. Leaders of social-protest move-
ments, new agrarian unions, and corn-
munity racial and ethnic societies
formed an urban backbone for Kennedy
with which to take on the "party reg-
ulars." There is no doubt that he was
hardly the favorite politician of Wash-
ington insiders. His audacious attempt
to use the mass media to break the
stranglehold of locked-in party organiza-
tion was not to be dismissed lightly.
The attacks on the Kennedy wealth
were in fact not a resentment of the
economic "oligarchical" tendencies of
this wealth, but a resentment of the
populist goals to which this wealth was
placed. The Kennedy "coalition" of ur-
ban poor, ethnic and racial minorities,
and a section of college and university
personnel made the Democratic Partythe natural home for these people. The
assassination has changed the align- .ments but not the needs. In this sense,
populism must readjust its vision of the
politicians-and estimate the short-run
and long-run damage occasioned byKennedy's death, and realize that or-
ganizational rather than charismatic
channels may now be required.

Social scientists will feel a special
loss, too, for Kennedy made use of so-
cial-science personnel and findings in
areas extending from Latin American
aid programs to urban rehabilitation and
renewal. As he wrote to ne on June 3,
"I have always believed that it is cru-
cial to be assisted by social scientists in
their particular fields in forming do-
mestic and foreign policy."
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i - lwy did--and cdo-receive encour-

agement from American culture, which

has condoned and even praised political

violence while also condemning it.

American history is replete with in-

stances of political violence; it began

with the killing of the Indians, contin-

ued with, the draft riots and race riots

and the Soc-tihern lynchings.of the 19th

and 20th centuries, and goes on today

with the occasional killings by tie Ku

Klux Klan.
The sad fact is that, like all nations,

we sometimes permit the killing of

people who do not share our political

aims. The most prominent example to-

day is, of course, the war in Vietnam,

which we are fighting, among other rea-

sons, in order to kill the Vietcong and

the North Vietnamese for believing iii a

kind of freedom different from our own.

Despite the current opposition to this

war among many Americans, the politi-

cal killing by our servicemen is still

praised by daily announcements of body

counts and is still rewarded by the

medals and other honors.
Some now put the the blame for the

political violence on America's popular

culture, particularly on TV and its

plethora of fictional murders. TV ad-
venture stories offer a seemingly reason-

able explanation for the prevalence of

violence in our society, but they also

make a convenient scapegoat for people

v-ho do not want to define that violence

as political (and the Vietnam war as a
prime example of such violence), or

who want to deny the existence of dep-
rivation and inequality in American
life as a cause of political violence.

I do not believe that fictional violence
plays a major causal role either in po-
litical or nonpolitical violence; Amer-
ican popular culture has always been
violent, even before the advent of TV,
and other nations have equally violent
popular cultures without resorting to
political murder. Fictional violence is,
after all, fictional; even children know
it is unreal and not to be feared. Of
course, some TV programs, movies,
magazine stories, novels, and comic
books allow heroes to kill villains who
march to different ideological drummers,
and for this reason the popular cul-

ture may contribute to the condoning of
political murder. Still, it is not a neces-

sary or sufficient cause of such murder.
The news media may, however, play

an important if unintentional role in
precipitating political assassinations.

These media deal in personalities; in-

stead of reporting the social processes

and conflicts that create the events we

call news, they emphasize principally the

leaders, symbolic and real, who partic-

ipate in these processes. This practice

exists for a viable and quite nonpolitical

reason: Personalities make far more in-

teresting reading and viewing than soci-

ological analyses. But this practice puts

across the idea that events are created

by powerful leaders, and exaggerates

their actual power in the social processes

and convicts.
The news media build up individuals

as all-powerful leaders, thus creating

somewhat the same cult of personality

fox which we criticized the Russians, as

David Riesmari'has pointed out. As a re-
salt, potential assassins may think that if

they can kill a Martin Luther King or a

Robert Kennedy, they can hold back so-

cial change. This helps to explain why

R.F.K. was killed and Eugene McCar-

thy not; Robert Kennedy has been

"news" for a long tine, and his per-

sona and power have been built up

and exaggerated. Moreover, power was

central to Kennedy's persona; the image

of Eugene McCarthy that comes across

from the media is of a thoughtful and

moral person, but not a powerful leader.

It must be emphasized that the news

media did not invent these. images and

personas; they were only highlighting

real phenomena. R.F.K. was and wanted

to be powerful; he courted the media

treatment he received. More important,

the media reflect our culture, which

believes that personalities, not social

structures, determine events. Ultimate-

ly, then, one cannot blame the news

media either; they are only part of

a more general set of conditions that

encourages, or at least cdndones, politi-

cal violence. These conditions in turn

create a climate in which demented or

fanatic individuals can think seriously

about turning to political assassination

to hold back social change. We may not

approve of this climate, but the fact

remains that we have not yet acted to

create a more peaceful climate for re-

solving political conflict.
This climate and the social conditions

creating it must be changed if the po-

litical killing is to stop. But I do not

think the killing will stop. Indeed, it

may increase as social change accelerates

and the country moves toward more

equality and democracy. Additional

martyrs may be created in the future

because those who oppose social change

will become more desperate, and will

seek to kill leaders whom they identify

as responsible for the change.

Nor is it likely that the current call

for'gun controls will do much to halt

political murders. A strict gun law can-

not hurt, and if the government could

TRANS ACTION

prohibit the further manufacture of

.guns, and offered to buy up all firearms

now in private hands, and put an ex-

orbitant sales tax on bullets, homicide

by shooting would decrease, and the

danger of racially-inspired black or

white .vigilante killings might be re-

duced.
Even so, the most effective way of

dealing with political assassination is

to accept the reality of social change,

to make a determined movement to-

ward equality and democracy in Amer-

ica, and to halt America's intervention

in civil wars overseas. If the country's

voters and the officials they elect could

be made to realize that the demand for

equality and democracy cannot be halt-

ed, either in this country, in Vietnam, or

in the Vietnams of the future, the na-

tion could make a commitment to more

effective and less violent forms of

change, and the government could then

implement policies that would bring

about the deeded change. If the govern-

ment is firmly committed to equaliza-
tion and- democratization, if it gives

maximal aid to those who now lack

these rights and-equally important--

to those who will suffer from a change

in the status quo, then the nation can

begin to accept the inevitability of

change, and the resulting social and po-

litical climate will probably discourage

further political killing.
Anierica has no choice but to create

such a climate, because the processes of

social change now in motion will not

stop. The revolution of rising expecta-

tions is in full swing here, perhaps more

than in the developing nations. The be-

lief that all men are entitled to control

their own lives and to enjoy an equal

and democratic share in their society is

held not just by poor blacks and by

radical college-students, but also by af-

fluent and seemingly conservative peo-

ple who suffer from inequality and au-

tocracy in their work places and com-

munities. This belief is now too wide-

spread and too intense to be given up,

whatever our political leaders do to

maintain order. Until this is realized by

all of us, however, America will make

martyrs out of too many more of its

good men, ordinary citizens and leaders

alike. And R.F.K., like King, was one of

the very best.

Herbert J. Gans
idrisory Editor
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A Really New Way to
Lose Weight

Dieting has become one of the great

American pastimes. Vast numbers of us

seem to be willing to subsist entirely

on bananas, or on hard-boiled eggs and

spinach. We try the drinking man's

diet, or follow the advice of a formerly

fat psychiatrist. Some of us lose weight;
most of us don't.

Now the behavioral therapists are

ready with their own prescription. Rich-

ard B. Stuart of the University of Mich-
igan believes that all behavior--includ-
ing a habitual tendency to eat too much

-- is learned, and can be changed by the

technique of "operant conditioning."
(Behavior Research and Therapy, No-
vember 1967) To prove it, Stuart went
about teaching eight obese women to
eat more sensibly.

In the initial interviews, he told the
women to keep a record of when, how
much, and what kind of food they ate,
and in what circumstances (while read-
ing, watching TV, cleaning up the
kitchen, and so on). He also asked
them to weigh themselves four different
times during the day. This kind of
weight record not only indicated the
women's natural weight range (all of
us weigh less the first thing in the
morning), but also served as a frequent
reminder to them that they weigh more
than they should. In addition, the
women listed some activities they found
pleasurable (for those who did nothing
pleasurable but eat, new activities had
to found), and also listed the things
that worried them about their obesity
(fear of heart disease, ridicule, loss of
a husband's affections, and so on).

The first step in controlling eating be-
havior is when the patients learn to stop
eating for a few minutes in the middle
of a meal. Eventually this time period
is extended to five minutes.

The women saw their therapist three
times a week. Together they went over .
the eating and weight records since the
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previous interview, and planned the next

steps in the diet campaign. To make

the women more conscious of eating,

they were told to keep it a "pure" activ-

ity--not to combine it vith watching
TV or anything else, but to keep food
only in the kitchen, and to eat only food

that has to be cooked.
At the fourth interview, - the wo'nen

were told to slow down their rate of

eating--by taking small mouthfuls arid

by putting the fork down on the table

between mouthfuls.
At the fifth interview, the women

were asked to-point out their dangerous

times of day-the times between meals,

when they were most likely to snack.

At those times, each woman was told,

she should substitute one of the pleasur-

able activities she had listed earlier. For

instance, at. 9:30 A.M. a telephone call

to a friendly neighbor might serve to

get the woman who eats all the .left-

overs as she clears the breakfast- table

past that difficult time of the morning.

Some of the women found that, de-

spite their greater awareness of their

eating habits and the substitution of

other pleasurable activities for between-

meals eating, some of their bad eating

habits continued. For these women,

there was a special technique.
The therapist asked them, first, to

imagine as vividly as they could the en-

tirely delightful process of eating their

favorite snack. They were then .taught

to pair this image with a vision of their

weight-related fears identified earlier.

For one patient, this meant visualizing

herself biting into a crisp cookie, im-

mediately followed by an image of her

husband making love to another woman.

For her, the technique was quite effec-

tive. She stopped eating cookies.
Stuart's eight patients have done well.

A year after treatment began, all

showed substantial weight losses. The

woman with the most dramatic loss

started at 210 pounds, and actually

gained a few more in the beginning. A

year and 41 therapeutic sessions later,

lea weight was down to 165 (and she

had divorced her husband). Not all of

tlhe eight women patients needed that
n:iy sessions. Another lost almost as

ni.ch weight (from 222 to 180) with

ony 19 sessions. And even the woman
wio had the smallest.weight loss over
the year went down from 180 to a much

mcare acceptable 152 in 28 sessions.

When Punishment
Prevents Crime

\Ve are a civilized people, and presum-
ab y our system of criminal justice in-

tends to produce more than raw yen-

geance against wrong-doers. Punishing
a :criminal who has been. caught, the

t <-ory goes, should (1) deter him from

cc.:nmitting another crime, and (2) de-

tcei other, potential criminals from corn-
mitting a crime.

This theory is widely accepted but,

as William J. Chambliss of the Uni-

versity of California at Santa Barbara
pints out, there has been little investi-

ga 1ion into the actual deterrent effects

of legal punishment. (Wisconsin Law

Review, Summer 1967) The evidence

that does exist clearly indicates that
rene punishments do not deter crime.

IEr example, opponents of capital pun-

nmment can show that the electric

c:air and the gas chamber do not deter

nurderers:
t States that have kept the death pen-

ay have as many murders as similar

reghboring states that have abolished

tae death penalty. The average annual

ntder rate per 100,000 population,

frEm 1959 to 196-I, was 1.1 in Rhode

Island, which has abolished capital pun-

is-Iment, and 1.5 in Connecticut, which

hers not. It was 3.4 in no-death-penalty
Michigan, and 3.5 in death-penalty In-

diana.
n" The number of people executed in

this country has declined rapidly in the

lest 15 years, but the murder rate has

remained almost unchanged. In 1951,

some 105 people were executed and the

murder rate was 4.8. In 1964, when 15
people were executed, the murder rate

was also 4.8. In 1966, when only one

person was executed, the rate was 5.6.
Drug addicts are another well-known

case in point. Neither imprisonment nor

involuntary hospitalization seems to de-

te: them. Their recidivism rate is no-
tcriously high.

There are, nonetheless, some kinds
of crime that are deterred by legal pun-

ishrnent. Strict enforcement of parking
regulations, with heavy fines and tow-
eeways, has a significant impact on

hether people park illegally. Certain
Ends of white-collar crimes, such as
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Instrunital Expressive
(for material gain) (eotionl outburst)

llis h Plrofessiona! thief Most drug addllis

Professional shoplifter Some imurderers
Some check forgers Some sex offenders
Some murderers

DEGREE OF
COM MITMEN'T
TO TIE
CRUIINAL LIFE Low; Shop1lifting hous: wife

Parking;-laws vioht uor
\White-collar crirminals
Soi murderers

violations of the O.P.A. price ceiling
during World War II, were deterred by
the threat of imprisonment (but not by
minor fines). Though merchants were
willing to absorb the fines as a business
cost, as respectable citizens they were
appalled by the idea of a prison term.

The housewife who picks up a super-
market item that she wants but cannot
afford is so horrified at being caught
that she is deterred from ever shoplift-
ing again--amateur shoplifters like this
almost never have been arrested before.
But the professional shoplifter seems to
expect to be picked up from time to
time; most have a record of many ar-
rests, none of which seems to have de-
terred them from further shoplifting.

It seems clear to Charnbliss that some
crimes are more ceterrable than others.
The determining factors are the com-
mitment of the person to a criminal
way of life, and the meaning of the
criminal act to the person vho commits
it. Thus, he believes that a typology of
criminal deviance can be set up, look-
ing something like the table above.

Criminals who have a low, instrumen-
tal commitment to the criminal life are
those most likely to be deterred by pun-
ishment. Criminals who have a high,
expressive commitment are the least
likely to be deterred.

Our legal system, however, is not
based upon a typology of this sort. For-
that reason, Chambliss charges, the sys
tem is highly inefficient. It would be far
more successful in reducing crime if it
concentrated on apprehending and prose-
cuting those criminals most likely to be
deterred. The current procedure is typi-
fied by the relentlessness with which
expressive drug addicts are pursued,
while the instrumental pushers and dis-
tributors, who could be deterred if pun-
ishnent were certain and severe, too
often are not pursued at all.

Chambliss is aware that his distinc-
tion between crimes that are likely
to be deterred and those that are not
is based upon very little evidence. But
the existing legal system is based on

Most murderers
Some drug addicts
Most sex offenders

no evidence at all. We are not likely
to go very far wrong, he concludes, if
we experiment with changes in the crim-
inal law that take account of his dis-
tinctions.

The City of the Future

The power and utility lines will be in-
stalled underground, before the city is
built. Solid wastes, water, and snow
will be carried off by underground pipe-
lines. All deliveries will be made under-
ground, and there will be no vehicles
on ground-level streets. Buildings will
be put together and conic apart like
erector sets, to be dismantled and the
parts reused every 30 years or so. Pub-
lic transportation will be free.

These are some of the features of
the Experimental City, now being
planned in all its details at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. But representa-
tives from business and industry, scho-
lars, and the federal Departments of
Housing and Urban Development,
Health, Education, and Welfare, and
Commerce are not resting with a mere
paper program. They are organizing
and financing just such a city from
scratch. So reports committee member
Athelstan Spilhaus of the Franklin In-
stitute in Philadelphia. (Science, Feb.
16, 1968)

The members of the Minnesota group
believe that, in the most basic sense,
"the prime pollutant on earth -is too
many people." If the 200 million people
now living in this country were grouped
in 800 cities-with a population of 250,-
000 each, spaced evenly across the coun-
try--then the water and air pollution,
the traffic congestion, and many of the
other ills that plague our cities now
would be ended. .

The Experimental City will be a
densely populated center, surrounded by
open land and separated by at least 100
miles from any other major city. Indus-
tries that want to operate in the Ex-
perimental City will have to abide by
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the city's extraordinary building reg-
ulations and waste-disposal methods.
Spilhaus believes they wil/ be willing--
because of the tremendous advantages
of the city's central waste-processing fa-
cilities, smoke sewers, and other under-
ground-disposal facilities. As for peo-
ple, they will come to the city because
it will offer the benefits of urban life
without the burdens of conventional
cities. The makeup of the population
can be balanced by carefully selecting
the type of industry invited to join the
city, since the industry will influence
the work force that comes to live there.
The city could be managed, Spilhaus
suggests, by a city corporation with
professional management.

An Experimental City of this size,
the planners calculate, might cost about
$4 billion to build. With an average
family group of 2.5 people, the 250,000
residents will need 100,000 housing
units. These units will cost $20,000
each, and the resulting estimate of $2
billion has been doubled to provide for
the substructure this city will have.
These costs are not impossibly high.

A strong case can be made for build-
ing an entire Experimental City rather .
than trying out one or more of its ele-
ments separately. Everything that hap-
pens in a city has an impact on every-
thing else. For example, in a city that
is clean and quiet and where factories
do not cause pollution, separate indus-
trial and residential zoning is not neces-
sary. When . factories, schools, and
houses are built in the same neighbor-
hood,- there is less need for transporta-
tion; when transportation is reduced,
air pollution is further diminished. In
a city with little pollution, disease is
reduced and health-care programs are
affected.

The planners of the Experimental
City believe that other approaches to
ameliorating big-city life are bound to
be unsuccessful. Urban renewal in cities
already too large, and the building of
special communities like Reston, Va.

- (which can only become dormitories
for their big-city neighbors), have not
grappled with the main problems. The
solution for our polluted cities, then, is
to get rid of them; to harness modern
technology to build a radically differ-
ent kind of city for the future.

How to Pass in South Africa

Even in South Africa, where the line
betwec-en the pure white and the partly
black Colored is rigidly drawn, a Col-
ored person can pass for white. All it
takes, according to Graham Watson of
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r(, Univeri'ty of Calgary, is te;unwork

between tihe Colored person who wants
to pass and the whites whom'he muaneu-
vers. to hl lp him. (Ctnadian.t Rca.iw of
Sociology a r--i An/lro/'ology, August
1967)

Successful passing, Watson reports,
is based upon the natural' desire of
white South Africans to be as comfort-
able as possihle. \Vhri a white must

decide whether a light-skinned person
is Colored or not, he will make the
choice that causes the least embarrass-
ment to himself. So if a Colored can
set up a number of situations in which
it will be convenient for whites to label
him 'white,'' the accumulated effect of
these decisions will change his official
race.

Here is how one Colored who passes
described the process:

''The idea is first to obtain white
employment in some occupation, entry
to which does not require the produc-
tion of a white identity card. Govern-
ment service is no good, for they are
strict. Tramwavs are excellent. Then
you move where some whites live, or
nearby. Then you move closer to the
whites. There's a' row of houses, see.
There's a vacancy and a Colored family
moves'in. By the time the next family
moves in, the first is white. Then you
join the vhite associations, especially
sports clubs and churches, and you try
to get your children into a white school.
You cultivated white friends and encour-
age them to visit you. Then you get
your identity card, though first you
wait until you are reasonably certain
that it will be white.''

The techniques for engineering the
switch from Colored to white are basi-
cally simple:
l Manipulate whites, like doctors or

ministers, into treating you as if you
were white. As one minister of a Cape
Town church said, "People go to church
so that they can claim they are accepted
as European. People come to me for
certificates and I sign them: 'This is a
registered European church and they-
attend my church.' "
ei Make it embarrassing for a white to
label you as Colored. Besiege the prin-
cipal of a white school, insisting that
he accept your children as students. It
is often easier for him to accept- your
claim than to fight it.
T3 Use the bureaucracy at the right
moment. When, through selective pres-
sures on fairly pliable whites, you have
gathered enough evidence that you
are accepted as a European, apply for
a white identity card. Once yoi have
this, even antagonistic whites must ac-

cept your claim. As one school principal
said, "Once they've got their cards,
there's no arguing with them.'

Who Really Runs the
N.Y.C. Schools?

Critics of big-city school systems (like
Boston's) often blame politics for the
decay they find. The reformist cry has
been to get the politicians out of the
schools, and to leave education to the
professionals. But New York City has
done just that, and the result of ex-
clusive.control by a professional super-
visory staff, according to Marilyn Gittell
of Queens College, is disaster. (Pub6 lic
Adminirtration Reriewu, September
1967)

There is no need to belabor the de-
ficiencies of the New York City public-
school system. Angry parents in Harlem
and Bedford-Stuyvesant are now mak-
ing those deficiencies very clear. \Vhat
Miss Gittell is concerned with is finding
who is responsible for the way the sys-
tem operates--by finding out where the
power lies. Her study is based upon an
analysis of all newspaper items about
the schools in two daily papers over a
nyie-year period, plus detailed interviews
with the professional staff, Boar.d of
Education members, field superintend-
ents, civic-group officials, and officers of
the United Federation of Teachers.

Miss Gittell found that since the 19lOs
the school administration in New York
City has become increasingly isolated
from the city government. This isola-
tion is the result (1) of reform-inspired
changes in the relationship between the
city and the school system, and (2) of
the Mayor's desire to remove himself
from a very controversial area. (The
Lindsay administration, however, is far
more involved with schools than former
Mayor Wagner ever was.) The profes-
sional bureaucracy, thus shielded from
political interference, has taken over the
schools, using its monopoly of expertise
as a weapon to discourage opposition,
or even alternative policies from any
other source.

The Board of Education, potentially
an alternative policy-maker, has con-
fned itself to mediating conflicting pres-
sures and interests. Until quite recently,
the carefully balanced representation of
three Jews, three Catholics, and three
Protestants on the board (with one Ne-
gro or Puerto Rican included in these
categories) has satisfied the city's ethnic
and minority groups. Where the board
hur set~ policy, as on integration mea-

sures, it has left implementation t the
professional staff. The board has been

JULY/AUGLsT i9S

patiently waiting for the itmpleientation
of several of its proposals for the last
eight years.

The Superintendent of Schools is--in
New York City, at least--a relatively
powerless figure. He inherits a staff that
has been developed through inbreeding
and promotion from the ranks. So the
loyalties of the deputy, associate, and as-
sistant superintendents are given not to
their boss, but to whatever part of the
system that backed their own appoint-
ment. Because of these old loyalties, the
staff supports measures that preserve the
status quo. In recent years, organizations
of supervisory personnel have publicly
opposed the policies of the Superintend-
ent and the Board of Education, includ-
ing the Princeton plan for school pair-
ing, bussing, and the end of I.Q.-testing.

Outside pressure on the school sys-
tem has been minimal. The New York
newspapers are mild in their criticism.
The United'Federation of Teachers con-
cerns itself almost exclusively with
teachers' salaries, along with occasional
moves to protect its members from any-
thing (like rotation to slum schools)
that might distress them. The two ma-
jor civic groups concerned with the
schools-the United Parents Association
and the Public Education Association-
generally support the bureaucracy. They
tend to work within the structure as it
is, and to avoid rocking the boat with
suggestions for radical change.

Real power lies, then, with the head-
quarters' staff. In all five of the major
decisions that Miss Gittell analyzed--
selection of the Superintendent, in-
creases in teachers' salaries, budgeting,
integration, and curriculum development
-the headquarters' staff was a primary
participant. The staff controls the cur-
riculum and the budget. As for integra-
tion, there the staff has acted as a veto
group. The only integration plan it sup-
ported was the More Effective Schools
program-simply because that program
didn't require any structural changes in
the system. And even with regard to
teachers' salaries and the choice of a
Superintendent, the staff had a very
powerful voice.

These bureaucrats, Miss Gittell says,
have "expanded their role and limited
conflict by manipulation of issues to as-
sert that they are wholly dependent
upon expert judgment, which they alone
have." But the integration crisis-alone
among the five issues examined-was -

one in which a great number of the
public became involved. And, as a re-
sult of this growing public concern,
New York City's closed educational sys-
tern may finally have to open up.
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Police Brutahiy-- Answers to Key Questions

A study in three large cities indicates that police brutality is "far from rare;"
and that the most likely victim is a lower-class mian of either lace

ALBERT J.REISS JR.

"For three years, there has been through the courts
and the streets a dreary procession of citizens with
broken heads and bruised bodies against few of whom
was violence needed to effect an 'arrest. Many of them
had done nothing to deserve an arrest. In a majority
of such cases, no complaint was made. If the victim
complains, his charge is generally dismissed. The
police are practically above the law."

This statement was published in 1903, and its au-
thor was the I-Ion. Frank Moss, a former police com-
missioner of New York City. Clearly, today's charges
of police brutality and mistreatment of citizens have
a precedent in American history-but never before has
the issue of police brutality assumed the public urgen-
cy it has today. In Newark, in Detroit, in Watts, in
Harlem, and, in fact, in practically every' city that has
had a civil disturbance, "deep hostility between police
and ghetto" was, reports the Kerner Commission, "a
primary cause of the riots.

Whether or not the police accept the words "police
brutality," the public now wants some plain answers
to some plain questions. How widespread is police mis-
treatment of citizens? Is it on the increase? Why do
policemen mistreat citizens? Do the police mistreat
Negroes more than whites?

To find some answers, 36 people working for the
Center of Research on Social Organization observed
police-citizen encounters in the cities of Boston, Chi-
cago, and Washington, D.C. For seven days a week,
for seven weeks during the summer of 1966, these ob-
servers, with police permission, sat in patrol cars and
monitored booking and lockup procedures in high-
crime precincts.

Obtaining information about police mistreatment
of citizens is no simple matter. National and state
civil-rights commissions receive hundreds of com-
plaints charging mistreatnent-- but proving these alle-
gations is difficult.. The few local civilian-review
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0.ofarcds, such as the one in Philadcelphia, have not pro-
duced any significant volume of complaints leading to
the dismissal or disciplining of policemen for alleged
brutality. Generally, police chiefs are silent on tihe mat-
ter, or answer charges of brutality with vague state-
ments that they will investigate any complaints brought
to their attention. Rank-and-file policemen are usually
more outspoken: They often insinuate that charges of
brutality are part of a conspiracy against them, and
against law and order.

The Meaning of Brutality

What citizens mean by 1)01ice brutality covers the
full range of police practices. These practices, contrary
to the impression of many civil-rights activists, are not
newly devised to deal with Negroes in our urban ghet-
tos. They are ways in which the police have tradition-
ally behaved in dealing with certain citizens, partic-
ularly those in the lower classes. The most common of
these practices are:
-tire use of profane and abusive language,
-commands to move on or get home,
-stopping and questioning people on the street or
searching them and their cars,
-threats to use force if not obeyed,
-prodding with a nightstick or approaching with a
pistol, and
-the actual use of physical force or violence itself.

Citizens and the police do not always agree on what
constitutes proper police practice. What is "proper,"
or what is 'brutal,'' it need hardly be pointed out, is
more a matter of judgment about what someone did
than a description of what police do. What is im-
portant is not the practice itself but what it means to
the citizen: What citizens object to and call "police
brutality'' is really the judgment that they have not
been treated with the full rights and dignity owing
citizens in a democratic society. Any practice that de-
grades their status, that restricts their freedom, that
annoys or harasses them, or that uses physical force
is frequently seen as unnecessary and unwarranted.
More often than .not, they are probably right.

Many police practices serve only to degrade the citi-
zen's sense of himself and his status. This is partic-
ularly true with regard to the way the police use lan-
guage. Most citizens who have contact with the police
object less to their use of four-letter words than to how
the policeman talks to them. Particularly objectionable
is the habit policemen have of ''talking down'' to citi-
zens, of calling them nares that deprecate them in
their own eyes and those of others. More than one
Negro citizen has complained: ''They talk down to me
as if I had no name-like 'boy' or 'man' or whatever,
or they call me 'Jack' or by ry first name. They don't
show me no respect."
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Members of minority groups and those seen as non-
conformists, for whatever reason, are the most likely
targets of status degradation. Someone who has been
drinking may be told ie is a "bum" or a shittyy wino."
A woman walking alone may be called a "whore."
And a man who doesn't happen. to meet a policeman's
standard of how one should look or dress may be met
with the remark, "\What's the matter, you a queer?"
A white migrant from the South may be called a "hill-
billy" or "shitkicker"; a Puerto Rican, a "pork chop";
a young boy, a "punk kid." When the policeman does
not use words of status degradation, his manner may
be degrading. Citizens want to be treated as people,
not as "nonpersons".who are talked about as if they
were not present.

That many Negroes believe that the police have de-
graded their status is clear from surveys in Watts,
Newark, and Detroit. One out of every five Negroes
in our center's post-riot survey in Detroit reports that
the police have "talked down to him." More than one
in ten says a policeman has "called me a bad name."

To be treated as "suspicious" is not only degrading,
but is also a form of harassment and a restriction on
the right to move freely. The harassing tactics of the
police--dispersing social street-gatherings, the irndis-
criminate stopping of Negroes on foot or in cars, and
commands to move on or go home---are particularly
common in ghetto areas.

Young people are the most likely targets of harass-
ing orders to disperse or move on. Particularly in sum-
mer, ghetto youths are likely to spend lots of time in
public places. Given the inadequacy of their housing
and the absence of community facilities, the street cor-
ner is often their social center. As the police cruise the
busy streets of the ghetto, they frequently shout at
groups of teenagers tq "get going" or "get home."
Our observations of police practices show that white
as well as Negro youzths are often harassed in this way.

Frequently the policeman may leave the car and
threaten or force youths to move on. For example, one
summer evening as the scout car cruised a busy street
of a white slum, tIe patrolmen observed three white
boys and a girl on a corner. When told to move on,
they mumbled and grumbled in undertones, angering
the police by their failure to comply. As they slowly
nioved off, the officers pushed them along the street.
Suddenly one of the white patrolmen took a lighted
cigarette from a 15-year-old boy and stuck it in his
face, pushing him forward as he did so. When the
youngsters did move on, one policeman remarked to
the observer that the girl was 'nothing but a whore.''
Such tactics can dnly intensify resentment toward the

police.
Police harassment is not confined to youth. One in

every four adult Negroes in Detroit claims he Iras been
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ndood and questioned by the police without good
daSon. ile same proportion claim they have been

stopped in their cars. One in five says he has been
searched unnecessarily; and one in six says that his
car was searched for no good reason. 1e n bihers of
an interracial couple, particularly a iNegro man accom-
panying a white won i, are perhaps the most vulner-
able to harassment.

Vhat citizens regard as police brutality many po-
licemen consider necessary for law enforcement. WVhile
degrading epithets and abusive language may no longer
be considered proper by either police comihanders or -
citizens, they often disagree about other practices re-
lated to law enforcement. For example, although many
citizens see 'stop and question" or "stop and frisk"
procedures as harassment, police commanders usually
regard them merely as "aggressive prevention" to curb
crime.

Physical Force-or Self-Defense?

The.nub of the police-brutality issue seems to lie
in police use of physical force. By law, the police have
the right to use such force if necessary to make an ar-
rest, to keep the peace, or to maintain public order.
But just how much force is necessary or proper?

This was the crucial problem we attempted to an-
swer byc placing observers in the patrol cars and in the
precincts. Our 36 observers, divided equally between
Chicago, Boston, and Washington, were responsible
for reporting the details of all situations where police
used physical force against a citizen. To ensure the
observation of a large number of encounters, two high-
crime police precincts were monitored in Boston and
Chicago; four in Washington. At least one precinct

. was composed of primarily Negro residents, another
primarily of whites. Where possible, we also tried to
select precincts with considerable variation in social-
class composition. Given the criterion of a high-crime
rate, however, people of low socio-economic status pre-
dominated in most of the areas surve-ed.

The law fails to provide simple rules about what--
and how much-force tbat policemen can properly
use. The American Bar Foundation's study Arrest, by
Wayne La Fave, put the matter- rather well, stating
that the courts of all states would undoubtedly agree
that in making an arrest a policeman should use only
that amount of force he reasonably believes necessary.
But La Fave also pointed out that there is no agree-
ment on the question of when it is better to let the
suspect escape than to employ "deadly" force.

Even in those states where the use of deadly force
is limited by law, the kinds of physical force a police-
man may use are not clearly defined. No kind of force
is categorically denied a policeman, since he is always
permitted to use deadly. force in self-defense.

This right to protect himself often leads the police-
man to argue self-defense whenever he uses force. We
found that many policemen, whether or not the facts
justify it, regularly follow their use of force with the
charge that the citizen was assaulting a policeman or
resisting ari:est. Our obscr:ers also found that some
policemen even carry pistols and knives that they have
confiscated while searching citizens; they carry them
so they may be placed at a scene should it be neces-
sary to establish a case of self-defense.

Of course, not all cases of force involve the use of
1/u;necessary force. Each instance of force reported by
our observers was examined and judged to be either
necessary or unnecessary. Cases involving simple re-
straint---holding a main by the arm----were deliberately
excluded from consideration, even though a police-
man's right to do so can, in many instances, be chal-
lenged. In judging when police force is ''unwarrant-
edl," "unreasonable," or "undue,'' we rather deliber-
ately selected only those cases in which a policeman
struck the citizen with his hands, fist, feet, or body,
or where he used a weapon of some kind-such as a
nightstick or a pistol. In these cases, had the policeman
been found to have used physical force improperly, he
could have been arrested on complaint and, like any
other citizen, charged with a simple or aggravated as-
sault. A physical assault on a citizen was judged to be
"improper". or "unnecessary" only if force was used
in one or more of the following ways:
L If a policeman physically assaulted a citizen and
then failed to make an arrest; proper use involves an
arrest.
. If the citizen being arrested did not, by word or
deed, resist the policeman; force should be used only
if it is necessary to make the arrest.
rI If the policeman, even though there was resistance
to the arrest, could easily have restrained the citizen
in other ways.
UI If a large number of policemen were present and
could have assisted in subduing the citizen in the sta-
tion, in lockup, and in the interrogation rooms.
G If an offender was handcuffed and made no attempt
to flee or offer violent resistance.
D If the citizen resisted arrest, but the use of force
continued even after the citizen was subdued.

In the seven-week period, we found 37 cases in
which force was used improperly. In all, 44 citizens
had been assaulted. In 15 of these cases, no one was
arrested. Of these, S had offered no verbal or physical
resistance whatsoever, while 7 had.

An arrest was made in 22 of the cases. In 13, force
was exercised in the station house when at least four
other policemen were present. In two cases, there was
no verbal or physical resistance to the arrest, but force
was still applied. In two other cases, the police ap-
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tcedforce to a handcuffed offender in a fieLd setting.
Ancl in ive situations, the offended did resist arrest,
but the policeman continued to use force even after
he had been subdued.

Just how serious was the improper use of force in
these 4-4 cases? Naturally there were differences in
degree of injury. In about one-half of the cases, the
citizen appeared little more than physically bruised;
in three cases, the amount of force was so great that
the citizen had to be hospitalized. Despite the fact that
cases can easily be selected for their dramatic rather
than their representative quality, I want to present a
few to give a sense, of what the observers saw and
reported as undue use of force.

Observing on Patrol

In the following two cases, the citizens offered no
physical or verbal resistance, and the two white police-
men made no arrest: It is the only instance in which
the observers saw the same two policemen using force
improperly more than once.

The police precinct in which these incidents oc-
curred is typical of those found in some of our larger
cities, where the patrolmen move routinely from gold
coast to slum. There are little islands of the rich and
poor, of old Americans and new, of recent migrants
and old settlers. One moves from high-rise areas of
middle- and upper-income whites through an area of
the really old Americans--Indians-to an enclave of
the recently arrived. The recently arrived are primar-
ily those the policemen call ''hillbillies'' (migrants

Policemen in Gary, Ind., conduct a routine investigation.

r N

from Kentucky and Tennessee) and ''porkchops"
(Puerto Ricans)7. There are ethnic islands of Ger-
mans and Swedes. Although there is a small area where
Negroes live, it is principally a precinct of whites. The

police in the district are, with one exception, white.
On a Friday in the riddle of July, the observer

arrived for.the 4 to 12 midnight watch. The beat car
that had been randomly chosen carried two white pa-
trolmen---one with 14 years of experience in the pre-
cinct, the other with three.

The watch began rather routinely as the policemen
cruised the district. Their first radio dispatch came at
about 5:30 P.M. They were told to investigate two
drunks in a cemetery. On arriving they found two
white men ''sleeping' one off.'' Without questioning
the men, the older policeman began to search one of
them, ripping his shirt and hitting him in the groin
with a nightstick. The younger policeman, as he
searched the second, ripped away the seat of his trou-
sers, exposing his buttocks. The policemen then prod-
ded the men toward the cemetery fence and forced
them to climb it, laughing at the plight of the drunk
wi the exposed buttocks. As the drunks went over
the fence, one policemen shouted, ''I ought to run you
fuckers in!" The other remarked to the observer,
''Those assholes won't be back; a bunch of shitty
winos.

Not long after they returned to their car, the police-
men stopped a woman who had made a left turn im-
properly. She was treated very politely, and the young-
er policeman, who wrote the ticket, later commented
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tec observer, "'Nice lady." At 7:30 they were dis-

patched to check a suspicious auto. After a quick check,
the car was marked abandoned.

Shortly after a 30-minute break for a 7;30 "lunch,"
the two policemen received a dispatch to take a bur-
glary report. Arriving at a slum walkup, the police
entered a room where an obviously drunk white man
in his late 4Os insisted that someone had entered and
stolen his food and liquor. He kept insisting that it
had been taken and that he had been forced to borrow
money to buy beer. The younger policeman, who took
the report, kept harassing the roan, alternating be-
tween mocking and badgering him rhetorical ques-
tions. 'You say your name is Ialf-A-Wit [for Hatha-
way] ? Do you sleep with niggers? How did you vote
on the bond issue? Are you sure that's all that's miss-
ing? Are you a virgin yet?" The man responded to
all of this with the seeming vagueness and joviality
of the intoxicated, expressing gratitude for the police-
men's help as they left. The older policeman remarked
to the observer as they left, ''Ain't drunks funny?''

For the next hour little happened, but as the two
were moving across the precinct shortly after 10 P.M.,
a white man and a woman in their 50s flagged them
down. Since they. were obviously ''substantial'' middle-
class citizens of the district, the policemen listened to
their complaints that a Negro man was causing trouble
inside the public-transport station from which they had
just emerged. The woman said that he had sworn at
her. The older policeman remarked, "What's a nigger
doing up here? He should be down on Franklin Road!"

With that, they ran into . the station and grabbed
the Negro man who was inside. Without questioning
him, they shoved him into a phone booth and began
beating him with their fists and a flashlight. They also
hit him in the groin. Then. they dragged him out and
kept him on his knees. He pleaded that he had just
been released from a mental hospital that day and,
begging not to be hit again, asked them to let him
return to the hospital. One policeman said: "Don't
you like us, nigger? I like to beat niggers and rip out
their eyes." They took him outside to their patrol car.
Then they decided to put him on a bus, telling him
that he was returning to the hospital; they deliberately
put him on a bus going in the opposite direction. Just
before the Negro boarded the bus, he said, "You po-
lice just like to shoot and beat people." The first po-
liceman replied, "Get moving, nigger, or I'll shoot
you." The man was crying and bleeding as he was put
on the bus. Leaving the scene, the younger policeman
commented, "He won't be back."

For the rest of the evening, the two policemen kept
looking for drunks and harassing any they found.
They concluded the evening by being dispatched to an
address where, they were told, a man was being held for

the police. No one answered their knock. They left.
The station house has long been suspected of liar-

boring qjuestionahle police practices. Interrogation-
room procedures have been attacked, particularly be-
cause of the methods the police have used to get con-
fessions. The drama of th'e confession in the interro-
gation room has been complete with bright lights and
physical torture. Whether or not such practices have
ever existed on the scale suggested by popular accounts,
confessions in recent years, even by accounts of offend-
ers, have rarely been accompanied by such high drama.
But recently the interrogation room has come under
fire again for its failure to protect the constitutional
rights of the suspect tq remain silent and to have legal
counsel.

Backstage at the Station

The police station, however, is more than just a
series of cubicles called interrogation rooms. There
are other rooms and usually a lockup as well. Many
of these are also hidden from public view. It is riot
surprising, then, that one-third of all the observations
of the undue use of force occurred within the station.

In any station there normally are several policemen
present who should be able to deal with almost any
situation requiring force that arises. In many of the
situations that were observed, as many as seven and
eight policemen were present, most of whom simply
stood by and watched force being used. The custom
among policemen, it appeared, is that you intervene
only if a fellow policeman needs help, or if you have
been personally offended or affronted by those in-
volved.

Force is used unnecessarily at many different points
and places in' the station. The citizen who is not co-
operative during the booking process may be pushed
or shoved, have his handcuffs twisted with a night-
stick, have his foot stomped, or be pulled by the hair.
All of these practices were reported by policemen as
ways of obtaining "cooperation." But it was clear that
the booking could have been completed without any
of this harassment.

The lockup was the scene of some of the most se-
vere applications of force. Two of the three cases re-
quiring hospitalization came about vhen an offender
was "worked over" in the lockup. To be sure, the
arrested are. not always cooperative when they get in
the lockup, and force may be necessary to place them
in a cell. But the amount of force observed hardly
seemed necessary.

One evening an observer was present in the lockup
when two white policemen came in with a white man.
The suspect had been handcuffed and brought to the
station because he had proved obstreperous after be-
ing arrested for a trafhc violate ion. Apparently he had
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.- began to urinratt on the floor. In response, the police-
men began to beat the man. They jumped him,
knocked himc down, and beat his head against the
concrete floor. He required emergency treatment at a
nearby hospital.

At times a policeman may be involved in a kind
of escalation of force. Using force appropriately for
an arrest in the field seemingly sets the stage for its
later use, improperly, in the station. The following
case illustrates how such a situation may develop:

Within a large city's high-crime rate precinct, oc-
cupied mostly by Negroes, the police responded to an
"officer in. trouble" call. It is difficult to imagine a
call that brings a more immediate response, so a large
number of police cars immediately converged at an
intersection of a busy public street where a bus had
been stopped. Near the bus, a white policeman was
holding two young Negroes at gun point. The police-
man reported that he had responded to a summons
from the white bus-driver complaining that the boys
had refused to pay their fares and had used obscene
language. The policeman also reported that the boys
swore at him, and one swung at him while the other
drew a screwdriver and started toward him. At that
point, he said, he drew his pistol.

Tihe policemen.placed one of the offenders in hand-
cuffs and began to transport both of them to the sta-
tion. While driving to the station, the driver of one
car noted that the other policeman, transporting the
other boy, was struggling with him. The first police-
man stopped and entered the other patrol car. The
observer reported that he kept hitting the boy who
was handcuffed until the boy appeared completely sub-
dued. The boy kept saying, "You don't have any right
to beat ne. I don't care if you kill me."

After the policemen got the offenders to the station,
although the boys no longer resisted them, the police
began to beat them while they were handcuffed in an
interrogation room. One of the boys hollered: "You
can't beat me like this! I'm only a kid, and my hands
are tied." Later one of the policemen commented to
the observer: "On the street you can't beat them. But
when you get to the station, you can instill sone re-
spect in them."

Cases where the offender resists an arrest provide
perhaps the most difficulty in judging the legitimacy
of the force applied. An encounter that began as a
dispatch to a disturbance at a private residence was
one case about which there could be honest difference
in judgment. On arrival, the policemen--one white,
the other Negro--met a white woman who claimed
that her husband, who was in the back yard and drunk,
had beaten her. She asked the policemen to "take him
in." .The observer reported that the police found the
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man in the house. When they attempted to take him,
he- resisted by placing his hands between the door
jamb. Both police ithen grabbed him. The Negro
policeman said, "We're going to have trouble, so let's
finish it right here. He grabbed the offender and
knocked him down. Both policemen then wrestled
with the man, handcuffed him, and took him o the
station. As they did so, one of the policemen remarked,
'These sons of bitches want to fight, so you have to
break them quick."

A Minimal. Picture?

The reader, as well as most police administrators,
may be skeptical about reports that policemen used
force in the presence of observers. Indeed, one police
administrator, indignant over reports of undue use of
force in his department, seemed more concerned that
the policemen had permitted themselves to be observed
behaving impropely than he was about their improper
behavior. When demanding to know the names of the
policemen who had used force improperly so he could
discharge them--a demand we could not meet, since
we were bound to protect our sources of information
---he remarked, "Any officer who is stupid enough to
behave that way in the presence of outsiders deserves
to be fired."

There were and are a number of reasons why our
observers were able to see policemen behaving im-
properly. We entered each department with the full
cooperation of the top administrators. So far as the
men in the line were concerned, our chief interest was
in how citizens .behave, toward the police, a main ob-
ject of our study. Many policemen, given their strong
feelings against citizens, fail to see that their own be-
havior is equally op-'en to observation. Furthermore,
our observers are trained to fit into a role of trust-
one that is genuine, since most observers are actually
sympathetic to the plight of the policeman, if not to
his behavior.

Finally, and this is a fact all too easily forgotten,
people cannot change their behavior in the presence
of others as easily as many think. This is particularly
true when people become deeply involved in certain
situations. The policeman not only cones to ''trust"
the observer in thle lw-enforcement situation-regard-
ilg him as a source of additional help if necessary--
but, when he becomes involved in a dispute with a
citizen, ie easily forgets that an observer is present.
Partly because he -does not know what else to do, in
such situations the policeman behaves "normally.'' But
should one cling to the notion that most policemen
modify their behavior in the presence of outsiders,
one is left with the uncomfortable conclusion that our
cases represent a minimal picture of actual misbehavior.

Superficially it .nht seem that the useof an cx-
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eSsi\C amount of force against citizens is low. In only
37 of 3826 encounters observed did the police use
undue force. Of the 4604 white citizens in these en-
counters, 27 experienced an excessive amount of force
-- a rate of 5.9 for every 1000 citizens involved. The
comparable rate for 5960 Negroes, of whom 17 ex-
pericnced an excessive amount of force, is 2.8. Thus,
whether one considers these rates high or low, the
fact is that the rale of excess/ce force far all white
citizens in encounters nith the police is tuice that for
Negro citizens.

A rate depends, however, upon selecting a popula-
tion that is logically the target of force. What. we have
just given is a rate for all citizens involved in en-
counters with the police. But many of these citizens
are not logical targets of force. Many, for exanile,
simply call the police to complain about crimes against
themselves or their property. And others are merely
witnesses to crimes.

The more logical target population consists of citi-
zens whom the police allege to be offenders-a pop-
ulation of suspects. In our study, there were 6'3 white
suspects, 27 of whom experienced undue use of force.
This yields an abuse rate of 41.9 per 1000 white sus-
pects. The comparable rate for 751 Negro suspects, of
whom 17 experienced undue use of force, is 22.6 per
1000. If one accepts these rates as reasonably reliable
estimates of the undue force against suspects, then
there should be little doubt that in major metropolitan
areas the sort of behavior commonly called 'police
brutality' is far from rare.

Popular impression casts police brutality as a racial
matter---white police mistreating Negro citizens. The
fact is that white suspects are more liable to being
treated improperly by the police than Negro suspects
are. This, however, should not be confused with the
chances a citizen takes of being mistreated. In two of
the cities we studied, Negroes are a minority. The
chances, then, that any Negro has of being treated
improperly are, perhaps, more nOarly comparable to
that for whites. If the rates are comparable, then one
might say that the application of force unnecessarily
by the police operates without respect to the race of
an offender.

Many people believe that the race of the policeman
must affect his use of force, particularly since many
white policemen express prejudice against Negroes.
Our own work shows that in the police precincts made
up largely of Negro citizens, over three-fourths of the
policemen express prejudice against Negroes. Only 1
percent express sympathetic attitudes. But as sociolo-
gists and social psychologists have often shown, prej-
udice and attitudes do not necessarily carry over into
discriminatory actions.

Our findings show that there is little difference be-

tween the rate of force used by white and by Negro
policemen. Of the 51 policemen observed using toomuch force, 45 were white and 9 were Negro. For
every 100. white policemen, 8.7 will use force; for
every 100 Negro policemen, 9.8 will. What this really
means, though, is that about one in every 10 police-
men in high-crime rate areas of cities sometimes uses
force unnecessarily.

Yet, one may ask, doesn't prejudice enter into the
use of force? Didn't some of the policemen who were
observed utter prejudiced statements toward Negroes
and other minority-group members? Of course theydid. But the question of whether it was their prejudice
or some other factor that motivated them to mistreat
Negroes is not so easily answered.

Still, even though our figures show that a white
suspect is more liable to encounter violence, one mayask whether white policemen victimize Negroes more
than whites. We found, for the most part, that they
do not. Policemen, both Negro and white, are most
likely, to exercise force against members of their oun
race:

-67 percent of the citizens victimized by white
policemen were white.

-71 percent of the citizens victimized by Negro
policemen were Negro.

To interpret these statistics correctly, however, one
should take into account the differences in opportu-
nity policemen have to use force against members of
their own and other races. Negro policemen, in the
three cities we studied, were far less likely to police
white citizens than white policemen were to police
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Negro policemen usually policed o other Ne-
, while white policeinen. policed both whites and

Negrues about equally. In total numbers, then, morc
white policemen than Negro policemen. used force
against Negroes. But this is explained by the fact that
whites make up S5 percent of the police force, and
more than 50 percent of all policemen policing
Negroes.

Though no precise estimates are possible, the facts
just given suggest that white policemen, even though
they are prejudiced toward Negroes, do not discrimi-
nate against Negroes in the excessive use of force.
The use of force by the police is more readily ex-
plainecd by police culture than it is by the policeman's
race. Indeed, in the few cases where we observed a
Negro policeman using unnecessary force against white
citizens, there was no evidence that he did so because
of his race.

The disparity between our findings and the public's
sense that Negroes are the main victims of police bru-
tality can easily be resolved if one asks how the pub-
lic becomes aware of the police misusing force.

The Victims and the Turf

Fifty years ago, the immigrants to our cities---East-
ern and Southern Europeans such as the Poles and the
Italians--complained .about police brutality. Today the
new immigrants to our cities--mostly Negroes from
the rural South---raise their voices throLigh the civil-
rights movement, through black-nationalist and other
race-conscious organizations. There is rio comparable
voice for white citizens since, except for the Puerto

Bowery arrest: A policeman approaches, nightstick in his hand, picks up the man onI
policeman threatened to arrest the photographer who took these pictures.

Ricans, they now lack the nationality organizations
that were once formed to promote and protect the
interests of their immigrant forbears.

Although poiicemnen do not seem to select their vic-
tims according to race, two facts stand out. All victims
were offenders, and all were from the lower class. Con-
centrating as we did on high-crime rate areas of cities,
we do not have a representative sample of residents
in any city. Nonetheless, we observed a sizable minor-
ity of middle- and upper-status citizens, some of whom
were offenders. But since no middle- or upper-class
offender, white or Negro, was the victim of an exces-
sive amount of force, it appears that the lower class
bears the brunt of victimization by the police.

The most likely victim of excessive force is a lower-
class man of either race. No white woman and only
two Negro women were victimized. The difference be-
tween the risk assumed by white and by Negro women
can be accounted for by the fact that far more Negro
women are processed as. suspects or offenders.

Whether or not a policeman uses force unnecessarily
depends upon the social setting in which the encounter
takes place. Of the 37'instances of excessive force, 37
percent took place in police-controlled settings, such
as the patrol car or the precinct station. Public places,
usually streets, accounted for 41 percent, and 16 per-
cent took place in a private residence. The remaining
6 percent occurred in commercial settings. This is not,
of course, a random sample of settings where the po-
lice encounter suspects.

What is most obvious, and most disturbing, is that
the police are very likely to use force in settings that

the stoop, and helps put him in the wagon. The
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-ornol. Although only 1 percent of.all situaa-

j-Ols involving suspects ever ended up atthe station
house, 32 percent of all situations where an excessive
amount of force was used took place in the police
station.

No one who accepts the fact that the police some-
times use an excessive amount of force should be sur-
prised by our finding that they often select their own
turf. What should be apparent to the nation's police
administrators, however, is that these settings are un-
der their command and control. Controlling the police
in the field, where the policeman is away from direct
supervision, is understandably-difficult. But the station
house is the police administrator's domain. The fact
that one in three instances of excessive force took place
in settings that can be directly controlled should cause
concern among police officials.

The presence of citizens who might serve as wit-
nesses against a policeman should deter him from un-
due use of force. indeed, procedures for the review of
police conduct are based on the presumption that one
can get this kind of testimony. Otherwise, one is left
simply with a citizen complaint and contrary testimony
by the policeman--a situation in which it is very diffi-
cult to prove the citizen's allegation.

In most situations involving the use of excessive
force, there were witnesses. In our 37 cases, there were
bystanders present three-fourths of the time. But in only
one situations lid the group present sympathize with
the citizen and threaten to report the policeman. A
complaint was filed on that incident-the only one of
the 37 observed instances of undue force in which a
formal complaint was filed.

All in all, the situations where excessive force was
used were devoid of bystanders who did not have a
stake in being "against" the offender. Generally, they
were fellow policemen, or fellow offenders whose
truthfulness could be easily challenged. When a police-
man uses undue force, then, he usually does not risk
a complaint against himself or testimony from wit-
nesses who favor the complainant against the police-
man. This, as much as anything, probably accounts
for the low rate of formal complaints against police-
men who use force unnecessarily.

A striking fact is that in more than one-half of all
instances of undue coercion, at least one other police-
man was present who did not participate in the use
of force. This shows that, for the most part, the police
do not restrain their fellow policemen. On the con-
trary, there were times when their very presence en-
couraged the use of force. One man brought into the
lockup for threatening a policeman with a pistol was
so severely beaten by this policeman that he recquircd
hospitalization. During the beating, some fellow po-
licemen propped the man up, while others shouted

IS

encouragemeit. Iiough the official police code does
not-egitimnate this practice, police culture does.

Victims--Defiant or Deviant

Now, are there characteristics of the offender or his
behavior that precipitate the use of excessive force b)y
the police? Superficially, yes. Almost one-half of the
cases involved open defiance of police authority (39
pcent) or resisting arrest (9 percent). Open defiance
of police authority, however, is what the policeman
defines as his authority, not necessarily ''official'' au-
thority. Indeed in 40 percent of the cases that the po-
lice considered open defiance, the policeman never exe-
cuted an arrest--a somewhat surprising fact for those
who assume that policemen generally "cover" improp-
er use of force with a "bona-fide" arrest and a charge
of resisting arrest.

But it is still of interest to know what a policeman
sees as defiance. Often he seems threatened by a simple
refusal to acquiesce to his own authority. A policeman
beat a handcuffed offender because, when told to sit,
the offender did not sit down. One Negro woman was
soundly slapped for her refusal to approach the police
car and identify herself.

Important as a threat to his authority may appear
to the policeman, there were many more of these in-
stances in which the policeman did not respond with
the use of force. The important issue seems to be
whether the policeman manages to assert his authority
despite the threat to it. I suspect that policemen are
more likely to respond with excessive force when they
define the situation as one in which thece remains a
question as to who is "in charge."

Similarly, some evidence indicates that harassment
of deviants plays a role in the undue use of force. In-
cidents involving drunks made up 27 percent of all
incidents of improper use of force; an additional 5
percent involved homosexuals or narcotics users. Since
deviants generally remain silent victims to avoid public
exposure of their deviance, they are particularly sus-
ceptible to the use of excessive force.

It is clear, though, that the police encounter many
situations involving deviants where no force is used.
Generally they respond to them routinely. What is sur-
prising, then, is that the police do not mistreat devi-
ants more than the)' do. The explanation may lie in
the kind of relationships the police have with deviants.
Many are valuable to the police because they serve as
informers. To mistreat them severely would be to cut
off a major source of police intelligence. At the same
time, deviants are easily- controlled by harassment.

Clearly, we liave seen that police mistreatment of
citizens exists. It is, however, On the increase?

Citizen complaints against the police are common,
and allegations that thte police use force improperly are
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uentL. There is evidence that physical brutality ex-
ists t-day. But there is also evidence, from the history
of our cities, that the police have long engaged in the
USe of uiecessary physical force. No one Can say wiLl
confidence whether there is more or less of it today
than there was at the turn of the.century.

What we lack is evidence that would permit us to
calculate comparative rates of police misuse of force
for different periods of American history. Only re-
cently have we begun to count and report the'volume
of complaints against the police. And the research re-
ported in this article represents the only attempt to
estimate the amount of police mistreatment by actual
observation of what the police do to citizens.

Lack of Information

Police chiefs are notoriously reluctant to disclose in-
formation that would allow us to assess the nature and
volume of complaints against the police. Only a few
departments have begun to report something about
citizen complaints. And these give us very little in-
formation.

Consider, for example, the 1966 Annual Report
released by the New Orleans Police Department. It
tells us that there were 208 cases of "alleged police
misconduct on which action was taken.'' It fails to tell
us whether there were any allegations that are not
included among these cases. Are these all the allega-
tions that came to the attention of the department?
Or are they only those the department chose to review
as "police disciplinary matters"? Of the 208 cases the
department considered "disciplinary matters," the re-
port tells us that no disciplinary action was taken in
106 cases. There were 11 cases that resulted in 14 dis-
missals; 56 cases that resulted in 72 suspensions, fines,
or loss of days; and 35 cases involving 52 written or
verbal "reprimands" or "cautionings."

The failure of the report to tell us the charge
against the policeman is a significant omission. We
cannot tell how many of these allegations involved im-
proper use of force, how many involved verbal abuse
or harassment, how many involved police felonies or
misdemeanors, and so on. In such reports, the defen-
sive posture of the nation's police departments is all
too apparent. Although the 1966 report of the New
Orleans Police Department tells us much about what
the police allege were the felonies and misdemeanors
by citizens of New Orleans, it tells us nothing about
what citizens allege was misconduct by the police!

Many responsible people believe that the use of
physical brutality by the police is on the wane. They
point to the fact that, at least outside the South, there
are more reports of other forms of police mistreat-
ment of citizens than reports of undue physical coer-
cion. They also suggest that third-degree interroga-
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tions and Curbstone justice with the nightstick are less
common. It does not seem unreasonable, then, to
assure that police practices that degrade a citizen's
status or that harass him and restrict his freedom are
more common than police misuse of force. But that
may have always been so.

Whether or not the policeman's "sense of justice"
and his use of unnecessary force have changed remains
an open question. Forns may change while practices
go on. To move misuse from the street to the station
house, or from the interrogation room to the lockup,
changes the place but not the practice itself.

Our ignorance of just what goes on between police
and citizens poses one of the central issues in policing
today: How can we make the police accountable to
the citizenry in a democratic society and yet not ham-
string them in their legitimate pursuit of law and or-
der? There are no simple answers.

Police departments are organizations that process
people. All people-processing organizations face cer-
tain common problems. But the police administrator
faces a problem in controlling practice with clients
that is not found in most other organizations. The
problem is that police contact with citizens occurs in
the community, where direct supervision is not pos-
sible. Assuming our unwillingness to spend resources
for almost one-to-one supervision, the problem for the
police commander is to make policemen behave prop-
erly when they are not under direct supervision. He
also faces the problem of making them behave prop-
erly in the station house as well.

Historically, we have found but one way--apart
from supervision---that deals with this problem. That
solution is professionalization of workers. Perhaps
only through. the professionalization of the police can
we hope to solve the problem of police malpractice.-

But lest anyone optimistically assume that profes-
sionalization will eliminate police malpractice alto-
gether, we should keep in mind that problems of mal-
practice also occur regularly in both law and medicine.

Albert J. Reiss Jr. is
professor of sociologs, chair-
man of the department, and
director of the Center for
Research on Social Organi-
zation at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. He is
the author of Si/ in
Crime and La- Eforrenen
in rljor NJeropoi.: t A
a research report submitted
to the President's Coim-
mission on Law niforcemen-
and Administration if Juice
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This is Einstein's open letter to
has never become widely known: 9

Freud, which, strangely enough,

DEnA Ma. Faruo:-
The proposal of the League of Nations and its International In-

stitute of Intellectual Co-operation at Paris that I should invite a
person, to be chosen by myself, to a frank exchange of views on any
problem that I might select affords me a very welcome opportunity
of conferring with you upon a question which, as things now are,
seems the most insistent of all the problems civilization has to face.
This is the problem: Is there any way of delivering mankind from
the menace of war? It is common knowledge that, with the ad-
vance of modern science, this issue has come to mean a matter of
life and death for civilization as we know it; nevertheless, for all the
zeal displayed, every attempt at its solution has ended in a lamen-
table breakdown.

I believe, moreover, that those whose duty it is to tackle the
problem professionally and practically are growing only too aware
of their impotence to deal with it, and have now a very lively de-
sire to learn the views of men who, absorbed in the pursuit of
science, can see world problems in the perspective distance lends.
As for me, the normal objective of my thought affords no insight
into the clark places of human will and f eling. Thus, in the in-
quiry now proposed, I can do little more-than to seek to clarify the
question at issue and, clearing the ground of the more obvious so-
lutions, enable you to bring the light of your far-reaching knowl-
edge of man's instinctive life to bear upon the problem. There are
certain psychological obstacles whose existence a layman in the
nentaLscieces may dimly surmise, but whose interrelations and
vagaries he is incompetent to fathom; you, I am convinced, will be
able to.suggest educative methods, lying more or less outside the
scope of politics, which will eliminate these obstacles.

As one immune fromn nationalist bias, I personally see a simple
way of dealing with the superficial (i.e., administrative) aspect of
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the problem: the setting up, by international consent, of a legisla-
tive and judicial body to settle every conflict arising betwccn na-
tions. Each nation would undertake to abide by the orders issued
by this legislative body, to invoke its decision in every dispute, to
accept its judgments unreservedly and to carry out every measure
the tribunal deems necessary for the execution of its decrpes. But
here, at the outset, I come up against a difficulty; a tribunal is a
human institution which, in proportion as the power at its disposal
is inadequate to enforce its verdicts, is all the more prone to suffer
these to be deflected by extrajudicial pressure. This is a fact with
which we have to reckon; law and might inevitably go hand in
hand, and juridical decisions approach more nearly the ideal jus-
tice demanded by the community (in whose name and interests
these verdicts are pronouncedl) insofar as the community has ef-
fective power to compel respect of its juridical ideal. But at present
we are far from possessing any supranational organization com-
petent to render verdicts of incontestable authority and enforce
absolute submission to the execution of its verdicts. Thus I am led
to my first axiom: The quest of international security involves the
unconditional surrender by every nation, in a certain measure, of
its liberty of action-its sovereignty that is to say-and it is clear
beyond all doubt that no other road can lead to such security.

The ill success, despite their obvious sincerity, of all the efforts
made during the last decade to reach this goal leaves us no room
to doubt that strong psychological factors are at work which para-
lyze these efforts. Some of these factors are not far to seek. The
craving for power which characterizes the governing class in every
nation is hostile to any limitation of the national sovereignty. This
political power hunger is often supported by the activities of an-
other group, whose aspirations are on purely moercenary, economic
lines. I have especially in mind that small but determined group,
active in every nation, composed of individuals who,-indifferent to
social considerations and restraints, regard warfare, the maiufac-
ture and sale of arms, simply as an occasion to advance their per-
sonal interests and enlarge their personal authority.

But recognition of this obvious fact is merely the first step to-
ward an appreciation of the actual state of affairs. Another ques-
tion follows hard upon it: How is it.possible for this small clique to
bend the will of the majority; who stand to lose and suffer by a
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190 EINSTEIN ON PEACE;

state of war, to the service of their ambitions? (In speaking of the
majority I do not exclude soldiers of every rank who have chosen
war as their profession, in the belief that they are serving to defend
the highest interests of their race, and that attack is often the best
method of defense.) An obvious answer to this question would
seem to be that the minority, the ruling class at present, has the
schools and press, usually the Church as well, under its thumb.
This enables it to organize and sway the emotions of the masses
and makes its tool of them.

Yet even this answer does not provide a complete solution. An-
other question arises from it: How is it that these devices succeed so
well in rousing men to such wild enthusiasm, even to sacrifice their
lives? Only one answer is possible. Because man has within hirn a
lust for hatred and destruction. In normal times this passion exists
in a latent state, it emerges only in unusual circumstances; but it is
a comparatively easy task to call it into play and raise it to the
power of a collective psychosis. Here lies, perhaps, the crux of all
the complex factors we are considering, an enigma that only the
expert in the lore of human instincts can resolve.

And so we cone to our last question. Is it possible to control
man's mental evolution so as to make him proof against the
psychosis of hate and destructiveness? Here I am thinking by nomeans only of the so-called uncultured masses. Experience proves
that it is rather the so-called "intelligentsia" that is most apt to
yield to these disastrous collective suggestions, since the intellec-
tual has no direct contact with life in the raw but encounters it in
its easiest, synthetic form--upon the printed page.

To conclude: I have so far been speaking only of wars between
nations; what are known as international conflicts. But I am well
aware that the aggressive instinct operates .under other forms and
in other circumstances. (I am thinking of civil wars, for instance,
due in earlier days to religious zeal, but nowadays to social factors;
or, again, the persecution of racial minorities.) But my insistence
on what is the most typical, most cruel and extravagant form of
conflict between man and man was deliberate, for here we have
the best occasion of discovering ways and means to render all
-armed conflicts impossible.

I know that in your writings we may find answers, explicit or im-
plied, to all the issues of this urgent and absorbing problem. But it
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would be of the greatest service to us all were you to present theproblem of world peaCC ini the light of your most recent discov-
crnes, for such a presentation well might blazc the trail for new

* and frmitful modes of action.
Yours very sincerely,[

- A. EINSTEIN
* Leon Steinig, a League of Nations ofhcial who did much to inspirethis corrcspondcee, wrote Einstein on September 12, 1932:

.. hen IT Visited Profcssor Freud in Vienna, he asked me to
thank yon for your kind words and to tell you that he would do his
best to explore the thorny problem of preveuting war. He will have
his answer ready by early October and hc rather thinks that what
he has to say will not be very encouraging Alm ieIhv a

to ellpeole ruts tatwere difficult to swallow. NOW that I amold, I certainly do not want to fool them." He was even doubtful
whether [Henri] Bonnet [Director of the Institute of Intellectual
Co-operation in Palis] would want to publish his pessimistic
reply. ..

Einstein replicqd to Steinig four days later saying that even if Freud's
* reply would be neither cheerful nor optimistic, it would certainly be

interestmgc and psychologically effective.
Freud's reply, dated Vienna, Scptember 1932, has also never been

gen the attention it deserved: -

DEAkR MR. EINs'lEIN:
W\hen I learned of your intention to invite me to a mutual ex~

change of views upon a subject which not only interested you
- personally but seemed deserving, too, of public interest, I cordiallyassented. I expected you to choose a problem lying on the border-

land of the knowable, as it stands today, a theme which each of us,
physicist and psychologist, might approach from his own angle, to
meet at last on common ground, though setting out from different
premises. Thus the question which you put me-what is to be clone
to rid mankind of thc wvar menace?-took me by surprise. And,

- next, I was durnfounded by the thought of my (of our, I almost
wrote) incompetence; for this struck me as being a matter of
pracetical politics, the statesman's proper study. But then I realized
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that you did rnot raise the question in your capacity of scientist or
physicist, but as a lover of his fellow men, who respondedi to the
call of the League of Nations much as Fridtjof Nansen, the polar
explorer, took on himself the task of succoring homeless and staiv-
ing victims of the World War. And, next, I reminded myself that

0I

I was not being called on to formulate practical proposals but -
rather, to explain how this question of preventing wars strikes a
psychologist.

-But here, too, you have stated the gist of the matter in your
ietfer-and takdri theaviidolt af Tny sails! Still, I will gladly follow
in your wake and content myself with endorsing your conclusions,
which, however, I propose to amplify to the best of my knowledge
or surmise.

You begin with the-relations between might arid right, and this
is assuredly the proper starting point for our inquiry. Bunt, for the
term might, I would substitute a tougher and more telling wvord:-
violence. In right and violence we have today an obvious an ti-

- norny. It is easy to prove that one has evolved from the other and,
when we go back to origins anrd examine primitive conditions, the
solution of the problem follows easily enough. I must crave your
indulgence if in what follows I speak of well-known, admitted facts
as though they were new data; the context necessitates this method.

Conflicts of interest -between -man -and man are resolved, in
principle, by the recourse to violence. It is the same in the animal
kingdom, from which man cannot claim exclusion; nevertheless,
men are also prone to conflicts of opinion, touching, on occasion,
the loftiest peaks of abstract thought, which seem to call for settle-
rment by quite another method. This refinement is, however, a late
development. To start with, group force was the factor which, in
small communities, decided points of ownership and the question
which man's will was to prevail. Vecry soon physical force was
implemented, then replaced, by the Pse of various adjuncts; he
proved the victor whose weapon was the better, or handled the
more skillfully. Now, for the first time, with the coming of weap-
ons, superior brains began to oust brute force, but the object of the
eon flet-rematineed the same :-one-party -was--to be constrained, by
the injury clone him or impairment of his strength, to retract a
claim or a refusal. This end is most effectively gained when the
opponent is definitely put out of action-in other words, is killed.
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This procedure has two advantages: the enemy cannot renew
hostilities, and, secondly, his fate deters others frorn following his

example. Moreover, thc slaughter of a foe gratifies an instinctive
cravingu2a point to which we shall revert hereafter. However,
another consideration rnay be set off against this will to kill: the

possibility of using an enemy for servile tasks if his spirit he broken

and his life spared. He-rc violence finds an outlet not in slaughter
but in subjugation. Hence springs the practice of- giving quarter;
but the victor, having from now on to reckon with the craving for
revenge that rankles in his victim, forfeits to sorne extent his-

personal security.
TIhus, nndier primitive conditions, it is superior force-brute

violence, or violence hacked by arms-that lords it everywhere. We

know that in the course of evolution this state of things was modli-

fled, a path was traced that led away from violence to law. But what

wa ~s this path? Surely it issued from a single verity: that the

superiority of one strong rman can be overborne by an alliance of

ma~ny weaklings, thatbl'union faith. la force. Brute force is overcome

by union; the allied might of scattered units makes good its right

against the isolated giant. TIhus we may define "right" (i.e., law)
as the might of a comnmity. Yet it, too, is nothing else than

violence, quick to attack whatever individual stands in its path, and
it employs the selfsame inethods, follows like ends, with but one
difference: it is the cornmunal, not individual, violence that has its

way. But, for the transition from crude violence to the reign of law,
a certain psychological condition must first obtain. The union of

the majority must be stable and enduring. If its sole rahison d'atre

be the discomfiture of some overweening individual and, after his

downfall, it be dissolved, it leads to nothing. Some other man,
trusting to his superior power, will seek to reinstate the rule of

violence, and the cycle will repeat itself unendingly. Thus the

union of the people must be permanent and well organized; it
must enact rules to meet the risk of possible revolts; must set up

machinery insuring that its rules-the laws-are observed and that

such acts of violence as the laws demand are duly carried out. This

recognition of a community of .interests engenders among the
members ofthe group a setiment of unity ad fraternal soldarit

which constitutes its real strength.
So far I have set out what seems to moe the kernel of the matter:t
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thc suppression of brute force by the transfer of power to a larger
combination, founded on the conunity of sentiments linkin-'

0i

up its members. All the rest is mere tautology andc glosses. Now the
position is simple enough so long as the community consists of a
ruiuber of equipollent individuals. The laws of such a group can
detennine to what extent the individual must forfeit his personal
freedom, the right of using personal force as an instrument of
violence, to insure the safety of the group. But such a combination
is only theoretically possible; in practice the situation is always
complicated by the fact that, from the outset, the group includes
elceentsof unequaipower, men and women, elders and children,
and, very soon, as a result of war and conquest, victors and the
vanquishedl-i.e., rnasters and slaves-as well. From this time on
the common law takes notice of these inequalitie's of power,. laws
are made by and for the rulers, giving the servile classes fewer
rights. Thencefor-ward there exist within the state two factors :
making for legal instability, but legislative evolution, too: first, the
attempts by members of the ruling class to set themselves above
the law's restrictions and, secondly, the constant struggle of the
ruled to extend their rights and see each gain emnbodlied in the
code, replacing legal disabilities by equal laws for all. The second
of these tendencies will be particularly marked when there takes
place a positive mutation of the balance of power within the comn-
munity, the frequent outcorne of certain historical conditions. In
such cases the laws rmay gradually be adjusted to the changed con-
ditions or (as more usually ensues) the ruling class is loath to rush
in with the new developments, the result being insurrections anid
civil wars, a period when law is in abeyance and force once more
the arbiter, followed by a new regime of law. There is another
factor of constitutional change, which operates in a wholly pacific

it'

rnanner, viz.: the cultural evolution of the rnass of the community;
this factor, however, is of a different order and can only be dealt
with la ter.

Thus we see that, even within the group itself, the exercise of vio-
lence cannot be avoided when conflicting interests are a t stake. But
the common needs and habits of men who live in fellowship under

---the sarne-sky favor a-speedy issue of such conflicts and, this being so,
the possibilities of peaceful solutions make s teady progress. Yet the

I

most casual glance at world history will show an unending series of
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conflicts between one community and another or a group of others,
between large and smaller units, between cities, countries, races,
tribes and kingdoms, almost all of which were settled by the ordeal
of war. Such. war ends either in pillage or in conquest and its fruits,
the downfall of the loser. No single all-embracing judgment can
be passed on these wars of aggiandizemret. Some, like the war
between the Mongols and the Turks, have led to unmitigated
misery; others, however, have furthered the transition from vio-
lence to law, since they brought larger units into being, within
whose limits a recourse to violence was banned and a new regime
determined all disputes. Thus the Roman conquest brought that
boon, the pax Romm, to the Mediterranean lands. The French
kings' lust for aggrandizement created a new France,.flourishing in

peace and unity. Paradoxical as its sounds, we must admit that
warfare well might serve to pave the way to that unbroken peace
we so desire, for it is war that brings vast empires into being, within
whose frontiers all warfare is proscribed by a strong central power.

In practice, however, this end is not attained, for as a rule the
fruits of victory are but short-lived, the new-created unit falls
asunder once again, generally because there can be no true cohe-
sion between the parts that violence has welded. H-itherto, more-
over, such conquests have only led to aggregations which, for all

heir magnitude, had limits, and disputes between these units
could be resolved only by recourse to arms. For humanity at large

the sole result of all these military enterprises was that, instead of

frequent, not to say incessant, little wars, they had now to face
great wars which, for all they came less often, were so much the

more destructive.
Regarding the world of today the same conclusion holds good,

and you, too, have reached it, though by a shorter path. There is

but one sure way of ending war and that is the establishment, by
common consent, of a central control which shall have the last

word in every conflict of interests. For this, two things are needed:

first, the creation of such a supreme court of judicature; secondly,

its investment with adequate executive force. Unless this second

rescp.irenment be fulfilled, the first is unavailing. Obviously the

League of Nations, acting as a Supreme Court, fulfills the first

condition; it does not fulfill the second. It has no force at its
disposal and can only get it if the members of the nesv body, its

L
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constituent nations, furnish it. And, as things are, this is a forlornhope. Still we should be taking a very shortsighted view of theLeague of Nations were we to ignore the fact that here is anexperiment the like of which has rarely-never before, perhaps, -on such a scale--been attempted in the course of history. It is anattempt to acquire the authority (in other words, coercive influ-ence), which hitherto reposed exclusively in the possession ofpower, by calling into play certain idealistic attitudes of mind.
We have seen that there are two factors of cohesion in a commu-

nity: violent compulsion and ties of sentiment ("identifications,"
in technical parlance) between the members of the group. If oneof these factors becomes inoperative, the other may still suffice to
hold the group together. Obviously such notions as these can only
be significant when they are the expression of a deeply rooted
sense of unity, shared by all. It is necessary, therefore, to gauge
the efficacy of such sentiments. History tells us that, on occasionthey have been effective. For example, the Panhellenic conception,
the Greeks' awareness of superiority over their barbarian neighbors
which found expression in the Ampliictyonies, the Oracles and
Games, was strong enough to humanize the methods of warfare as
between Grecks, though inevitably it failed to prevent conflicts
between different elements of the Hellenic race or even to detera city or group of cities from joining forces with their racial foe, the
Persians, for the discomfiture of a rival. The solidarity of Christen-
dom in the Renaissance age was no more effective, despite its vast
authority, in hindeiling Christian nations, large and small alike
from calling in the Sultan to their aid. And, in our times, we look
m vam for some such unifying notion whose authority would be
unquestioned. It is all too clear that the nationalistic ideas, para-
mount today in every country, operate in quite a contrary direc-
tion. Some there are who hold that the Bolshevist conceptions may
make an end of war, but, as things are, that goal lies very far away
and, perhaps, could only be attained after a spell of brutal interne-
cine warfare. Thus it would seem that any effort to replace brute
force by the might of an ideal is, under present conditions, doomed
to fail. Our logic is at fault if we ignore the fact that right is
founded on brute force and even today needs violence to main-
tain it.

I now can comment on another of your statements. You are
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amazed that it is so easy to infect men with the war fever, and yousurmise that man has in him an active instinct for hatred and
-destruction, amenable to such stimulations. I entirely agree with

you..I believe in the existence of this instinct and have been re-
* cently at pains to study its manifestations. In this connection may
* I set out a fragrnent of that knowledge of the instincts, which we

psychoanalysts, after so many tentative essays and gropings in the
da-rk, have compassed? We assume that human. ins tincts are of two
kinds: those that conserve and unify, which we call "erotic" (in the

* meaning Plato gives to Eros in his Svmiumo le"eul
(explicitly extending* the popular cotaium) orfls sexuall"
secondly, the instincts to destroy and kill, which we assimilate as

* the aggressive or destructive instincts. These are, as ,you perceive,
the well-known opposites, Jove and Hate, transformed into theo-

- retical entities; they are, perhaps, another aspect of those eternal
polarities, attraction and repulsion, which fall within your prov-meine. But we must be chary of passing overhastily to the notions of
good and evil. Each of these instincts is every whit as indispensable
as its opposite, ani all the phenomena of life derive from their
activity, whether they work in concert or in opposition. It seems
that an instinct of either category can operate but rarely in isola-
tion; it is always blended ("alloyed," as we say) with a certain
dosage of its opposite, which rnodifies its aim or even, in certain.
~circumstances, is a prime condition of its attainment. Thus the-
instinct of self-preservation is certainly of an erotic nature, but to
gain its end this very instinct necessitates aggressive action. In the
sarne way the love instinct, when directed to a specific object, calls
for an adhmxture of the acquisitive instinct if it is to enter into
effective possession of that object. It is the difficulty of isolating the* two kinds of instinct in their manifestations that has so lono-

* prevented us from recognizin them.
If you will travel with me a little further on this road, you will

* find that human affairs are complicated in yet another way. Only- exceptionally does an action follow on the stimulus of a single
m istinct, which is per se a blend of Eros and destructiveness. As a
rule several motives of similar composition concur to bring about
the-ct. This fieat'luly noted by a colleague of yours, Professor
G . C. Lichtenberg, sometime Professor of Physics at G~ttingen;

* he was perhaps even~ more eminent as a psychologist than as a

.....................................................-.--.*1 1-*
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physical scientist. He evolved the notion of a "Compass-card of
Motives" and wrote: "The efficient motives impelling man to
act can be classified like the thirty-two winds and dcscribcd in
the same manner; e.g., Food-Food-Fame or Faine-Fame-Foocl."
Thus, when a nation is summoned to engage in war, a whole
gamut of human motives may respond. to this appeal--high and
low riotives, some openly avowed, others slurred over. The lust for
aggression and destruction is certainly included; the innumerable
cruelties of history and man's daily life confirm its prevalence and
strength. The stimulation of these destructive impulses by appeals
to idealism and the erotic instinct naturally facilitate their release.
Musing on the atrocities recorded on history's.-page, we feel that
the ideal motive has often served as a camouflage, for the lust of
destruction; sometimes, as with the cruelties of the Inquisition, it
seems that, while the ideal motives occupied the foreground of
consciousness, they drew their strength from the destructive in-
stinets submerged in the unconscious. Both, interpretations are
feasible.

You are interested, I know, in the prevention of war, not in our
theories, and I keep this fact in mind. Yet I would like to dwell a
little longer on this destructive instinct which is seldom given the
attention that its importance warrants. \With the least of specula-
tive efforts we are led to conclude that this instinct functions in-
-every-li-ing being, striving to work its ruin and reduce life to its

primal state of inert matter. Indeed, it might well be called the
"death instinct"; whereas the erotic instincts vouch for the struggle
to live on. The death instinct becomes an impulse to destruction
when, with the aid of certain organs, it directs its action outward,
against external objects. The living being, that is to say, defends
its own existence by destroying foreign bodies. But, in one of its
activities, the death instinct is operative within the living being
and we have sought to trace back a number of normal and
pathological phenomena to this introversion of the destructive
instinct. We have even committed the heresy of explaining the
origin of human conscience by some such "turning inward" of the
aggressive impulse. Obviously when this internal tendency operates
on-toolargea scale,-t iich-trivial matter; rather, a positively
morbid state of things; whereas the diversion of the, destructive

.impulse toward the external world must have beneficial effects.
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- Here is then the biological justification for all those vile, per~ni-

cious propensities which we are now combating. Wec can but own
that hey ae elly more aitonature than this our stand against

* them,.wIch, in fact, remains to be accounted for.
All this may give you the impression that our theories arnount to

a species of my thology and a gloomy one .at that! lBut does not
every natural science lead ultimately to this-a sort of mythology?

* Is it otherwise today with your physical sciences?
The upshot of these observations, as bearing on the subject in

hand, is that therc is no likelihood of our being able to suppress
humanity's aggressive tendencies. In some happy corners of thc

- earth, they say, wherc nature brings forth abundantly whatever
rnan desires, there flourish raees whose lives go gently by, unknow-
ing of aggression or constraint. This I can hardly credit; I would

- like further details about these happy folk. The Bolshevists, too,
aspire to do away with human aggressiveness by insuring the satis-
faction of material neccds and enforcing equality between man

* and man. To me this hope seems vain. Meanwhile they busily
perfect their armaments, and their hatred of outsiders is not the
least of the factors of cohesion among themselves. In any case, as
you too have observed, cornplete suppression of man's aggressive
tendencies is not in issue; what we may try is to divert it into a
channel other than that of warfare.--

*From our "rnyth ology" of th~e instincts we may easily deduce a
formula for an indirect rnethod of eliminating war. If the propen-

* sity for war be due to the destructive instinct, wve have always its
counter-agent, Eros, to our hand. All that produces ties of senti-
rneat between man and man must serve us as war's antidote. These
ties are of two kinds. First, such relations as those toward a beloved

object, void though they be of sexual intenit. The psychoanalyst-
need feel no compunction in mentioning "love" in this connee-

; ion; religion uses the same language: Love thy neighbor as thy-
self. A pious injunction, easy to enounce, but hard to carry out!

* The other bond of sentiment is by way of identification. All that

brings out the significant resemblances between men calls into play
this feeling of community, identification, whereon is founded, in p
large measure, the whole edifice of human soectv.

In your strictures on the abuse of authority I find another

suggestion for an indirect attack on the war impulse. That men are
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divided into the leaders and the led i u nte aietto
of their inborn and irremediable inequality. The second class
constitutes the vast majoriity; they need a high command to makedecisions for them, to which decisions they usually bow withoutdemur. In this context we wvouldl point out that men should be atgreater pains than heretofore to form a superior class of independ-.cot thinkers, unamnenable to intimidation and fervent in the questof truth, whose fufnction it would he to guide the masses deperndent-on their lead. T here is no need to point out how little the rule ofpoliticians and the Church's ban on liberty of thought encouragesuch a new creatiori. The ideal conditions would obviouslyfound in a community where every man subordinated his instinct* tive life to the dictates of reason. Nothing less than this could* bring about so thorough andc so durable a union between men,* even if this involved the severance of mutual ties of sentimentBtsurely such a hope is utterly utopian, as things are. The otherindirect methods of preventing war are certainly more feasible, butentail no quiek results. They conjure up an ugly picture of mills-that grind so slowVly that, before the flour is ready, men are dead of

fro s yoru see ittle god comes of consulting a theoretician, alooffromwordly ontcton practical and urgent problems! Betterit were to tackle each successive crisis with means that we hav* ready to our hands. H-owever, I would like to deal with a aqestowhich, though it is not mooted in your letter, interests nie greatly-Why do we, you and I and many another, protest so vehemecntlagainst war, instead of just accepting it as another of life's odiimportunmtes? For it seems a natural thing enough, biologicalsound and practically unavoidable. I trust you will not be shockedby my raising such a question. For the better conduct ofanijurit may be well to don a mask of feigned aloofness. The answr to
m y q u eryi may ru n as f oll w s : iB ecas e e v ery m a n h a a rig h t o v er

forces the individual into situations that shame his mnhoodobliging him to rnurdler fellow men, against his will, it ravagesmaterial amenities, the fruits of human toil, and much besides.Moreover, wars, as now condutdarr
ero~rn ccodin totheold ideals and, given the high perfectionof modern arms, war today would mean the sheer extenin~tation of
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one of the combatants, if not of both. This is so true, so obvious,

that we can but wonder why the conduct of wvar is not banned by

general consent. IDoubtless either of the points I have just made is

open to debate. It may be asked if the community, in its turn, can-

not clairn a right over the indlividual lives of its members. More-

over, all forms of war cannot be indiscriminately condensed; so

long as there are nations and empires, each prepared callously to
exterminate its rival, all alike must be equipped for war. But we

will not dwell on any of these problems; they lie outside the de-

bate to which you have invited me. I pass on to another point, the

basis, as it stikes mc, of our common hatred of war. It is this: We
cannot do othierwise than hate it. Pacifists we are, since our organic
nature wills us thus to be. Hence it comes easy to us to find argu-
ments that justify our standpoint.

- This point, however, calls for elucidation. Here is the way in
which I see it. The cultural development of mankind (sorne, I-

know, prefer to call it civilization) has been in progress since im-

- memorial antiquity. To this processus we owe all that is best in our

composition, but also much that makcs for human suffering. Its

origins anid causes are obscure, its issue is uncertain, but some of its

characteristics are. easy to perceive. It well rnay lead to the extine-

* tion of mankind, for it impairs the sexual function in more than

one respect, and even today the uncivilized races and the backwvardl

classes of all nations are multiplying more rapidly than the cul-

tured elements. This process may, perhaps, be likened to the effects

of domestication oni certain anirnals-it clearly involves physical

changes of structure--but the view that cultural development is

an organic process of this order has not yet become generally famil-

iar. The psychic changes which accompany this process of cultural

change are striking; and not to be gainsaid. They consist in the

progressive rejection of instinctive ends and a sealing down of in-

stinctive reactions. Seiisations which delighted our forefathers have

become neutral or unbearable to us; and, if our ethical and

aesthetic ideals have undergonie a change, the causes of this are ulti-

ma tely organic. On the psychological side two of the most irmpor-
taut phenomena of culture are, firstly, a strengthening of the intel-

lect, whieh tends to master our instinctive life, and, seondly, an
introversion of the aggressive impulse, with all its consequent
benefits and perils. Now war runs most emphatically counter to the

Li
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ADDRESS OF
JOHN W. GARDNER

AT THE LUNCHEON OF THE
SECTION OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

August 6, 1968

To this informed audience, I need not dwell at length upon the awesome
problems facing our cities today -- poverty, discrimination, social disintegration,
crime, breakdowns in public order, inadequate schools and health facilities, snarled
transportation, air and water pollution, and outworn rickety governmental structures.

We all know the problems exist. But it's hard for people not directly
involved to grasp the urgency and danger of our situation. In this day of almost
total communication, we are so battered by continual reminders of the world's
problems that we grow insensitive. Or we find various ways of assuring ourselves
that we bear no responsibility in the matter. We may assert, for example, that the
problems exist because of people who are morally less worthy than ourselves (e.g.,
public officials, the poor, the Establishment, black people, the Communists, the
hippies ,etc.). That gets us nicely off the hook.

But in truth, there are no dependable villains. If one approaches the issues
in an open, objective, problem-solving state of mind, setting aside prejudices,
rejecting simplistic solutions, one recognizes that we are dealing with immensely
complex social forces.

All of us grew up in a simpler world than we face today. It was not a safer
or saner or cleaner or better world -- whatever it may appear to have been in the golden
light of memory. I can give you the social statistics for 20, 30 and 40 years ago and
prove that the world then was in almost every respect more dangerous and difficult.
But it was, in important respects, a simpler world.

In those less complicated days each of us could stick to his special field
without disastrous consequences for the society. In fact, most of us thought that
was the only sensible thing to do. The businessman stuck to his business, the
professional man to his profession, and the government official to administering
the limited functions of government.

The society was more loosely organized. Change proceeded at a slower
rate. And in that slower, easier time, virtually no one paid attention to what was
happening to the society as a whole, or to communities as a whole, or to our natural
resources or any other over-arching question of the nation's future. Through our neglect,
we were piling up serious future trouble for ourselves, but most of us were unaware
of it.

Today our situation is radically different. The changes are coming with ever
increasing swiftness. The problems resulting from those changes are both bafflingand dangerous . And the evils we neglected for so many years are catching up with us.

No longer can each of us go our special ways ignoring the whole community
and the whole nation. If we are to gain command of the problems.that threaten to
overwhelm us, we are going to need all the talent, all the leadership this nation can
provide.

That talent is still not fully available today. Many of my academic friends
tell me that they cannot tackle the larger problems of the cities because their first
task is to be good in their own speciali1:ies and to be good professors . Many of my
business friends plead that their first duty is to their stockholders. Each man crawls



into the well-upholstered foxhole of his professional speciality and assumes that
someone else will tackle the devastating larger problems of the community. But
rno one will.

No one wants to think about the bigger tasks . So the bigger tasks go
untended.

The possibilities for the lawyer interested in community service are enormous
in scope and variety precisely because he brings to the assignment such extraordinary
potentialities as negotiator, advocate, planner, organizer, appraiser of the legality
of administrative actions, student of constitutional questions, drafter of legislation
and so on.

The possible fields of interest that lie before him cover every major area
of social concern -- poverty, civil rights, education, employment, health, transporta-
tion, air anC1 water pollution, police-community relations, and housing. He can interest
himself in any of a variety of groups whose legal rights have been inadequately protected,
including tenants , consumers , welfare recipients , the mentally ill and juvenile delin-
quents.

The most readily visible challenge to the lawyer is of course to insure that
legal services be available as a matter of right. The idea of legal aid is well-established.
Federally-funded neighborhood legal services are now familiar and reasonably well-
accepted. But we have a long way to go. If the poor are at a disadvantage vis-a-vis
more affluent opponents (e .g., in the landlord-tenant or seller-buyer relationship)
because they don't know their rights or can't afford skilled counsel in asserting those
rights, then the law becomes an instrument of oppression.

Provision± of the voluntary services of high priced lawyers is a necessary but
inadequate response. Eventually, as in the health field, there will have to be innova-
tions in the delivery of services that reduce unit cost, make better use of highly trained
professionals and eliminate needlessly complicated and costly legal procedures. Such
innovations might include use of sub-professionals and para-professionals, standardiza-
tion of certain routine legal transactions, and so on.

Provision of legal services is the challenge that is on your doorstep. A world
of even greater challenge lies beyond.

The mechanic faced with a defective carburetor can put it back in working
order and stop there. Or, if he is a very gifted and imaginative mechanic, he may
sit down and design an improved unit, less subject to breakdown. If he is still more
imaginative, he may think of a whole newN means, simpler and more efficient, for
mixing air aind fuel in the proper proportions for combustion.

At this critical juncture in our history, we can less and less afford to limit
ourselves to routine repair of breakdowns in our institutions. More and more, we must
undertake the imaginative redesign of institutions. We see in all clarity that many of
our institutions are ill-fitted to cope with the tasks that the modern world presses on
them. Yet we find those institutions apparently incapable of change, even in the face
of savage attacks by those who would not hesitate to destroy them altogether.

Unless we are willing to see a final confrontation between institutions that
refuse to change and critics intent on destruction, we had better get on with the business
of redesigning our society.

And let me suggest one further requirement. It is no longer enough to overhaul
an institution so that it meets current needs, to take an institution which functioned well
in 1890 or 1940 and redesign it for functioning in the year 1968. The world changes with



increasing swiftness. We must create institutions and organizations capable of
continuous renewal.

You are well fitted to think about these things. Our task is not simply to
1 accomplish change. Violent revolution would be a form of change, as would nuclear

if holocaust. Our task is to accomplish change in a framework of order, change guided

by rational purpose, change responsive to human need.

By this time it has dawned on you that I am not simply asking you to give
more time to the ethics committee of your bar association or more time to philanthropic
work in the community. I am asking you to remember that lawyers wrote The Federalist

Papers , and lawyers drafted the Constitution. I am asking you to reflect on the fact
that lawyers are probably better equipped than any other profession to think about the

design of human institutions, and the process by which they are redesigned without
bloodshed.

The possibilities for such redesign cover the total range of our social
institutions . I'm going to mention only a few that seem to me of special pertinence to
this audience.

First ,modernization of our governmental institutions. We need a major
overhaul of the Federal Government. The relations between the Federal Government
and State and local government and the private sector are in an exciting period of
transition, a period in which significant innovation is possible . The modernization
of State and local government is a crying need. Issues of metropolitan area government
should be receiving the attention of our ablest minds . There is for example the
puzzling conflict between the clear value of local autonomy and the'equally clear value
of area-wide planning and government.

Second, an overhaul of our tax structure and re-examination of the allocation
of resources to the various levels of government. To this audience I hardly need
elaborate on the possibilities, except perhaps to say that there are anomalies in our

present tax structure and allocation of resources that make solution of urban problems I

extremely difficult if not impossible .

Third, the design of institutional arrangements to foster participation. Grass

roots participation is a healthy and growing reaction against distant and anonymous

government decrees that affect one's life. It will become an increasingly formidable
reality on our political scene. Both the Economic Opportunity Act and the Model Cities
Act contain provisions for community participation in the administration of those
programs. P~ut the doctrine, the strategies and the instrumentalities of citizen
participation are still in a primitive state. There is a major job of social invention
ahead if we are to rationalize and regularize the participatory process.

Fourth, the development and operation of effective grievance procedures.
Nothing is more certain than that current interest in ombudsman procedures will grow.
This interest feeds on the impatience of all classes of society with the invisible
processes of bureaucracy. But it is especially relevant among the poor. There is
the problem of assuring to the poor the services that everyone else takes for ganted,
e.g. adequate garbage removal, police protection. There is the necessity to make
possible for the poor the redress of grievances against the bureaucracy, e.g. in housing,
welfare. The design of machinery for handling grievances is a task that calls for
social invention.

Fifth, the design of planning mechanisms that will make possible comprehensive
planning at Federal, regional, State, metropolitan area and city levels.

Sixth, reform in the organization and administration of the courts.
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But now let me return to some matters of immediate and practical concern.

As you explore the possibilities of community service, I commend to you the
efforts of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. Through its new Urban
Areas Project, the Lawyers' Committee extends its scope of concern beyond the more
narrow "civil rights" effort, to a broader urban effort. It is seeking commitment of
lawyers throughout the country to look beyond the needs of their client, beyond even
the needs of the indigent legal aid client, to the broader clientele of their fellow man --
that man who should be, but is not, receiving equal protection of just laws.

The Lawyers' Committee is organizing local committees in each city to
provide an opportunity for each lawyer to make an effort within his own community
to examine the quality of education, employment, court practices,, and housing laws,
and perhaps most importantly, to determine how the more informal techniques of the
law, such as arbitration, can serve broader elements in our society. If there is a
local committee in your city, I urge that you form a tie with it rather than creating
a separate activity. There is already too great a clutter of unrelated efforts.

I should add that the Lawyers' Committee is closely linked with the Urban
Coalition, and at this point I'd like to tell you something about the Coalition. Solving
the problems of any major city today is a task that can't be accomplished by any one
group acting alone or any one institution acting alone. It is a collaborative task that
must be engaged in by the ablest citizens from all fields and levels of the community.

To foster such collaboration is one of the purposes of the Urban Coalition. So
.et me talk a bit about the Coalition.

After the riots last summer, a group of outstanding leaders in American life
came together to form the Coalition.

The members of the Steering Committee include some business leaders such as
Henry Ford and David Rockefeller, labor leaders such as George Meany and Walter
Reuther, Mayors such as James Tate of Philadelphia and John Lindsay of New York,
Negro leaders such as Whitney Young. In fact no other organization in American life
can equal the Coalition for the distinction and variety of its leadership.

I would emphasize the importance of the coalition principle. The Coalition is
not just another organization tackling the tough urban problems of the day. Cur distinction
is that we bring together leadership elements that do not normally collaborate in the
solution of public problem, -- in fact, we bring together segments of American life that
have often been utterly ou-L of touch with one another -- and, in many cities, are still
out of touch.

Today, no one leadership segment can solve the problem alone. City Hall
can't go it alone. The business community, with all its wealth and influence, can't
solve the city's problems singlehandedly. There must be collaboration among all
significant elements that hold power or veto power within the community.

Because of this need at the local level, our national organization set out
immediately to form local coalitions. We now have thirty-three and we are planning
25 more for the immediate future. As in the case of the national, each local organization
includes representatives from a variety of leadership segments in the community -- the
ma yor, bus ines s, la bor , minority groups , and religion. We encoura ge the participation
of other relevant elements -- the universities, the schools, the press, and the professions.

The coalition principle requires that minority groups be represented in the
effort to solve community problems, and such representation is itself a step toward
solving the toughest problem of all: effective dialogue between the black and white
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communities . When a crisis strikes , it is too late to begin the long process of
building effective channels of communication. If there is to be fruitful collaboration
between black and white leaders, it must begin and be tested in a non-crisis atmosphere.

At both ra tional and local levels the Urban Coalition will work toward the
solution of all of the major problems that plague the cities toda y. We will try to make
the public a ware of those problems . We will try to bring the nation's best talent to
bear on them. We will support constructive efforts to solve them.

I ask that you lend your support and encouragement to the Urban Coalition --

nationally and locally.

In closing, let me say that I'm well aware of the size and scope of the chores
that I've placed before you. In order to cope with those assignments, I should like to
see both individuals and firms engage in tithing with respect to the time available for
community purposes . I know the difficulties inherent in such a proposal. I know that
for lawyers time is money. Time is your stock in trade. I know that you already contri-
bute to charity. You give time to your bar association, to your service as court

appointed counsel, and to civic and charitable activities.

Even so, I believe that something in the nature of tithing should be tried.

I don't know whether I should try to strengthen the argument by appealing
to your self-interest. One of the ablest money-raisers who ever lived said, "In
approaching a prospective donor, suggest only the noblest reasons for giving. The
less noble reasons will suggest themselves."

But I do not take a dim view of self-interest as a motive. Of all the things
that motivate people, I find it one of the most satisfactory to work with . For one
thing, it is admirably consistent. It's always there. Other motives wax and wane;
it only waxes .

First of all, as every alert senior partner knows, many of the ablest young
lawyers are determined to engage in some kind of significant community service. Their
restlessness is not a passing mood. They know what they want. In order to hold the
best young people today, the firm had better come to terms with their public service
impulses. One practical means, by the way, of encouraging those young men who
take seriously their res ponsibility to the community is for the firm to include in its
periodic review of the individual's performance his services to the community.

A more fundamental point of self-interest is that the practice of law depends
heavily on the framework of order and of orderly procedure that is being so directly
challenged today. The legal profession cannot flourish while the society rattles to
pieces. It is in the elementary self-interest of lawyers to prevent the disintegration of
their society.

Now one of the great and classic weaknesses of rules for virtuous behavior
is that they are very easily gotten around. Thus in tithing, some men will seek toL
perform their entire duty by sitting on the boards of distinguished charities of which
their clients are chairmen. But I hope that many will take on the large and difficult tasks
I have talked about today. If self-interest does not command them, perhaps some higher
impulse will come to the rescue.

In the long perspective of history, you and I are on the stage for a very brief
moment -- and then gone. I assume none of us wants it said that in our short time of
effective public influence we did anything but the best we could possibly do. That is

how I feel and I know it's how you feel. In the long run a man doesn't have to fear the
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To this informed audience, I need not dwell at length upon the awesome
problems facing our cities today -- poverty, discrimination, social disintegration,
crime, breakdowns in public order, inadequate schools and health facilities, snarled
transportation, air and water pollution, and outworn rickety governmental structures.

We all know the problems exist. But it's hard for people not directly
involved to grasp the urgency and danger of our situation. In this day of almost
total communication, we are so battered by continual reminders of the world's
problems that we grow insensitive. Or we find various ways of assuring ourselves
that we bear no responsibility in the matter. We may assert, for example, that the
problems exist because of people who are morally less worthy than ourselves (e.g.,
public officials, the poor, the Establishment, black people, the Communists, the
hippies, etc.). That gets us nicely off the hook.

But in truth, there are no dependable villains. If one approaches the issues
in an open, objective, problem-solving state of mind, setting aside prejudices,
rejecting simplistic solutions, one recognizes that we are dealing with immensely
complex social forces.

All of us grew up in a simpler world than we face today. It was not a safer
or saner or cleaner or better world -- whatever it may appear to have been in the golden
light of memory. I can give you the social statistics for 20, 30 and 40 years ago and
prove that the world then was in almost every respect more dangerous and difficult.
But it was, in important respects, a simpler world.

In those less complicated days each of us could stick to his special field
without disastrous consequences for the society. In fact, most of us thought that
was the only sensible thing to do. The businessman stuck to his business, the
professional man to his profession, and the government official to administering
the limited functions of government.

The society was more loosely organized. Change proceeded at a slower
rate. And in that slower, easier time, virtually no one paid attention to what was
happening to the society as a whole, or to communities as a whole, or to our natural
resources or any other over-arching question of the nation's future. Through our neglect,
we were piling up serious future trouble for ourselves, but most of us were unaware
of it.

Today our situation is radically different. The changes are coming with ever
increasing swiftness. The problems resulting from those changes are both baffling
and dangerous. And the evils we neglected for so many years are catching up with us .

No longer can each of us go our special ways ignoring the whole community
and the whole nation. If we are to gain command of the problems that threaten to
overwhelm us, we are going to need all the talent, all the leadership this nation can
provide.

That talent is still not fully available today. Many of my academic friends
tell me that they cannot tackle the larger problems of the cities because their first
task is to be good in their own specialities and to be good professors,. Many of mybusiness friends plead that their first duty is to their stockholders . Each man crawls
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No one wants to think about the bigger tasks. So the bigger tasks gof untended.

The possibilities for the lawyer interested in community service are enormousin scope and variety precisely because he brings to the assignment such extraordinarypotentialities as negotiator, advocate, planner, organizer, appraiser of the legalityof administrative actions, student of constitutional questions, drafter of legislation
and so on.'

The possible fields of interest that lie before him cover every major area
of social concern -- poverty, civil rights, education, employment, health, transporta-
tion, air and water pollution, police-community relations , and housing. He can interest
himself in any of a variety of groups whose legal rights have been inadequately protected,
including tenants , consumers , welfare recipients , the mentally ill and juvenile delin-quents.

The most readily visible challenge to the lawyer is of course to insure thatlegal services be available as a matter of right. The idea of legal aid is well-established.Federally-funded neighborhood legal services are now familiar and reasonably well-accepted. But we have a long way to go. If the poor are at a disadvantage vis-a-vismore affluent opponents (e.g., in the landlord-tenant or seller-buyer relationship)because they don't know their rights or can't afford skilled counsel in asserting thoserights, then the law becomes an instrument of oppression.

Provision of the voluntary services of high priced lawyers is a necessary butinadequate response. Eventually, as in the health field, there will have to be innova-tions in the delivery of services that reduce unit cost, make better use of highly trainedprofessionals and eliminate needlessly complicated and costly legal procedures. Suchinnovations might include use of sub-professionals and para-professionals, standardiza-tion of certain routine legal transactions, and so on.

Provision of legal services is the challenge that is on your doorstep. A worldof even greater challenge jies beyond.

The mechanic faced with a defective carburetor can put it back in workingorder and stop there. Or, if he is a very gifted and imaginative mechanic, he maysit down and design an improved unit, less subject to breakdown. If he is still moreimaginative, he may think of a whole new means, simpler and more efficient, formixing air and fuel in the proper proportions for combustion.

At this critical juncture in our history, we can less and less afford to limitourselves to routine repair of breakdowns in our institutions. More and more, we mustundertake the imaginative redesign of institutions. We see in all clarity thatour institutions are ill-fitted to cope with the tasks that the modern world presses on
them. Yet we find those institutions apparently incapable of change, even in the face
of savage attacks by those who would not hesitate to destroy them altogether.

Unless we are willing to see a final confrontation between institutions thatf refuse to change cities intent on destruction, we had better get on with the business

an nsitAnd let me suggest one further requirement. It is no longer enough to overhaul
n instituion so that it meets current needs, to take an institution which functioned well
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increasing swiftness. We must create institutions and organizations capable ofr continuous renewal.

You are well fitted to think about these things. Our task is not simply to
accomplish change. Violent revolution vWould be a form of change, as would nuclear
holocaust. Our task is to accomplish change in a framework of order, change guided
by rational purpose, change responsive to human need.

By this time it has dawned on you that I am not simply asking you to give
more time to the ethics committee of your bar association or more time to philanthropic
work in the community. I am asking you to remember that lawyers wrote The Federalist
Papers, and lawyers drafted the Constitution. I am asking you to reflect on the fact
that lawyers are probably better equipped than any other profession to think about the
design of human institutions, and the process by which they are redesigned without
bloodshed.

The possibilities for such redesign cover the total range of our social
institutions . I'm going to mention only a few that seem to me of special pertinence to
this audience.

First, modernization of our governmental institutions . We need a major
overhaul of the Federal Government. The relations between the Federal Government
and State and local government and the private sector are in an exciting period of
transition, a period in which significant innovation is possible. The modernization
of State and local government is a crying need. Issues of metropolitan area government
should be receiving the attention of our ablest minds . There is for example the
puzzling conflict between the clear value of local autonomy and the equally clear value
of area-wide planning and government.

Second, an overhaul of our tax structure and re-examination of the allocation
of resources to the various levels of government. To this audience I hardly need
elaborate on the possibilities, except perhaps to say that there are anomalies in our
present tax structure and allocation of resources that make solution of urban problems
extremely difficult if not impossible.

Third, the design of institutional arrangements to foster participation. Grass
roots participation is a healthy and growling reaction against distant and anonymous
government decrees that affect one's life. It will become an increasingly formidable
reality on our political scene. Both the Economic Opportunity Act and the Model Cities
Act contain provisions for community participation in the administration of those
programs. P~ut the doctrine, the strategies and the instrumentalities of citizen
participation are still in a primitive state. There is a major job of social invention
ahead if we are to rationalize and regularize the participatory process .

Fourth, the development and operation of effective grievance procedures.
Nothing is more certain than that current interest in ombudsman procedures will grow.
This interest feeds on the impatience of all classes of society with the; invisible
processes of bureaucracy. But it is especially relevant among the poor. There is
the problem of assuring to the poor the services that everyone else takes for ganted,
e.g. adequate garbage removal, police protection. There is the necessity to make
possible for the poor the redress of grievances against the bureaucracy, e.g. in housing,
welfare. The design of machinery for handling grievances is a task that calls for
social invention.

Fifth, the design of planning mechanisms that will make possible comprehensive
planning at Federal, regional, State, metropolitan area and city levels.

Sixth, reform in the organization and administration of the courts.
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But now let me return to some matters of immediate and practical concern.

As you explore the possibilities of community service, I commend to you the
efforts of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. Through its new Urban
Areas Project, the Lawyers' Committee extends its scope of concern beyond the more
narrow "civil rights" effort, to a broader urban effort. It is seeking commitment of
lawyers throughout the country to look beyond the needs of their client, beyond even
the needs of the indigent legal aid client, to the broader clientele of their fellow man
that man who should be, but is not, receiving equal protection of just laws.

The Lawyers' Committee is organizing local committees in each city to
provide an opportunity for each lawyer to make an effort within his own community
to examine the quality of education, employment, court practices ,tand housing laws,
and perhaps most importantly, to determine how the more informal techniques of the
law, such as arbitration, can serve broader elements in our society. If there is a
local committee in your city, I urge that you form a tie with it rather than creating
a separate activity. There is already too great a clutter of unrelated efforts.

I should add that the Lawyers' Committee is closely linked with the Urban
Coalition, and at this point I'd like to tell you something about the Coalition. Solving
the problems of any major city today is a task that can't be accomplished by any one
group acting alone or any one institution acting alone. It is a collaborative task that
must be engaged in by the ablest citizens from all fields and levels of the community.

To foster such collaboration is one of the purposes of the Urban Coalition. So
let me talk a bit about the Coalition.

After the riots last summer, a group of outstanding leaders in American life
came together to form the Coalition.

The members of the Steering Committee include some business leaders such as
Henry Ford and David Rockefeller, labor leaders such as George Meany and Walter
Reuther, Mayors such as James Tate of Philadelphia and John Lindsay of New York,
Negro leaders such as Whitney Young. in fact no other organization in American life
can equal the Coalition for the distinction and variety of its leadership.

I would emphasize the importance of the coalition principle. The Coalition is
not just another organization tackling the tough urban problems of the day. Cur distinction
is that we bring together leadership elements that do not normally collaborate in the
solution of public problems -- in fact, we bring together segments of American life that
have often been utterly ou-L of touch with one another -- and, in many cities, are still
out of touch.

Today, no one leadership segment can solve the problem alone. City Hall
can't go it alone. The business community, with all its wealth and influence, can't
solve the city's problems singlehandedly. There must be collaboration among all
significant elements that hold power or veto power within the community.

Because of this need at the local level, our national organization set out
immediately to form local coalitions. We now have thirty-three and we are planning
25 more for the immediate future. As in the case of the national, each local organization
includes representatives from a variety of leadership segments in the community -- the
mayor, business, labor, minority groups, and religion. We encourage the participation
of other relevant elements -- the universities, the schools, the press, and the professions.

The coalition principle requires that minority groups be represented in the
effort to solve community problems, and such representation is itself a step toward
solving the toughest problem of all: effective dialogue between the black and white
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communities . When a crisis strikes , it is too late to begin the long process of
building effective channels of communication. If there is to be fruitful collaboration

~ between black and white leaders, it must begin and be tested in a non-crisis atmosphere.

<4 At both ra tional and local levels the Urban Coalition will work toward the
solution of all of the major problems that plague the cities today. We will try to make

the public a ware of those problems . We will try to bring the nation's best talent to
bear on them. We will support constructive efforts to solve them.

I ask that you lend your support and encouragement to the Urban Coalition --

nationally and locally.

In closing, let me say that I'm well aware of the size and scope of the chores
that I've placed before you. In order to cope with those assignments, I should like to
see both individuals and firms engage in tithing with respect to the time available for
community purposes . I know the difficulties inherent in such a proposal. I know that
for lawyers time is money. Time is your stock in trade. I know that you already contri-
bute to charity. You give time to your bar association, to your service as court
appointed counsel, and to civic and charitable activities .

Even so, I believe that something in the nature of tithing should be tried.

I don't know whether I should try to strengthen the argument by appealing
to your self-interest. One of the ablest money-raisers who ever lived said, "In
approaching a prospective donor, suggest only the noblest reasons for giving. The
less noble reasons will suggest themselves."

But I do not take a dun view of self-interest as a motive. Of all the things
that motivate people, I find it one of the most satisfactory to work with. For one
thing, it is admirably consistent. It's always there. Other motives wax and wane;
it only waxes .

First of all, as every alert senior partner knows , many of the ablest young
lawyers are determined to engage in some kind of significant community service. Their
restlessness is not a passing mood. They know what they want. In order to hold the
best young people today, the firm had better come to terms with their public service
impulses. One practical means, by the way, of encouraging those young men who
take seriously their responsibility to the community is for the firm to include in its
periodic review of the individual's performance his services to the community.

A more fundamental point of self-interest is that the practice of law depends
heavily on the framework of order and of orderly procedure that is being so directly
challenged today. The legal profession cannot flourish while the society rattles to

pieces. It is in the elementary self-interest of lawyers to prevent the disintegration of
their society.

Now one of the great and classic weaknesses of rules for virtuous behavior
is that they are very easily gotten around. Thus in tithing, some men will seek to
perform their entire duty by sitting on the boards of distinguished charities of which
their clients are chairmen. But I hope that many will take on the large and difficult tasks
I have talked about today. If self-interest does not command them, perhaps some higher
impulse will come to the rescue.

In the long perspective of history, you and I are on the stage for a very brief
moment -- and then gone. I assume none of us wants it said that in our short time of
effective public influence we did anything but the best we could possibly do. That is

L how I feel and I know it's how you feel. In the long run a man doesn't have to fear the
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"Tyrayj ioa...the.."_ M ajori.y.

"Tyranny of the Majority"
Tyrnn 1o the Minority"."

A Speech by

BEN W1. HEINEMAN,

President of Northwest Industries, Inc. and

Chairman of the Chicago and North Western Railway Company,

given at the evening session of

The Chicago Bar Association Annual meeting,

June 27, 1968. .

4 ,,

BEN W. H-EIN EMAN has had an exceptional career in law, government, andindustry. Admitted to the Illinois Bar in 1936, M-.Heineman over the next
twenty years practiced corporate law and engaged in government service during

World War II. In 1954, he was appointed chairman of the Executive Committee

of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Company, and in 1956 he became.

chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Chicago and North Western Railway r

Company. H-e has served in various positions on many civic, business and

educational organizations. In1 1966, Pre-sident Johnson appointed him Chairman ;.

of the White House Conference "To Fulfill Those Rights." In August, 1966,

he served as Chairman of the Chicago Civil Rights Summit Conference onC

Housing. He has recently been appointed by the President to serve as chairman

of the new Commission on Income Maintenance Programs to study the nation's

welfare programs. r
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..LHIS is the richest society the
world has ever known. In 1968 our
gross national product will ap-
proach $900 bil.lion. The annual,
increase of our GNP is larger than
the total product of most of the
world's nations. We are probably
the only nation in the world's his-
tory that has ever seriously con-
sidered eliminating poverty.

Yet-with all our resources and
all our wealth-we are a troubled
society. The depth and extent of

- poverty in this, the richest nation
in the world, is a major domestic
issue.

Our nation is today haunted by
a spectre; the threat of violence
seems to hang over us like thun-
derclouds on a humid afternoon:
war in Vietnam; riots in the
streets of our cities; the assassi-
nation of gifted political leaders
who could speak-as few can-to
the most disaffected of our society
-these are the most obvious man-
ifestations of the conflict, the
hatred and the brutality that char-
acterize our world, and the darker
sides of us all.

A noted observer of today's
youth, the Yale psychologist Ken-
neth Kenniston, has written, "the
issue of violence to this generation
is what the issue of sex was to the
Victorian world." And, as later
passages make clear, what he
means is that violence is both tan-
talizing and frightening.

As an objective phenomenon, the
riots in our cities are profoundly
disturbing. Central to this feeling
is the abhorrence any person would
normally feel at looting, burning
and killing. But I am afraid that
for me at least it is also disturbing
to hear the inevitable cry that fol-
lows civil disorders; that we are
living in a time which finds the
"spirit of lawlessness" rampant,
that the important response is law
enforcement and - suppression of
riots.

While we may indeed be living
in a time of lawlessness, it is not
new to our society nor alien to our
traditions. We may say so-we
may even like to think so-but the
facts unfortunately are quite dif-
ferent. We do not have to go back
very far in our history to find
examples of group violence.

In the spring of 1932, the na-
tion's farmers were on the verge
of despair or rebellion. With a de-
cline of one-third in national in-
come over the previous three years,
the bottom had dropped out of do-
mestic agricultural markets. Farm-
ers were producing at a loss,' and
existing on credit. The situation
and the. mood of agriculture was
particularly desperate in the mid-
western corn belt.

The farmer's most immediate
concern was the threat of fore-
closure. Bands of farmers gath-
ered together to prevent banks
and insurance companies from
foreclosing mortgages. Vigilante
committees threatened to shoot
bank or insurance agents. Sheriffs,
attempting to carry out foreclo-
sures, were driven off by mobs of
farmers brandishing pitchforks.
And on April 27, 1932, in Le Mars,
Iowa, 600 enraged farmers dragged
a foreclosing judge from his bench
and beat him into unconsciousness.

There was instant federal reac-
tion to the farmers' rebellions. The
Emergency Farm Mortgage Act,
which provided loans to forestall
foreclosure, was passed almost im-
mediately. Within less than two
years, the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration had refinanced one-fifth of
all farm mortgages. Later, pas--
sage of the Frazier-Lemke Farm
Bankruptcy Act allowed many
farmers to recover property that
had previously been lost.

This historical episode may off.;
important lessons to us today. Un-
der the influence of fear and in the
face of circumstances threatening
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'F
basic interests, farmers turned to
force to achieve their ends. To a
man, they probably subscribed to
our ideals of non-violence and law,,
but they resorted to violence.

What was society's response?
The violence was halted, individ-
uals were punished, but, most sig-
nificantly, society. recognized a sit-
uation in which men had been
overwhelmed by forces they had
not initiated and could not control.
The foreclosure laws were seen to
be designed to protect creditors
against their debtors' improvi-
dence, not to punish farmers for
national catastrophes. So society
-the majority-changed the laws,
entering, in effect, into a new so-
cial contract with agricultural pro-
ducers.

The history of urban America is
particularly marked by violence
and intolerance. We once thought
of the American city as a melting
pot, where Americans of different
classes and origins met, traded,
and somehow blended together.
But to many-the Irishman, the
Pole, the German, the Jew, the in-
dustrial worker-the city has been
hard and cruel.

The Know-nothing and Native
American Parties of the middle.
19th century, for instance, repre-
sented violent reactions on the
part of lower middle-class Ameri-
cans to the first great influx of
immigrants. Native American em-
ployees forced hundreds of employ-
ers to put up the sign, "No Irish
need apply." Established Whig
politicians encouraged violent ef-
forts to suppress Irish or German
political activities. And in the
early 1840's, mobs and gangs
aroused by the xenophobic anti-
catholic preachings of Know-noth-
ing street speakers often attacked,
the new Americans on sight.

And the American labor move-
ment has been accompanied by vio-
lence through much of its history.
According to a recent newspaper
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article, 150 persons di
railroad strikes of 1877;
Mountain. mining wars
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the Railway Labor Ac
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Nor is today the first
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the total law is only the formaliza-
tion of institutional arrangements
that allow a measure of freedom
and insure a standard of justice
for all of our citizens.

What is too often forgotten in
the demand for enforcement of
laws against rioting, and the sup-
pression of riots, is the inadequacy
of the total law, creating the con-
ditions of injustice and inequality
which form the arena in which
such violence and disregard of the
law can take place..

We of course can not, and do
not, condone riots. They must be
firmly - and humanely - sup-
pressed. But the garrison state
is every bit as unacceptable as the
riot-torn society.

We can not lisregarl the funda-
mental social conditions, the sys-
tematic discrimination by white
people and white institutions
against black people in housing,
education, employment, and other
key aspects of life which is a root
cause of such riots. And make no
mistake about the existence of
such discriminations nor the irre-
versible effect upon succeeding
generations of black Americans.

The Negro unemployment rate
-irrespective of subclassification
by age, job, or education-is nor-
mally twice that of whites.

Eleven per cent of the nation's
whites and 40% of its non-whites
are below the Social Security Ad-
ministration's poverty level.

The infant mortality rate for
non-white babies is 58.6% higher
than for white babies.

Life-expectancy at birth is 6.9
years longer for whites than for
non-whites.

In the critical skills of verbal
and reading ability, Negroes fall
farther behind whites with each
year of school coinpletecl. Negro
students are more than three times
as likely as whites to drop out of
school by age 16-17.
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or injured, and causing property
damage in the millions.

The worst of these riots occurred
in Chicago between July 27 and
July 31. It began when whites
stoned and drowned a Negro swim-
mer who had crossed an extra-
legal boundary into a white area.
Negroes then mobbed a white po-
liceman who refused to arrest a
group of whites accused of the
drowning. The fighting which
spread from these original inci-
dents lasted for four days and re-
suited in 15 white and 23 Negro
deaths.

The. reactions to the Chicago
riots parallel very closely reactions
today. There were calls for an ex-
nanded police force, demands that
Che Negro be more rigidly segre-
gated, and counter-assertions that
the Negro's intolerable conditions,
had-directly or indi'rectly-led
to the riots. A riot commission
composed of distinguished Chi-
cagoans was appointed, which
concluded generally that more vio-
lence awaited Chicago unless ac-
commodations were made to Negro
demands. Its recommendations
were largely ignored.

I remind you that 2400 years
ago Aristotle said "The universal
and chief cause of the revolution-
ary impulse is the desire of equal-
ity, when mon think that they are.
equal to others who have more
than themselves."

The violence in our cities today
is neither aberrant, nor particular-
ly different, nor should it be sur-
prising. Throughout American
and world history, men have re-
sorted to violence to overcome
unacceptable conditions. rTlhey will
(10 SO again unless we provide
other channels and means for
change.

in thinking about the enlorce-
ment of laws we must never for-
get that it is the total law that we
must be concerned with, and that
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What we must realize is that the
Negro sees our society in an en-
tirely different light than does the
middle-class white; he, literally,
lives in a different society.

To the average white man, oursociety is just, equitable and afflu-
ent. He is relatively certain of
gaining and keeping employment.
Educational opportunities for hischildren are greater than they
have ever been before. Health
benefits, insurance schemes, and
pension plans further enhance hissecurity. He is understandably.
bewildered and affronted by urban
violence, by charges that he lives
in a sick society, or that he is aracist.

But to the Negro this is an in-
equitable, unjust society. When a
Stokely Carmichael says, "This isa sick society, a racist society from
top to bottom" the, Negro under-
stands this as fact and not as ir-
responsible rhetoric.

This discrepancy between black
and white perceptions means that
our current social debates are
often about critically different is-sues. To the white majority thecentral concern is procedural: can
violence be permitted in this so-
ciety? The majority sees the vio-lence in our cities as a perfect
illustration of the tyranny of the
minority. But to the black man,the issue is substantive: How canthe society be made more just and
equitable? Violence, though not
generally endorsed, is understood
as the response to the tyranny of
the majority,.y

It is not strange-given thesedifferences-that the majority and
the minority reachldifferent con-
clusions. To the white majority,gradual change is appealing. Thecost of a violent tearing of thefabric of society is perceived asmuch greater than the benefits.
But to the black minority, grad-
ualism is farcical lHe sees the
delay as another generation of un-
438

justified infant deaths; as another
generation of Negro children fail-
ing in school; another generation
of Negro men unskilled and. un-

employed. The irreversible costs
of delay are intolerable to him.These differing perceptions andmisunderstandings are why whatseems an over-emphasis on riotcontrol is disturbing. Not because
riots should be tolerated, because
they can not be. But because wemisread history and neglect the
reasons for violence. By miscast-

ing our priorities we may sentence
ourselves to more violence, not
less; moe burning cities, not
fewer. .,In the United States today, it isunnecessary for majorities to be-have violently to achieve their
goals; they more frequently actirresponsibly or tyrannically in
responsible and accepted ways.Violence-the tyranny of the mi-nority-is often the counterpart tothe unjust laws, the indifference,
the insensitivity of a majority that
is procedurally responsible, butsubstantively tyrannical.

While as individuals we may seeviolence as the assertion of power,
paradoxically it is the power of the
powerless. It is the force of those
who do not possess the economic,social or political influence to im-
prove the conditions of their lives.

viewed in perspective, discrimina-tion is a state of powerlessness. A
group that suffers from systemati-
cally unequal treatment does not
possess the influence to challengesuccessfully the forces which re-
strict their freedom, or which deny
them justice.

After hundreds of years of col-
lective patience, the Negro cer-
tainly has reason to doubt thisnation's resolve to make good onthe covenants extended to all peo-
ple in 1776, in 1789, and at theconclusion of a civil war. He cer-tainly has reason to consider law

and justice as white man's sophis-
CHICAGO BAR RECORD
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! tries. He may choose to assert the If the life of the law is experi-

only power he can. ence not logic, then from those

oIn years past, the frustration whose experience had been one in

and anger that came from being which the law was either an angry
powaers taste trnd bin- 'policeman or a set. of institutions

powerless wasny oftenblack turnedin-of which prevent them from satisfy-
this couny. alak clitons If ing the needs of their families, for
this country. Ralph Ellison s In- example, through access to the job
visible Mann, as well as much maktort h;huig'akt

other Negro literature, has dis- market or to the housing market,

cussed the theme of facelessness the experience of the law might

and inferiority that affects a peo- logically lead them to a cynical

ple who were violently uprooted disbelief in legal matters and in

and transplanted to an alien and lawyers.e
hostile culture. Should we only judge the man

Now with raised consciousness on West Madison Street? Must we
No wthrisd oncounes not judge ourselves and our law'

of their own plight, heightened - juge or itvis " our law
awareness of the abundance of as well? For it is "our lawn' It is
ameness ofithe indancao not the Negro's in the same sense
amenities available mn America' . that it is ours.

knowledge of the promises and In an era which demands great
good intentions announced regu- h and which dema reat
larly by national leaders, many change, and which is marked by

Negroes are channeling some of severe violence, stand? Shouldn't

their inner anger outward in vio- legal profession stad Shud'

lent rhetoric, and in actual acts it be actively engaged in assisting
lentiretca mto make the law relevant to the
of violence, lives of the black citizens who are

As lawyers,.we find this particu- asked to honor it? Shouldn't it be
larly hard to accept. We highly reoriented so that it is not a mock-
esteem the man who speaks most ing symbol of false justice, but a
rationally and analytically. Our meaningful part of people's lives,
professional lives are built on the that it gives them hope that
assumption that a just resolution sothat it gives th e fat

ofcoflctca ocu wthn he they are not powerless in the face F,
of conflict can occur within the of degrading and debilitating con-
courts of law. We all feel anger ditions?
or frustration in the midst of a Thdeiryomucpasrv

courtroom battle, or in dealing The delivery of municipal serv-

with an obdurate opponent, but we ices to our ghetto community is

admire those who are able to con- facing city governments at this
trol it, use it for a purpose, or sup- ting cit y res at the
press it altogether. Many of us time. But equally pressing is the

live in the suburbs of this city, we delivery of effective legal services

have in a material sense succeeded to these disadvantaged areas.

in America. In short, we live by What we are talking about is

the law, not to mention through social change. We know it is nec-

the law. essary but we are unclear on the

But can we imagine what the mechanisms that can . bring it
law mean te iagheo wa ? about. And since change involves

law means to the ghetto dweller . conflict, we may hesitate over the
Can we make that imaginative, implications for ourselves if we

j subjective leap? Think of our own., were to assume a role in pushing

belief in equality and justice udelt ef 'to
law. Can we expect others, who o it
have been oppressed, repressed But conflict in the court and in

and rejected to share such confi- the legislature, even if directed at

dence, or to put much faith in the powerful. forces, is infinitely pref-

ways of the law? erable-" to conflict on the streets of

SUMMER,. 1968 
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Chicago. And dealing through the or not our legal institutions are
courts and the legislature with the so designed that the goal of fair
causes of violence is far superior treatment is for many citizens
to massive suppression of the vio- more than a mocking ideal." The

- lence itself. development and support of equi-
Thus, an essential question for table legislation is one way this

all of us is: Can the law lead; can Association can help make these
it be taken down from paneled sentiments concrete.
offices on La Salle Street and made But the Bar Association can go
meaningful in the 4000 block on further. It can help to alter the
West Madison Street? legal profession's view of itself,

Many of the problems of Chi- and its approach to public service.
cago's Negro poor could come Justice Brennan recently wrote
within the province of this As- that "the legal profession must
sociation. Two areas where the purge itself of the inbred .concepts
legal profession might be of serv- of another day, rethink its code
ice seem particularly important. of practice, and reshape its inter-
These are the evaluation and de- nal mechanisms for meeting its
velopment of legislation, and the public responsibilities."
provision or coordination of legal Many have suggested that law
services-. f m llnw a icn i ,m

Out-moded, inadequate, or sim-
ply poorly written legislation-
particularly as it affects the Negro
poor-should be an area of con-
cern for this Association. And
there is much legislation in Illinois
that bears reforming. The State
Landlord and Tenant Codes, Con-
sumer Protection, and the Office
of the Public Defender, for
instance, are logical areas for ex-
amination. It seems highly appro-
priate that the Chicago Bar Asso-
ciation carry out such examina-

Stions. Many years ago I served on
the Association's Committee on
Development of the Law, which we
called the Committee on the Uni-
verse. Despite its name and gen-
erality, the committee recognized
a social responsibility and served
a useful function. I have been told
that the Bar Association is now
considering a committee to exam-
ine legislation affecting the poor.
I want to endorse this effort very
strongly.

Your out-going President, Jus-
tin Stanley, wrote on April 26 of
this year, that "what is challenged
is whether or not our laws are
being applied with equal fairness
to all of our citizens, and whether

440

iiiiris a' ow a n urge er mIr em-

bers to devote a certain amount
of time to "public" cases. This is
now done for indigent criminals.
The contribution could be broad-
ened to include problems of com-
munity law, of poverty and
discrimination, sub-standard hous-
ing in violation of the building
codes. That this may involve con-
flict in the private field rather than
with state officials should be no
deterrent.

At the least, the Association
could endorse these activities. But
if .we think of law firms as re-
positories of highly skilled and
very scarce manpower, we might
urge them to organize their public
activities in as effcient a manner
as possible. Why couldn't firms
indicate to Legal Aid centers their
willingness to take on specific
kinds of cases-relating perhaps
to welfare or landlord-tenant re-
lations, or urban renewal, and
then largely confine their public
activities to these matters? Why
couldn't the Chicago Bar Associa-
tion coordinate such a program?
An organized approach such as
this would enable expertise to be
developed very rapidly in areas of

CHICAGO BAR RECORD
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exceptional importance, where it-
ile legal knowledge now exists.

Many other suggestions could be
made, and will be made, if and as
the Association studies these prob-
lems. What is important is that
the Bar Association recognize-
explicitly-how essential the legal
profession is to the alleviation and
correction of the problems of the
Negro poor, and, therefore, the
magnitude of its responsibility. If
our present social institutions are
to function effectively, if we are
to alter inlequlitable conditions and(l
meet legitimate grievances, the
legal profession must commit it-
self to action.

Private business is beginning to
commiriit substantial reson rces to
problems of poverty an( civil
rights; the legal profession with
its special competences should not
lag behind.

But more is required than com-
mitment by the legal profession.
Groups such as this-men such as
we-representatives, if you will,
of the establishment, must com-
municate the transcendent urgen-
cy of the Negro's plight, and must
qu iclken the pace of change.

The problems of education, pov-
erty, unemployment and discrimi-
nation are indeed awesome. Much
of the violence, much of the crisis
in our cities, is due to the impos-
sibility of solving them with our
present social institutions. But
they can be solved.

The richest economic system in

SUMMER, 1968

the world must provide the
resources.

The broadest and best higher
educational system in the world
must provide the knowledge.

The most exciting, the most acti-
vist, university generation in re-
cent memory must provide the foot
soldiers in this battle.

But we must bear the burdens
of leadership, we must make the
start. Having the power, we have
the responsibility.

Finally, we must rethink the'
)hilosophical basis of our society.

We must establish a new set of
agreements on how differences can
be settled-a new social contract.
We must seek institutions which
are more receptive to nonviolent
dissent than others have been in
the past. We must broaden the
range of meaningful participation
in society's institutions. We must
listen to legitimate petition, dem-
onstration and protest.

All of this may seem extreme,
visionary, naive. But compared
to the alternatives, it is very con-
servative indeed. Riots in Watts,
I)etroit, Newark and Chicago, and
the forcible suppression of such
riots, represent one course we
could choose. I am suggesting
another. The choice is both real
and urgent.

When making the choice, we
should keep clearly before us that
there are alternatives to force and
to violence, but there are no alter-
natives to change.
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TIiE REsPONsIBILITIES OF THE LEGAL PuoFEssIoN

We are gathered here to commemorate the one hundred

and fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the larvard

Law School. This is a great day, not only for the Law

School and for the University but for the profession and

the Nation as well. I shall have something to say today

about the centrality of the legal profession in the public

life of our country. But I would open by reminding

you of what few in this audience, at least, would chal-
lenge: the preeminence of this school in the history of

American legal education. Here we are on familiar ground

and I will be brief. The school's beginnings were humble

enough: a faculty o.f two, Judge Parker and Asahel

Stearns, in three rooms of two-story "Second College

House," launched this enterprise. Through Oliver Wen-

deli Holmes, Jr., the law school in the Nineteenth Cen-

tury remade the basic attitude of the profession toward

the law: viewing it not as a system of self-enclosed and

immutable logic, but as a social instrument. This in-

sight was carried, forward by the great faculty of the

turn of the century: by Langdell and Thayer and Gray

and Ames, and later, under Dean Pound. by the faculty

of my day which included such men as Wambaugh and

Beale, Scott and the Warrens, Frankfurter, Williston,

and Chafee. The, faculty today, under the great lead-

ership of Dean Griswold, is less austere, perhaps, but

even more attuned to contemporary challenges and to

the problems and opportunities of the future. The school

has not been content to rest on memories of a Golden

Age-an age of giants, now lengendary. After 150 years.

I sense no lessening of vitality. Indeed, I am confident

that the school's greatest clays are still before it.

To evoke the history of this school, however fleetingly,

is to demonstrate the seminal role of the law school-and
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above all of this law school-in the continuing evolution
of the legal profession in this country. There could be no
more fitting occasion, therefore, to re-examine-in the
perspective of the past, but with particular emphasis
upon the future-the responsibilities of the profession
today. This is what I propose to essay this morning.

I begin with the observation-a truism since de Tocque-
villd wrote so discerningly of American society in the
Nineteenth Century-that lawyers occupy a strategic
role in the ordering of our society.. Why is this? It is
not, I think, merely that the law trains one in habits of
analysis which can be applied fruitfully throughout the
range of social problems, or that tradition has inclined
to the law individuals disposed to follow also a career
in politics or public service-though these arc doubtless
important factors. Equally significant is the fact that
governmental action that in other societies is exclusively
the purview of administrators or legislators is, in America,
subject also to judicial or quasi-judicial scrutiny. We
have been a legalistic society from the beginning. Law-
yers were conspicuous in the vanguard of the revolution-
ary movement and in the drafting of the Constitution,
and ever since the diversity of our people, combined with
their ingrained sense of justice and moral duty, has
caused the society to frame urgent social, economic and
political questions in legal terms-to place great prob-
lems of social order in the hands of lawyers for their
definition, and in the hands of judges for their ultimate
resolution.

Today, the lawyer is still the indispensable middleman
of our social progress. To him men turn for advice and
assistance in their private affairs, for representation in
the courts and agencies of government and for leader-
ship in public life. In truth, I think the lawyer's role
is more important today than ever. The complexities
of modern society are not confined to the. technological
and scientific spheres; they infect all phases of social
.organization. The intricacy and pervasiveness of the
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webbing of statutes, regulations and common law rules.
in this country which surrounds every contemporary
social endeavor of consequence give lawyers a peculiar
advantage in coming to grips with our social problems.
They alone-or so it sometimes seems-are equipped
to penetrate directly and incisively to the core of a prob-
lem through the cloud of statutes, rules, regulations and
rulings which invariably obscure it to the lay eye; I need
but remind you of the high complexity of, for example,
the federal civil rights, urban renewal, poverty, and social
security statutes.

In threading this maze, the lawyer has inherent advan-
tages not merely of specialized training and experience,
but of detachment. Ie is not involved as principal in
the problems that he is asked to mediate and advise on,
but as an agent, and as such can afford, emotionally and
intellectually, to take a. broader long-term view of his
clients' needs-whether the client be a private corpora-
tion, an individual or a government agency-than can
the client himself.

For all these reasons, it seems to me unquestionable
that the lawyer in America is uniquely situated to playa creative role in American social progress. Indeed I
would make bold to suggest that the success with which
he responds to the challenges of what is plainly a new
era of crisis and of promise in the life of our Nation may
prove decisive in determining the outcome of the social
experiments on which we are embarked.

I would remind that in past periods of acute national
need the response of the profession has fallen disappoint-
ingly short. Thus did Mr. Justice Stone (as he then was)on a similar occasion in 1934 return-in the words of his
biographer-"an unvarnished indictment of lawyers' neg-
lect of public duties." 1 "Steadily," Justice Stone said,
"the best skill and capacity of the profession has been
drawn into the exacting and highly specialized service

1 Mason, Harlan Fiske Stone: Pillar of the Law 377 (1950).
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of business and finance" with the consequence that "At
its worst it has made the learned profession of an earlier
day the obsequious servant of business and tainted it
with the morals and manners of the market place in its
most anti-social manifestations." 2 The record of the
profession was not, of course, entirely a blemished one
in that era. As all who are familiar with this Law School
and its alumni well know, the great reform measures of
the New Deal were in significant part also the product of
lawyers. Yet, the lesson which Mr. Justice Stone rightly,
I think, drew was that a more affirmative, responsible
and progressive attitude on the part of the profession
as a whole might have averted the crisis which evoked
those measures.

The lesson remains timely, although the critical prob-
lems today are quite different. rTPhe focus has shifted
from the abuses of concentrated economic,power and the
vagaries of cycles of boom and bust.! Society's over-
riding concern today is with providing freedom and
equality of rights and opportunities, in a realistic and
not merely formal sense, to all the people of this Nation:
justice, equal and practical, to the poor, to the members
of minority groups, to the criminally accused. to the cis-
placed persons of the technological revolution, to alien-
ated youth, to the urban masses, to the unrepresented
consumers-to all, in short, who do not partake of the
abundance of American life. To be sure, it is our very
success in overriding the cruder privations and injustices
of an earlier day-massive unemployment, rural back-
wardness, institutional segregation, overt police brutal-
ity----that has brought to the fore the current problems.
But that they were formerly obscured by even greater
wrongs does not make the remaining issues of injustice
and inequality trivial or tractable. Who will deny that
despite the great progress we have made in recent decades
toward universal equality, freedom and prosperity, the

2 Stone, The Public Influence of the Bar, .4S Harv. L. Rev. 1, 7
(1934).
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goal is far from won and ugly inequities continue to mar
the national promise? Much, surely, remains to be done..
Lawyers obviously cannot do it all, but their potential
contribution is great.) Yet, it is doubtful whether the
legal profession is at present fully capable of assuming,
or entirely disposed to assume, the full measure of its
responsibilities.

This pessimistic note may come as a surprise in light
of the conspicuous role which lawyers have played in
recent efforts to attack the problems I have mentioned;
one need only mention, as examples, the recent burgeon-
ing in legal aid, neighborhood legal services, and public
defender activities. What these efforts reveal, however,
is a. growing and rather ominous cleavage in the profes-
sion. The burden of the new quest for justice has been
assumed very largely (though not exclusively) by gov-
ernment lawyers, law professors, and young men associ-
ated with public defender or neighborhood law offices or
civil rights organizations. The practicing bar has re-
mained largely aloof-where it has not been affirmatively
obstructive, as in some unduly literal and inflexible
applications of the Canons of Ethics to novel methods
of affording legal representation to disadvantaged indi-
viduals. Justice Stone's warning 33 years ago was
prophetic: "Our Canons of Ethics for the most part
are generalizations designed for an earlier era." 3 Not
only has little been accomplished within the profession
to prepare to meet the challenge of today's problems
but the obsolescence of our code of ethics and institu-
tions has been dramatically compounded. An institu-
tional framework designed for the service of the law's
traditional clients, with their ready access to legal serv-
ices, cannot now satisfy the profession's responsibility
to the client born of more recent social upheaval, a task
that implicates quite different and practical considera-
tions. The profession must, indeed, purge itself of the

a Stone, supra, note 2, at 10.
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iinbred precepts of another day, rethink its code of prac-
tice and reshape its internal mechanisms for meeting its
public responsibilities. Else the dangerous cleavage be-
tween a public sector of the bar devoted to the develop-
ing issues of society and a private sector-the practicing
bar-which ignores them will only widen. What I pro-
pose to focus on in the remainder of these remarks is,
precisely, this problem of bridging the gap and involving,
in creative and constructive fashion, the practicing bar
with its manifold resources of skill, experience, money
and influence, in the great challenges which confront the
profession today.

Let us hav
one. .The s
and outcasts
plex for the p
precisely those
been the clie
over, the legs
transcends th
gent in the c
most tradition
in rights gu
Assurance of
require new t
practitioners,
protection, lar
law including
training progr
meant insuran
to the traditi
ling, negotiate
ings. Theirs
public policy:
their abilities,
responsibility
all classes ofr
spokesmen.

ve no illusions that. the task will be an easy
social and legal problems of disadvantaged
groups and individuals are novel and com-
practicing bar, not least because they involve
se in our society who traditionally have not
nts of the legal profession as such. More-
al aid and representation that are required
at constitutionality mandated for the inch-
riminal and juvenile courts, which has the
nal sort of legal coloration rooted as it is
guaranteed by the Federal Constitution.
equal rights and opportunities to all will
echniques and involve, for many successful
new areas of private law, such as consumer

lndlord-tenant relations and general welfare
public assistance, housing, education and

rams, child welfare services and unemploy-
cc. Many of these problems will not yield
onal methods of solution through counsel-
ion, or judicial or administrative proceed-
solution. will demand the formulation of
in every area of life where lawyers apply
in all branches of government, with the

at each level to see at the very least that
men are effectively represented by lawyer-
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Doubtless these novel forms of. practice will require
radical changes in our concepts and methods of the prac-
tice of the law. Thus, for example, the conflict between
the newly recognized need for legal services on the part
of people who cannot pay for them and our traditional
concept of the lawyer-client relationship as.involving a
paying client without the intervention of a lay interme-
diary may demand revision of the Canons of Ethics. I
leave such questions to Mr. Edward L. Wright who will
discuss them later. Assuming that artificial barriers
rooted in the seeds and conceptions of an earlier day will
eventually be swept aside, we are still left with the great
question of the role of the practitioner whose skills and
talents have traditionally. been available only to his pri-
vate and paying clients. Of course, he must continue to
devote his skill and talent to his private clients' interests.
But he must find ways to spare some of that skill and
talent for the problems of the poor. If private prac-
titioners generally do not participate actively in the serv-
ice of our Nation's goals of extending the blessings of
equality and freedom to the disadvantaged, the task will
devolve entirely-and with, I think, unfortunate conse-
quences for the profession-on the growing "public bar"
which has no clients in the traditional private sense.

The "public bar" of which I speak first became con-
spicuous in the 1930's, when so many young lawyers
went to Washington to work for the Federal Government
on the very problems that Justice Stone believed had
been improperly ignored by the private bar. Since that
time, government service has become an increasingly im-
portant and attractive form of employment for the law-
yer, whether as a career or on a relatively short-term
basis. In addition--and in specific connection with the
problems of the disadvantaged-we have witnessed in
recent years the development of still other forms of full-
time "public" employment for lawyers. Within govern-
ment itself, increasing numbers of outstanding young
lawyers have gravitated away from the more traditional
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legal positions of prosecutor, tax specialist and the like
toward fields (about which we shall hear more later from
Gary Bellows and Professor Frank Michelman) such as
civil rights or the "war on poverty," international rela-
tions, the Peace Corps, and criminal justice. The insti-
tution of the law clerkship in our Federal and State
courts attracts more and more of our outstanding law
school graduates, usually for only a period of one year
immedliately after graduation, but often as an introduc-
tion to further public service. And outside the govern--
ment, an increasing number of lawyers have been
attracted to work in the areas of poverty, civil rights
or civil liberties, on behalf of a great variety of orga-
nizations, or as members of law school faculties.

What all this amounts to, I think, is an important
development in the organization of the American legal
profession-the growth of a large and diversified public
sector of the profession, consisting of lawyers engaged
in full-time employment, on either a permanent or short-
term basis, with the government or some other organiza--
tion in whose service they can direct their legal training
directly and exclusively to the public interest.
- The reasons for the rise of this public sector of the

legal profession are doubtless many. Foremost, perhaps,-
is the growing concern at all levels of our society with
the great unfinished social business of this Nation and
the idealism of our youth today. I would also suggest
that the emergence of this distinct group within the
bar is a complementary development to the increased
sp~ecialization of the private bar and the consequently
decreased capacity and willingness of private lawyers to
assume public responsibilities. Lawyers in the public
sector are comparably specialized in the public responsi-
bilities of the profession. These responsibilities are, after
all, hardly less complex, less demanding or less important
than the concerns of business clients. Especially in view...

*of the failure or inability of a significant segment of-
practicing lawyers to shoulder much of the burden, it was*
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perhaps to be expected that the needs of the public and
the idealism of our profession would merge in the
development of this large group of lawyers devoting-
themselves exclusively to the public interest.

How should we evaluate the rise of the public sector
of our profession? What are its "external" implications
for the relationship between lawyers and the public, and
its "internal" implications for lawyers themselves?

So far as the public responsibilities of the profession
are concerned, it is a. welcome development. That. a large
and increasing number of lawyers are devoting their pro-
fessional abilities exclusively to the public interest ob-
viously serves that interest. The internal aspect of the
rise of the public sector, however, seems to me to pose a
significant problem for our profession that in the long run
may have an important impact on the basic professional
identity and attitudes of the American lawyer. Briefly,
the appearance and growth of an important sector of the
profession devoting itself wholly to public responsibilities
could bring about a progressive alienation from those
responsibilities on the part of the private sector, the prac-
ticing bar.

Such a schism would clearly be an unfortunate develop-
ment, and not alone from the point of view of the
profession. It would deprive the public of the great con-
tributions that the practicing bar-a vast residue of
highly skilled, knowledgeable and influential lawyers-
could make to advancing the national goals of justice and
equality. Nor would such exclusion be any real boon
to these lawyers-or even to their corporate and other
affluent clients. As those lawyers become increasingly
removed from the social and public problems and con-
cerns that society deems most exigent and vital, they
may become narrow in point of view, unduly circum-
scribed by the private and parochial interests of their
clients, lacking in perspective and breadth of vision. The
proud tradition of our profession as one "charged with
public duties and responsibilities" will be compromised.
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We will become a. bifurcated profession-half devoted
single-mindedly to public duties and responsibilities, half
concerned exclusively with private interests. And the
two halves will not make a whole. Nor. I might add,
is it desirable that those lawyers engaged in the public
sector lose touch completely with the profession's basic
tradition of loyalty and service to clients and with the
satisfactions, understanding - and perspective - that
result from such service.

I fear unless present trends are reversed the cleavage
will harm the practicing bar in another respect. Many
of the best of our young lawyers-those who are most
idealistic, most concerned with the profession's public
responsibilities, often those who have been attracted to
the profession precisely because of those opportunities-
will be increasingly reluctant to join the private sector
of the profession, lest they be wholly cut off from what
they consider is the most attractive aspects of the lawyer's
role. Practicing law firms will find themselves unable
to attract and keep the most able and imaginative young
lawyers.

I think we can see this happening already. Although
I have no statistics on the subject, I venture to say that
our large private law firms have experienced in the past
10 or 15 years a marked decline in their ability to attract
the top graduates of leading law schools. I need io
better authority than the very latest issue of the Harvard
Law Review. With a distinct note of exuberance the
graduating editors announce that "only eight members
of the Review plan to enter private practice upon grad-
uation."* All of the others have gone into some kind
of public service. And whatever difficulties our large
firms are now having in this regard, I should expect that
they will become even greater in the next few years, as
the changed emphasis in the law schools whets the desire
of young graduates to participate professionally in the
great efforts to eliminate our social ills.

'SO Harv. L. Rev. No. S, vii-viii (June 1967).
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"What we need," Dean Griswold said at the Con-
ference of Law and Poverty held at this Law School last
March, "are not narrow-minded, single-track poverty
lawyers." "A fine corporate lawyer," he added, "has the
background and breadth of understanding to recognize
the scope of the poverty problem." I agree that the
challenge to our profession will not be well met by the
development of narrow-minded, single-track poverty -
lawyers. Even less, however, will it be met by the
development-perhaps I should say, the continued de-
velopment-of narrow-minded, single-track corporation
lawyers. Fine corporation lawyers of breadth and back-
ground in the sense Dean Griswold intencled will not
emerge in a system that erects steel bulkheads between
private and public practice, and even if they do their
value to the public sector will be academic unless they
can be involved concretely in its problems and struggles.
Poverty lawyers and corporation lawyers will both remain
unduly narrow-minded and single-track so long as the
prevailing career patterns in our profession continue to
make it very difficult to switch from one track to the
other.

What we need badly and will need increasingly in the
coming years are means of cross-fertilization. We should -
work to avoid the situation in which a young lawyer must
make a permanent choice between devoting himself to
private practice on the one hand or, on the other, to
poverty law or other forms of service within the public
sector of the profession. It should not be the case, as
now it substantially is, that if he chooses private practice f
he can subsequently make the other choice only as an
act of abnegation or, many years later when he has made
enough money, as an act of quasi-retirement.
i I reject the easy solution which concentrates on the

-_ public-service opportunities open to practicing lawyers
on the traditional type of spare-time basis. Poverty and

t1, civil rights law, and most other important forms of publi-

544 Harvard Law Record No. 7, at 7 (March 23, 1967).
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service, are as specialized and demanding as private prac-
tice, so that what Justice Stone described as "those occa-
sional and brief intervals when the busy lawyer secures
some respite from the pressing demands of clients to
participate in the festivities of bar association meetings" Gare wholly inadequate to bridge the gap. .What we
primarily need, rather, are more and better ivays to com-
bine, within a legal career, consecutive periods of full-
time service of private and public service, although Iwould not abandon the search for imaginative new ways
by which the lawyer can serve the public interest while
continuing in private practice in a more substantial and
concentrated fashion than has traditionally been true of
spare-tune activities.

Without any pretense of complete originality, let me
suggest what I consider to be some of the main channels
through which beneficial cross-currents between the pub-lic and private sectors of the profession could be set in
mo ti)n.

Let us consider first what is still by far the most preva-
lent form of full-time public-service activity engaged in
by lawyers: employment by the government. To an
excessive degree, the paths of government service and
private practice are now distinct and, in the vast ma-
jority of lawyers' careers, mutually exclusive. There
can be no doubt, I think, that shuttling between govern-
ment service and private practice should be encouraged.
It is good for the lawyer to have his vision broadened and
his judgmentt enriched by direct participation in the
concerns of government and close contact with the public-
interest considerations that in private practice, are too
often submerged. It is good for the government to have
infusions of talent, fresh points of view and familiaritywith private business and other aspects of national life
with which career government officials necessarily tend
to lose touch.

SStone, suiprai, note 2, at 11.
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We need to find more ways to make this possible; andwe need to remove some of the barriers that now unneces-
sarily prevent it. One such barrier is the undue reluc-
tance of many leading law firms to hire, or take in as
partners, lawyers who have devoted significant portions
of their careers to government service-and the compa-rable reluctance to allow young lawyers to leave the firm
to enter government service with an understanding that
they can probably come back after a few years. Some
of this reluctance is purely snobbery; much is the result,
I think, of blind adherence to past practice and defcreiice
to the views of seniors whose own careers were formed in
the day when the legal profession consisted almost exclu-
sively of private practitioners. Of course, the reluctance
is also due, especially in some large firms, to loyaltytoward those lawyers who have been with the firm
throughout their careers. I suggest, however. that this
attitude leads to a narrow parochialism among practicing
lawyers, and deprives the firm of the broader horizon
all its lawyers would acquire through closer contact with
the public service and the public interest.

It also deprives the firm, in many cases, of talent and
skills greater than those the lawyer in question would
have developed had he stayed with the firm. In certain
fields of the law-for example, litigation-it seems clear
that the young lawyer can obtain better training andmore responsible experience at a certain stage of his
career in the government than in private practice. I
would by no means limit my proposition, however, to
fil ds of gover nmen work which have a direct, "mtercaini-
disable" relevance to law practice; indeed, my concern
here today is more. with those fields that are not so
"merchandisable." I think private practitioners should
be much more receptive to potential colleagues who have
worked for the government in fields without significant
substantive relevance to the concerns of law practice-
fields such as foreign policy, civil rights, or poverty law.
Indeed, the more "alien" the lawyer's government ex-
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perience has been from the day-to-day concerns oft
firm, the broader the horizons he can open for his c
leagues in the firm. It is time for our law firms to ex
cate themselves from the old groove and abandon pa
chialism- and a trade-school approach to their hiri
policies.

I also think that the government has been partly
blame. Tihe Federal Government, for all the thousa
of lawyers it employs, and despite its obvious n
for the top-flight legal talent and fresh point of vi
that able practicing lawyers can contribute, makes
very difficult for such lawyers to find appropriate po
tions. I am convinced that the number of very a
practicing lawyers throughout this country who wo
be willing to take a suitable ,job with the Federal C
ernnent for a few years is much greater than the nu
ber who do so. rTie government should devise so
way-perhaps in cooperation with a" special commit
of the organized bar, or perhaps through a special Pr
dential committee that could extend the advantages
the new system to businessmen and other non-lawyer
to put the recruitment of lawyers and other professio
men for non-career service in the Federal Governm
on a more open and inclusive basis.

But what is also needed is a change in emphasis
the nature of the service. It seems to me that fort
long the focus has been almost exclusively on the Fede
Government at the expense of State and municipal
other governmental bodies. The flow of talented you
lawyers to Washington that began in the 1930's, and t
has continued apace through the present time, has
to be matched by a comparable attraction to State c
itals, county and regional government offices, and
like. Yet, Our.Country's problems have clearly chan
in nature, and it now is apparent that many of th
must be solved at the local and State levels if they
to be solved at all. Non-federal government serve
has the advantage for the lawyer, moreover, that
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can be assumed in the lawyer's own State or con
unity, without the necessity of uprooting his family
and disrupting his professional contacts by moving
Washington.

In sum, I would like to see more tranic in both dire
tions between private law practice and positions in Sta
and local governments and 1 think our law firms, o
bar associations, and other government officials shou
exert efforts to accomlish this.

As for the problem of devising more and.better wa'
for lawyers to serve the public interest even while ti
remain fully engaged in private practice, I start fro
the premise that the occasional dabblings of the bu
private practitioner are inadequate. Nor is it enoui
for a law firm to take the position that its partners au
associates are perfectly free to spend as much as thm
like of their spare time--that is, time beyond what thi
ordinarily devote to the firm's business-on projects di
voted to the public interest. Such inadequacy in pu
lie service exists even if it is made clear-and I fe
it often is not-that the lawyer may use firm facility
such as day-time stenographic help and duplicati
equipment for these projects so long as he still pu
in his accustomed number of billable hours on fir
business. The rub is that in the real world the bu
lawyer does not have those extra hours left over aft
completion of firm business; or, if he does, either he
then too tired to devote them to a separate project,
he finds it difficult to find a. project that can be satin
factorily pursued in the random extra hours he ih
available, usually in the evening. It is almost impossilb
to meet clients, conduct lit-igation, telephone pub
offices, and so forth, in the evening.

It is preeminently true, with respect to spare-tin
public-service work by practicing lawyers, that if su
work is to have any significant existence at all, the fir
must not only tolerate it but affirmatively encourage
Some large firms have in recent years inaugurated su
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a policy of encouragement with respect to associates d-
siring to spend several weeks working for one of the
civil rights organizations in the Deep South. The firms
have allowed extra weeks of vacation for this purpose, -
or have otherwise made concessions without which, how-
ever public-spirited the associates might have been and
however tolerant the firm, the probability is that nothing
would have happened.

I might observe that to my knowledge at least a few
of these firms, in announcing their new policy on this
question, have stipulated that the extra weeks of vacation
allowed for this work in the South were not to be re-
garded as a "precedent" for similar allowances for other
p ublic-service work in the future. If one were to ask
my opinion, this is one case where I am wholeheartedly
in favor of following precedent. Indeed. I deplore the
timid and ungenerous attitude that would avoid doing so.

What is most needed, I think, is a way in which the
law firm may apply the same kind of encouraging atti-
tude-the same willingness to make concessions so that
its lawyers may participate in public-service work-to
public-service projects that can be performed, not once
a year in Mississippi, but throughout the year while the
lawyer sits at his regular desk. As indicated above, the
problem is difficult. Yet the difficulties must be over-
come if a viable, everyday connection is to be established
between the lawyer in private practice-especially the
young associate in a large firm-and the public-service
responsibilities and satisfactions of the profession.

The most promising solution, so far as I can see, is
to allow and encourage the young lawyer to bring his
public-service work into the office and to do it, to some
extent, on firm time. I would propose that firms set
aside a specified proportion of their billable time-five
hours a week, say-as time which their lawyers are free
to devote to any public-service project of their choice. It
would be expected, of course, that the lawyer would add
a good deal of his own time as well; the firm would be
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contributing "seed time," during the business day, with-
out which the lawyer would probably never bc able to
embark on the project. I realize that in a number of
cities where the system of representation for indigent
criminal defendants depends on "involu'ntary" assignment
of counsel, law nrms already devote large amounts of
time in similar fashion to work on assigned cases. My

- proposal, however, while it would include representation
of indigent defendants if the individual lawyer chose to
spend his "public-service time" in that fashion, woldT
by no means be hinted to that. It would comprehend
any public-service project that the lawyer might choose. .

Our law firms can well afford to donate a small percent-
age of their time to the public in this fashion. In nectuni-

* .ary terms such a contribution would seem minor comn-
pared to, for example, the large sums contributed to
educational institutions and other charities by our busi-
ness corporations.

Apart from the various techniques that might help to-
* construct bridges between private practice and dhe public

sector of the profession, it is obvious that bridges arc no
use unless traffic flows over them. In the final analysis

the oligai rests onthinidulawehtvr

may currently be his position within the profession,
whether he is in a large or small firm or is an individual

- practitioner, to devote hintself, however it may be pos-
sible, to some project involving the public interest.
Every lawyer should have at any given time,I think, at
least one public-service project to which he i~s in sonme
manner actively devoting his professional ability. Arthur
Su therlanid, in the very last paragraph of his spendid
Scsquticntennial History, said to this Law School:

"One imperative lesson is written in these annals.
The familiar is niot the necessary. What has heen
habitual in the law and in education for it may be
deadening if it fails to accord with new demands

- of society. The Harvard Law School of 1869, rest-
ing on formulas devised when America was far

_ _ _ ___k
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Tentative outline of an article for the History and Comparative Studies
Task Force of the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence.

THE AMAERI7CAN VTIGILJANTE TRADITION

By Richard -Maxwell Brown, College of William and Mary.

I. The Old Vigilantism: a response to the problem of frontier disorder.

A. Colonial Origins: the South Carolina Regulators, 1767-69.

B, Eastern Vigilantism (i~e., east of the 96th meridian and mainly
before the Civil War.

l. Stemming from the weakness of local law enforcement.

2. A response, primarily, to frontier horse thieves, counter-
feiters, and lower people (ne'er-'do-well poor whites) . For
the purpose of establishing order and stability in newly
settled areas,

3. A brief survey of Eastern vigilantism, state-by-state.

4. The nemesis of vigilantism: many vigilante movements re-~
sult in chaos and anarchy.

C. Ideology of Vigilantism.

1. The 19th-century doctrine of "vigilance."

2, The philosophical justification of vigilantism:

a. Self-preservation as the first law of human nature.

b. The right of revolution,

C. Popular sovereignty.

3. Economic rationale of vigilantism: vigilantism is much
cheaper and more efficient than the regular system of law
and order -- a persuasive argument in economically poor
and underdeveloped frontier societies.

D. Western Vigilantismn (i.e., west of the 96th meridian and mainly
from the Civil War era to the 1890's),

1. A response to disorder in mining camps, cattle towns, and
the open ranges.

2. A brief survey of Western vigilantism, state-by-state.



Ae Old Vigilantism (continued)
;2

E. Related to vig'antism: the Anti-ilorse Thief Association
movement,

1. Launched in the Northeastern United States in the late
18th and early 19th-centuries.

2. Area of greatest growth was from the Great Lakes to the
Southwest in the late 19th and early 20th-centuries.

F. Waning of the Old Vigilantism.

1. Improved transportation (railroad, automobile) and communi-
cations (telegraph, telephone) greatly increase the
mobility and effectiveness of regular law enforcement,
thus lessening the usefulness of vigilantism in dealing
with crime.

2. Increasingly prosperous post-frontier societies have the
economic resources to support regular law enforcement.

3. Maturing of frontier societies renders obsolete vigilantism's
function as an agent to establish social stability.

II. The New Vigilantism.

A. The New Vigilantism occurred mainly between the Civil War and
World War II. It arose largely as a response to the
problems of an emerging industrial, urban, ethnically
diverse America,

1. San Francisco Vigilance Committee of 1856: a transition
from the Old to the New Vigilantism.

2. Quasi-vigilante movements: 1st and 2nd Ku Klux Klans,
White Caps, Bald Knobbers (Missouri), Night Riders (Kentucky
and Tennessee), etc.

3. Vigilante attacks on minority groups and unpopular Ameri-
cans: Catholics, Jews, immigrants, Negroes, industrial
workers, labor organizers, free thinkers, political
radicals, etc.

4. Waning of the New Vigilantism.

a. In the 19301 s and the World War II era ethnic and
cultural pluralism and the effects of the New Deal
combine to produce a socially diverse -but unified America.
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SCHEfATi'IC OUTLINE OF C0MISSION WORK PROGRAM

1. DEFINE. Define Types of Violence to be _Studied.

a) Attacks on politically prominent persons: assassination

and other phvsi attacks o an ad 7 threas a i C(

expressions of disrespect for) public

\positions of authorit or roiece.

officia ls an o er in

:of ficials and others in

b) Group violence: violence of all types associatewith

activities of formal and informal groups (e.g., city riots; Klan

or gang--type attacks; forcible entry, obstruction, and destruction

of property in connection vith mass "protests" and similar/

ac )i es).lv I:v

C) Violen1t private cries:v n 'c ^2s rvt

persons and property committed by individuals or small ad hoc

groups (in particular, murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary,
r

arson). t.

- 2. MEASURE, Make Quantitative Measurement and HistoricalAnalysis
of Each Major Tyne of Violence.

a) In U. S. since colonial days.

. b) By comparisons with other modern societies.

c) By comparisons among distinguishable groups and areas

in the United States.

3. EXPAIN. _Examine the Hynotheses Advanced to Exolain Each Type
of Violence and Any recent Growth in_Intensity.

a) Historical Explanations (nation created by revolution;

fronti:er and irmmigrant societies).
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and cultural ()ZK
b) Sociological/Explanations (racial, economic, and political

factors -- e .g. , racism of all kinds; poverty, urbanization, revo

lutionary ideologies; family, church and community structures;

institutional inertia). ~

c) Psychological_ and Physiolog jcal .Explanations (famil

factors - e.g., "mother dominance," permissiveness; psychic

conditions alienation, guilt, despair; mental derangement

insanity, drugs, alcohol).

- d) Specific Hypotheses - For Example

1. Correlation, if any, with factual, and fictional

. accounts and presentations of violence in television, I

-motion pictures, newspapers, and other media.

2. Correlation, if any, with war and military training.

3. Correlation, if any, with degree and character

of law enforcement and activities of legal institutions

generally, including courts and legislatures.

11. Correlation, if any, with particular political,

racial or social ideologies.

5. Correlation, if any, with p capita number of

guns and various degrees of gun control enforcement.

6. Correlation, if any, with increasing individual

mobility and freedom and weakening of family and

community ties.
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0 )COTROL. Consider _SpecificPiesuresto Coniin or Deter
Violence.

a) Federal and local gun controls limiting right to

possession and licensing manufacturers and importers of firearms.

-- b) Increased protection of public figures,

c) Intensified and improved police activities (surveillance,

prevention, apprehension). -

d) Improved court procedures and penalties.

5. CURE, ConsiderMeasures to Reduce or ElirninateSignificant
Factors in the Release of Violent Inulses.

For example, assuming but not deciding that the following

factors are significant:

a) Early detection and treatment of potentially

violent individuals.

b) Better sentencing policies and post-conviction

treatment for convicted criminals, especially juveniles.

- .e) Reducing mass media stimulants to violence.

. d) mass education on the superiority of law to

violence, balance between authority and liberty, etc.

e) Reducing violence-inducing pressures by

"mitigating grievances and providing constructive participative

" outlets.

1. Alleviating socio-economic conditions which

may give rise to violence.

2. Strengthening family and neighborhood

political, social and religious institutions.
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE

,October 17 1968

Mr Thomas Rose
Departrment of Sociologyv
Federal City College
L425 Second Street, N. W.
Wdashington, D.C. 20001

Dear Mr. Rose:

Intra-Comwi ssion communication being what it is (slow),
I received and read today your paper on "tVio lence as Political
Control and Revolt." It makes a number of important points
that are being examined in the report of this Task Force, among
them the high level of offensive and reactive violence ]in
American history and the contingent cultural justifications for
it ;the spiralling nature of threat and counterthreat, violence
and co'unter-violence in internal conflict situations; and the
critic cal requirement that grievances must be resolved if violent
conflict is to be minimized. The essays shown on the enclosed

lis wl appear in our final report, with ext ensivze intoduc-
tory and concluding essays. Taken together, they provide coverage
of much that is included in your paper. I would like to keep your
paper, wIth the possibility of referring to it in our summary
report; there seems no prospect of this Task Force using it in
its entirety, however.

Your interest and patIence is appreciated, and I personally
wi sh you the best of luck with your work,

Sincerely yours,

Ted Gurr
Assistant Professor of
Politics, Princeton Universi tv
Co-Director, Historical ana
Comarative Perspectives
Task Force

Enclosure

CC: James Capbell
V I Jim Short
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Rapporteur'.
" July 18 , 1

Report of Professor Ted Gurr, Political Sc
university, to the National Commission on
Prevention of Violence.

Revision of Transcript

ience, Princeton
the Causes and

I am reporting for the group which appears on the agenda

as the history'.seminar. The discussion leader, Professor

James Wilson of Harvard, could not be here today. I should

point out that our group was more diverse than its name

suggests. Several of us, including myself, are political

scientists, several are historians, and there were an

economist, a psychoanalyst, and a lawyer on the panel also.

Because of this diversity, there was a diversity of view-

points suggested. Several of the people.were primarily

concerned with individual violence, but most were concerned

with collective or group violence, so most of the things I

have to say this morning are applicable to group rather than

individual violence.

One of the questions we discussed was what kind of

contribution historians and people doing comparative studies

might make to the Commission. One such contribution is that

we can identify, at least to some extent, the patterns and

characteristics of violence in the United States in the present

era compared with their characteristics in previous areas

and by comparison in.-other societies today.

It was pointed out that contemporary group violence has

y some.parallels with iolenceshistorically initiated by

S directed at immigrant groups, but is substantially different
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from chronic labor violence in the late 19th and early 20th
century. The comparative evidence is that the United States

has had more collective disorder in the early and mid-1960's

than many. other societies but not as much as some. About
ten nations, including several Western ones, have had

proportionally more turmoil than the U.S. in this period.

About 40 out of 114 have had proportionally more civil strife

of all kinds, taking into account revolutionary movements and

conspiracies as well as riots and demonstrations.

While this kind of comparison may provide some comfort,
it does not provide a great deal in the way of explanation.

The second kind of contribution that historians and
comparativists can. make is to provide part of the evidence

and data that can be used in testing some of the general

explanations and some of the specific hypotheses that are
suggested for individual and collective violence. Some of

the questions that were raised yesterday are: is violence

most likely to occur during a period of rapid social change?

The general answer seems to be yes. We have a good deal of
evidence that can be examined to specify a little more

precisely what kinds of social change involve violence and

what kinds of groups affected by social change are most likely
to participate in violence.

Other kinds of questions are: How strong is the

_._..._ ..p w ieenth -xist~enceof subordinated ~roups
and classes in a society and violence? How have societies

in the past resolved collective violence?. The panelists

, _ _ .
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would not suggestthat we have anything like final answers

to these kinds of questions, but we do have some of the
information and some methods for getting better answers

than we have now.

Insofar as explanations of.violence are concerned,
there were three kinds of approaches to the explanation of
violence that were discussed by this group. First are the
explanations that center around deprivation and frustration

and discontent, the argument here being that individuals

and groups are not likely to strike out violently or to
rebel unless they are substantially discontented--not dis-
contented in absolute terms, but by reference to their own
expectations. The basic relationship is that the more
intense an individual's discontent is, the more likely he
is to act violently. In a group situation, the more intense
discontent is, the more extensive the violence is likely to
be. It was pointed out by several panelists that such
discontent or deprivation arises not only from a sense of
specifically economic deprivation, but also from violation of
people's desires for self-respect, status, or political
participation--from, in effect, violation of individual and

group pride.

The second kind of explanation that was discussed is
that people resort to violence to the extent that they think
it can be successful. For people who want to defend what
they have an o those wo ,w - ;or
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violence can appear to be a promising technique for defending

their position or improving their position. For people who

lack pride or feel their integrity threatened, violence,

according to some arguments, can be a way of asserting their

individuality. When people see others engaging in violence

successfully, this can be taken as a cue that violence is

justifiable for them.

A third kind of explanation is that violence occurs

when the control systems of society break down, when social

institutions weaken, when respect is lost for government, when

the police and the judicial system become inconsistent in

exercising sanctions.

None of the panelists would suggest that these are

mutually exclusive explanations. I think they are all

complementary explanations. No single factor except for our

"humanness" itself can account for violence. I do think

that the most fundamental of these explanations is the

relationship between discontent, or deprivation, and

violence: people who are discontented are inherently

disposed toward violence. In addition, if they think that

violence is justified and has a chance for success, and if

institutional controls are weak, then they are quite likely

to resort to violence.

With reference to the question of institutional control,

it was pointed out that there :is some evidence. that people
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" ~ lose their respect for established institutional patterns

such as the law when they are extremely discontented. Dis-

content tends to come first; disrespect for the system

that fails to remedy it follows. This is not universally

the case but it is a common pattern.

Another question we considered was what kinds of

information, what kinds of data, can be used to examine

patterns of violence and to evaluate various explanations..

I will review these informational issues very briefly.

There was a feeling that the data we have on ghetto

disorders are extensive enough so that quite a bit of

additional analysis can be made of them.

Attention was also directed to variations in rates of

homicide and other kinds of aggressive crime. One difficulty

with much of this data is that they are not particularly

reliable, especially for other raions, but that they can be

generally useful for the kinds of historical analysis we

are concerned with.

Thirdly, there is information on historical patterns

of collective violence in the United States. General informa-

tion on these patterns can be gotten--information that is

more reliable and more useful than historical information

on individual violence. Collective violence, it was

pointed out, was common among three kinds of groupsin -

3 s1 America: inmigrant groups, secondly, among participants an }l
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~ j panel, Professor Taft, mentioned that he had information on j

most acts of labor violence in the United States that have

occurred since the 1870's); and thirdly, there was, especially

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a great deal of

violent resistance by frontier groups to expansion of

governmental authority. This area is subject to an

increasing amount of scholarly investigation.

Finally, a fourth kind of information for the Commission

is evidence on the patterns of collective violence in other

societies, now and in the past. There is considerable data

on the kinds, levels, motivations, and group participation

in collective violence in other societies of the modern

world--not enough, perhaps, but a good deal of it.

There also is some data on strife in a few countries

in past eras. There have been some studies of the patterns

of urban collective violence in France in the 1790's. We

know that in England and in France in the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, there were hundreds

of food riots, grain riots, machine breaking riots. We

know something about their causes. In the case of England,

historians can tell us something about the conditions that

eventually led to the resolution of the problems, and the

elimination of this kind of collective protest.

All this data can be used both to provide us with some

*:.kind of .perspective . telvl n ins f'voerc~ n h_ }

United States today, and to test some of the explanations
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suggested for its causes. There was some concern among

the panelists that the Commission might limit itself primarily

to the cause of black violence. It was pointed out that

individual and collective violence are pervasive American

problems. The assassins of the Kennedy brothers and Martin

Luther King were not black. Of the three or four hundred

people arrested each year for taking threats on the life of

the President, very few are black. Student demonstrators

and mothers demonstrating against school bussing are not

black. Violence is an integrated problem and deserves

integrated examination of explanations, causes, and cures.

One other question that we discussed was what role

historians and comparativists might play in a fairly specific

sense in the Commission's work. As I suggested, we can

test some of the proposed explanations against existing data.

I should emphasize again that there are some data, not a

great deal and not accurate enough, but there are enough

to begin with.

Quite a different kind of proposal was made by

several historians among us. They argued that historians

can serve best as individual scholars and suggested that

the Commission consider appointing one or two to do

interpretive background papers on American history and

character. They argued that the exercise of individual

scholar ship might provide a better and more integral

account than collective Committee scholarship alone. I
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aam not going to pass judgment on that suggestion, but

simply pass it on to you.

It was also suggested that there was considerable

information on threats and attacks made on political figures

and on other prominent individuals in American history and

in the contemporary era, for example, threatening letters to the

President. Some good systematic studies could be made of

the motivations of the kinds of individuals who make

these threats and assaults.

Finally, it was mentioned that there was a good deal

of information on urban disorders in the United States, for

example, in the Kerner Commission Report, that could be

( subjected to productive additional analysis.

On the question of prevention of violence, I think

most of the panelists would agree that the information

we have is more directly useful for telling us about the

patterns of violence and suggesting what some of its

causes are than for telling us about its prevention.

Several men on other panels suggested that cures can be

sought and found even if we do not understand, causation.

But few would disagree that the best cures are those based

on an understanding of causes. If causes are not understood,

attempted "cures" can make the problem worse.

The supposed effectiveness of force in. controlling

a oupvrotenceeprovides antlustre ion f heroes h s aTppied

.. and comparative evidence that the more force that is applied -
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to discontented groups, the more violent their resistance

becomes. If they are angry enough to think that violent

protest is justified, then applying intense, inconsistent

force to them makes them even more angry and less respectful

of the system that does so. Violence can be repressed by

extraordinary force in the short run. If the underlying

discontent that caused violence is not remedied, however,

the long-range consequence is not riot but attempted

revolution, as in Russia in 1917, Hungary in 1956, and

the Dominican Republic in 1965.

All the kinds of explanations that were considered

yesterday do have implications for prevention. For example,

f e if deprivation or discontent is the primary cause of

collective violence, and for common kinds of individuals

violence, then eliminate it, or at least provide discontented
f

groups with the capacity to improve their lot short of

violence. Some specific suggestions applicable to urban

violence were that greater effort be made to break down

patterns of residential segregation, and that greater

authority and resources be given ghetto leaders so that

they have a sense of potentiality for reducing deprivation.

If justifications for violence and expectations about

its success are a major cause, then the American glorification

of violence should be minimized, beginning with changes in

,educational-'emnpha -i -an.de.uction of agressive Me s,.. inY.

masscomuijcatin cntet. Tis oin wasonl br~fl
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mentioned. I know of suggestive survey evidence that

Americans are much more tolerant of violence and more

likely to think that it is justified than people in other

Western societies. For example, 40% of white Americans.

interviewed in an upstate New York community said they

would join a mcivement to overthrow the federal government

if its laws became very unjust and harmful. By contrast,

less than one-half of one percent of French-Canadians

interviewed in 1963 thought violence was an acceptable means

to separatism, although about 40% wanted sepration.

There also are substantial differences in individual

violence among groups in American society, it was pointed

out. White Southerners are much more likely than white

Northerners to commit murder, for example, and black

Americans more likely than whites to commit murder.

If weakened institutional control is an important cause

of violence, then new and more effective institutional

alternatives to violence should be created. Our systems of

police and judicial control should be made more efficient

and equitable. It was pointed out that there are and always

have been a great many "lunatic fringe" groups in the United

States and that many acts of individual political violence -
have been committed by their members. One implication is

that existing institutions of political participation are

not broad or flexible enough to p-ermit these people to
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There is no implication in these suggestions that the

panelists consider themselves competent to -tell the Commission

in any detail how violence should be prevented. We do feel

we have some information on means that should help the

process.

In conclusion, I should like to emphasize what many

panelists pointed out yesterday, and that is that we do not

know nearly enough to answer these questions fully: the

information is not adequate in a scholarly sense, and it is

certainly not adequate enough for a Commission that has the

obligation of recommending public action.

My own suggestion that arises out of .this very common

sentiment is that the Commission give some serious attention

to establishing an agency whose purpose is to carry on the

tasks of this Commission after it disbands. I foresee three

kinds of tasks such an agency could carry out:

First, to study the causes of violence in this country

and elsewhere;

Second, to report its findings to the public, to

Congress, and to agencies in the executive branch; and

Third, to make periodic recommendations for public and

private action to alleviate violence.

I have taken the liberty of making some recommendations that

go beyond what the panel suggested yesterday, and may have passed

over some of the panelists' points too lightly I hope some

4 ® of them will fill in the gaps for me this morning..
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August 16, 1968

SOME ASPECTS OF A HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF VIOLENCE

1. We want to measure the present volume of political

acts of violence and non-political assaultive crimes against

the available data on the number of such acts and crimes at

other times in our own history and in the past and current

experiences of other comparable nations. This may help us

to determine whether we have become a more violent society

than other cultures or in our own past.

2. If we can identify past periods or current cultures

that appear significantly less violent, we want to identify

factors (e.g., rapidity of social change, governmental responses,
IC

availability of weapons, etc.) that may explain the difference,

and we want to test the validity of any such explanations.

3. We particularly want to identify past or current

social situations that have a good deal of similarity, and that

were resolved with a low incidence of violence in one set of

social circumstances and responses and a high incidence of

violence in another. If we can find such cases (e.g., 1785-1815

in Great Britain and France; current rates of assaultive crime

in Europe and the United States; the first decade of independence

in the Ivory Coast and Nigeria), we want again to identify and

validate factors that may explain the difference.
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L. We particularly want to examine the historical and

comparative validity of a number of widely held theories:

a. That violence by those seeking social changes
is a necessary and causative factor in the process of
achieving their objective (e.g., would slavery have
been abolished without the Civil War; would ghetto

or campus reforms have been achieved without the

Newark, Detroit, Berkeley and Columbia disorders?).

7Are there good historical and comparative examples of
cases in which violence by those seeking social change
defeated or greatly delayed their objectives (e.g.
the slave rebellions, the Hungarian revolution of 1956,
the ELAS movement in Greece, the postwar Communist riots
in Western Europe?). If so, what explains the differences

in result? Can we demonstrate by history that violent

protest is a very dangerous form of protest, and that

the quantum of violence which may succeed in winning

favorable action by the white majority may come within

a razor's edge of the quantum that may elect George
Wallace instead?

b. That forceful repression of violent group

outbursts will prevent such outbursts from occurring,
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and that responses or "concessions" in the direction

or social change will "make violence pay" and encourage

additional violent outbursts. Hoffer. Are there

good historical and comparative examples in which

forceful repression unaccompanied by "concessions"

toward social change ultimately resulted in even more

violent outbursts and greater social changes (e.g.,

the de cade pre ceding the French Revolution, the Russian

Revolution, and the Civil Rights Movement in the South,

j

the history or labor-management relations in the U.S.?).

Are there examples or comparable cases where a judicious

combination of law enforcement and "concessions " toward

R 
K

widely supported social change resulted in significantly

less violence (e.g., the British experience during the

French Revolution, the decolonization of the British

Empire as compared to the French and Dutch Empires)?

c. That the pace of social change substantially

affects the incidence of accompanying violence. Are

there historical or comparative examples to support any

of the following propositions:

i. That we have race-tension violence because

we have permitted social conditions for blacks

to improve too rapidly?

I ReoluionandtheCivi Rihts oveentin te Suth
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ii. That we have race-tension violence because

we have not permitted social conditions for .blacks

to improve fast enough?

iii. That we have race-tension violence because

the pace of improvement of social conditions for

black people has been uneven?

d. That the incidence of assaultive crime is

directly and causatively related to the incidence and

depth of poverty among both the perpetrators and their

victims. Are there good historical and comparative

examples of poverty-stricken but peaceful areas of the

U.S. or foreign cultures (e.g., prewar Japan)? If so,

can we identify special factors, irrelevant to our own

circumstances, that may explain the difference? Can

we posit a definite and significant relationship between

poverty and violence? Can we assign this relationship

a higher value than any other?

e. That the incidence of assaultive crime is

directly and causatively related to racial or ethnic

origin and cultural patterns. Is there historical and

comparative evidence that identifies violence more closely

with poverty cultures (e.g., Wolfgang's Subculture of

Violence) than with racial or ethnic cultures (e.g.,

machismo, the Mafia, etc.)? Can we point to peaceful
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Black or Latin societies (past or present) and to

violent Nordic ones (Past or present)?

f. That the incidence of assaultive crime is

inversely and causatively related to the resources a

society invests in law enforcement and the respect of

the public for the law enforcement system. Are there

historical or comparative examples of more peaceful

societies which invest greater resources in law

enforcement and induce greater respect for the system?

Are there any episodes in which a given society increased

its investment or achieved a higher degree of respect !

and thereby reduced the incidence of assaultive crime?
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INTERPLAY A JST/SEPTEMBER 1968 (15Au )

Or the LastBet Hope

of Earth?
D. W. BROGAN

On the morning of Robert Kennedy's funeral, I was visit-
ing a doctor for a checkup. Naturally, we talked of the
murder and the mourning. I expressed the view that much
of the mourning was bogus, for Robert Kennedy was
much hated as well as much loved. But, I added, the re-
fusal of the Congress to do anything serious about gun
control shocked me more. The doctor agreed: "The mur-
der of Senator Kennedy fills me with less alarm than the
behavior of the surviving senators." And there is surely
something odd and alarming in a country where the most
august legislative body, more than four years since the
murder of John Kennedy, in the wake of two great politi-
cal murders that the rest of the world thinks justify an-
ger and fear among the neighbors of the most powerful
nation on earth, passes bogus legislation and justifies it
on grounds that leave only two possible theories stand-
ing: American senators (in the majority) are very stu-
pid or they are totally irresponsible and really regard
murder as, if not quite a recognized sport, at any rate
nothing to get very excited about. It is not too important
whether they are giving way under the pressure of the
arms lobby and the National Rifle Association or whether
it is simply that they really don't think human life very
important, even the life of another senator, compared with
the constitutional right of every American he-man (and
he-woman, a point not so frequently made) to acquire,
easily and cheaply, the dangerous weapons that, the Presi-

.dent has just told an unattentive Congress and possibly
a basically unattentive nation, have killed 750,000 Ameri-
cans in this century, more than the number of Americans
killed in all American wars. (I think that this is, in fact,
an exaggeration of a sufficiently vile situation; but even
if the commercial industry of murder has not quite sur-
passed the nationalized industry of war, its record is suffi-
ciently impressive and is noted by a world that is less and
less willing to trust the American government-or the
American people-with any weapon more serious than a
toy bow and arrow.)

At the moment, the world is fearful that the realities
of American life are the 8,000 murders reported each year,
most of them performed by guns, more real than all the
prayerful invocations of the Declaration, the Bill of
Rights, the memory of Lincoln.

isiL s.)
But moral indignation is not enough. What is it that

makes-and for long has made-the American domestic
record so lawless and bloody? That the record is bloody
and lawless cannot be denied.

One explanation there is- and i. is highly paradoxical.
For much of the increasingly evil tradition of violence has
its origins in an almost Edenic simplicity in the early
colonies. First. of all, the colonists were mainly English,
not "British." That is, they came from a country in which
domestic order was maintained by amateurs, with little
or no central control and with a confidence that internal
peace could be kept by mutual support for the law. It was
the rupture of this domestic peace in the Civil War that
.made that admirable Puritan poet Andrew Marvell lament
that even the victory of his side could not restore that

dear and happy isle,
The garden of this world erewhile

and led him to fear that
unhappy can we never more
That sweet felicity restore.

That the England of King Charles I was not necessarily
"dear and happy" for the mass of men on whom the bur-
den of government fell with few of its rewards has re-
cently been shown by Carl Bridenbaugh in his Vexed and
Troubled Englishmen. But the unfortunate minor officers
like the constables and their betters, like squires and jus-
tices such as Adam Winthrop of Groton, had an expensive
training in the maintenance of order. The order was im-
perfect. Later, harassed travelers might envy the kind of
order imposed on the French roads by the marichaussse
(the ancestor of the present gendarmerie), or even wish
that there was a force like the archers whom we encoun-
ter enforcing law in Moliere's Paris; but it was this
largely unpaid, if not quite voluntary, system of keeping
the law that was exported to the English colonies.

Of course, order, even in the Holy Commonwealths of
Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
was not always effectually enforced. In ports like Boston,
New York, even Philadelphia, there were the normal dis-
orders brought in by sailors and longshoremen, with their
doxies and their smugglers. Yet the governing class had
few material means of imposing order, and the recourse to
imperial power, by the importation of British troops after
the conquest of Canada, was more irritating than effec-
tive. But the admiration that visiting foreigners felt for
the idyllic little republics was not entirely bogus nor were

the visitors necessarily uncritical or hoaxed.
When we turn to the South, we come to a different so-

ciety. First of all, there were no cities, few real towns.
There was neither the town system of rural New Eng-
land nor the prosperous little cities like Providence or
New Haven. This meant that there was less of the sys-
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or the LstBest Hope
of Earth?
D. W. BROGAN

On the morning of Robert Kennedy's funeral, I was visit-
ing a doctor for a checkup. Naturally, we talked of the
murder and the mourning. I expressed the view that much
of the mourning was bogus, for Robert Kennedy was
much hated as well as much loved. But, I added, the re-
fusal of the Congress to do anything serious about gun
control shocked me more. The doctor agreed: "The mur-
der of Senator Kennedy fills me with less alarm than the
behavior of the surviving senators." And there is surely
something odd and alarming in a country where the most
august legislative body, more than four years since the
murder of John Kennedy, in the wake of two great politi-
cal murders that the rest of the world thinks justify an-
ger and fear among the neighbors of the most powerful
nation on earth, passes bogus legislation and justifies it
on grounds that leave only two possible theories stand-
ing: American senators (in the majority) are very stu-
pid or they are totally irresponsible and really regard
murder as, if not quite a recognized sport, at any rate
nothing to get very excited about. It is not too important
whether they are giving way under the pressure of the
arms lobby and the National Rifle Association or whether
it is simply that they really don't think human life very
important, even the life of another senator, compared with
the constitutional right of every American he-man (and
he-woman, a point not so frequently made) to acquire,
easily and cheaply, the dangerous weapons that, the Presi-
.dent has just told an unattentive Congress and possibly
a basically unattentive nation, have killed 750,000 Ameri-
cans in this century, more than the number of Americans
killed in all American wars. (I think that this is, in fact,
an exaggeration of a sufficiently vile situation; but even
if the commercial industry of murder has not quite sur-
passed the nationalized industry of war, its record is suffi-
ciently impressive and is noted by a world that is less and
less willing to trust the American government-or the
American people-with any weapon more serious than a
toy bow and arrow.)

At the moment, the world is fearful that the realities
of American life are the 8,000 murders reported each year,
most of them performed by guns, more real than all the
prayerful invocations of the Declaration, the Bill of
Rights, the memory of Lincoln.

This is the reaction of a British subject who, being of
Irish ancestry, does not believe that violence never settles
any questions (it settled the Irish one for a long time) ;
it is the reaction of one who has spent a very large part
of his adult life in the United States and yet has been op-
Dressed, long before the second'Kennedy murder, with the
fear that the inheritance of violence, more damnosa than
ever, was increasing; that the representative example of
"the American way of war" was not Gettysburg or D-Day
but Hiroshima; for are we sure it is merely an accident
that the most domestically murderous nation in the world
was the first-and only--nation to drop the atomic bomb?

Perhaps the average American, who has some respon-
sibility for what his chosen rulers do, will impose some
sense on Congress, will effectively condemn the arms lobby
to national hatred and contempt and will begin to ask why
American life is so soaked in violence.

The not very profound national stock-taking is under
way. (We have had over the last five years so many Ameri-
can national stock-takings that one comes to regard the
Capitol as a kind of store with a perpetual fire sale going
on. And it is surely ironic that, after belated legislation
on truth in advertising and lending, the one phony set of
salesmen left unhampered by the law are the nation's leg-

-record so lawless and bloody? That the record is bloody
and lawless cannot be denied.

One explanation there is--and it is highly paradoxical.
For much of the increasingly evil tradition of violence has
its origins in an almost Edenic simplicity in the early
colonies. First of all, the colonists were mainly English,
not. "British." That is, they came from a country in which
domestic order was maintained by amateurs, with little
or no central control and with a confidence that internal
peace could be kept by mutual support for the law. It was
the rupture of this domestic peace in the Civil War that
.made that admirable Puritan poet Andrew Marvell lament
that even the victory of his side could not restore that

dear and happy isle,
The garden of this world erewhile

and led him to fear that
unhappy can we never more
That sweet felicity restore.

That the England of King Charles I was not necessarily
"dear and happy" for the mass of men on whom the bur-
den of government fell with few of its rewards has re-
cently been shown by Carl Bridenbaugh in his Vexed and
Troubled Englishmen. But the unfortunate minor officers
like the constables and their betters, like squires and jus-
tices such as Adam Winthrop of Groton, had an expensive
training in the maintenance of order. The order was im-
perfect. Later, harassed travelers might envy the kind of
order imposed on the French roads by the marechausse
(the ancestor of the present gendarmerie), or even wish
that there was a force like the archers whom we encoun-
ter enforcing law in Moliere's Paris; but it was this
largely unpaid, if not quite voluntary, system of keeping
the law that was exported to the English colonies.

Of course, order, even in the Holy Commonwealths of
Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
was not always effectually enforced. In ports like Boston,
New York, even Philadelphia, there were the normal dis-
orders brought in by sailors and longshoremen, with their
doxies and their smugglers. Yet the governing class had
few material means of imposing order, and the recourse to
imperial power, by the importation of British troops after
the conquest of Canada, was more irritating than effec-
tive. But the admiration that visiting foreigners felt for
the idyllic little republics was not entirely bogus nor were
the visitors necessarily uncritical or hoaxed.

When we turn to the South, we come to a different so-
ciety. First of all, there were no cities, few real towns.
There was neither the town system of rural New Eng-
land nor the prosperous little cities like Providence or
New Haven. This meant that there was less of the sys-
tem of mutual observation and support. (It was the ab-
sence of the New England "town" that Jefferson most
lamented in the political system of Virginia.) Moreover,
there was still an open frontier. That the Puritans could
be ruthless and exultant like the Jews in the conquest of
Canaan is true enough. King Philip's War showed that.
But it was on the Pennsylvania frontier, away from the
smug Quaker farms and merchants of the maritime coun-
ties, that a tradition of violence was imported by the'rebel-
lious settlers whom it is now fashion o call "Scotch-
1T'l"Ihey were en simply called "Irish," which was
often a general term of abuse, and, they had better be
called Irish (or Ulster) Presbyterians.

They imported their belligerent Calvinist theology
among the Quakers and the German Pietists. If it was the
Germans who made the best rifles, it was "the Irish" who
used them most enthusiastically. And they moved down
the Great Valley into the "back country" of Virginia and
the Carolinas. There was a tradition of violence all along
the great alley-way of immigration from Pittsburgh to
the back country of Georgia. It was not unnatural, then,
that the Revolutionary War as a savage civil war in the
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MURDERINc. ------ -CONTINUED
South (and to some extent on the Indian frontier of New
York) and that nare than royal authority went down in
the struggle.

But more serious was the role of slavery. The cunpli-
cated village structures of East Anglia that Carl Briden-
baugh described had no "mudsill" of black slaves. But the
common people of the South, even the indentured serv-
ants (from whom Chief Justice.Tanev sprang), were part
of a political society based on a rigid barrier of race and
status, more rigid even than that of Russian .erfdom.

Without believing all that Mr. Aptheker has written on
slave revolts, all Southern whites hcc to be nervous. Vio-
lence was built into the very foundations of society, as
Jefferson noted. The arrogance of the whites-poor anl
rich alike-led to violence not only to the slaves but to
each other. One of the most atrocious slave owners' crimes
was committed by young kinsmen of Jefferson on the raw
frontier of Kentucky. It was a "dark and bloody ground"
long after the migrant Indians had been driven away from
the blue grass. And if we want a pedigree for American
violence, we must seek it first in the slave society.

In the slave society, there could be no such faith in the
easy and natural enforcing of justice that was plausible
in New England and even in the Middle States. The "pa-
trollers" who controlled the slave population had their
Spartan precedents, but Laconia was a small area and thd
Spartans had the less need to practice violence in that
they always could rely on their own superiority in any
possible violence. But the plantation owner was not in the
happy position of a Spartiate. He was more like a us-
sian landowner in face of his serfs. There were as many
mute inglorious Pugachers as there were mute inglorious
Miltons or Cromwells. The Irish landlord was in constant
fear of assassination, if not of a great peasant revolu-
tion. The Irish landlord system was like the Russian au-
tocracy: "Despotism tempered by assassination."

And just as the Irish gentry were murderous duellists
(Daniel O'Connell had killed his man, although he re-
pented of the sin later) so were the Southern gentry.
Jackson and Benton were examples of the rule of the code
duello. Decatur and Hamilton were examples of its vic-
tims, but in the South there could not have been any such
sense of shock as was felt in the North after Hamilton's
death-as was shown by the success with which Aaron
Burr involved Henry Clay and Andrew Jackson in his
mysterious maneuvers. And the lower orders, what the
slaves called "poor white trash," imitated their betters.
The savagery of life among the poor whites shocked the
Northern or European visitor.

The whole frontier was disorderly for reasons I shall
state, but it was in the South, down the Mississippi, that
organized as well as sporadic murder was -institutionalized
-as in the exploits of the Murrell gang.

Lynching existed under slavery as well as after it. The
slave owner could, in practice if not in theory, murder his
slaves. And we now from the unexpurgated version of
Mrs. Chesnut's Diary that the plantation owners had rea-
son to fear domestic conspiracy against their lives (an
endemic weakness of slave society, as the savagery of Ro-
man law shows).

The life of the frontier free states was not orderly by
English or New English standards, but it was far more
orderly than the life on the Southern frontiers, for slavery
affected the attitudes of the Southern pioneers not only to
the black slaves but to the technically free and equal Mexi-
cans and Chinese, indeed, to all people that the Southern
movers and shakers did not approve of. The history of
Texas. New Mexico and California all illustrate this. And
the violence of the Northern mountain states was an ex-
tension of the Southern slave ethos.*

*It was paradoxical that Kansas, the state saved from Slave Power
(so the legend runs) by, the efforts of noble and ethically motivated
New Englanders, had as its most famous "city" Abilene, admired
for its murder rate, and thot as late as 1954, the Sup remne Court
had to rule- against the segregationist School Board of Topeka,
proud capital of "the Jaywalkers," set off, in Republican legend,
against the slave Sodomn of Lecompton.

Not all the heroic criminals of the Wild West were
Southerners. ";illy the Kid" (hero of The Outlaw, not,
as was generally thought by the prurient, a mere "feed"
for the talents of Miss Jane Russell) was a New Yorker
by origin. John Dillinger was a Midwest Quaker. The most
murderous of the gun heroes, John Wesley Hardin, was
more representative of the frontier (and a better shot),
but violence was endemic and was approved of.

It is too easy to be censorious about the Western vio-
lence, for in addition to the damnosa hereditas of slaver'
the frontier suffered from the practical abdication of
thority by the federal government and from the fact the -
the most outrageous violators of the law were often the
law officers, the sheriffs. and marshals. This notorious fact
justified, in the short run, the resort to vigilante tactics,
especially in the famous case of the San Francisco vigi-
lante committees, but the legacy of violence survived the
need.

Then, it must be remembered that on the Southern
frontier the Civil War, like the Revolutionary War, was
a civil war. It was on the savage Missouri Civil War fron-
tier that the James Brothers (not Henry and William)
learned their trade. In vain, naive Englishmen protested
against being robbed and their families protested against
their being murdered. In vain, canny Scots tried to make
money on a frontier far more lawless than the Highlands
of Rob Roy. But the most permanent legacy of that fron-
tier was the exaltation of blind violence, even violence in
defense of the law. "Boot Hill" was an odd institution for
a theoretically self-governing democracy to boast of.

Canada Presents a Startling Contrast

The oddity was made more obvious by the contrast with
Canada. Apart from two trivial skirmishes, in 1870 and
1884, Canada had no Indian wars in the 19th century. It
had no horrible crime like the Chivington Massacre, car-
ried out by a devout Methodist. It had no shameful
feats like Little Big Horn and no ignominious victor
like Wounded Knee. Why? Because in Canada legal au=
thority did not come from the bottom up but from the top
down. Compared with the United States, the Canadian
provinces, and even the Dominion, had behind them an
irresistible power-that of the Empire, as Louis Riel dis-
covered. The new federation policed its frontier with the
famous Mounted Police, whose prestige is almost as great
in the United States as it is in Canada.

No Indian wars and no gunmen. The Canadians do not
stress enough their superiority, never more manifest than
in the figures which President Johnson, in the wave of
national indignation which is asserted to have followed
the murders of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy,
has in vain put before a stupid or timid Congress. There
may be some drawbacks in the Canadian historical tradi-
tion. (Australians, having little or no domestic history to
interest themselves, not to speak of outsiders, play up Ned
Kelly.) But in a world poisoned with violence, one needs
happy countries with no history more than one needs-or
wants-immensely powerful countries with too much his-
tory of a very bad kind.

Violence was not, of course, merely a matter of the
possibly natural, and in some ways even admirable, dis-
order of the frontier. In an age of classical education the
assault on Senator Charles Sumner by Representative
Preston Brooks was, in the strict sense of the term,'( >
nous. It recalled the murder of the Gracchi, the first )
litical crime in Rome since the expulsion of the Tarqui .-
Yet this brutal and cowardly assault was defended by
Southern gentlemen and has been palliated by modern his-
torians.

Yet the friends of the slaves were often bitter enemies
of whites whom they disliked. Thus Elijah Lovejoy, the
martyr for the cause, was almost as passionately anti-
Catholic as he was anti-slavery. This was true of the
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MURDER INC.°--------CONTINUED

father of the Beechers. And the savage anti-Negro riots
in New York in 1863, with most of the rioters Irish, rep-
resented both a sense of race supremacy and a sense of
race inferiority. The Irish might well think, contemplat-
ing the draft law, that as the poor whites came to say in

the South: "This is a rich man's war and a poor man's
- 'ft." The first great 19th-century city riots were anti-

iolic riots in Philadelphia and Boston, a point not
essed by that ex-Catholic, Carl Schurz, whose career

as senator, general, minister, cabinet officer would have
been impossible had he remained faithful to his ancestral
creed. And the much-admired German cartoonist Thomas
Nast, who represented all the moral smugness of the Mug-
wumns, naturally even more unattractive in a German
than in a Yankee guise, dIrew the detested and detest able
Irish in forms that pretg-ure the depiet.ion of Jews in
Der Stlirmer.

It was no wonder that the "older stocks" (which meant
Protetstants) resented 'd the descent on them of largely il-
literate, ignorant, desperately poor victims of the bene-

ficent rule of Queen Victoria and their political habits
(they were bought, but what were to be called the Wasps
were the buyers) and this bred a division in American life

only healed, if it is healed, in this generation. But there
were institutional reasons why the results of Irish in'mi-
gration were more serious in New York or Boston than
in Liverpool or Glasgow. For the ruling classes had not
organized urban life in time. Boston didn't get a regular
municipal government until the presidency of John Quincy
Adams. New York was a little, but not much, better off.
And in no city was there an adequate or honest police
force. The fight for control of the New York police (called
"the finest," not, apparently, ironically) recalled the gang
wars of the last days of the Roman Republic.

ut the situation in even the worst cities-Philadelphia,
sre Quaker leadership was, possibly, more helpful than

harmful in keeping the city "corrupt and contented," or
the endless variations on the same theme in the history
of Chicago-was no more serious than the absence of any
effective rural police. Sir Robert Peel had, after all, not
confined his great reform to London and especially he
had not confined to London his great'decision not to arm
the new "Peelers."*

Company Armies and Guerrilla Workers

But if the absence of any effective federal police in the
the Western territories was a cause of the growth of a
tradition of admired violence, the result of the absence
of state police forces was more serious still in the new
industrialized regions of the East and'the Middle West.
There were what, in effect, were private armies like the
Coal and Iron Police of central Pennsylvania, a region in
which the writ of the federal government could not run
against the writ of the steel companies and the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad until the triumphs of the New Deal in
1936. And in Pennsylvania, the Irish coal miners recog-
nized in the Coal and Iron Police their old enemies, "the
Peelers," and imported into Pennsylvania the methods of
Irish agrarian war, methods that recall the working of
some admired R istance movements in Europe. The

"ly Maguires w re broken up, but the scars of the semi-
iile war did not heal for a long time.

Other immigrant groups brought to the United States
a dislike for the official representatives of "law and or-
der" that added to the store of indigenous violence. The
great lynching of alleged "Mafiosi" in New Orleans
toward the end of the last century put the government of

* In an Ireland suffering, as Disraeli put it, from a "thwarted
Revolution," Peel, a devout anti-Papist, had armed his new Royal
Irish Constabulary, a police force no more trusted by the Catholic
Irish than the Dutch marichaussce by the Catholic Dutch. Thack-
eray noticed acutely that the violence of the Catholic Irish was per-
haps an answer to the violence of their rulers. It was one of the
boldest and bravest decisions of the government of the new Irish
Free State in 1922 to disarm the police.

the United States in an awkward position vis-a-vis the

Kingdom of Italy. The numerous Jews fleeing from Czar-

ist pogroms, plus other fugitives from the Russian Em-
pire, made the application of the nickname "Cossacks" to
i I piilice ea;ily iinderstantil)le. The divisions arri g the

iriiigranits that helped labr di:;cipliinc (as thc: bosses
iiterareted it) also weakened the trade union mcrfver:rt.

The famous Iomestead battle that so damaged the phil-
anthropic reputation of Andrew Carnegie was, in part,
the result of the violent resistance of the older immigrant
groups to the undermining of their position by the more
docile "new immigration."

Growth Meant Mobility Meant Instability

And the unparalleled growth of the American economy
uprooted millions of native as well as immigrant workers.
It was hard to establish any stable institutions; it was
hardest to establish them among the workers. Moreover,
social criticism as apart from what was to be called (on
the French precedent) "direct action," was largely the
work of immigrants, above all German immigrants who
imported Marxism as well as "anarchism." The execu-
tion of the Chicago "anarchists" was the first-and for
many European activists the final-proof that the United
States was no longer the "last, best hope of earth," but
the embodiment of capitalism in its most odious form. (It
is not unimportant that the dreary anthem of the Brit-
ish Labour Party, "The Red Flag," contains an allusion
to the Chicago martyrs.) There was now little or nothing
to choose between British and American "imperialism."
Nor was it unimportant that many European leaders, like
Aneurin Bevan, got their first-and often last-impres-
sion of American life from Jack London's Iron Heel. Vio-
lence was built into the American labor movement.

Nor was it necessarily immigrant violence. Many of the
"Wobblies" were of old indigenous stock. Oklahoma was
a stronghold of rural migrant "Socialism" before it be-
came a state-and for a few years after. The labor move-
ment, above all in the mountain states and in the West,
was both a promoter of violence and a victim of it. There
were martyrs like Swedish Joe Hill or like Frank Little,
celebrated as a victim of lynching (or of slightly irregu-
lar justice) by friends and enemies and the subject of a
once-famous poem by Arturo Giovanotti.

The color question continued to feed the tradition of
violence. Only slowly, very slowly, did the tide of lynch-
ings recede. Attempts to hasten its decline by calling in
federal power were opposed not only by Southern sena-
tors, but by the greatest pseudo-liberal senatorial wind-
bag of this century, Senator William E. Borah. (This
judgment is uttered only after considering some serious
competitors.) It was to Pennsylvania that John Jay Chap-
man went from Boston on his pilgrimage of expiation of
the national or white sin of a particularly atrocious lynch-
ing, not notably repented of by Pennsylvania. The intol-
erable atmosphere of racial oppression led to the mutiny
of Negro cavalrymen in Brownsville, Texas, and to the
hysterical indignation of President Theodore Roosevelt,
indignation directed against the troopers, not the people
of Brownsville.

The American Negro was passively a cause of violence
since he was often only employed when he could be used
as a strike-breaker. But he might, like the Irish patriot
(and defender of slavery) John Mitchel, have prayed,
"Give us war in our time, 0 Lord," fdr war improved the
economic prospects of the Negro. It had another side, for
both wars produced race riots (what would have been
-called pogroms had they occurred in backward and un-
democratic countries). For the Negro who was race-con-
scious (and more and more had learned to imitate the
whites), Chicago and East St. Louis, in and after World
War I, and Detroit in World War II, were ironic com-
ments on the great crusades. So, with the racial aspect
omitted, were examples of law and order of a rough kind
like the Bisbee deportations or the massacre at Everett
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MURDER INC. -- CONTIIFYJED

(Washington). The Lud lowMassacre as ani aspect of a
strike against Rockefeller properties led to an examina-
tion of conscience by John ). Rockefeller, Jr., a turning
away from the easy solution of legalized violence--but the
memory died slowly.

It must be remembered that violence was not one-sided,
although naturally it was more effectively used by the
possessing classes. The McNamara brothers did blow up
the Los Angeles Times and there ans a great bomb out-
rage in Wall Street. There are even people, not necessar-
ily wicked or foolish, who have some doubts of the com-
plete innocence of Mooney and Billings, or even of Sacco
and Vanzetti. And the bad habit of calling on the National
Guard to carry out police duties, which had caused bitter-
ness as long ago as the great railroad strikes in Pennsyl-
vania in 1877, was resorted to in Newark in 1967, to men-
tion only one place where order was restored with an
amount of violence that recalled the spirit of the repres-
sion of the Paris Commune.

And the historical glorification of violence went on. The
legend of the West, glorified on the screen and then on
the even more powerful television set, showed violence in
ways that suggested admiration rather than horror. And,
in the case of TV, it has been asserted that the camera-

men not only photographed violence but promoted it.
Some Americans took up the harmless sport of archery,

but far more were gun fans, less harmfully employed
when they shot their own feet off in "quick-draw" exhi-
bitions than when there were such displays of marksman-
ship as terrified the campus of the University of Texas,
but did not shake the Texas belief in the sacred right of
the Texan to shoot, if not quite at his total discretion,
whenever he is seriously provoked-and Texans are easily
provoked. So are other Americans-husbands, wives, mis-
tresses, robbers-and cops. For the readiness with which
the American police shoot nearly at sight anybody they
suspect of threatening property is remarkable: That most
of the victims of these trigger-happy peace officers are
black is not accidental. 1

Nineteen sixty-eight has shown that the tradition of
violence is not dying or nearly dying. No murder of Mar-
tin Luther King or of Robert Kennedy can shake the be-
lief of the United States Senate that to tamper with the
gun-toting of the virile American is wrong, futile or un-
constitutional. The Americans are back in, or have never
left, the murderous world of the city-states of Renaissance
Italy, not of Rome, where the lictors w ere forbidden to
carry their axes into the city, or of classical Athens, where
Thucydides gave as a definition of civilization the fact
that you could walk unarmed in the polis. Polls may show
that the majority of the American people want a stricter
gun law and that they are alarmed at the exaltation of
violence and the highly profitable sale of the most for-
midable methods of murder. But Congress is above tak-
ing notice of the emotional and ill-informed pleas for some
restraint, whether they come from the White Hlouse or
from sickened and ashamed citizens.

One cannot help feel at times that if the Old Testa-
ment had been written by a red-blooded American, Cain
would have been the hero! The greatest poet in the Eng-
lish language of modern times, Yeats, who celebrated the
heroic violence of the leaders of the Easter Rebellion of
1916, yet warned us, a few years later, that

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned.

"Well, what of it?" is the answer of Congress, 2 of the
National Rifle Association and the millions of he-men who
celebrate (in another sense than the sardonic Miss Mit-
ford meant it) "the American way of death."

11 once visited the great cyclotron at Berkeley at the invitation

of the chief engineer, a friend of mine. Every kind of safety pre-
caution had been taken-except, possibly, against ccartllquakes. 3cl

the guard at the door wore, proudly, a heavy revolver with a white
handle decorated with roses. Even the world of atomic science
thinks it nedsl guns.

WASHINGTON POST 1-AUGUST968(15)

Predestination?
One of the most staggering news stories to ap-

pear in our columns in recent weeks was one re-
porting scientific studies which link criminality
with a genetic abnormality. The new studies, as
intrepreted by well-known researchers at Harvard
and the University of Glasgow, indicate that pr
haps as imany as one out of every 300 males pc
sesses an extra male sex.chromosome in his genetic
makeup and that those who do tend towards ag-
gressive, criminal behavior. Funds are being sought
to continue the research to determine whether this
estimate is accurate and to follow the careers of
men with this extra chromosome to see how many
of them do in fact become criminals.

The importance of this research can hardly be
overestimated. If some people are, as a result of
a natural quirk, inclined towards or doomed to lives
of crime, our present criminal law, most of our
major religions, and the very basis of our system
of ethics are in serious trouble. Only the Calvin-
ists would escape unscathed.

'he problem that society would face, if further
research bears out of the tentative conclusions,
would be excruciating. We would have in our hands
a scientific test that would point out in advance
who among us was likely to commit crime. With
this information available, a society would be fool-
ish not to use it; it could hardly sit by idly until
these men committed crimes. But would a society
-or a mother-accept a situation in which certain
individuals were selected at, say, one week, and
confined for the rest of their lives because of their
genetic makeup? Any system permitting this would
conflict with the fundamental idea that a man cr
not be restrained or even treated until he has give
evidence through his own actions of his inability
to live peacefully in the world.

Underlying that fundamental idea, of course, is
the basic precept of most religions and of Western
ethics that a man is a free spirit able to choose his
course of conduct freely and able to choose be-
tween doing right and doing wrong. If some men
enter life with a physical malformation that nar-
rows or eliminates their ability to make those
choices, what happens to the ideas of free will in
religion and of individual responsibility in ethics?
They would be, of course, destroyed or, at the least,
severely impaired.

Psychiatrists have been moving along the same
general path in some of their analyses of the be-
havior of criminals. As a result of their work, the
law has moved towards broadening the legal defini-
tion of insanity and creating the concept of dimin-
ished responsibility to take care of those who seem
unable to conform their conduct to the require-
ments of law. But the work of psychiatrists has not
been universally accepted and much of the philo-
sophical battle here a decade ago over the Durham
rule in criminal cases turned on the possibility, it
was undermining the idea of free will. Now, the
attack on that concept is much more concrete for
the current research turns on physical eviden
that can be demonstrated in a laboratory.

Undoubtedly the research to prove or disprove
this new theory will be long and costly. But it is so
fundamental that it must be completed unless we
are to live with nagging fears that science has not
done all it could to help us understand ourselves.

2 Since this eas written, public opinion hus forced at any rate the
Jlouse of Representatives to accept the beginnings of effective gun
control. What the Senate icill do is still uncertain. One of the Sena-
tors weho is afraid of hasty legislation on this delicate subject is
Eugene McCarthy.
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been discovered' that Cutler, ;Barr, 
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in t w n t a a .Gurr w ill probably be 'here on I ~1

August' 2 6th. 
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August 19, 1968

AIR MAIL

Professor lugh Davis Graham
1478 Twin ridge
Santa Barbara, CalifOrnia 93105

Dear Professor 0raham P

Lloyd Cutler asked me to find out if you ould

come to Wshington on August 27 to decide what the

History *task Force shoul be di S.hFortand I andr

will be here then as will Lloyd, Jim Short and 
I, and

perhaps Tom Barr as wel

I a eelO itl a copyof the seminar report which

rtsI aGun delivered to the com 1issief at the

AcadicConfrenle, which we held 
on July It

Please call us collect about 
the 27th.

Sincerely

Vic..
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NATIONAL COMMIT ON ON THE CAUSES AND PREV ION F VIOLENCE

726 JACKSON PL.., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

DR. MILTON S. EISENHOWER LLOYD N. CUTLER

CHAIRMANEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

THOMAS D. BARR
CONGRESSMAN HALE BOGGS DEPUTY DIRECTOR

" 
DEPTY DIECTORARCHBISHOP 

TERENCE J. COOKE 
j

A.IBASSADOR PATRICIA HARRIS Tu y 30,8J C
SENATOR PHILIP A. HART JAMES S. CAM NELL

JUDGE A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM GENERAL COUNSEL

ERIC HOFFER WILLIAM G. MCNALD

SENATOR ROMAN HRUSKA ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

LEON JAWORSKI
ALBERT E. JENNER. JR.

CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM M. McCULLOCH-

JUDGE ERNEST W. McFARLAND

DR. W. WALTER MENNINGER

Dear Professor Graham:

As agreed in our conversation today, I am enclosing

the following papers:

a) A Schematic Outline of the Commission's work
program.

b) An Operational Outline of the -program showing
the proposed division into seven working groups.

c) A memorandum outlining some of the questions
that might be considered by the historical
working group, entitled "Some Aspects of a
Historical and Comparative Survey of Violence."

I

d) A thoughtful paper by Professor Potter on the
same subject.

I should have mentioned that Professor Marvin Wolfgang

of Pennsylvania and James Short of Washington State wilb

our co-directors of research. As you may know, they are bZh r

sociologists who have written extensively in the field of

violence. We will also have available as consultants to

react to outlines and drafts a group including Morris Jano-

witz, Peter Rossi, James Q. Wilson, Orville Brim, Stanton

.. ............... ............. ..heele'RichafdWade "ad Professor Potter
nicrr 01.
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Dear Te:

closed is the draft optline o sore of the

1s~ues which might be coved in a hiStorical and

comparative survey of violence. An earlier version

~- t

of the same rrmerandur 1ia al0 beers sentt Iu

David SGram

We look forward to seeing you on the 27th. I

will be here all next week, if you wouldi Ike to ti lehone

or come down fr a vist .

Sincerel ,.

Lloyd N. Cutler

professor Ted ( r
Center for International Studies

Princeton Univer' ity

i8 PrCeown NewyJersey

A .

'r Also on l d 1 a t

C ---- r-.
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August 16, 1968

SOME ASPECTS OF A HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF VIOLENCE

1. We want to measure the present volume of political

acts of violence and non-political assaultive crimes against

the available data on the number of such acts and crimes at

other times in our own history and in the past and current

experiences of other comparable nations. This may help us

to determine whether we have become a more violent society

than other cultures or in our own past.

2. If we can identify past periods or current cultures

that appear significantly less violent, we want to identify

factors (e.g., rapidity of social change, governmental responses,

availability of weapons, etc.) that may explain the difference,

and we want to test the validity of any such explanations.

3. We particularly want to identify past or current

social situations that have a good deal of similarity, and that

were resolved with a low incidence of violence in one set of

social circumstances and responses and a high incidence of

violence in another. If we can find such cases e.g, 1785-1815
in Great Britain and France; current rates of assaultive crime

in Europe and the United States; the first decade of independence

in the Ivory Coast and Nigeria), we want again -to identify and
validate factors that may explain the difference.
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4. We particularly want to examine the historical and

comparative validity of a number of widely held theories:

a. That violence by those seeking social changes

is a necessary and causative factor in the process of

achieving their objective (e.g., would slavery have

been abolished without the Civil War; would ghetto

or campus reforms have been achieved without the

Newark, Detroit, Berkeley and Columbia disorders?).

Are there good historical and comparative examples of

cases in which violence by those seeking social change

defeated or greatly delayed their objectives (e.g.,

the slave rebellions, the Hungarian revolution of 1956,

the ELAS movement in Greece, the postwar Communist riots

in Western Europe?). If so, what explains. the differences

in result? Can we demonstrate by history that violent

protest is a very dangerous form of protest, and that

the quantum of violence which may succeed in winning

favorable action by the white majority may come within

a razor's edge of the quantum that may elect George

Wallace instead?

b. That forceful repression of violent group

outbursts will prevent such outbursts from occurring,

Ii
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and that responses or "concessions" in the direction

of social change will "make violence pay" and encourage

additional violent outbursts. Hoffer. Are there

good historical and comparative examples in which

forceful repression unaccompanied by "concessions"

toward social change ultimately resulted in even more

violent outbursts and greater social changes (e.g.,

the decade preceding the French Revolution, the Russian

Revolution, and the Civil Rights Movement in the South,

the history of labor-management relations in the U.S.?).

Are there examples of comparable cases where ajudicious

combination of law enforcement and "concessions" toward

widely supported social change resulted in significantly

less violence (e.g., the British experience during the

French Revolution, the decolonization of the British

Empire as compared to the French and Dutch Empires)?

c. That the pace of social change substantially

affects the incidence of accompanying violence. Are

there historical or comparative examples to support any

of the following propositions:

i. That we have race-tension violence because

we have permitted social conditions for blacks

to improve too rapidly?



ii. That we have race-tension violence because

we have not permitted social conditions for .blacks

to improve fast enough?

iii. That we have race-tension violence because

the pace of improvement of social conditions for

black people has been uneven?

d. That the incidence of assaultive crime is

directly and causatively related to the incidence and

depth of poverty among both the perpetrators and their

victims. Are there good historical and comparative

examples of poverty-stricken but peaceful areas of the

U.S. or foreign cultures (e.g., prewar Japan)? If so,

can we identify special factors, irrelevant to our own

circumstances, that may explain the difference? Can

we posit a definite and significant relationship between

poverty and violence? Can we assign this relationship

a higher value than any other?

e. That the incidence of assaultive crime is

directly and causatively related to racial or ethnic

origin and cultural patterns. Is there historical and

comparative evidence that identifies violence more closely

with poverty cultures e Wolfgang's Subculture of

Violence) than-ith racial or ethnic cultures (e

machismo, the Mafia, etc.)? Can we point to peaceful

diretlyand austivey rlatd totheincienc an
"444
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Black or Latin societies (past or present) and to

violent Nordic ones (Past or present)?

f. That the incidence of assaultive crime is

inversely and causatively related to the resources a

society invests in law enforcement and the respect of

the public for the law enforcement system. Are there

historical or comparative examples of more peaceful

societies which invest greater resources in law

enforcement and induce greater respect for the system?

Are there any episodes in which a given society increased

its investment or achieved a higher degree of respect

and thereby reduced the incidence of assaultive crime?

LNC
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE . (

Ill

726 JACKSON PL.., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

LLOYD N. CUTLER

DR. MILTON S. EISENHOWERL EXECUTVER

CHA I RMAN 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CH THOMAS D.. BARR
CONGRESSMAN HALE BOGGS DEPUTY DIRECTOR
ARCHBISHOP TERENCE J. COOKE

AMBASSADOR PATRICIA HARRIS AuJust 2, 1968
SENATOR PHILIP A. HART 

JAMES S. CAMPBELL

JUDGE A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM
ERIC HOFFER WILLIAM G. MCDONALD
SENATOR ROMAN HRUSKA ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
LEON JAWORSKI
ALBERT E. JENNER. JR.

CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM M. McCULLOCH

JUDGE ERNEST W. MCFARLAND

DR. W. WALTER MENNINGER

Dear -Milton:

Thanks for your letter of August 1 about the history

outlines. We have very much in mind the English experience,

particularly at the time of the French Revolution when a

very similar society across the channel was erupting into

the most extreme form of violence.

We discussed yesterday with Dr. Wolfgang and the

Assassination group the precise problem you raise in your

letter as to whether the history of a particular subject -

e.g., assassination - will be the responsibility of the

subject task force or the history task force. We agreed

that the basic responsibility for collecting the historical

data will rest with the subject task force and that the

evaluation and interpretation of this data will be reviewed

with the history group.

I have now talked to Professor Graham, who is most

interested, and to Professor Donald. Professor Donald is

concerned about Dr. Graham's administrative responsibilities
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE
726 JACKSON PL., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

DR. MILTON S. EISENHOWER .LLOYD N. CUTLER
CAI RMAN Ags 1 198 EXECUT IVE D DIRECTOR

CONGRESSMAN HALE BOGGS -THOMAS D. BARR
ARCHBISHOP TERENCE J. COOKE DEPUTY DIRECTOR
AMBASSADOR PATRICIA HARRIS
SENATOR PHILIP A. HART JAMES S. CAMPBELL
JUDGE A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM GENERAL COUNSEL
ERIC HOFFER
SENATOR ROMAN HRUSKA WILLIAM G. McDONALD
LO JAWORENER ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

CONGRESSMAN WI LL IAM M. Mc CULLOCH
JUDGE ERNEST W. MCFARLAND
DR. W. WALTER MENNINGER

Dear Lloyd:

This letter will be signed after I am on my way to
Wisconsin.

Your outline and Professor Potter's comments on what
for short-hand purposes one may call a comparative sociolo-
gical history of violence are comprehensive and hence a
comment by me is only for emphasis.

I have felt that a comparison of the British and
American experiences would be especially helpful. Certainly
the English, Scots and Welsh had long periods of violence,
but today I suspect the British people are as law-abiding
as any national group in the world. What were the develop-
ments in its history that led to what seems to be a genuine
respect for the law, while we seem to have a historic
monotony of lawlessness? Such a comparison would bring
forth the historian's view of the persistent causes of
violence in the United States.-

Another problem involving history is on my mind. All
of the task forces will, I trust, deal with the historical
aspects of their special assignments. Certainly this would
seem to be necessary for the task forces on individual
violence, mob or group violence, mass media, gun control,
and the legal structure of gun enforcement. Will each task
force be responsible for its specialized history, or will
the scholars on the history task force help?

I'll be back from Wisconsin late on the evening of.
August 5th. My address and telephone number for the next
few days: The Northern Resort Hotel, Minocqua, Wisconsin,
54548, telephone: area code 715 - 356-6150.

Sincerely,

Lloyd N. Cutler, Esquire
Wilmner, Cutler & Pickering
Farragut BuildingN
Washington, D. C. 20006



NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE
726 JACKSON RL., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

DR. MILTON S. EISENHOWER LLOYD N. CUTLER
CHAIRMAN 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CONGRESSMAN HALE BOGGS THOMAS D. BARR
ARCHBISHOP TERENCE J. COOKE DEPUTY DIRECTOR
AMBASSADOR PATRICIA HARRIS
SENATOR PHILIP A. HARTJ0 JAMES S. CAMPBELL
JUDGE A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM GENERAL COUNSEL
ERIC HOFFER
SENATOR ROMAN HRUSKA WILLIAM G. McDONALD
LEON JAWORSKI 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
ALBERT E. JENNER. JR.
CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM M. McCULLOCH
JUDGE ERNEST W. MCFARLAND
DR. W. WALTER MENNINGER

Dear Professor Graham:

As agreed in our conversation today, I am enclosing

the following papers:

a) A Schematic Outline of the Commission's work
program.

b) An Operational Outline of the program showing
the proposed division into seven working groups.

c) A memorandum outlining some of the questions
that might be considered by the historical
working group, entitled "Some Aspects of a
Historical and Comparative Survey of Violence."

d) A thoughtful paper by Professor Potter on the
same subject.

I should have mentioned that Professor Marvin Wolfgang

of Pennsylvania and James Short of Washington State will be

our co-directors of research. As you may know, they are both

sociologists who have written extensively in the field of

violence. We will also have available as consultants to

react to outlines and drafts a group including Morris Jano-

witz, Peter Rossi, James Q. Wilson, Orville Brim, Stanton

Wheeler, Richard Wade and Professor Potter.
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July 30, 1968

Dear Joe:

Thanks very much ror your note of July 17th. I

am glad to know you will be available to us as a con-

sultant, and you can be sure we will be taking up the

option.

As a start, I would appreciate anything you can

tell me about the psychiatrists at Stanford who have
formed the Stanford Committee on Violence and have sub-

mitted the enclosed proposal to us. We had a visit with

themmlast week and are impressed with the way they are

tackling their work. David Hamburg will also be part

of the group when he returns this fall from Africa.

Sincerely,

Lloyd N. Cutler
Executive Director

Dr. Joseph T'. English
Assistant Director for Health Affairs
Office of Economic Opportunity
Washington, D. C. 20506

I1



July 29, 1968

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. BARR
cc: James S. Campbell

Robert Baker

Subject: Professor David Potter-

Bob and I tried hard to persuade Professor Potter to do a

historical paper for us . Although he spent a dinner and breakfast

with us, and will be happy to talk and react to papers at any time,

he is not willing to undertake a specific responsibility.

He does agree on the value of historical and comparative

analysis in our work, and he recommends as a possible candidate

Hugh Davis Graham. He 'is a native of Tennessee, studied history at

Yale and in the Stanford Graduate School under Potter. He is now

an assistant professor of history at Johns Hopkins. He wrote a book

published by the Vanderbilt University Press entitled "Crisis in Black

and White," and a recent article in one of the historical quarterlies

entitled "Crisis in Black Power." As these titles indicate, his

specialty is in urban and racial problems. Do you want to ask

Dr. Eisenhower about him and arrange an interview?

Attached is a very thoughtful paper which Potter prepared before

our meeting entitled "A Memorandum on the Problem of Violence in

Modern American Society." Also attached is a paper we prepared for

Potter entitled ''Some Aspects of a Historical and Comparative Survey

of Violence."

Lloyd N. Cutler

Attachments



A Memorandum on the Problem of Violence in Modern
American Society

David M. Potter,Stanford University.

I. Preliminary Observations.

1. For purposes of thi memorandum, violence means aggressive

behavior by private individuals which results in serious injury to

people or to property. The term has sometimes been mystically defined

more broadly than this, but for operative purposes, I believe it

should be limited in this way. War, of course, is a form of violence,

but those who engage in it do not act as private individuals.

2. The immediate occasion for the appointment of a Commission on

the Prevention of Violence was the killing of Senator Kennedy within

a limited time after the killing of President Kennedy and Martin Luther

King. But I assume that the circumstances of these assassinations are

too controversial and too random to study very successfully, and that

this inquiry is concerned with the general prevalence of violence

and the atmosphere which it may have generated, and not with the as-

sassinations as such. The historic study of assassination would be

a difficult matter entirely and would involve a comparison of the

assassinationssof public leaders (and the degree of public exposure of

public leaders), at various times and places in history.

3. 3 I would note that while the Negro Revolution has resulted in a

great deal of violence against property, the violence against persons

has been limited, and it is astonishing how few have been killed, in*

proposrtion to the extent of the disturbances, rather than how many.

* This condition, of course, may not continue to prevail.

1i
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II. Proposed Steps of Analysis.

For purposes of breaking down this problem into topics which can

be analyzed, I suggest three steps. These steps are borrowed from.

psychology, but my approach is historical. One needs to recognize

the factors of (a) frustration, (b) psychological aggression, and

(c) physical violence.

(a) Civilization frustrates all human beings by inhibiting some

of their natural impulses. But historically, the rates of frustra-

tion in different societies vary widely. Frustration may be caused

(1) by the harshness with which individuals are repressed, or (2) by

the expectations which individuals are stimulated to believe in,

beyond the capacity of society to fulfill these expectations.

American society is especially vulnerable to the frustration of dis-

appointed expectations, because historically we have used the political

process of generating demands (pressure groups) as a means of leverage

to bring about change and progress. If we generate demands which can-

not be promptly met that is another matter. There are, of course,

many forms of frustration, and this dissatisfaction with social situa-

tions is only one, but an important one. We are, of course, doing

much to fulfill expectations, but this will not help unless the rate

of fulfillment is greater than the rate of increase of expectations.

It might be supposed that frustration will always lead to

aggression, but this is by no means true. Some frustrated individuals

lapse into despaire (they "drop out"); others are stimulated to exer-

cise greater ingenuity in gaining their objectives (some rats in a

maze become pathological; others solve the maze). But often, frustra-

tion leads inevitably to a psychological attitude of resentment or

aggression.
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(b) Aggression, like frustration, exists in all societies, but takes

historically different forms in different ones. For instance, in

some societies it is channelled into indirect, ritualistic, or vicarious

forms. For instance, the practice of competitive sports gives a harm-

less outlet to aggressive impulses. Bull fighting and gladiatorial

games are equally ritualistic but not so harmless. Some drama, from

Greek tragedy to modern televised sadism, expresses aggression, and

the sacrifices practiced in some religions may have done so. Some

societies encourage aggression to take the form of self-hate, by teach-

ing people to expect too much of themselves -- Puritanism was a case

in point. Some societies minimize aggression by inculcating a belief

in the sanctity of law. Others minimize it by penalties so harsh

and enforcement so certain that they may inspire fear and ddter the

potential aggressor.

American society is very poorly equipped historically, to copeewith

aggression. Our humanitarian society has such strong feelings against

harsh penalties that they cause sympathy for the aggressor who is

punished. Our society has never been very law abiding, and it no long-

er inculcates belief in the sanctity of law. Within the last quarter

century there have been three large-scale situations where major public

sympathy was with the law-breakers (1) with Germans who rejected Nazi

law, (2) with integrationists who refused to obey racial segregation

laws in this country, and (3) with protesters who violate law in

their demonstrations against the Vietnam War. Further, we have given

wide currency to a deterministic philosophy which tells the disadvantag-

ed that their plight is the result of social injustice. Even if this
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is in part true, some simple minds certainly take it too literally.

Hence, there are broad sanctions for the expression or acting out of

aggression, somewhat limited inhibitions, and very circumscribed

physical controls. Under these conditions, aggression very frequently

<I takes the form of physical violence.

(&) Violence, like frustration and aggression exists in all

societies, but varies greatly in intensity and for-. from one to another.

In societies with a strong sense of communal membership, people of the

in-group will not kill one another even though they feel aggressive to-

ward one another. Where community breaks down, as it has to some extent

in this country, and the population of a city becomes a mass or crowd,

rather than a community, violence is less inhibited. Also in communi-.

ties where physical violence is technologically easy, as in a society

with ready access to firearms and high-powered cars for escape, violence

is less easily prevented by social control.

Most societies can attain the social objectivTes which they say

they want, if they are really willing to pay the social price (not the

money price)for them. I would suppose that the crucial question in

this case is whether American society is willing to pay the social

price for the reduction of violence.
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SOME ASPECTS OF A HISTOKICAL AND COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF VIOLENCE (Draft)

1. We want to measure the present volume of pol itical acts of

violence and non-pol itical assaultive crimes against the available*

data on the number of such acts and cr imes at other t imes in our own

history and in the past and current experiences of other comparable

nations. This may help us to determine whether we have become a more

violent society than other cultures or in our own past.

2. If we can identify past periods or current cultures that appear

significantly less violent, we want to identify factors (e.g.,.rapidity

of social change, governmental responses, availability of weapons, etc.)

that may explain the difference, and we want to test the validity of

any such explanat ions.

3. We par t icul arl y want to ident ity pas t or cur rent soc ial s ituat ions

that have a good deal of similarity, and that were resolved with a low

- incidence of violence in one set of, social circumstances and responses

anfd a high incidence of violence in another. If we can find such cases

(e.g., 1785-1815 in Great Britain and France; current rates of

assaultive crime in Europe and the United States, the Ivory Coast and

Nigeria) we again want to identify and validate factors that may explain

the difference,

4., We particularly want to examine the historical and comparative

validity of a number of widely held theories:

a) That violence by those seeking soc ial changes is a necessary

and causative factor in the process of achieving their objective (e.g.,

would slavery have been abolished without the Civil War; would ghetto
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or campus reforms have been achieved without the Newark, Detroit,

Berkeley and Columbia disorders?). Are there good historical and

comparative examples of cases in which violence by those seeking social

change defeated or greatly delayed their objectives (e.g., the slave

rebellions, the Hungarian revolution of 1956, the ELAS movement in

Greece, the post war Communist riots in Western Europe?). If so, what

explains the differences 'or, result?

b) That forceful repression of violent group outbursts will prevent

such outbursts from occurring, and that responses or "concessions" in

the direction of social change will "make violence pay" and encourage

additional violent outbursts. Are there good historical and comparative

examples in which forceful repression unaccompanied by "concessions"

toward social change ultimately resulted in even more violent outbursts

and greater social changes (e.g., the decade preceding the French

Revolution, the Civil Rights movement in the South, the history of

labor-management relations in the U.S.?) And are there examples of

comparable cases where a judicious combination of law enforcement and

"concessions" toward widely supported social change resulted in

significantly less violence (e.g., the British experience during the

French Revolution, the decolonization of the British Empire as compared

to the French and Dutch Empires)?

c) That the pace of social change substantially affects the

incidence of accompanying violence. Are there historical or comparative

examples to support any of the following propositions:
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1.) That we have race-tension violence because we have permitted

social conditions for blacks to improve too rapidly?

2.) That we have race-tension violence because we have not permitted

social conditions for blacks' to improve fast enough?

3.) That we have race-tension violence because the pace of

improvement of social conditions for black people has been

uneven?

d) That the incidence of assaultive crime is directly and

causatively related to the incidence and depth of poverty among both

the perpetrators and their victims. Are there good historical and

comparative examples of poverty-stricken but peaceful areas of the

U.S. or foreign cultures (e.g., prewar Japan)? If so, can we identify

special factors, irrelevant to our own circumstances, that my explain

the difference? Can we posit a definite and significant relationship

between poverty and violence? Can we assign this relationship a higher

value than any other?

e) That the incidence of assaultive crime is directly and causa-

tively related to racial or ethnic origin and cultural patterns. Is

there historical and comparative evidence that identifies violence

more closely with poverty cultures (e.g., Wolfgang's Subculture of

Violence) than with racial or ethnic cultures (e.g., machismo, the Mafia,

etc.)? Can we point to peaceful Black or Latin societies (past or

present) and to violent Nordic ones (past or present)?
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